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Abstract 
The primary objective of this thesis is to identify why sectarianism has declined in Liverpool.  
In doing, it is necessary to identify what sectarianism was in a Liverpool context, whilst also 
outlining its development.  In relation to this, the part played by nineteenth century Irish 
immigration, the Orange Order, and the Roman Catholic Church will be analysed.  Although 
assessed, it is not the intention of this work to concentrate primarily on the sectarian 
violence that gripped the city, nor the complex relationship between sectarianism and 
politics in Liverpool: the latter having already been expertly covered by Waller (1981) and 
the former by Neal (1988).  Nonetheless, in analysing the degeneration of denominational 
antagonism both the reduction in sectarian violence and the rapidity of its political 
disintegration will be considered.  
For a period spanning two centuries the sectarian divide in Liverpool soured relations 
between its residents.  Indeed, the city’s political representatives were often elected on the 
basis of their ethno-religious pedigree.  Politics continued to be influenced by religion until 
the mid-1970s.  Weakening sectarianism, in the limited existing studies, is attributed largely 
to post-war slum clearance, but this thesis asserts that causality is much more complex.  
There are a range of factors that have contributed to the decline.  As this thesis 
demonstrates, the downfall of sectarianism coincided with the creation of a collective 
identity; an identity based not on ethno-religious affiliations, but on a commonality, an 
acknowledgment that principles which united were more significant than factors which 
divided.  Importantly, the success of the city’s two football teams, Everton FC and Liverpool 
FC, gave the city a new focus based upon a healthy sporting rivalry rather than sectarian 
vehemence.  A complex interplay of secularism and ecumenism, the economic misfortunes 
of Liverpool and their political impact in terms of class politics, the growth of a collective city 
identity and the omnipotence of (non-religiously derived) football affiliations combined to 
diminish Liverpool’s once acute sectarian fault-line. This thesis examines how and why.  
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Religion has taken second place.  It used to be the focus of everybody.  
Both sides would focus on religion and that was it.  All that matters today 
is football, sex, and music.1 
 
Introduction 
Sectarianism in Liverpool: scale and origins 
Over a period spanning two centuries Liverpool was riven by deep-rooted ethno-
religious tensions.  These animosities first surfaced in 1819 when Protestant 
Orangemen and Irish Catholics were combatants in an ‘Orange-Catholic’ riot.  
Sectarianism was fuelled by a gargantuan scale of Irish immigration into Liverpool 
between 1845 and 1852.  Nevertheless, as Ingram argues, ‘anti-Catholicism was an 
[already] integral part of British Protestant culture … with its roots set well before the 
nineteenth century.’2  What developed was a cultural partition based around religious 
and national identities. During this period, denominational division between 
Protestants and Catholics, coupled with xenophobia expressed between ‘native’ 
Liverpudlians and immigrant Irish, caused significant conflict, as ‘people were 
stigmatised for their religious beliefs within a city divided on sectarian lines.’3   
Neal states that, ‘by the 1850s the working-class was split in Liverpool in a way that 
was unique in England.’4  A decade later, the frequency of religious disputes was 
indicated by one contributor to the Liverpool Mercury who described as the ‘follies 
                                                             
1 Interview with Doris Bennett – 5th March 2013. 
2 Ingram, P. (1987) Sectarianism in the North West of England, with special reference to the class relationship in 
the city of Liverpool, 1846-1914. Ph.D. Lancashire Polytechnic – p.295. 
3 Crowley, T. (2012) Scouse: A Social and Cultural History. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press – p.22. 
4
 Neal, F. (1988) Sectarian Violence: The Liverpool Experience 1819 – 1914.  Liverpool: Newsham Press – p.158. 
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and vices of this great town … men causing dissention and every bad passion to arise, 
through foolish and useless religious differences.’5    
Religious animosity was exacerbated by the actions and rhetoric of clergymen and 
politicians, whilst the Orange Order and the Roman Catholic Church acted as fixed 
badges of identity for their respective ‘flocks’. After the Second World War 
sectarianism began to decline in a piecemeal fashion, but it remained significant until 
the end of the 1960s.  As late as the 1990s, Channel 4’s ‘Billy Boys’ programme 
referred to Liverpool as ‘England’s last sectarian city’.6  In 2008, Alexei Sayle, in a 
three-part series on the city, suggested that, ‘Liverpool is the only city in England 
where somebody can ask you if you are “Orange” and not be talking about your 
mobile phone network.’7 
In the nineteenth century and early twentieth century rioting was frequently 
juxtaposed with ostentatious religious celebrations in sectarian Liverpool.  The main 
‘Green’ and ‘Orange’ congregational days were St Patrick’s Day and the Twelfth of July 
respectively.8  These days were often marred by sectarian violence.  With a cited 
average ‘Twelfth’ turnout of ‘40-50,000 people by the 1870s’9, and with Liverpool, by 
the 1890s, the largest Roman Catholic diocese in England with over 400,000 people10, 
religion and sectarianism, by the turn of the century, had become a prominent 
features in the lives of many of the port’s citizenry.  Sectional hostilities continued 
                                                             
5
 Liverpool Mercury - May 11
th
, 1860. 
6 Billy Boys (1995) Channel 4 documentary on the breakaway group, the ‘Independent Orange Order’ of 
Liverpool. 
7 Alexei Sayle’s Liverpool (2008) BBC 2: three part documentary series, September 2008. 
8  ‘Orange Day’ or ‘the Glorious Twelfth’ is the main Protestant marching day of the Orange Institution. 
9
 Bullough, O. (1990) ‘Remember the Boyne’: Liverpool Orange Processions, 1919-1939. M.A. University of 
Warwick – p.7. 
10
 Ibid: 18 - Citing Gallagher. 
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(though increasingly in a ritualised sense) deep into the twentieth century.  Although 
the number of people involved in violence became small, ‘a few hundred’11, sectarian 
problems had long been endemic: 
In Liverpool, the fabric of working life was permanently scarred by open 
sectarian violence … To come home at night and find a brother, father or sister 
bleeding and battered after a fight over ‘religion’ was a traumatic experience 
which entered into the family stock of stories and prejudices, to be 
embroidered over time ... it was not simply the large-scale riot which set the 
tone of inter-communal dialogue; it was the thousand and one quarrels and 
fights, many unreported, which established animosity in the streets, public 
houses and workplaces.12 
 
As sectarianism diminished during the twentieth century, disturbances continued on 
the ‘Twelfth’ into the 1970s, and sectarian resentment lingered.  The ‘Troubles’ in 
Northern Ireland did not help matters, seemingly acting as the reason for the 
curtailment of Irish community presence on Liverpool’s streets toward the end of the 
1960s, which ‘saw the demise of St Patrick’s Day parades’, owing to ‘fears that 
growing civil unrest would transport itself to the streets of Liverpool’.13  The ‘Troubles’ 
however, did not outweigh factors that were diluting animosity.  Resentment subsided 
as the century progressed and by the twenty first century, apart from isolated 
incidents, was virtually defunct.   
The origin of sectarian division can be said to have been economic and xenophobic, as 
well as religious, owing to ‘one workman frequently regarded another as a jealous 
                                                             
11 Neal. 1988. 244. 
12
 Ibid: 251-2. 
13 Cairde na hEireann Liverpool (2013) Under Pressure: A report into Far-Right and Loyalist attacks against Irish 
Community Parades/ Marches in Liverpool during 2012. Liverpool: Cairde na hEireann Liverpool – p.4. 
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competitor rather than as a colleague in a common struggle.’14  In conditions of 
scarceness and amid a struggle for regular work, ‘all the frustration arising from 
poverty, overcrowding and unemployment broke the surface and found outlet in 
sectarian violence at the readiest “legitimate” excuse.’15  For the English Protestant, 
the Irish were scapegoats; regardless that Catholic and Protestant bore comparable 
levels of deprivation.   
Professor Asa Briggs described the conditions that the city’s slum inhabitants had 
endured: 
 As late as 1930 a survey of housing in Liverpool revealed the existence of ‘dark, 
 dilapidated, and comfortless dwellings, lacking sanitary conveniences and even 
 taps and sinks, nearly every family dependent for cooking and heating on an 
 incredibly unsuitable bedroom fire grate,’  Lack of amenities was associated 
 with overcrowding, tawdry ornamentation and a sense of decay.16 
  
In these conditions, Irish Catholics, whose arrival had significantly contributed to the 
overcrowding, were perceived as alien intruders and economic rivals in a situation 
where competition for work was already fierce.  Those who opposed their presence 
considered themselves the natural and rightful inhabitants of Liverpool.  Amid ethnic 
and religious disunity, the Orange Order became attractive to the Protestant working-
class, which desired an organisation that offered its own welfare schemes and mutual 
fellowship, comparable to what their Irish counterparts found in the Roman Catholic 
Church.  In combining to ‘resist’ Catholicism, Protestants were encouraged by the 
                                                             
14 Waller, P.J. (1981) Democracy & Sectarianism: A Political and Social History of Liverpool 1868-1939. 
Liverpool: Liverpool University Press – p.xvii. 
15
 Neal. 1988. 231. 
16 Briggs, A. (1956) Friends of the People: The Centenary History of Lewis’s. London: B.T. Batsford Ltd – pp.181-
2 - Citing Jones and Clark, ‘Housing in Liverpool: a survey’, in the Journal of the Royal Statistical Society (1930).  
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denunciations of ‘Rome’ by strident clergymen, such as Hugh McNeile and George 
Wise, and by the perception that the Catholic Irish were inherently inferior: ‘more like 
squalid apes than human beings’.17 
The Catholic Clergy’s obsession with ‘safeguarding the souls’ of their young caused 
much resentment among Protestants in Liverpool, and a bitter battle often ensued to 
ensure that a child was brought up in the ‘correct faith’; the Catholic stipulation under 
the 1908 Ne Temere decree.18  The message from some Catholic clergy suggested that 
association with ‘non-Catholics’ would condemn ones ‘soul to purgatory or limbo’19.  
This rhetoric would both scare their own flock and anger Protestants.  The philosophy 
of ‘better together’, most associated with the Anglican Bishop David Sheppard and the 
Catholic Archbishop Derek Worlock from the 1970s, constructed new relations based 
on ecumenical partnership, but it was a long time coming  
Moreover, Liverpool sectarianism had a strong political manifestation.  As the 
Conservatives and their partners in the Protestant Party played on the ‘fear-fattened 
prejudices of people who were, at best, notional Protestants but who were very 
definitely opposed to Irish Catholics’20, they enjoyed overall control of Liverpool City 
Council for much of the nineteenth and twentieth century, their efforts aided by the 
Working Men’s Conservative Association (WMCA) and the Orange Institution.  For 
their part, Catholics elected an Irish Nationalist MP to represent their part of the city 
                                                             
17
 Kinealy, C. (1994) This Great Calamity: The Irish Famine 1845-52. Dublin: Gill & Macmillan – p.331 - Citing J.A. 
Froude, 1841. 
18 A decree brought about by Pope Pius X – As a priest could refuse to conduct ‘mixed marriages’ between 
Roman Catholics and non-Roman Catholics, he could impose stipulations such as an obligation for any children 
to be baptised and brought up as Catholics, and for the non-Catholic partners to submit to religious education 
with the aim of converting them to Catholicism. 
19 Interview with Susanne Loughlin - 13th February 2013. 
20
 Lane, T. (1987) Liverpool Gateway of Empire.  London: Lawrence & Wishart – p.138. 
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until 1929.  Thus sectarianism in Liverpool engulfed religious, political, and economic 
spheres.  As Neal argues, ‘The [Protestant] Clergy genuinely believed that Catholicism 
was evil, the Tories wanted to use it [sectarianism] for political power at voting time, 
and the working-class resented all these paddies and wanted a punch up.’21 
In 1909 Liverpool was said to have been, ‘comparable to Belfast’.22  The sectarian 
disturbances of that year left a legacy which remained for decades in the form of 
residential segregation.  In 1910, The Times declared that ‘The Roman Catholics have 
driven the Protestants from the Scotland Road area; the Protestants have swept 
Netherfield Road clean of Roman Catholics.  It is almost incredible in regard to a great 
English City, but these clearances are affected by actual violence.’23  Neal suggests 
that, ‘though the situation never approached the excesses of Belfast it was a near 
thing.’24  Bullough’s appraisal, based on a study of Orange processions between 1919 
and 1939, stated that, ‘sectarian strife and disorder on Merseyside were a ritualised 
dilution of the Ulster Capital.’25  Inter-communal relations in Liverpool were certainly 
sour, on a par, if not greater, than rivalries experienced in Glasgow.  In his study on 
Scottish sectarianism, Gallagher wrote, 
 
 
                                                             
21 Interview with Frank Neal - 12th February 2010. 
22 Neal. 1988. 230 - Citing Leonard Dunning, Head Constable of Liverpool 1902-11, who made the comparison 
in a letter to the Home Office. 
23 The Times - 26th November, 1910 - Cited by Belchem, J. (2007) Irish, Catholic and Scouse: The history of the 
Liverpool-Irish 1800-1939. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press – p.193. 
24 Neal. 1988. 231. 
25
 Bullough. 1990. 10. 
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Nineteenth century Glasgow was second only to Liverpool as a reception-
centre for Irish immigrants ...  But, in practice, surface similarities give way to a 
more complex picture … [In Liverpool], to a greater degree than in Glasgow, 
sectarian friction stemmed from economic competition and was a more 
intense and unpleasant kind.26 
 
Politically, socially, demographically, and economically Liverpool is now transformed.  
Although Orange parades persist, they are of a much reduced size.  Several very small 
Irish republican parades also take place annually in Liverpool.  Churchgoing has 
declined markedly.  In 1982, when Pope John Paul II visited Liverpool, ‘attendance at 
mass regularly totalled 150,000 across the city; now that number is 60,000.’27   
Some kind of case could be made that problems have remained evident; a protest 
from Loyalists and Orangemen prevented a St Patrick’s Day parade from taking place 
in 1996.  In 2010, Catholic Bishop Tom Williams stated that, ‘you do not have to 
scratch far beneath the surface to uncover sectarian resentment in Liverpool.’28  In 
2012 three Irish parades were targeted by ‘Far-Right groups together with elements of 
Liverpool’s Loyalist/ Orange community.’29  In 2013, a tricolour was set ablaze by the 
Apprentice Boys of Derry on the grounds of the Loyal Provincial Orange Club on 
Everton Road.30  These events indicate residual difficulties, although they were 
predominantly ‘anti-Irish republican’ and, possibly to some extent, anti-Irish events, 
not the anti-Catholic episodes of old.  Religious sectarianism, in terms of Protestant 
                                                             
26 Gallagher, T. (1987) Glasgow: The Uneasy Peace. Religious Tension in modern Scotland, 1819-1914.  
Manchester: Manchester University Press – pp.14-15. 
27 Granada Reports, 2011, Granada Regional News, ITV, Liverpool, 21st January. 
28 Interview with Roman Catholic Bishop of Liverpool, Tom Williams - 23rd March 2010. 
29
 Cairde na hEireann Liverpool. 2013. 3. 
30 The malefactors were named as the Apprentice Boys of Derry.  The event was reported as a ‘hate crime’ by 
several members of Liverpool’s Irish community.  
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versus Catholic loathing, is devoid of any real significance in Liverpool and is virtually 
defunct.  This work will ask why this has come to be the case.  
 
The dearth of existing Literature on the demise of sectarianism  
Authoritative works already exist describing the violence associated with sectarianism 
and its complex relationship with Liverpool politics.  The works of Professor Frank Neal 
(1988)31 and Professor P.J. Waller (1981)32 complement each other, and provide a vital 
account of Liverpool’s divided past.  However, as the period covered in their work 
predates the significant demise of sectarianism, they offer very little suggestion as to 
why animosity subsided.  
Waller’s work is fundamentally important in highlighting the multifaceted affinity 
between politics and sectarianism in Liverpool.  His study contrasts the national 
political climate with the local municipal situation, referring to information ranging 
from Hansard to the minutes of local political meetings.  In doing, he highlights the 
depths to which religious antipathy (or at least the ‘religious’ label) sank.  Politicians, 
in order to attain office, would often have to appeal to one sect or the other; initially, 
Conservatives to Protestants and Liberals to Catholics, but later, Irish Nationalists, 
‘Independent’ Protestants (who would come to form the Protestant Party), as well as 
a proportion of Labour candidates, would all  develop support through ethno-religious 
affiliation.   
                                                             
31 Neal, F. (1988) Sectarian Violence: The Liverpool Experience 1819-1914, Manchester: Manchester University 
Press. 
32 Waller, P.J. (1981) Democracy and Sectarianism: A political and social history of Liverpool 1868-1939, 
Liverpool: Liverpool University Press. 
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Neal, whilst also commenting on the political relationship, does not examine that 
aspect in as much detail as Waller.  The focus of Neal’s work, published seven years 
after Waller’s, concentrated on ‘the origin, scale and nature of sectarian violence on 
the streets of nineteenth-century [and early twentieth-century] Liverpool.’33  The 
substantive content of Neal’s work is sectarian disorder.  He highlights as the main 
protagonists of violence, ‘the Irish Famine and the [subsequent] political manipulation 
of the prejudices, fear, economic rivalry and xenophobia.’34  Neal points to the divisive 
propaganda offered by Anglican Clergymen such as Hugh McNeile35 and George 
Wise36, and also talks of the contribution made by both the Orange Order and the 
Roman Catholic Church.  He suggests that ‘the fabric of working life was permanently 
scarred by open sectarian violence.’37 
These important studies by Waller and Neal act as foundations for the very limited 
number of academic works which concentrate on Liverpool sectarianism or its decline, 
specifically those by Peter Day38 and John Belchem.39  Day’s work is informative and 
meticulously researched, but amounts to merely a single book chapter and an M.Phil. 
thesis analysing the decline of the Orange Order and Orangeism in Liverpool.  It is 
limited in relation to the general decline of sectarianism  
                                                             
33
 Neal. 1988. Preface. 
34
 Ibid: 239. 
35 In 1835 Hugh McNeile (1795-1879) formed the Liverpool Protestant Association.  It was said that ‘he made 
and unmade Mayors as easily as Warwick made kings.’ Waller. 1931.11.  
36
 Pastor Wise (1855-1917) was a Protestant councillor for Kirkdale Ward (1903-6) He formed the Protestant 
Reformers’ Memorial Church, in 1903.  
37 Neal. 1988. 251. 
38 Day, A. ‘Pride before a fall? Orangeism in Liverpool since 1945’: in Busteed, M, Neal, F. and Tonge, J.  (eds) 
(2008)  Irish Protestant Identities, Manchester: Manchester University Press; Day, A, (2008), The Orange Order 
in Liverpool since 1945. Unpublished M.Phil thesis, University of Liverpool. 
39 Belchem, J. (2007) Irish, Catholic & Scouse: The History of the Liverpool-Irish 1800-1940, Liverpool: Liverpool 
University Press. 
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Belchem’s Irish Catholic & Scouse describes how the Irish diaspora struggled to 
integrate in Liverpool, due to their nationality and religion.  Most Irish were Catholics 
in a stalwartly Protestant society.  Belchem charts how Irish immigration helped shape 
the dominant character of Liverpool, an aspect which, as will be argued in later 
chapters, began to help quell sectarian tensions.  Yet, although useful, Belchem’s work 
does not go far enough to address the research question of this study.  Existing works 
lack significant evidence explaining why sectarian tensions subsided. 
John Bohnstedt’s essay, More than One Working Class suggests that, ‘social calm 
depended upon political will rather than enlightenment’ or more specifically that, ‘the 
near-anarchy of the great transport strike of 1911 convinced the town’s leaders they 
could no longer afford to permit sectarian disturbances, and they acted promptly to 
shut them down.’40  This, albeit limited in scope, is a rare and direct supposition on the 
decline of religious animosity.  Although it has a variety of limitations, not least that 
sectarian disturbances did rumble on, albeit not at previous levels, it is nonetheless a 
potentially important and valid claim and as such will be examined.   
A number of other texts emphasise the city’s sectarian divisions.  Two unpublished MA 
theses, for instance, investigate organisations prominent in Liverpool’s sectarian 
history.  Oliver Bullough41 and Bernard O’Connell42 investigate the Orange Institution 
and the Irish Nationalist Party, respectively.  Bullough’s study concentrates on the 
processions of Orange Institution in the early decades of the twentieth century, while 
                                                             
40 Bohnstedt, J. (1992) ‘More than One Working Class’, in Belchem, J. (ed.) (1992) Popular Politics, Riot and 
Labour: Essays in Liverpool History 1790-1940. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press – p.173, p.210. 
41 Bullough, O. (1990) ‘Remember the Boyne’: Liverpool Orange Processions, 1919-1939. Unpublished M.A. 
thesis, University of Warwick. 
42  O’Connell, B. (1971) The Irish Nationalist Party in Liverpool, 1873-1922. Unpublished M.A. thesis, University 
of Liverpool. 
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O’Connell’s work chronicles the development and eventual dissolution of Liverpool’s 
Irish Nationalist Party (INP).  Both works comment on the community friction, which 
aided the support given to the rival organisations.  Neither, however, offers suitable 
explanation for the weakening of pronounced religious antagonisms.  Notwithstanding 
this, O’Connell does stress that the 1921 Anglo-Irish treaty took much of the impetus 
out of the local Irish Nationalist movement, the INP itself, by that point, being ‘almost 
indistinguishable ... in social policy to the Labour Party’43, to whom, many of its 
members and much of its support base turned.  
John Pathworth’s44 Ph.D. thesis, which concentrates on Irish settlement patterns in 
nineteenth-century Liverpool, also devotes a chapter to ‘cultural aspects’ of the Irish, 
specifically the much-cited relationship between the Irish community and the Roman 
Catholic Church, as well as local political parties. It is a useful resource for describing 
an element of sectional behaviour, but the period of study predates the decline of 
sectarianism.  Likewise, Philip Ingram’s45 Ph.D. study, while directly relevant in 
describing sectarian practice in Liverpool, offers less on its decline.  Although Ingram 
claims that anti-Catholicism ‘shrinks in appeal between 1870 and 1914 to being a 
working-class, Low Church or Nonconformist obsession’46, sectarian friction continued 
in Liverpool for many decades after 1914, a period that his work does not cover.  
Importantly, his research highlights the longevity of decline, in that some elements of 
Liverpool sectarianism were waning prior to the twentieth century, although acute 
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sectarian riots early in that century indicate a continuing severe problem, one subject 
to uneven diminution.  There are a number of other works, not all academic volumes, 
of some relevance to this study.  For example, Tony Lane’s Gateway to Empire passes 
brief comment on the exceptional nature of Liverpool politics, owing to sectarianism.47  
More recently, Ken Rogers’ The Lost Tribe of Everton and Scottie Road chronicles the 
sectarian divide in that locality in the mid-twentieth century,48 while Crowley’s Scouse: 
A Social and Cultural History also refers to ‘the sectarian animosities that scarred 
Liverpool in the nineteenth century’.49  Michael Macilwee’s Tearaways (2008), on the 
gangs of Liverpool, states that, ‘Liverpool’s bitter sectarian divide meant that Catholics 
and Protestants spent more time fighting each other than combining to form fruitful 
criminal partnerships’50, while John Francis Hall’s book, The Dock Road51, devotes a 
chapter to the prominence of church life in 1860s Liverpool.  There are a variety of 
other works, which offer valuable, albeit limited, content of relevance to this study.  
However, none overtly afford an answer as to why sectarianism declined.  This trend is 
typical of many works which make reference to Liverpool’s divided past and is 
understandable given that the studies primarily concentrate on other topics.  For 
instance, Cooke’s Scotland Road The Old Neighbourhood,52 talks of the environment in 
which Catholics found themselves and Kerrigan’s A Bowl of Scouse,53 emphasises the 
plight of the famine Irish in the port, both offer important insights for this work, but 
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again neither offer in depth answers as to why Liverpool made the transition from a 
city of religious division to a city of relative religious harmony.    
One of the few texts to directly address why sectarianism declined was a leading 
article in the Tablet (a Roman Catholic publication) by Peter Stanford in 2004.  
Stanford’s article (only 1,357 words long) argued that a combination of relocation 
through slum clearance, association through newly established workplaces, and the 
‘better together’ philosophy adopted by the Churches helped ‘remove the last 
significant vestiges of sectarianism’.54  However, Stanford’s article, though relevant 
and mostly factually accurate, offered little evidence to support his assertions.   
Perhaps a more pertinent article in relation to the study was Tony Birtill’s Irish Post 
article, ‘A lighter shade of Orange’, in January 1996.55  The article dealt not only with 
the declining political influence of the Orange Institution in Liverpool, but talked more 
generally about the decline of sectarianism in the city.  It also offered suggestions as 
to why this dilution of influence had taken place.  Birtill highlighted how declining 
religious observation on Merseyside combined with working-class solidarity, the 
emergence of the Labour Party, slum clearance, and the prominence of the city’s non-
sectarian football teams to divert attention away from the once fractious quasi-
religious, racist, and political tensions which divided large sections of the working-class 
in the port.  
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The autobiographies of the epitomes of the ‘better together’ philosophy; Bishop David 
Sheppard and Archbishop Derrick Worlock56 are useful to the study, as are Peter 
Lupson’s Thank God for Football and Across the Park,57 describing Liverpool’s ‘new 
religion’.  Michael O’Neill’s St Anthony’s, Scotland Road, Liverpool58 also has value, 
given that it concerns the Catholic parish based in the heart of North Liverpool’s 
‘sectarian zone’.  Nonetheless, a consistency in the texts emerges.  None offer detailed 
examinations on why sectarianism declined. The academic work, directly 
concentrating on Liverpool’s sectarian past, ends with Waller in 1939, and apart from 
Day’s study on the Orange Institution, no substantive text addresses why division 
diminished. Even Stanford’s thoughtful work is assumption-based, rather than 
evidential.  It is illustrative that even Tony Birtill’s well-considered reflections (some of 
the most comprehensive in directly addressing Liverpool’s sectarian decline), amount 
to a single article in an edition of the Irish Post.  The gap in the literature is curious, as 
for over a century sectarianism was an endemic feature of life in Liverpool.   
In stark contrast to Liverpool, sectarianism in Northern Ireland and Scotland has 
received much more contemporary analysis.  At least implicitly, the experience and 
history of Liverpool and sectarianism is related to the histories of other British/ Irish 
cities, specifically Glasgow and Belfast.  While each case is distinct, and as Smyth and 
Moore suggest, ‘Sectarianism in Derry Londonderry ... is differentiated from 
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sectarianism in Liverpool - or indeed Belfast - by the specificity of local conditions’59, 
there are similarities, even if at the most basic level.  
Sectarianism in Belfast, Liverpool, and Glasgow has been based upon intra-Christian 
division, which in each case has been accompanied by a range of related other factors 
exacerbating inter-communal tensions. These include rival national identities (Irish 
versus British), political (Loyalist versus Republican), xenophobic (immigrant versus 
native), and even footballing (Celtic versus Rangers) rivalries.  Each factor varies 
considerably depending upon local determinants.  For example, the interchangeability 
of football and sectarianism is an element which is much more applicable in Scotland 
(specifically Glasgow) than (as will be argued), Liverpool, while it has been a factor in 
Northern Ireland, as Sugden and Bairner’s Sport, Sectarianism and Society in a Divided 
Ireland60  outlines.  Moreover, the terms ‘immigrant’ and ‘native’ refer to different 
sects depending on locality.  Historically, in relations to Liverpool sectarianism, most 
immigrants were Catholic and the ‘natives’ were Protestant; this situation is reversed 
in the perceptions of some Irish nationalists in the north of Ireland.   
For reasons of space and focus, this research must necessarily concentrate on 
Liverpool’s particularities. Nonetheless, it is important to acknowledge, at least in 
passing, the obvious parallels that can be drawn between Liverpool, Glasgow, and 
Belfast, with the Orange Order and the Catholic Church (and its system of segregated 
education) at the heart of much of the controversy. Fraser (ed.) et al’s The Irish 
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Parading Tradition61 comprises a series of articles on both ‘Orange’ and ‘Green’ 
marches in Northern Ireland and Scotland.  Notably, no chapter is devoted to 
Liverpool and there is very little comment on parades taking place in the city, despite 
its ‘Orange’ and ‘Green’ heritage.  A reason for this may be that sectarianism was 
never as bloody in Liverpool as it was in Ireland and the Liverpool case of sectarianism 
is now by far the weakest of the three.  
 As Alan Ford, in The Origins of Sectarianism in Early Modern Ireland, comments, 
‘stories of sectarian cruelty provide a constant backdrop to Irish history’62, suggesting 
that Sectarianism in Northern Ireland is ‘not a product of recent events, such as 
partition, or the Troubles, rather it dates back to the early modern period, or even 
beyond to the Anglo-Norman invasion.’63  Ford’s account is the tip of the iceberg.  A 
glut of other works on Irish and Northern Irish sectarianism exist.   Whilst publications 
on Northern Ireland sectarianism often suffer from a scholarly lack of precision in its 
definition, there is a plethora of work dealing with organisations labelled by critics as 
‘sectarian’.  These works include, as a representative sample,  Tonge’s Northern 
Ireland64, McKittrick’s Making Sense of the Troubles65, Boyd’s Holy War in Belfast66, 
Farrell’s Northern Ireland: The Orange State67, McAuley, Tonge, and Mycock’s Loyal to 
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the Core68, Kauffman’s The Orange Order: A Contemporary Northern Irish History69, 
Kennaway’s The Orange Order: a tradition betrayed70, McGrattan’s Northern Ireland, 
1968-2008: the politics of entrenchment71, Hopkins’ The politics of memoir in the 
Northern Ireland conflict72, Brewer and Higgin’s Anti-Catholicism in Northern Ireland73, 
O’Connor’s In Search of a State: Catholics in Northern Ireland74, Power’s (ed.) Building 
peace in Northern Ireland75, Brewer, Higgins, and Teeney’s Religion, civil society, and 
peace in Northern Ireland76, and Liechty and Clegg’s Moving Beyond Sectarianism77, to 
offer a few examples in a widely researched academic field.  
One notable comparative work is Gareth Jenkins’ Nationalism and Sectarian Violence 
in Liverpool and Belfast, 1880s–1920s which argues that, ‘in Liverpool, the dominant 
political culture was fundamentally parochial in character, feeding off local religious 
and ethnic rivalries.  In Belfast, Ulster Unionism engaged in a national political debate 
critical to its very survival’.78  Yet such comparative accounts are very rare (surprisingly 
so), Jenkins also highlights the decline of sectarianism after 1920 in Liverpool, pointing 
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to political dynamics, the effect of the war, and post-war slum clearance79: all factors 
analysed in this study. In contrast to Jenkins’ research, the literature directly 
comparing sectarianism in Liverpool and Glasgow is limited to two articles by Joan 
Smith: Labour Tradition in Glasgow and Liverpool80 and Class, Skill and Sectarianism in 
Glasgow and Liverpool81, both of which are rare and important contributions to the 
topic, if relatively limited in scope.  In addition, Sean Darner’s review article, A tale of 
two cities: sectarianism in Glasgow and Liverpool82 draws on Frank Neal’s Sectarian 
Violence and Tom Gallagher’s Glasgow: The Uneasy Peace83, both authoritative works 
in their own field. 
It is important to note that the existence and extent of sectarianism in Scotland are  
contested, as is evident by Michael Rosie’s work The Sectarian Myth in Scotland84, in 
which he argues that, ‘Scotland is not a “sectarian” society [as] Scotland is an 
increasingly secular country where religion does not provide a significant marker of 
political and social cleavage’.85  Such a proposition may rest upon the assumption that 
sectarianism and religion are synonymous: an assumption challenged by this thesis 
(see chapter one).  This debate is particularly pertinent when it is considered that the 
Scottish Executive has both acknowledged the existence of ‘Scottish Sectarianism’ and 
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even legislated against it86 (perhaps, without adequately defining exactly what it is 
they are legislating against, although an attempt has been made87).  Additionally, 
Sectarianism in Scotland, by Steve Bruce et al, which generally adopts a sceptical 
position on the matter, contends that, ‘Scots are divided about the extent of 
sectarianism and that anecdotes can be readily be found to support any position’, 
while acknowledging that ‘sectarianism is important enough to be studied seriously.’88 
Nonetheless, the Scottish Executive and many others do believe sectarianism to exist 
in Scotland, and studies have been produced which suggest that ‘football is the 
biggest factor fuelling sectarianism in Scotland’.89  Contributors to Devine et al’s 
Scotland’s Shame?90 reflects the ‘lack of consensus’91 on the matter.   
The lack of precision over what constitutes sectarianism and the near-absence of 
detailed comparative studies, makes the task of analysing Liverpool’s sectarianism 
that much harder. Nonetheless, difficulty of issue is not an excuse for problem-
tackling. As such, this thesis will attempt to define sectarianism and assess its 
outworking and eventual decline in a Liverpool context.  In so doing, the thesis will 
remain cognisant that much of Liverpool’s sectarianism was of a similar variety to that 
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of Belfast and Glasgow, whilst also possessing distinctive features (lack of serious 
ethno-national armed clashes and absence of sporting outlet being two). That 
sectarianism remained in Belfast and Glasgow despite, for example, large programmes 
of slum clearance, might add to the desire to inquire further into the salience of such a 
factor in the removal of Liverpool’s problems.  Nonetheless, it is important to avoid 
glib or superficial conclusions prior to looking in detail at the Liverpool case, in the 
manner in which this thesis now proceeds. 
 
The Research Question and Hypotheses 
This study is an attempt to determine why sectarianism declined on Merseyside.  In so 
doing, it is necessary to define sectarianism, a term which may be used imprecisely 
and pejoratively to apply negative labels to those with strongly-felt religions or ethnic 
identities, and to determine the original causes of conflict in Liverpool, before 
assessing how each diminished. The following chapters thus aim to assess why 
sectarianism developed, became embedded into the city’s way of life, and how 
ultimately it subsided.   
Sectarianism waned in the city for most of the twentieth century, but it was a slow, 
lingering death.  It is sometimes claimed that both the ‘Great War’ and Second World 
War portrayed a new and bigger enemy to fight; a ‘castigation of blood and mood’92, 
which would serve to open people’s eyes and demonstrate a futility of ‘religious’ 
division.  Neal observed that,  
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In the First World War the death rate was awful, so practically every family 
must have lost someone (Protestants and Catholics).  It has been suggested 
that this resulted in a lowering of sectarianism [which was also] epitomised by 
the 1911 Strike in the city when Catholics and Protestants demonstrated 
together. As the First World War faded into memory sectarianism re-emerged, 
but without the ferocity of, for example, the 1909 riots.93   
 
It is also suggested that the Second World War diminished inter-communal 
resentment.  Liverpool was the most bombed city beyond London.  As a result of this, 
community solidarity grew.  Yet sectarianism did not disappear: communities 
remained territorially and attitudinally divided.  Ingram wrote, in 1987, on the ‘decline 
of sectarian animosity’ in Liverpool, that ‘the historian is left with the inexplicable and 
quite sudden disappearance of something which seemed so strong and deep-rooted 
as to endure much longer.’94 This thesis tries to make explicable Ingram’s 
‘inexplicable’. 
This work will examine a number of hypotheses as to why sectarian rigidities were 
eroded.  Considering whether the removal of the dynamics which had maintained 
social partition were internal to the city or the consequence of developments external 
to the city, but nonetheless impacting upon its character.  
Insofar as there is an existing view on why sectarianism diminished, orthodox opinion 
suggests that planned slum clearance was the main causal feature.  Waller, suggesting 
that religious division was literally bulldozed away, wrote, ‘In the slums removed for 
the highway to a second Mersey tunnel, sectarian identities were buried.’95  Stanford 
and Day both claim the main reason for the decline of sectarianism in Liverpool was 
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slum clearance, a perception that attracts some support from either side of the divide, 
in that the Grand Master of the Orange Institution of England, Ron Bather, the Orange 
Grand Master of Liverpool, Billy Owens, and the Catholic Bishop of Liverpool, Tom 
Williams, suggested housing demolition and relocation as the probable main reasons 
for the reduction of animosity.96  As the chapter relating to this hypothesis will 
demonstrate, many people generally accept that slum clearance did indeed cause a 
degeneration of the ‘religious ghetto’ communities (and more importantly, 
community hubs – such as Orange clubs), which diminished sectarianism.  Yet, slum 
clearance also took place in Glasgow and Belfast, but did not remove sectarian 
tensions.  This comparison does not alone invalidate the slum clearance argument as 
each of those cities has distinctive ethnic, social, and housing demographics, but it 
does hint that it may be an insufficient explanation.  It is true that the visible reduction 
of animosity coincided with the reduction or removal of ethno-religious ghettos, but 
to concentrate on this may be to overlook a number of other key events.  The 
argument here is that a thesis which only looked at slum clearance as a possible 
explanation would be incomplete and possibly wrong.  A range of variables must be 
tested and an attempt must be made at establishing other cause-effect relationships. 
A change in political allegiance may also have been a prelude to the withering of 
division.  As Bullough suggests, Conservative-Protestant alliances were often fragile 
and ‘the Protestants felt let down when the Tories supported the 1921 settlement 
establishing the Free State.  The Working Men’s Conservative Association (WMCA) 
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thus experienced a loss of Orangemen.’97  Whilst there was Catholic endorsement of 
Labour, many were later attracted to the religious impartiality of the local Labour 
Party, headed by the Braddocks.  By 1971, the leader of the Conservatives, Alderman 
H. Macdonald Steward98, stated that ‘sectarian bitterness was a spent force.’99  
Furthermore, ‘faced with Liberal successes and Labour Council control, in 1972 the 
Conservatives issued notice to the Protestant Party to join them or be beaten.’100  It 
may have been the neutrality of Labour’s Bessie and Jack Braddock101 in relation to 
religion, or their determination to decouple religious affiliation from voting, or, to 
return to Stanford’s argument, their commitment to tackle Liverpool slums, which she 
referred to as ‘bug ridden, lice ridden, rat-ridden, lousy hell-holes’102, that diminished 
religious aspects of politics.  Each possibility needs to be tested. 
Another suggestion is that the key reason for the decline of sectarianism was the 
emergence of a communal identity, in which case the growth of non-religious aspects 
of identity need assessment.  It is argued that, as the twentieth century progressed, 
and in response to Liverpool ‘being downtrodden by the rest of the UK’103, identities 
slowly morphed from divergent Irish Catholic and Orange Protestant sects to an 
overarching ‘Scouse’ character.  Even those within the city boundaries, who may 
loathe using the term Scouse, began to refer to themselves as Liverpudlian, rather 
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than ‘Irish’ or ‘Orange’ as was once the case.  This point will be a key consideration of 
this thesis.  Later chapters will examine how the Merseybeat, the development of a 
distinctive and overarching accent, an outlook of ‘Scouse not English’104, and the 
growth of football affiliations may all have been contributory factors in the advent of 
the city’s singularity.  This new identity however, was not simply formed in response 
to the city’s decline.   Grand Master Bather too, cited a key reason for the decline as 
‘society change’, including ‘education’ which he referred to as one of the ‘biggest 
things’ that has contributed towards the decline of sectarianism and helped people 
‘become more tolerant of each other.’105   
Merseyside still has the highest proportion of faith schools to population in the 
country.106  Yet, it does not follow that these schools fostered resentment.  Bishop 
Tom Williams argues that Catholic schools bestowed Christian virtues and taught 
pupils to ‘love thy neighbour.’107  Others would argue that these schools were 
responsible for segregationist mentalities, preached against entering non-Catholic 
places of worship and helped imbed a sense of otherness.108   
Linked to the ‘new identity’ hypothesis is the argument that the Irish became integral 
to the city’s character.  Scouse tradition was heavily influenced by the Irish, while 
immigration itself declined to an unproblematic size as the twentieth century 
progressed.  Neal commented that, ‘by 1900, the Irish were not particularly 
distinctively Irish, but they were still subject to hostility because they were Catholics.  
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Catholicism had replaced Irishness as the hate figure or source of hostility … and today 
it’s not an issue.’109  It is suggested elsewhere, however, that Catholicism remained a 
‘source of hostility’ in Liverpool until the end of the 1970s.110  Indeed, as Day 
comments in his work, the modern-day antipathy of the Orange Order towards 
Catholicism (not individual Catholics) would have been seen as a perfectly normal 
perception of that religion amongst many during the 1950s. 
An alternative hypothesis is that sectarianism declined because of the vigour of 
ecumenical projects – a proactive conquering of the problem, more than its removal 
through (re)housing, economics, politics or secularism. Anglican Clergyman Reverend 
John Williams believes that the main reason for the removal of division was the ‘Great 
Mersey Miracle’ of the late 1970s and 1980s111, described by Stanford as the 
‘landmark partnership of the Catholic Archbishop Derek Worlock and Anglican Bishop 
David Sheppard, [which] crushed the last significant vestiges of sectarianism.’112  This 
‘Great Mersey Miracle’, or ‘better together’ philosophy, is described by Williams as 
the main reason for the dilution of the ‘inbuilt hatred’ which had gripped the city.  He 
believes that ‘the great friendship, trust, and common-bond, established between 
Sheppard and Worlock, cascaded down to the ordinary parish clergy.’113  Ecumenical 
co-operation at local level helped solidify this trust.  Reverend Williams recalls that it 
was during these times of struggle that ‘great friendships were made [as] the clergy 
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worked together to tackle social issues.’114  Catholic Bishop Tom Williams echoed 
these sentiments stating that, ‘before talking about what divided us, we began talking 
about what we had in common.’115 
Conversely, the decline in importance of religion has been cited as a reason for the 
withering of animosity.  One may well assume that if the Orange Order and the Roman 
Catholic Church were the most visible aspects of the divide, then it must have been 
the decline in the importance of these two institutions that led to the withering of 
resentment.   It is possible that they were replaced by new institutions, the ‘new gods’ 
of Everton Football Club and Liverpool Football Club.  Neal concedes that in the city 
today, ‘soccer’s the new religion.’116  There is an assumption amongst some beyond 
the city, that ‘Everton is a Catholic club’ and ‘Liverpool is a Protestant club’, but much 
of this premise is based on recurrently cited mythology.  Whereas Glasgow’s religious 
divide found an important outlet via the rival support bases for Rangers (Protestant) 
and Celtic (Catholic) this was not the case in Liverpool; had it been the case, the 
demise of sectarianism might have been much less marked, a hypothesis explored in 
later chapters. 
It is possible to contend that the decline of sectarianism in Liverpool was due to the 
dilution of one of its most divisive organisations, the Orange Order, although this may 
have been an effect as much as a cause.  Day highlighted how ‘the Orange Order in 
Liverpool remains one of the few centres of Orangeism outside Northern Ireland, [yet] 
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the Order on Merseyside has been in decline for some years.’117  Perhaps the 
‘associational culture’, which benefited those connected to the Lodge, was gradually 
replaced and provided through other means.  Alternatively, the decline may have 
been down to a change in public attitudes to the Orange Order.  Day issued a 
questionnaire to a small number of members of the Orange Institution.  It suggested 
that ‘young people no longer feel any desire to join the Order, as only 6% of responses 
came from people aged under 25 and nearly half were from respondents aged over 
60’, prompting Day to ask: 
Is it simply that the world has moved, and the members of the Orange Order 
have not?  Is the decline of the Order due to structural changes, to slum 
clearance and the changing nature of employment on Merseyside, or does it 
reflect a fundamental cultural change with the rise of secularism and the post 
1950s decline in church attendance?118 
 
Neal suggests change on the other side of the divide may be as important: 
Catholicism has changed ... Reforms have resulted in a form of Catholicism that 
is unrecognisable to those of old Liverpool.  Attendance at Mass has dropped; 
mixed marriages are common and the cause of few problems, while divorce 
rates are relatively high.  It could be argued that Orangeism has survived in 
rather better shape than Catholicism.119   
 
Yet, Neal was writing in 1988, claiming that ‘the troubles in Northern Ireland had 
injected new life into Orangeism’.120  This contention might be disputed, given that 
Orange Order membership fell sharply in Northern Ireland during the Troubles.121  
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Today, apart from in the Orange ‘heartland’ of Everton Brow, around July 12th, where 
flags and bunting are still in evidence, it is very rare to see signs of Orange affiliation in 
Liverpool, other than in the still-regular parades.  In 2004, Stanford referred to the 12th 
of July parade as ‘a sorry spectacle of a few participants.’122  As Day’s work suggests, 
the Orange Institution has palpably declined on Merseyside, whilst Bullough traces a 
sharp fall in the size of its parades.  Moreover, it has long been removed as a political 
force, abandoned by the Conservatives, themselves to become isolated by the 1980s.  
Intermarriage between the Protestant and Catholic communities also diminished 
religious tension, although again, cause and effect have to be disaggregated.  
Councillor Anna Rothery notes, ‘You’ve probably got more mixed marriages now 
between Catholics and Protestants in Liverpool, because you had more mixed 
relationships across the board.  It wasn’t just about religion or colour [anymore].’123    
A Bootle-born former member of the Orange Institution, Doris Bennett, argues that 
‘because of mixed marriages people were ostracised from families.  It happened in 
both religions.  It’s no good saying that one was worse than the other, but on both 
sides, people started to reject it.  People started thinking that’s no reason to fall out 
with your family.’124  The thesis examines the importance of intermarriage as a cause 
and symbol of diminished sectarianism.   
A Marxist perception may be that people realised the futility of religious divisions that 
were encouraged by political elites.  Once free of this, the rise of trade unionism 
coincided with the dominance of Labour in Liverpool politics.  The capture of the City 
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Council by the ‘Militant Tendency’ in Liverpool was a clear illustration of the switch 
from religiously-divided politics to a new politics of the Left.  There is also a premise 
that ‘new aliens’ distracted Catholics and Protestants from loathing each other; that 
the perceived ‘introduction’ of the Afro-Caribbean community into Liverpool may have 
had some effect in this respect.  Yet, Liverpool has one of the oldest Black 
communities (and in addition one of the oldest Chinese communities) in Europe.  
Nonetheless, as sectarianism declined, racism seemed to become a much more 
prominent issue within the city.  A marginal view persists that disparities in 
Christianity become less of a mark of separateness, as ‘others’ invaded.    A chapter 
will address this question in depth. 
A further explanatory hypothesis to be tested links the demise of sectarianism less to 
a common fight back against poverty and more to the growth of affluence. Frank 
Neal’s primary explanation was that greater wealth explained the reduction of 
tension:  ‘Affluence, alternatives, foreign holidays, cars: it’s very mundane, but I am 
sure that is the reason.  Religion and identity is strongest where you have got 
poverty.’125  Against this, in the 1970s Liverpool was officially England’s poorest city 
and sectarianism had greatly diminished and did not revive amid the disproportionate 
economic problems the city endured during the 1980s.  Perhaps it is at this time that 
the ‘Scouse’ identity, forged in opposition to the ‘outside world’ became stronger than 
religion.  Nonetheless, Neal’s hypothesis which suggests that new opportunities and 
affluence made sectarianism superfluous requires examination.   
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Other theories on the decline of sectarianism include the importance of people’s 
association with each other through new collective public institutions.  Tom Williams 
suggests that state hospitals were a key to the decline: ‘The NHS, I think, contributed a 
lot to the breaking down of those barriers.’126  The change from casual labour to shift 
work may have also contributed.  As late as the 1960s Dockers were still picked off the 
Pen.127  The dissolution of the divide seems to have, to some extent, coincided with a 
change in working patterns.  
 
Methodology 
The research area for this study is Merseyside; specifically, the modern metropolitan 
boroughs of Liverpool, Sefton, and Knowsley, with the primary focus upon Liverpool.  
As the main population hub, Liverpool sectarianism was most acute, but not confined 
to, the north end of the city, whilst it was also manifest in Bootle, to the city’s 
immediate north, now part of Sefton.  Knowsley incorporates Kirkby, Cantril Farm 
(now Stockbridge Village), and Huyton; all ‘overspill areas’ from the 1960s slum 
clearances of the inner-city region (Scotland Road and Netherfield Road districts) – the 
‘heartland’ of sectarian Liverpool.   
In essence, this is a longitudinal study, tracing developments over time, covering the 
rise and fall of sectarianism in the period spanning 1819 to 2014.  Primary data (that 
has been observed, experienced, and collected by the researcher) and secondary data 
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(that has been recorded or constructed elsewhere) has been utilised.  A variety of 
data-collection techniques have been deployed throughout this study.  As Gillham 
suggests, ‘[The] multi-method approach to real life questions in important, because 
one approach is rarely adequate; and if the results of different methods converge 
(agree, or fit together) then we can have greater confidence in the findings.’128 
A wide range of literary sources have been used.  While information specifically 
relating to Liverpool’s post 1945 sectarian experiences is often lacking, ‘no type of 
project is done in a vacuum.’129  Secondary data is ‘collected with some other purpose 
or objective than that which the researcher now addressing this data is concerned 
with.’130  Great efforts have been made to ensure that secondary data utilised in this 
work is both ‘appropriate and relevant’.131  
Though there is a dearth of academic work specifically relating to Liverpool’s post-war 
sectarian experience, it has been found that there is a plethora of information at hand, 
often from seemingly unrelated sources.  As merely one random example; an 
interview by the Irish Independent, with Patricia Fitzsimons (Wayne Rooney’s 
grandmother) revealed ‘discussion [of] anti-Catholic sectarianism in Liverpool of the 
1950s.’132  What is striking is the impact that sectarian division has had upon the 
citizens of the area, recorded in non-academic volumes or press reports.  
Autobiographies and memoirs can unveil a reserve of knowledge which has thus far 
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remained unused.  This thesis has attempted to extract some of this information.  For 
instance, luminaries from the city have referred to its sectarian past in formats ranging 
from their autobiographies (Cherie Blair and Ricky Tomlinson provide two examples of 
many available)133 to general newspaper commentary.134  References to religious 
animosity are found in both fictional and non-fictional works about the city.135  
In addition to the utilisation of printed media sources, the internet has been used to 
good effect in locating contact details of potential interviewees and using online 
newspaper articles and statistical data.  The world-wide-web is home to an abundance 
of ‘easily and quickly accessible’ information, so much so, in fact, as to often make the 
task of finding relevant information overwhelming.  As such, ‘care [has] been taken to 
decide how “good” and helpful any information found on a web search might be.’136  
An additional problem is that ‘information stored on the web might not be held there 
permanently and can be removed, altered, or updated at any time.  This makes it 
problematic to verify at a later date any data which is gathered by this means.’137  
However, the internet is increasingly used by social scientists, specifically when 
looking for journal articles, which are today often much easier to get hold of online 
than in libraries.  The internet, when used correctly, is a useful tool for research, 
though it not yet a suitable alternative for archival enquiry.  
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Newspaper articles have also been analysed for historical and contemporary reporting 
and data.  In the latter half of the nineteenth century, there were at least fifteen local 
newspapers in circulation in Liverpool138, several displaying sectarian attitudes (only 
the Liverpool Echo remains as a citywide paper).  There is much to be gleaned from 
archival analysis of these early resources, not merely for their description of events, 
but also as their own publications can be cited as a source of acrimony due to their 
partisan and often prejudicial reports, which may have been influential in stirring 
unrest. 
As late as 1994 the city’s evening newspaper, the Liverpool Echo, still printed a 
sympathetic ‘Orange Day Special’ on the ‘Twelfth.’139  More recently, relations 
between the Orange Institution and local media have soured.  There has also been a 
recent tendency for local newspapers to celebrate ‘Liverpool’s Irish heritage’ rather 
than its Orange legacy.  The changing coverage of Irish and Orange affiliations is 
important to this study, not only in determining the morphing of media conduct over 
time, but also in gauging the city’s contemporary self-perception.  Other newspapers, 
such as the Southport Visiter, have been studied for insights into how coverage of the 
Orange Order’s ‘Twelfth’ parade (which takes place in the town) has altered. 
The aforementioned sources are extremely important to this study; they give context 
and offer a continuum of data, which has been invaluable for this research.  
Nonetheless, this work could not rely on literary sources in isolation, as the data has 
been ‘collected for some other purpose ... therefore it does not contain all the facts 
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that are needed’.140  As such, the narrowness of the literature meant that information 
was also required to be gathered through interviews and questionnaires.  As Gillham 
suggests ‘questionnaires [are] of most value when used in tandem with other 
methods.’141  Thus, while, where appropriate, questionnaires (adopting a quantitative 
analysis system) have been employed, this thesis is mainly non-data based.142  Semi-
structured interviews have been the primary information source alongside the trawls 
of newspaper articles and other source materials.  Thus, this work is multi-method 
(incorporating both qualitative and quantitative research techniques) but 
predominantly it is a qualitative study.   
Quantitative research is heavily statistically based, requiring the conversion of ‘oral, 
written, or visual data into numbers [as] quantitative analysis requires the data to 
conform to specific rules associated with statistical analysis.’143  In contrast to 
quantitative research, which is ‘concerned with the collection and analysis of data in 
numeric form’, qualitative investigation ‘is concerned with collecting and analysing as 
many non-numeric forms as possible.  It tends to focus on exploring, in as much detail 
as possible, smaller instances or examples which are seen as being interesting and 
illuminating, and aims to achieve “depth” rather than “breadth”.’144  Quantitative 
analysis is ‘hard and reliable’.  Qualitative analysis is ‘deep and rich’.145  Though these 
two data collection techniques were once seen as competing, or even, as Filstead 
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suggested, ‘fundamentally different epistemological frameworks for conceptualising 
the nature of knowing, social reality, and procedures for comprehending those 
phenomena’146, increasingly this contrast is being seen as a false dichotomy.   
In their work on political research methods, Burnham et al state: 
It is our experience that the qualitative/ quantitative divide is rather less clear-
cut than is often assumed.  Indeed there has been a strong push towards multi-
method work in the first decade of the twenty-first century ... There are, of 
course, barriers to the combined use of qualitative and quantitative research 
techniques ... However, there is sufficient overlap to question the common 
assumption that qualitative and quantitative methods represent opposing 
ideal types and that there can be little fruitful exchange between the two.  In 
fact, there appears to be an increased tendency for most policy-based studies 
to adopt some form of triangulation.147 
 
In addition, Roger Pierce states that the qualitative/ quantitative debate has ‘become 
very tired over the years’, stressing the ‘increasing interest expressed by Politics 
researchers in “mixed methods”’ and the use of ‘quantitative methods to analyse 
qualitative data.’148  As such, this thesis does adopt, in parts, a mixed-method 
approach, specifically in relation to the causality behind the decline of the Orange 
Order, where qualitative material, extracted from interviews, is utilised to enhance a 
quantitative research strategy.  Nonetheless, the study, for the most part, adopts a 
qualitative style of data collection. 
The qualitative method is a proven and respected research strategy with long-standing 
value in social science.  Freeman et al argues that, ‘qualitative researchers both 
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accomplish research of high quality and have a long tradition of demonstrating quality 
in reports of their investigations.’149  It has been suggested that as ‘research in the arts 
and social sciences involves the study of social and cultural life, [it] lends itself to 
qualitative approaches.’150  Qualitative techniques include case studies, clinical 
method, experimental phenomenology, introspective, naturalistic observation, 
participant observation, and interviews.151  The research style accepts the need to 
examine people’s interpretations and experiences.  Although, inevitably, some 
‘believe that only quantitative research, such as surveys, experiments, and statistical 
analysis of official data, is rigorous and systematic’152, interpretive constructionist 
paradigms, as is argued by Rubin and Rubin, are ‘legitimate and [such] methods are 
sound.’153  Bailey argues that, ‘qualitative research has at last achieved full 
respectability in the academic sphere.’154   
From the outset it was believed that the research question best suited a primarily 
qualitative approach.  The method allows not only for in depth study, but also for 
context to be taken into account.  The work would necessarily have to examine a 
range of complex issues, and qualitative interview techniques allow for participants’ 
personal experiences, and thus their explanatory theories, to be offered, rather than 
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imposed by the researcher.  This helps build a picture of categories and hypotheses to 
be examined.  Importantly, the qualitative approach is also dynamic.   
While it may be true that ‘it is initial assumptions, not data, [which] produce 
interesting social science’155, what quickly became apparent was that the author’s 
initial assumptions, relating to the primacy of certain causes of a diminution of 
sectarianism, needed further examination.  As Ralph Berry puts it, ‘perhaps the first 
lesson of research [is that] it can, in a very general way, be planned, but not 
blueprinted.  One simply does not know what one is going to discover.’156  Revising 
preconceptions or early hypotheses is not necessarily a bad thing, as Dolowitz et al 
argue: 
Qualitative analysis tends to allow, or even require, the researcher to look for 
order in the data after it has been collected ... while it is possible to develop 
‘general categories’ in qualitative studies, it is not (always) possible to 
predetermine what you are looking for.  These differences often lead to 
qualitative analysis being seen as a means of gaining an ‘insider’s perspective’ 
on the data.  The researcher is actively looking for deep understanding.157 
 
In order to attain the ‘insider’s perspective’ one key source of data collection was 
derived from face to face interviews.  As Hammond and Wellington note: 
The value of the interview is that it allows the researcher to probe an 
interviewee’s account of an event as well as their thoughts, values, feelings 
and perspectives more generally.  Interviews ‘go deep’, allowing the researcher 
to see an event or context from the point of view of the people he or she is 
researching; interviews are interactive allowing for clarification of questions 
and identification of unexpected themes.158  
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Many accounts of Liverpool’s sectarian past are held only within the memories of 
older citizens.  To gauge why ferocity has withered, it was deemed necessary to 
interview some of those whom have seen sectarianism and its dissolution.  As such, 
the thesis required the conduct of in depth, semi-structured interviews which were 
representative of a broad range of backgrounds.   
Potential interview participants were initially identified owing to their perceived 
relevance to the subject matter.  For Instance both Professor Frank Neal and Professor 
Phillip Waller were natural interview targets, as they are authors of authoritative 
works on the rise of sectarianism in Liverpool.  Likewise, Professor John Belchem’s 
study, relating to the subject, made him an obvious choice.  Others, such as the Grand 
Master of the Orange Institution, Ron Bather, and the Catholic Bishop of Liverpool, 
Tom Williams, were also prime targets.  In most cases contact was initially made 
through email or through telephone correspondence.  Having established initial points 
of contact it was designed that a method of selection, referred to as ‘snowball 
sampling’, would (and did indeed) take course.   
The Oxford Dictionary of Sociology refers to this snowballing technique: ‘Snowball 
samples begin from a core of known elements and are then increased by adding new 
elements given by members of the original sample.  They are so called on the analogy 
of the increasing size of a snowball when rolled down a snow-covered slope.’159  Initial 
contacts unearthed other potentially suitable interviewees.  This method proved 
crucial, as ‘such samples are often used where there is no available sampling frame 
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listing all the elements for the population of interest’160, and this certainly applied in 
this study.  For instance, it proved difficult getting hold of former members of the 
Protestant Party until contacts in the Orange Institution made this possible.  Another 
example of snowballing was when the head of the Communication Workers’ Union, 
Billy Hayes, provided contact with an Irish interest group in the city, whom in turn 
invited me to speak to others.   
Atkinson and Flint suggest that, ‘Snowball sampling may be defined as a technique for 
gathering research subjects through the identification of an initial subject who is used 
to provide the names of other actors.  These actors may themselves open possibilities 
for an expanding web of contact and inquiry.’161  This is how snowballing worked in 
this case.  For example, in relation to the Orange Institution, communication was 
made with an initial contact, the Grand Master of England, who invited the Grand 
Master of Liverpool to attend the initial interview, at which further contacts were 
provided.  Thus, ‘snowball sampling was successfully employed in investigating these 
groups' making use of ‘organic social networks and social dynamics.’162  This 
snowballing technique, traditionally associated with qualitative studies, allowed the 
work to ‘overcome the problems associated with understanding and sampling 
concealed populations [and to] take advantage of the social networks of identified 
respondents, which [were] used to provide the researcher with an escalating set of 
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potential contacts.’163  As such, a relatively small pool of initial interviewees eventually 
expanded to forty six.   
An objection to the technique ('snowball sampling') may be that responses can 
potentially follow a pattern, as interviewees are more likely to put the researcher in 
contact with like-minded individuals.  Yet, with no membership list to randomly select 
from (i.e. requesting an interview with every tenth member on the list), the 'snowball' 
method was deemed the most pragmatic and viable way of gathering data for the 
study.  Nonetheless, as it is more difficult to make statistical inferences from a 
snowball sample than with a more random probability sampling technique, and as 
some believe that 'snowball samples should not be considered to be representative of 
the population being studied'164, it was decided to supplement the samples of the 
Orange Institution members (the organisation for whom the snowball method was 
most employed) with a questionnaire. 
A plethora of interviews was fundamentally important to the research; equally 
important is the diversity of those interviewed.  Those few authors whose work had 
proven relevant to the topic to date were quizzed both on issues concerning their own 
study and on their perceptions on why sectarianism developed and declined.  
Following this, the thesis utilised discussions with local people possessing memories of 
Liverpool’s divided past.  The Catholic and Protestant laity provided a realistic 
perspective of the influence of sectarianism upon their lives and were able to provide 
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a grassroots perspective on the waning of the religious observance.165  Local 
politicians, journalists, and clergymen were also interviewed.  Leading members of the 
Orange Institution as well as members of the city’s various Irish republican groups 
gave verbal accounts of both past and present day experiences.  In order to test the 
validity of the football related hypothesis, it was also necessary to make contact with 
fans and representatives of both Everton and Liverpool football clubs.166   
Interviews are used to collect data on individual (or group) opinions and views.  They 
are a qualitative form of research and are primary sources.  Interviews can take three 
general formats: ‘structured’, ‘unstructured’, and ‘semi-structured’.  While structured 
interviews require set questions to be answered in a standard order regardless of the 
answers received, unstructured and semi-structured interviews offer much more 
flexibility to both the interviewer and the interviewee[s].  In structured interviews 
questions will be pre-determined and responses possibly closed.  In an unstructured 
interview the questions are more open-ended.  The researcher may enter with little 
more than a list of topics they wish to discuss, while allowing the interviewee more 
freedom to respond and, in turn, actually getting a broader understanding of their 
opinions.  Hitchcock argued that interviews will benefit much more from the 
unstructured approach: 
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The researcher must never attempt to stick rigidly to a pre-arranged set of 
questions.  The best and most effective oral history interviews are those that 
allow the interviewee to drift backwards and forwards through time and space, 
allowing the individual’s subjective experience to come through the surface.167 
 
This research adopts a semi-structured approach (‘more manageable than 
unstructured, while avoiding the inflexibility of the fully structured approach.’168), thus 
permitting the interviewer to allow free expression to the interviewee's own offerings, 
in addition to the researcher's interests.  Questions are fairly open-ended allowing the 
interviewee[s] to expand and extend their answers, or to recap on their experiences.  
As such, though there is a set list of questions and topics, each does not necessarily 
lead directly to the next in the list.  The answer to a particular question may require a 
completely different follow up question from the researcher; one which has not been 
‘set’, but one which must be asked in order to ascertain a deeper understanding of a 
perception, or to clarify a point.  
A major ‘pro’ of the interview, as is agued by Robson, is that ‘face-to-face interviews 
offer the possibility of modifying one’s line enquiry, following up interesting and 
investigating underlying motives’.169  Nonetheless, a key ‘con’ of the interview method 
is the seeming ever-presence (or at least the accusation) of bias.   As Bell states,  
There is always the danger of bias creeping into interviews, largely because 
‘interviewers are human beings not machines’, and their manner may have an 
effect on the respondents ... ‘it is difficult to see how this [i.e. bias] can be 
avoided completely, but awareness and self-control can help’.170 
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It is noted that qualitatively based research often faces the accusation of a varied level 
of partiality, and is generally more subjective in nature than purely quantitative works.  
Yet it has been argued that, ‘the interview in not exclusively either subjective or 
objective, it is intersubjective.’171  Hammond and Wellington state that, ‘The 
difficulties inherent in interviewing do not rule it out as a method of data collection, 
far from it, but they do make us more sensitive to the circumstance of data collection 
and more flexible in our concept of what an interview is.’172  As Robson states, ‘the 
interview is not simply concerned with collecting data about life: it is part of life itself, 
its human embeddedness is inescapable.’173  On bias, Hammond and Wellington argue 
that, 
Researchers do necessarily have their own values and prejudices and this 
undoubtedly affects the nature of their research. Indeed, such prejudices 
might be embraced. Research, then, is necessarily ‘biased’, but, beyond the 
limited discussion of procedures (for example, question types and sampling), 
the term bias is not a helpful one as it implies that there is a state of being 
unbiased. There is not.174 
 
Nonetheless, impartiality (to whatever extent that can be attained) has been 
consistently sought throughout this research.  For instance, there is the risk of 
interviewing only a narrow range of recommended partisans.  Thus, it must be 
stressed that great care was taken to ensure balance and objectivity in this study.  A 
variety of (often competing) interest groups were represented.  To give one example 
of this, the number of Catholic interviewees was balanced with the number of 
Protestant interviewees.   
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Although ‘the “data” gained in [a] specific interview [can] emerge as just one possible 
version’175 of events, interviews can offer clarity on certain issues.  It has been 
attested that, ‘representing the multiple layers of human experience is fraught with 
challenge, alternative, and limitation.  But everything is not, as some argue, “just a 
matter of opinion”.’176  Most importantly for this research, while each interview may 
bring something new, general patterns also tend to emerge; patterns which can 
reinforce or weaken a particular hypothesis, thus contributing a great deal in terms of 
addressing the research question.  Atkinson and Silverman claim that Interviewing is 
the primary tool by which researchers engage with social science177, while Rubin and 
Rubin argue that, in contrast to some other dater gathering methods, interviews offer, 
‘fuller and more creative results.’178  Rapley, whilst critical of the influence that the 
interviewer can have on the interviewee, nonetheless believes ‘the interview is an 
economical means, in the sense of time and money, of getting access to a ‘topic’.  It 
may also be an economical means of getting access to topics that are not routinely 
available for analysis, to get people to ‘think-out-loud’.179  
While there is always the risk of the interviewer ‘leading’ the interviewee, perhaps a 
deeper implicit criticism of interviews comes from Cohen, Manion, and Morrison who 
reflect on the validity of information transmitted by certain interviewees: They 
highlight ‘the limitations of personal experience in the form of common-sense 
knowing’, stating that, ‘Lay people’ use theories in ‘a loose and uncritical manner’ and 
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when ‘required to test them, do so in selective fashion, often choosing only that 
evidence that is consistent with their hunches and ignoring that which is counter to 
them.  Scientists, by contrast, construct their theories carefully and systematically.’180  
In short, the point is being made that many people will present information in an 
intuitive and subjective manner.  It is therefore the researcher’s job to make sense of 
complex interview material.  Data is often shaped by people’s adopted ideology and 
their ‘way of seeing things’.  As such, material will not always correlate.  While there 
are often similarities, two interpretations of the same event are seldom replicates.  To 
speak metaphorically; with a surplus of shapes the jigsaw can be difficult to construct.  
It is the job of the researcher to pick the right pieces. 
This is not to suggest that the pieces will always fit.  If X and Y have a relationship, it is 
not always possible to determine how they join.  What is being referred to here is 
causality.  Hammond and Wellington’s observation on this topic is worth noting: 
There is an instinctive appeal in identifying causality and repeated attempts 
have been made to present the natural and social world as one in which cause 
and effect can be observed and discovered with some degree of certainty and 
generalizability.  
A more sophisticated view of causality – pretty much conventional wisdom 
among social researchers – sees the world as much more complicated than it 
first appears and takes claims to causality as ‘tentative’ or ‘a balance of 
probability’ and subject to countervailing ... In other words, social research can 
provide illumination of, and insight into, situations, events, issues, policies and 
practices, and can show important connections and correlations, but it cannot 
show direct causal relationships or identify causal agents ... Most ‘real-world’ 
situations are inescapably complex ... In many instances, the direction of cause 
and effect is often unknown ... Connections often occur by ‘chance’.181 
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Cohen, Manion, and Morrison also state that, ‘scientists display a serious professional 
concern with relationships and only as a result of rigorous experimentation will they 
postulate a relationship between two phenomena.’182  These points are relevant to 
this study, as while causality is sometimes straightforward, for instance post-war slum 
clearance dispersed ‘ghetto’ communities, others are much more complicated.  In 
terms of the first example, there is a clear cause and effect, the removal of segregated 
slums removed ‘ghettos’ and, but did it remove the ‘ghetto mentality?’  There are still 
competing areas in Liverpool.  Gang culture is arguably fed by tribalism of a similar 
type which helped fuel sectarianism.  Causality is made more difficult when another 
example is used: Did the decline of the Orangeism cause the decline of sectarianism, 
or did the decline of sectarianism cause the decline of Orangeism?   
The quantitative research deployed in the thesis involved the distribution (with 
agreement from the Orange Institution), of five-hundred short questionnaires to 
Orange Order members with 215 completed questionnaires returned, a response rate 
of 43 per cent183  As a key organisation involved in sectarian controversies and with a 
definable, identifiable and geographically concentrated membership, it seemed 
appropriate to seek information from those members not merely via interviews, but 
also though eliciting a larger response to a small number of questions. The 
questionnaires were distributed equally between Orange lodges in both Liverpool 
Province and Bootle Province.   It was agreed that one month would be left before the 
collection of circulated questionnaires, thus allowing an adequate logistical timeframe 
for response.  Upon the agreed deadline, completed questionnaires were returned to 
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the Provincial Headquarters of both Bootle and Liverpool, where they were collected 
by the researcher.   
The questionnaire is ‘amongst the most common tools used in survey research.’184   
This technique allowed for the collection of information from a relatively large body of 
people and the generation of a lot of important data.  Moreover, it allowed for 
anonymity, and, as such, objectivity.  Despite some difficulties, owing to some 
respondents misreading or misunderstanding questions, most complied with 
instruction and the responses, overall, allowed for suitable analysis of the data.  The 
information gained in this manner was a vital means of testing and correlating various 
propositions in relation to the decline of Liverpool Orangeism.  
What the questionnaire did lack was a ‘trial run’.  Martin Denscombe recommends the 
‘design, production, and piloting of an initial draft’185  Likewise, Judith Bell advocates, 
‘[giving] the questionnaire a trial ... the purpose of [which] is to get the bugs out of the 
instrument so that subjects in your main study will experience no difficulties in completing it 
... Their responses will enable you to revise the questionnaire ready for the main 
distribution.’186  Although, the author did liaise with the Grand Master of Liverpool, as well 
as a number of other academic colleagues, a pilot exercise may have resulted in revision of 
the questionnaire and, as such, may have helped mitigate against the (small) number of 
respondent errors. 
There were practical reasons for using senior Orange figures to distribute questionnaires 
and the members offered frank replies (often critical of the Order itself).  As such the 
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veracity of the study seems robust.  However, it should be acknowledged that the method 
of distribution of questionnaires was also a product of necessity, as no lodge membership 
lists were made available.  On reflection (and if time had permitted) the researcher would 
have travelled to each lodge individually, building a rapport with the lodge-masters, and 
attained permission to speak to the membership about the questionnaires, handing them 
out individually.  It is still attested that a questionnaire was the most adequate way of 
attaining data from the membership as it elicited a wider and much more varied and 
valuable response than interviewing alone.  Nonetheless, as Bell suggests, ‘there are distinct 
advantages in being able to give questionnaires to subjects personally.  You can explain the 
purpose of the study, and in some cases questionnaires can be completed on the spot.  You 
are likely to get better cooperation if you can establish personal contact.’187  As, in practice, 
this was very difficult to achieve, an alternative to the researcher, in the form on ‘an 
accompanying letter [was] required, explaining the purpose of the questionnaire, indicating 
that official approval [had] been given’.188  The covering letter indicated the purpose of the 
research: ‘to help build a picture of the most important factors which have led to the 
decline of the Orange Institution in Liverpool’ and the value of the questionnaire responses 
‘to offer a more accurate and objective picture.’189 
The questionnaire itself comprised three questions, two of which were ‘rank ordering’ and 
one of which was ‘tick box’: (a), (b), and (c).190  Question A, on the decline of Orangeism, 
asked the respondent to ‘fill in all boxes, numbering them “1” “2” “3” “4” “5” and “6”’, with 
‘”1” being most important factor’ and ‘”6” being the least important factor”.  Crucially the 
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word ‘ranked’ was not included in the question, which likely led to confusion for some 
participants: a proportion of whom simply filled in ‘1’ or ‘2’ in each of the boxes.  Question 
B, on aspects of identity, adopted the same format as the first, this time with only five 
options, and subsequently (again due to the omission of the word ‘rank’, a small proportion 
of respondents filled in this question incorrectly).  Question C, on football affiliation, was 
filled in almost entirely satisfactorily, owing to its simplicity.  It merely required the 
respondent to ‘tick one box’, the majority of respondents did this correctly, though some 
(reflecting their mixed identity and affiliation) ticked two boxes (almost invariably Liverpool 
and Rangers or Everton and Rangers).  Importantly, each question had an open question 
element, so the respondent had a chance to give their own interpretation on the reasons for 
the decline of sectarianism.191   
In critical reflection the strengths of the questionnaire were its standardized questions 
allowing ‘each person who answered to read an identical set ... allowing for consistency and 
precision.’192  The questionnaire was also ‘crisp and concise’ enough ‘to cover vital issues 
and brief enough to encourage people to bother answering it.’193  As such, the questionnaire 
was also ‘economical’, as it ‘supplied a considerable amount of research data for a relatively 
low cost in terms of materials, money and time.’194  Additionally, although ‘pre-coded 
questions can bias the findings towards the researcher’s, rather than the respondent’s, way 
of seeing things’195, opportunities were provided to allow for other options.  In this sense, 
questions were not too ‘leading’, but as all options for Question A received respectable 
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backing, it is argued that all were valid selections.  This is because choices were based on 
preliminary research.  The key weakness of the questionnaire was the lack of a ‘pilot study’ 
which likely could have prevented misinterpretation from respondents and the distribution 
method, in that visits to individual lodges might have further boosted response rates. 
It is also suggested that the questionnaire contributed by adding credence to other data.  
The options in the questionnaire were derived from arguments offered in interviews.  The 
data was also important in offering alternative results to a study conducted by Peter Day.196   
Day’s study involved a number of interviews with officials of the Orange Institution and a 
very small questionnaire distribution (total 50) to the Lodge membership.  This study 
offered wider and deeper  triangulation, ‘the use of different data or different analysis as a 
means of providing corroborative evidence for data collected or interpretations drawn from 
the data.’197 
It is acknowledged that some will always doubt the validity of quantitative or qualitative 
methods as yielding definitive evidence.  For example, Webb argued that these techniques 
are a ‘fallible method’ of research, 
Interviews and questionnaires intrude as a foreign element into the social setting 
they would describe, they create as well as measure attitudes, they elicit atypical 
roles and responses, they are limited to those who are accessible and will co-
operate, and the responses obtained are produced in part by dimensions of 
individual differences irrelevant to the topic at hand.198 
 
While it is also recognised that ‘there is not “golden formula” which, if slavishly adhered to, 
will ensure success and fend off all potential criticism ... when producing and implementing 
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a questionnaire’,199 it is argued that, ‘a multi-method approach to research has the potential 
enriching (as well as cross-validating) research findings.’200 
While the  questionnaires remove the ‘scope for the data to be affected by “interpersonal 
factors”’201 which are prevalent in interviews, equally ‘questionnaire responses have to be 
taken at face value, but a response in an interview can be developed and clarified ... the 
interview can yield rich material and can often put skin on the bones of questionnaire 
responses.’202  As Gillham states, ‘Different methods have different, even if overlapping, 
strengths and weaknesses.  If you use a range of methods you can put together a more 
adequate picture’203 and this multi-method approach was duly utilised throughout this 
thesis.  
  
The structure of the thesis 
In addressing the research hypotheses, the thesis needs to demonstrate the nature of 
Liverpool’s sectarian problems before assessing, on a chapter-by-chapter basis, how 
they were reduced.  Chapter one will outline what sectarianism is, what sectarianism 
in a Liverpool context is, and how Liverpool came to be a sectarian city.  It will 
demonstrate how the effects of the famine Irish changed (or reinforced) attitudes in 
the port in a decidedly anti-Irish/ Catholic direction.  The chapter will portray how the 
presence of the Famine Irish and their ‘strange’ customs resulted in scapegoating 
perceptions of scroungers and alien economic competitors.  The concentration of the 
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Irish population in ethno-religious ghettoes and its effects on the city will also be 
analysed as well as the protagonists and consequences of Irish immigration.  One 
results of the Irish Famine was the growth of the Roman Catholic Church in Liverpool.  
As the Catholic congregation and the churches influence grew, so did the strength of 
the rival Orange Order.  Both organisations would become key players in the sectarian 
dynamics of the city.  Attention will then turn to the city’s sectarian orators and the 
violence that characterised the port in the nineteenth and early twentieth century.   
Chapters two and three will discuss the rise and fall of Orangeism in the city.  Chapter 
two outlines its development as a religious, political, and social organisation which 
catered to the needs of its members and community.  The Orange Institution was held 
in high esteem by the city’s Conservative leaders who utilised the power of the Order, 
while the Order utilised its own influence on municipal leaders.  Chapter three’s 
analysis of the decline of Orangeism will challenge the orthodox perception that post-
war slum clearance (and the physical removal of lodges) was the main causal factor, 
suggesting instead that other factors were just as (if not more) important, such as 
apathy, a decline in religious observation, and a lost Orange youth. 
Chapter four will challenge, on a broader basis, the orthodox explanation for the 
decline of sectarianism.  It has been often repeated that post-war slum clearance, 
which some perceived to be a deliberate policy to break down sectarianism (a point 
made by the Orange Institution), was the main causal factor behind the derailment of 
sectarian tensions.  The sectarian geography of Liverpool will be outlined, before 
validity of the slum clearance hypothesis is assessed. The question begged is whether 
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sectarianism would have continued to flourish in Liverpool had a slum clearance 
programme not taken place. This chapter takes a sceptical view.   
Chapter five will assess the interplay between the religious and political divide.  To 
rival the Tory-Orange-Protestant caucus, the Liberals would also play on sectarianism 
to gain votes, often labelling themselves the ‘home rule’ party.  The Protestant Party, 
Irish Nationalist Party, and Labour’s connection with Catholicism will be considered. 
This section will describe how politicians on both sides used animosity for electoral 
success.  The chapter will also demonstrate how Liverpool’s Labour Party became 
increasingly secular as the twentieth century progressed.  The growth of more 
‘normal’, class-based politics and the striving for better economic conditions (in 
difficult circumstances) became more powerful motivators than religion. This chapter 
explains how and why. 
Chapter six will discuss a growing tide of ecumenism in the city: the ‘better together’ 
philosophy of Bishop Sheppard and Archbishop Worlock.  The opinions of clergymen, 
politicians, and others will be utilised to gauge to what extent the efforts of the 
clergymen played a part in reducing sectarian tensions on Merseyside.  The chapter 
will also analyse the apparently diminishing role of Christianity in the lives of the 
Merseyside populace.  It will demonstrate how religion has declined and will suggest 
that, amongst many other factors, in some ways it was the strong opinions and 
stipulations of religious organisations themselves that led to resentment and the 
weakening of the Churches’ stronghold over their congregations. 
Chapter seven will  assess whether the introduction of ‘new aliens’ into Liverpool, in 
the form of the Afro/ Caribbean and Chinese communities, may have provided an 
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alternative focus for prejudice, which had ‘previously’ been directed primarily towards 
Irish Catholics. The chapter will examine but also challenge this perspective, 
highlighting that Liverpool has one of the oldest Black and Chinese communities in 
Europe.  In doing, it will be demonstrated that anti-Black and anti-Chinese racism 
became more discernible than sectarianism.      
Chapter eight highlights how Irish Catholics, once culturally marooned in the city, 
came to influence Liverpool culture itself.  It will show how the city’s speech patterns, 
attitudes, and dominant characteristics were all influenced by the swathes of Irish 
Immigrants to the city.  It will also portray how the two once dominant identities in 
the city: Irish Catholic and Lancastrian Protestant, merged into one as the twentieth 
century progressed.  The chapter will then outline how modern culture, such as 
television, poetry, music, and, in particular, the Merseybeat helped to make the city 
distinct.  Finally it will show how and why ‘Scouse’ became a defence mechanism as 
well as an identity. 
The final chapter will ask whether (and why) football has become the ‘new religion’ of 
the city, as adherence to Christianity went into decline. Those without a religion often 
designate their football allegiance as their ‘religion’ on social media and even when 
filling out census returns204, but to what extent has football taken on an almost 
spiritual dimension in the city?  Football’s elevation to a level of an all-embracing, 
hegemonic power within the city may have helped displace religion as the key divide 
and object of identification in the port.  For many people on Merseyside, Everton FC or 
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football team.’ 
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Liverpool FC is as significant to their life as the Catholic Church or the Orange Order 
was in yesteryear.  Evidence gathered from supporters of both teams, politicians, 
clergymen, journalists, and others will be analysed.  
In conclusion, this work will determine the various degrees of validity in relation to the 
diverse array of hypotheses on the decline of sectarianism.  The study will venture into 
uncharted territory, and investigate what factors led to the withering of resentment.  
No academic source has made a direct attempt to answer the research question.  To 
date, evidence gathered is insufficient.  Therefore, this work will test various 
assumptions and try to conclude what factors where most fundamental and which 
where the least important in explaining the diminution of what was perhaps one of 
Liverpool’s most defining and distinctive features: its sectarianism.   
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Chapter One - The rise of sectarianism 
 
Defining Sectarianism 
Satisfactorily theorising or defining sectarianism is a task which has, thus far, not been 
adequately undertaken by political scientists or historians.  It should be acknowledged that 
the task of measuring sectarianism (a multidimensional and a somewhat abstruse concept) 
is not easy.  Similarly, the make-up of a ‘Sectarian’ (that is, the characteristics which define 
an individual as such) is under-researched and ill-defined.  This lack of theorisation of 
sectarianism has been acknowledged by McVeigh and by Gilligan, who note the ‘neglect of 
the subject by academics.’1  Likewise, Smyth and Moore have stated that ‘existing literature 
... yields little in the way of definitions of sectarianism, or explorations of its nature’.2  
The most basic definitions of sectarianism often relate to the preference, or valuing of, one 
particular section of the community over another.  For instance, the Oxford English 
Dictionary defines the term 'sectarianism’ as ‘adherence or excessive attachment to a 
particular sect or party, esp. in religion; hence often, adherence or excessive attachment to, 
or undue favouring of, a particular “denomination”’.3  Another description delineates 
‘sectarian’ as an adjective ‘denoting or concerning a sect or sects: i.e. the city’s traditional 
sectarian divide’, or ‘(of an action) carried out on the grounds of membership of a sect, 
                                                             
1 McVeigh, R. (1990) ‘The Undertheorisation of Sectarianism’. Canadian Journal of Irish Studies, Vol. 16, No. 2. 
pp. 119-122. P.119. Gilligan, C. (2014) ‘Why has sectarianism been undertheorised?’ Political Studies 
Association of Ireland annual conference, Galway, 17-19 October 2014.  
2 Smyth and Moore. 1996. 2. 
3
 Oxford English Dictionary (2014) Sectarianism. Available: http://www.oed.com. 
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denomination, or other group: i.e. sectarian killings.’4  The Cambridge Dictionary supports 
this classification, yet it also describes a ‘sectarian’ in terms of the individual: ‘(a person) 
strongly supporting a particular religious group, especially in such a way as not to be willing 
to accept other beliefs.’5  In addition, the Merriam-Webster Dictionary describes ‘sectarian’ 
as an adjective ‘relating to religious or political sects and the differences between them.’6  
These definitions, however, are limited.  They only paint part of much more complex 
picture.  What is required is a more holistic explanation.   
In 2014, McVeigh wrote that ‘despite the ubiquity of the term [sectarianism], it is [still] 
poorly conceptualised.’7 Describing sectarianism in a Northern Irish context, he asserts: 
Sectarianism must be theorised as a structure.  In what little analysis of sectarianism 
there is, sectarianism has been atomised.  Thus, sectarianism becomes something 
that individual Protestants and Catholics do; consequently there is no analysis of 
structural sectarianism.  But sectarianism in the Six Counties is not simply an 
aggregate of the deeds of unpleasant or deviant ‘sectarians’ - although these are an 
intrinsic part of sectarianism. Sectarianism structures every aspect of life in the 
Northern Ireland statelet ... it is more than a set of ideologies or a category of 
practices or an amalgam of individual actions; sectarianism is the modality in which 
life is lived by everybody in the Six Counties.8 
 
While McVeigh’s analysis is centred upon Northern Ireland, highlighting how violence 
served to construct and reproduce the difference between, and unequal status of, Northern 
Irish Protestants and Catholics, aspects of his perspective can be generalised.  For example, 
sectarianism is not, and cannot be, simply an ‘amalgam of individual actions’.  A ‘Sectarian’ 
                                                             
4 Oxford Dictionaries (2014) Sectarian. Available: 
 http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/sectarian#m_en_gb0748570.008. 
5 Cambridge Dictionaries (2014) Sectarian. Available: 
 http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/british/sectarian?q=sectarianism. 
6 Merriam-Webster Dictionary (2015) Sectarian. Available: http://merriam-webster.com/dictionary/sectarian. 
7 McVeigh, R. (2014) Sectarianism in Northern Ireland: Towards a definition in law.  Available:  
http://www.equalitycoalition.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Sectariansim-in-Northern-Ireland-Towards-a-
definition-in -Law-April-2014-Unison-logo.pdf.  
8
 McVeigh. 1990. 121-122. 
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cannot exist in isolation - as a ‘Sectarian’ is, in fact, a product of their surroundings, their 
upbringing, their culture, their identity, and so forth.  Sectarianism, it is argued, is a 
prerequisite to the ‘Sectarian’ (as in, the individual), as well as ‘sectarian’ actions. 
McVeigh’s submission, that ‘sectarianism must be theorised as a structure’, is important.  
‘Structural sectarianism’ is about much more than just physical segregation of divided 
communities (whether ‘engineered’ or ‘organic’).  As McVeigh describes, it incorporates 
many aspects, including ‘sectarian discrimination in employment and housing [and] blatant 
sectarian political gerrymandering’.9  As will be outlined, ‘structural sectarianism’ was also 
exhibited in Liverpool, where there were alleged restrictions placed on Catholics and 
Protestants in terms of occupation in ‘certain firms’ or ‘trades’ (contentions discussed in 
later chapters).  Furthermore, while political ‘gerrymandering’ was not apparent in 
Liverpool, the city’s elected representatives reflected sectarian dividing lines.  Although 
Liverpool (in contrast to Northern Ireland) never became a ‘Protestant State for a Protestant 
People’10; it was a city in which politics ‘fed off local religious and ethnic rivalries.’11 
Again in a Northern Irish context, Jarman offers a definition of sectarianism as ‘prejudicial 
and discriminatory attitudes, behaviours and practices between members of the two 
majority communities in and about Northern Ireland, who may be defined as Catholic or 
Protestant; Irish or British; Nationalist or Unionist; Republican or Loyalist; or combinations 
thereof.’12 Crucial to this study is that definition of sectarianism as prejudicial and 
discriminatory attitudes: they abounded in Liverpool in terms of Protestant versus Catholic 
                                                             
9 Ibid: 119. 
10 Paraphrasing two comments made by Sir James Craig, both made in 1934 – ‘All I boast is a Protestant 
Parliament and a Protestant State’ and ‘... That is my whole object in carrying on a Protestant Government for 
a Protestant people.’ Full citations available: http://cain.ulst.ac.uk/issues/discrimination/quotes.htm. 
11 Jenkins. 2010. 177. 
12
 Jarman, N. 2012. Defining Sectarianism and Sectarian Hate Crime. Belfast: ICR. 10. 
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rivalry, with religious labels acting as communal markers and ‘justifications’ for public 
displays of hostility to the opposite community.  Intra-religion division (Liverpool’s being 
intra-Christian) has formed part of the limited analysis of sectarianism.  Nonetheless, 
religious sectarianism is not the only form of sectarianism, which may be multi-layered. 
Moreover, sectarianism cannot be one sided, based upon a single set of prejudice and 
discrimination against another group.  There needs to be at least two ‘sides’, usually in the 
same locality, both (though not necessarily equally) expressing prejudice and discriminating 
against the other.  There needs to be both a ‘thesis’ and ‘antithesis’.  This prejudice can be 
more politically than religiously-oriented, as Smyth and Moore’s elevation of ‘political’ 
aspects of division in Northern Ireland stresses, although religious separation may make 
community identification easier and exacerbate division.13 
Sugden and Bairner also offer a useful working definition: 
In its most general sense, the term sectarianism is used to describe attitudes, belief 
systems, symbols and practices through which one group of people sets itself apart 
from another within an otherwise shared culture ... the term is usually employed 
more specifically to describe divisions which are grounded in religious differences ... 
sectarianism can best be understood in two overlapping ways: first as a symbolic 
labelling process through which community divisions are defined and maintained, 
and second as an ideological justification for discrimination, community conflict and 
political violence.14 
 
Sugden and Bairner’s point that ‘one group of people sets itself apart from another within 
an otherwise shared culture’ is important, and is related to Margalit’s view that, 
‘Sectarianism is the tendency to inflate a minor disagreement over beliefs or practices into 
                                                             
13 Smyth and Moore. 1996. 1, 4. 
14
 Sugden and Bairner. 1993. Sectarianism and Sport in Northern Ireland. Cited Ibid: 2. 
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the impossibility of living together.’15  Sectarianism is an intra-division within a commonality.  
The unison (uniting factor) may be a political ‘Wing’ or a shared ‘God’ or even a fixed local 
geographic, such as a city or country. The key to sectarianism is a division within: 
competition between two or more sections of a whole. 
The ‘demand for theorising sectarianism’16 was also directly addressed by Liechty and Clegg, 
who offer their own important perspective (a ‘generic’, ‘working’ definition): 
Sectarianism is a system of attitudes, actions, beliefs, and structures (at personal, 
communal, and institutional levels, which always involves religion, and typically 
involves a negative mixing of religion and politics) which arises as a distorted 
expression of positive human needs especially for belonging, identity, and the free 
expression of difference and is expressed in destructive patterns of relating [to] 
hardening the boundaries between groups; overlooking others; belittling, 
dehumanising, or demonising others; justifying or collaborating in the domination of 
others; [and/ or] physically or verbally intimidating or attacking others.17 
 
Additionally, a useful definition of a ‘Sectarian’ (as in a person) is also afforded: ‘”sectarian” 
is usually a negative judgment that people make about someone else’s behaviour and rarely 
a label that they apply to themselves, their own sectarianism always being the hardest to 
see.’18  This sentiment is also expressed by Smyth and Moore: ‘The label "sectarian" is an 
interpretation based on subjective judgement, a perception which is usually projected onto 
others rather than owned as a quality possessed by oneself.’19  
Although Liechty and Clegg’s interpretations are in most respects pertinent, their suggestion 
that sectarianism ‘always involves religion’ is challenged by the author’s own analysis.  
                                                             
15 Margalit, A. 2008. Sectarianism. Dissent (winter edition). Vol. 55. Issue 1. pp. 37-46. 41. 
16 Gilligan, C. 2014. Why has sectarianism been undertheorised? Paper delivered at PSAI conference – Galway – 
17th-19th October 2014. 
17
 Liechty and Clegg. 2001. 102-3. 
18 Ibid: 102. 
19
 Smyth and Moore. 1996. 9. 
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Likewise, Gilligan makes the point that ‘the conflict [in Northern Ireland] (often described as 
‘sectarian’) is not really about religion’: 
Religion is merely a marker of difference.  The conflict is really about something else.  
The question, asking if you are Catholic or Protestant, is really asking which side you 
are on.  The majority of the literature on the conflict takes that view; that the 
conflict is not about religion ... the majority of scholars have dismissed the 
significance of religion.20 
 
As will be discussed in the next section of this study, the author extends these sentiments to 
Liverpool, where sectarianism, was, for many inhabitants in both communities, more about 
‘belonging’ – religion was one dynamic amid a host of other factors.   
Nonetheless, the equating of sectarianism and religion is often automatically assumed, 
admittedly sometimes due to local context.  For example, the Scottish website 
nilbymouth.org, while acknowledging that ‘the term can take on different meanings 
depending on how it is used’, defines sectarianism as ‘narrow-minded beliefs that lead to 
prejudice, discrimination, malice and ill-will towards members, or presumed members, of a 
religious denomination.’21 
Although the Liverpool brand of sectarianism was a bi-product of intra-Christian rivalry22, 
sectarianism, in a broader sense, does not have to be centred upon ecclesiastical divisions 
within Christendom.  While both Scottish and Northern Irish sectarianism also relate to 
denominational rivalries in Christianity, sectarian disputes in other parts of the world 
                                                             
20 Gilligan. 2014.  It is noted by Gilligan, as well as the author, that some academics do believe religion to be 
the focal point of the conflict.  (For example, see Bruce (1989) God Save Ulster: the religion and politics of 
Pailseyism (page 308) Oxford: Oxford University Press).  
21 Nil by Mouth (2015) What is Sectarianism? A Definition. Available: http://nilbymouth.org/resources/what-is-
sectarianism/. 
22 In Liverpool sectarianism most often took the form of disputes or clashes between ‘Catholic’ and ‘Protestant’ 
combatants. 
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involve tensions within, or between, entirely separate religious groups.  Sectarian conflicts 
in many Muslim countries, for example (while sometimes encompassing other sects, such as 
Christians or Kurds) are primarily intra-Islamic. 
Sectarianism involves subdivisions within a group.  That group does not necessarily have to 
be theological.  For instance, political sectarianism comprises subdivisions within a specific 
wing of the political spectrum: in-fighting between rival factions within the far-Left or within 
the far-Right (an example would be groups within the umbrella of Communism or Fascism, 
spending more time in-fighting than focusing on their ‘natural enemy’).  Thus, combatant 
factions within a political party or regime, who devote an excessive amount of time and 
energy denouncing each other, rather than their common adversaries, may be described as 
‘sectarian’.  As Avishai Margalit indicates, ‘this does not mean that [such] sectarians are 
necessarily religious’, pointing to ‘secular sects of the left, such as Trotskyite sects.’23 
In asserting that, ‘It is not necessary to be religious in order to be sectarian – but it helps.’24 
Margalit also states,  
Every sectarian war is a civil war, but not every civil war is a sectarian war.  We call a 
war sectarian if and only if there is a religious dimension to the warring groups.  This 
does not mean that a sectarian war is necessarily about religion.  It means, however, 
that the sides of the conflict identify themselves by the use of religious labels.25 
 
Such sentiments highlight the fact that sectarianism is often seen as a term for religious 
rivalry.  Correctly, Smyth and Moore state the need to ‘avoid seeing sectarianism as one 
                                                             
23 Margalit. 2008. 39. 
24 Ibid: 39. 
25
 Ibid: 43. (Margalit indicates conflicts between Protestants and Catholics in Northern Ireland, between Greek 
Cypriots and Turkish Cypriots, and between Shiites and Sunnis in Iraq as ‘paradigmatic cases’ of ‘sectarian 
wars’). 
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dimensional or as the prerogative of any one discipline.’26  Sectarianism is almost always 
multi-layered. 
Another dynamic, further complicating matters, is the relationship between sectarianism 
and racism.  As the British Government acknowledges, ‘there is clearly some difficulty in 
formulating definitions which would effectively differentiate racial offences from sectarian 
offences’27, yet it has maintained a distinction between the two types.28  There also exists 
both ‘a literature suggesting that sectarianism is – or is much the same as – racism and 
another literature that says it is different from racism.’29  McVeigh argues that, ‘racism is a 
clearer and better descriptive for sectarianism in Northern Ireland than “institutional 
religious intolerance” [because] “perceived religious identity” or “community background” 
as it is understood in Northern Ireland reflects ethnicity rather than “faith”.’30   
In 2011, the Director of the United Nations’ Council for Ethnic Minorities, Patrick Yu, 
‘expressed strong reservations about the “sectarianism is racism” argument [contending] it 
“would be very unwise to conflate issues of sectarianism and racism ... [it would] draw the 
courts and others into disputes about parading, Irish language and issues that are ‘majority’ 
concerns in that they affect Protestants/ unionists and Catholics/nationalists, but not 
minority racial and religious groups found in Northern Ireland”.’31  In 2002, the UK 
Government’s Northern Ireland Office produced a consultation paper on Race Crime and 
                                                             
26 Smyth and Moore. 1996. 1. 
27
 Race Crime and Sectarian Crime Legislation in Northern Ireland: A Consultation Paper: Northern Ireland 
Office, November 2002. 
28 See Ibid and Race Crime and Sectarian Crime Legislation in Northern Ireland: A Summary Paper: Northern 
Ireland Office, November 2002. 
29 McVeigh. 2014. 2-3 - Jarman 2012; McVeigh and Rolston 2007 associate racism and sectarianism, whereas 
Brewer and Higgins 1998 disassociate the concepts. 
30 Ibid: 28-9. 
31
 Ibid. 
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Sectarian Crime Legislation in Northern Ireland, in which it differentiated between ‘cases of 
racially motivated attacks’ [where] victims in by far the majority of cases belong to a 
relatively small group within the overall populations whereas, in the case of sectarian 
offenses, there are victims in both the main groups, neither of which is particularly small.’32  
Moreover, in 2013, a published report on Tackling Sectarianism in Scotland stated, 
Sectarianism in Scotland has at times been closely associated with anti-Irish 
prejudice.  However, the two are not identical.  The religious dimension is distinctive 
in sectarianism.  Anti-Irishness, in a cultural sense, is clearly a form of racism and 
should be named as such.33 
 
Alternatively, the advisory group, chaired by Dr Duncan Morrow, offered the following 
‘working’ definition’ to the Scottish Government: 
Sectarianism in Scotland is a complex of perceptions, attitudes, beliefs, actions and 
structures, at personal and communal levels, which originate in religious difference 
and can involve a negative mixing of religion with politics, sporting allegiance and 
national identifications. It arises from a distorted expression of identity and 
belonging. It is expressed in destructive patterns of relating which segregate, 
exclude, discriminate against or are violent towards a specified religious other with 
significant personal and social consequences.34 
 
 
Whilst, similarly to other demarcations referring specifically to Northern Ireland, the 
description is limited to a particular facet of sectarianism, the report offered a rare (and 
helpful) example of an official attempt at definition.  Importantly, the report also clarified: 
 
Our definition does not presuppose that those who engage in sectarian behaviour 
are currently religious believers or have religious motivation; only that the original 
                                                             
32 Race Crime and Sectarian Crime Legislation in Northern Ireland: A Consultation Paper: Northern Ireland 
Office, November 2002. 
33 An Advisory Group on Tackling Sectarianism in Scotland. 2013. 18. 
34
 Ibid: 18. 
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‘difference’ had a religious element.  In some circumstances that element may now 
be lost, leaving, perhaps, only ‘them’ and ‘us’ opposition.35 
 
 
This is a pertinent recognition.  Religion, whilst often synonymised with sectarianism, is not 
always at its core, even in situations where it may appear to be the case.  It is important to 
understand that politics can play a huge role in sectarian conflicts, with tensions often 
exploited (or even generated) by ‘elites who cynically manipulate sectarianism’.36  It is clear 
that a variety of factors, such as religion, racism, politics, and tribalism, all play their part in 
sectarian situations and clearly it is ‘difficult to disentangle these distinct [yet often 
overlapping] elements’37 Nonetheless, although there may be a range of dynamics at play 
and similar factors may be present in some cases; seldom, if ever, do two forms of 
sectarianism mimic each other to the extent that a definition of X can be applied 
appropriately to Y. 
‘Sectarianism’ can be broken down into three distinct segments: ‘sect’, ‘arian’, and ‘ism’.  
Whilst it is acknowledged that ‘Arian’ (with a capital ‘A’), as opposed to ‘- arian’ (with a 
lower case ‘a’) is a distinct concept in itself and can be applied independently, either as an 
adjective or a noun, with both uses encompassing biblical connotations38; ‘- arian’ (in the 
sense it is used in formatting the words ‘sectarianism’, ‘utilitarian’, ‘humanitarian’, and so 
forth) is a suffix, ‘used [itself] to form adjectives or corresponding nouns.’39 ‘-ism’ is also 
                                                             
35 Ibid. 
36 Project on Middle East Political Science. 2013. ‘The Politics of Sectarianism’. POMEPS Studies. Vol.4. 
November 13
th
, 2013. Available: http://pomeps.org/2013/11/14/the-politics-of-sectarianism/. 
37 McVeigh. 2014. 3. 
38 Oxford English Dictionary. 2015. Arian, adj. and n. A.adj – ‘Of, pertaining to, or adhering to the doctrine of, 
Arius, a presbyter of Alexandira in the 4th c., who denied that Jesus Christ was consubstantial, or of the same 
essence of substance with God. His opinions were embraced by large sections of Christendom, and the 
dissensions by which the church as rent lasted for nearly a century’ B.n – ‘An adherent of the doctrine of 
Arius’.  Available: http://www.oed.com. 
39
 Ibid: –arian, suffix.  
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utilised as a suffix, one which ‘expresses the action or conduct of a class of persons’.  Other 
examples of its use include ‘heroism’, ‘patriotism, ‘despotism’, ‘blackguardism’, and 
‘barbarism’.40   
By far the most important segment of ‘sectarianism’ is ‘sect’, defined as ‘a body of persons 
who unite in holding certain views differing from those of others who are accounted to be 
of the same religion.  However, theology is not the only usage of the term.  A ‘sect’ is also 
described as ‘a “section” of mankind’, ‘a school of opinion in politics, science, or the like’, 
‘[a] body of followers or adherents’, and ‘a class or kind (of persons)’.41   
Notably, each of the aforementioned descriptions deem a ‘sect’ to be a part of a whole: 
phrases like a ‘particular school of’, ‘a cutting from’, ‘a body of’, ‘a “section”’, and ‘a class or 
kind’ indicate this.  Thus, a ‘sect’, it is argued, is simply a subdivision of the word ‘section’. 
The most fitting definition of ‘section’ is ‘a part separated or divided off from the remainder; 
one of the portions into which a thing is cut or divided’ – ‘a separable portion of any 
collection or aggregate of persons’,42 not necessarily a religious grouping.  
So is ‘sectarianism’ when disaggregated from religion and racism still sectarianism?  The 
answer, if we were to define the term simply (and inadequately) as the preference of one 
segment of people[s] over another, is yes.  While sectarianism, more often than not (and 
certainly in Liverpool’s case), comprises both (or either) a racial and religious dimension, 
neither religion nor race need be constituent parts of a sectarian situation.  Yet, this 
definition (in isolation) is too broad.  It leaves too much room for what can be described as 
‘sectarian’.  For example, it does not sufficiently separate racism from sectarianism.  Thus, if 
                                                             
40
 Ibid: –ism, suffix. 
41 Ibid: Sect, n. 
42
 Ibid: Section, n. 
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hatred of the Irish (with or without religious connotations) was ‘sectarian’, then there would 
be no distinction between sectarianism and predisposition.  If detestation of a people (or 
peoples) simply because they originate in a different land or because of the colour of their 
skin or (returning to the theological argument) because they have a different interpretation 
of ‘God’s Will’ means ‘sectarian’, then ‘sectarianism’ is little separated from prejudice.   
Furthermore, the point must be made that if an individual (or group of individuals) are 
averse to another group of individuals who are not in the same vicinity (for example 
Liverpool Protestants abhorring Irish Catholics, even if there were no Irish Catholics in 
Liverpool), then this ought not be classed as sectarianism, as there would be no competing 
‘sects’ within the city.  This latter point is crucial.  An apt definition of sectarianism must 
reflect upon its localism. 
Simply stating that sectarianism is the preference of one segment of people[s] over another 
does not suffice.  The definition of sectarianism adopted by this study takes the perspective 
that, in fact, tribalism (while not the only factor) is a more important dynamic than either 
religion or race in producing attitudes which can be described as ‘sectarian’.  The existence 
of a local sect of people (united by some commonality) at odds with another sect (or sects) 
of people (united by a rival commonality) is a pre-requisite to sectarianism.  Nonetheless, it 
has been considered that close-knit communities can see themselves as distinct (even 
superior) to another (or others) and may dislike the other[s] without ever acting upon it.  It 
is acknowledged that such dormant rivalry can and does exist (likely within most hamlets, 
let alone cities or countries).  Thus, other dynamics are required. 
It is suggested that sectarianism has much more to do with identity than theology, racism, 
or tribalism.  As Murshed argues,  
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Identity is salient in defining antagonism in all forms of conflict since time 
immemorial.  It indicates what people are willing to fight for ... It specially identifies 
which group(s) we have an affinity with. It can be multi-dimensional, extending from 
family, vocation, tribe, religion to nation. One of these identities can acquire 
relevance in the context of violence.43 
 
Crucially identity can encompass a plethora of individual factors (much like sectarianism 
itself): “‘Nationalism; ‘my country’ against another. For God, king and country is an age old 
refrain driving individuals into participation in conflict.  Similarly, tribal, other ethnic (race, 
language) and religious differences define antagonists ... Patriotism, or identification with 
group causes, constitute an important intrinsic motivation.’44  As such, because identity 
encompasses religion and racism, as well a multitude of other factors, it is a crucial and 
amalgamating aspect of sectarianism.  
Furthermore, a sectarian situation only arises when there are two or more distinct sections 
of the community, who not only view themselves as divided, but also perceive each other in 
a negative way, and, decisively, they act upon their prejudices.  This action, which can take a 
number of forms (from peaceful demonstration, to discrimination, to physical violence) 
gives sectional division tangibility.  As such, while neither religion, nor race, is requisite to 
sectarianism; action which divides and/ or maintains division is.   
As McVeigh suggests, ‘no act of defining is perfect – the very complexity of a phenomenon 
like sectarianism means that any definition begs refutation’.45  Nonetheless, while the issue 
of definition (especially when considering such complex subject matter) is often 
contentious, this work delineates sectarianism, in its most basic form, as the existence, 
                                                             
43 Mansoob Murshed, S. 2010. On the Salience of Identity in Civilizational and Sectarian Conflict. Peace 
Economics, Peace Science and Public Policy, Vol. 16, Iss. 2, pp.1-20. p.1. 
44 Ibid: 2. 
45
 McVeigh. 2014. 2. 
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within a locality, of two or more divided and actively competing communal identities, 
resulting is a strong sense of dualism which unremittingly transcends commonality, and is 
both culturally and physically manifest.46  
 
Sectarianism, in a Liverpool context  
‘Sectarianism’ in a Liverpool context was multi-faceted. The root of much ‘sectarian’ 
animosity was economic competition between ‘natives’ and Irish migrants.  Mass Irish 
immigration in the mid-nineteenth century also stretched very limited health and welfare 
resources, further fuelling anti-immigrant resentment.   
Economic issues were, nonetheless, only one aspect of the resentments held. Religious 
antipathy towards the Catholic Irish was very strong.  Protestant Orange lodges had been 
marching in the port since 1819 and sectarian clashes became common.  Anti-Catholicism 
became perhaps the most prominent strand of a trio of resentments embracing economics, 
national identity, and religion.  Whilst sectarian issues were Irish imports, sectarianism 
adopted distinctive features in Liverpool.   
Liverpool sectarianism was arguably more tribal than religious or individualistic, although 
the construction of the ‘tribe’ is of course a sum of parts.  Rather than individuals expressing 
a deep-seated abhorrence for the theology of their ‘opposites’, sectarianism in Liverpool 
developed more as a consequence of xenophobia and prejudice.  Moreover, it is 
                                                             
46 This definition is designed to demark ‘sectarianism’ at its most basic level.  It is acknowledged that 
sectarianism takes many forms and is both complex and multifaceted.  It is suggested that a much broader 
study is required to fully outline common parallels, drawing upon a multitude of conflicts, to offer considered 
and appropriate ‘qualifications’ as to what ought and what ought not be described as ‘sectarian’ or as 
‘sectarianism’.  It is hoped that the author’s definition contributes to such research, which, regrettably, this 
study does not have sufficient enough space to engage with fully. 
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conceivable that a dogmatic identification with one’s own community could more aptly 
denote the Liverpool ‘sectarian’, rather than an overarching repugnance for Protestant or 
Catholic neighbours.  This is certainly not to say that the principles of religious faith did not 
have a significant role in Liverpool sectarianism, whipped up by fervent preachers and 
segregated, faith-based schooling.  However, as in Scotland and Northern Ireland, faith is 
not always a ‘live’ issue for combatants.  That is to say that, ‘Sectarians’ ‘may be “culturally” 
Catholic or Protestant but doctrinal difference may be either very weak or completely 
absent.’47  As such, what often remains is the perception of ‘them’ and ‘us’ as opposites.  
Deep consideration of Protestant and Catholic theology was not necessary to belong to your 
respective sect.   
Liverpool sectarianism meant different things at different periods of time, for different 
people.  In the mid-nineteenth century it was arguably more racist in nature, by the early 
twentieth century there was genuinely more theological aversion, and by later in the 
twentieth century it was more about tribalism.  At all times it was about identity.  For the 
more religious, tension was centred upon theological issues; for local politicians it was more 
political, for many working-class males, in particular, it was about competition for jobs, 
whilst for most it was about belonging, identity often a unifying factor.  There were two core 
competitive identities: Irish Catholics and Lancastrian Protestants.  The local media was, in 
the nineteenth century, an organ for anti-Irish rhetoric, giving racial prejudice an initial 
sense of ‘legitimacy’. Anti-Irish media prejudice faded greatly in the twentieth century, 
helping diminish stereotypical assertions surrounding the Liverpool Irish.    
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Liverpool sectarianism did not die off entirely, but became ritualistic and of little 
consequence: a largely historical footnote.  Figure 1.1 maps the many aspects of Liverpool 
sectarianism.  
Figure 1.1 Manifestations of Liverpool sectarianism   
 
Above is a visual illustration of some of the key components of Liverpool sectarianism. 
Liverpool sectarianism encompassed a wide range of elements, a complex, multi-
dimensional phenomenon.  Its components varied over time, but were overlain by a strong 
and particular sense of identity.  Division between competing identities, comprising a range 
of different factors, was the key to Liverpool (and, as was previously argued, to all) 
sectarianism. 
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Orangeism was a key aspect of Liverpool sectarianism.  It formed an important feature of 
‘Protestant’ identity.  In fact, Orangeism, for many, was the key component of their identity.  
It was also an aspect of Orangeism (the parading tradition) which was a protagonist of 
Liverpool sectarianism.  In the early nineteenth century Orange lodge parading in Liverpool 
prompted anger from the immigrant Irish, provoking street conflict.  Yet, Orangeism would 
come to flourish in the port; culturally, physically, and politically.  It was a key part of 
identity for many Protestants and it was the key contingent of the rival identity for many 
Catholics.  The tradition of July 12th celebrations became an important aspect of the 
longevity of Liverpool sectarianism. 
‘Protestants’ and ‘Catholics’ became defining labels for the opposing sects, with 
justification.  Even if only nominally religious, most combatants belonged to one 
denomination or the other.  Many, often influenced by clergymen, had genuine aversion to 
their religious ‘opposite’.  Protestantism was the key contingent of Orangeism, with 
Catholicism the fundamental ‘enemy’.  A key uniting factor of Irish immigrants was their 
faith and the Catholic Church did much to help their ‘flock’.  Parochialism stemmed from 
this, as did structural segregation: both dynamics of sectarianism.  Catholic and Protestant 
parishes became very important.  There were micro-identities within the main two 
identities, based on the local church, pub, and street.  The local parish was very important 
and it built and sustained communities.  This localism meant community and unity, which 
may have mattered far more than debates over transubstantiation.  Conversely, segregation 
or ‘ghettoization’ meant sustained division between Catholics and Protestants. 
Catholics and Protestants were brought up in separate areas, and were (and in many cases, 
still are) educated separately.  On weekends they went to different churches.  People 
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seldom drank together, as they had ‘their own’ pubs.  With physical division, tribalism 
flourished.  There was a language of division: ‘they’re up there and we’re down here’ or 
‘we’re up here and they’re down there’.  There was little dialogue between the people of 
different identities. With such strong localism (fed by parochialism and physical 
segregation), a ‘them’ and ‘us’ attitude developed.  Amid conditions of abject poverty, 
people took solace in what little they did have: a strong sense of community.  As such, there 
was a need to protect ‘your’ area.  There was also an element of escapism in sectarianism.  
Life in Liverpool slums was monotonous.  In contrast, confrontation at religious processions 
or Orange parades was exciting. 
There were also political outlets to maintain sectarian division.  Local political parties, 
particularly, but certainly not exclusively, the Conservatives, utilised sectarian tensions for 
personal gain.  In the early twentieth century the Irish War of Independence had support in 
Liverpool, as did the Ulster Covenant. Uniquely in England, an Irish Nationalist MP 
represented part of the city.  Today, Loyalist and Republican parades (of small size) are one 
of the few remaining visible aspects of Liverpool sectarianism, which in terms of the 
dominant Protestant versus Catholic divide has nearly expired.  This thesis explains that 
expiry.  
 
The impact of the Irish Famine: slums and poverty 
The growth of sectarianism owed much to the rapid influx of Irish immigrants and the 
economic dislocation, social upheaval, and religious antipathy which followed this 
mass arrival.  Much of the emigration from Ireland was due to An Gorta Mór, or ‘the 
great hunger’, caused by a potato blight, which ‘robbed more than one-third of the 
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population of their usual means of subsistence’48, and contributed to the death of one 
million people.  Two million people emigrated from Ireland between 1845 and 1855, 
with Liverpool, as the nearest port, permanently transformed by this influx. 
The dynamics of Liverpool sectarianism were already in place even prior to the new 
arrivals.49  However, the hundreds of thousands of Irish who arrived in Liverpool 
during this period did much to shape and strengthen sectarian attitudes amid 
economic rivalry.  There was ‘a large and permanent increase in spending on Irish 
destitution in Liverpool’ but employers ‘benefited from the large pool of unemployed 
Irish to the extent that Irish labour was widely used, and the presence of so many 
people looking for work could not fail to influence the wage levels paid to labourers.’50  
The religious affiliation of the majority of the immigrants, Roman Catholicism, was 
already despised by many Protestants. These economic and religious factors, coupled 
with racist attitudes perpetuated by the local and national media, meant that the Irish 
Famine gave sectarianism powerful motivations. 
Liverpool’s proportion of Irish-born multiplied in the nineteenth century: 5,000 in 
1800, 11,000 in 1820, and 35,000 in 1840.51  By 1841 about 20% of the total Irish in 
England and Wales were to be found in Liverpool.52  The scale of Famine-based 
immigration into Liverpool hugely exacerbated pre-existing tensions.  Even though, of 
                                                             
48 Donnelly, J. (2010) The Irish Famine. Available: 
 http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/british/victorians/famine_01.shtml. 
49 The relationship between Reverend Hugh McNeile (an influential anti-Catholic orator), the local Tory 
hierarchy, and the Orange Institution had ensured that sectarian tensions were already a factor of Liverpool 
politics by the mid-nineteenth century. 
50 Neal. 1988. 107-8. 
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 Waller. 1981. 7. 
52 Kelly, M. (2003) Liverpool the Irish Connection: The story of some notable Irish people who helped in its 
creation. Formby: Michael Kelly – p.2. 
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the 500,000 Irish who entered Liverpool before July 1848, many re-emigrated, by 
spring 1847, 105,000 remained and the Select Vestry53 of Liverpool complained to 
Parliament that ‘this increase was not one of the people of all classes, but of the 
poor.’54 
In the nineteenth century, Liverpool, as the gateway to the world, and the leading port 
of the British Empire was the obvious destination for those who wished to escape the 
hardship of rural Ireland.  Pauper families sometimes ‘travelled for free as human 
ballast on empty coal ships, while others were given fare money by Landlords hoping 
to get rid of them cheaply’55; a point studied in detail by Donald MacKay.56  Despite 
attendant dangers, the Irish knew that in Britain they would probably not starve to 
death, as ‘unlike Ireland, food hand-outs were freely available throughout the country.  
The quality of food was also superior to the meagre rations handed out in Ireland’s 
soup kitchens and workhouses.’57   
The majority of the Irish influx concentrated in already established areas of Irish 
settlement and ‘by 1841 immigrants were most concentrated in the north end political 
wards, specifically Vauxhall, Exchange, Scotland, and St Pauls, close to the docks.’58  
Though the Irish settled on both banks of the Mersey, the majority of Irish clustered in 
these northern and western wards of Liverpool, and also in the dockside area of 
Bootle.  These ghettos soon became cramped, overcrowded, and unsanitary, as ‘1,500 
                                                             
53 The Select Vestry were Poor Law guardians elected annually by the rate payers.   
54 Waller. 1981. 7. 
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 MacKay, D. (1990). Flight from Famine: The Coming of the Irish to Canada. Toronto: McClelland & Stewart. 
57 Kerrigan. 2009. 219 
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passengers each day were landing from the packets from Dublin … many thousands of 
cellars which the authorities had already condemned as unfit for habitation were 
brought back into use to house the crowds of people ... Scotland Road soon became a 
vast sprawling slum.59  By 1851, such was the scale of rapid immigration, that ‘the 
Irish-born population of Liverpool exceeded that of any Irish town except Dublin, Cork, 
and Belfast.’60   
Between 1847 and 1853 ‘1,500,000 Irish landed at Liverpool’s docks. [Resultantly] the 
north end of Liverpool became the most densely populated area of Irish immigrants in 
mainland Britain.’61  By 1851 approximately twenty per cent of the city’s population 
was Irish-born.62  This astonishing rate of alteration triggered a reaction.  The ‘native’ 
felt invaded, as Irish communities ‘grew too quickly for easy assimilation.’63  The sheer 
numbers of Irish entering Liverpool at this time was enough on its own to breed 
contempt from the locals.  As Neal suggests, ‘to the poverty stricken Protestants living 
in, or near, the numerous streets filled by Irish newcomers the town must have 
seemed like part of Ireland.’64   
Given their poverty, the Irish were distinct: ‘in their rags, and malnutrition, in their 
missing teeth, matted hair, body smells, and in other visible signs which clearly set 
them apart.’65  The majority ‘dwelled in sordid conditions in the appalling slums’66, 
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amid ‘every conceivable kind of filth’.67  Yet, the Irish weren’t the only group who lived 
in these conditions.  The ‘native’ Protestants enjoyed only slight relative advantage, 
but this marginal superiority, allied to the perceived threats to jobs and conditions 
posed by the immigrants, led to considerable rivalry and much disdain towards the 
newly-arrived Irish, stereotyped (relatively accurately) as ‘a floor of poor, unskilled 
and mainly destitute people flooding into the city’s slums in search of any menial 
poorly paid work.’68  Added to the Irish were the Scottish and Welsh, eight per cent of 
the city’s population in 1871.  The mix was not conducive to harmonious relations, not 
least because the majority of Welsh and Scottish were Protestant and the Irish were 
Catholic, but also as many of the immigrants were economic competitors. 
The problems created by mass immigration ‘elicited little national sympathy, many 
believing, like the Earl of Wicklow, that Liverpool, having ‘benefited more by their Irish 
commerce than by that of all the rest of the world together, should bear the 
burden.’69  Nonetheless, Liverpool’s authorities found it difficult to facilitate the arrival 
of such a massive influx of often destitute Irish.   
Much rancour was based on pecuniary consideration.  Concerns were raised about 
‘the rapid increase in the numbers of Irish receiving poor relief ... and complaints were 
made of fraudulent claims by the resident Irish poor.’70  The city’s ratepayers solidified 
in a decidedly anti-Irish direction as the cost of poor relief amplified.  With ‘over 
173,000 persons, probably ninety-five per cent Irish, receiving poor relief in Liverpool 
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from the 18th to the 26th January 1847 alone’,71 The Times suggested that, ‘every 
English working man carries an Irish family on his shoulders.’72 
Employers saw the crisis as an opportunity to distribute paltry wages, as any ‘trouble 
maker’ could be quickly replaced in the largely unregulated dock-pen system.73  Philip 
Ingram wrote of proceedings: 
The result of this intense immigration in the first half of the nineteenth century 
was an overstocked labour market which, whilst it suited the employers’ needs 
by allowing for sudden inexpensive expansion and contraction of his labour 
force, left the population working at the docks with permanent uncertainty in 
an atmosphere of ever-present competition for work.74 
 
By 1851, forty-seven per cent of the people in both Vauxhall and Exchange political 
wards were Irish born, while thirty per cent of Scotland ward residents had also been 
born in Ireland.75  These wards were all located close to the docks at the north end of 
Liverpool.  Of the other central wards, also located on the periphery of the docks, the 
Irish born population accounted for approximately twenty-five per cent of the 
inhabitants.76   
It is claimed by Walsh that, ‘While many dockers were Catholics, none of the 
shipbuilding firms would employ a Catholic.  All ships’ builders were members of the 
Orange Lodge.’77  For a period the Twelfth of July was known as ‘Carpenters’ Day’.  
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Yet, in context, Liverpool had only a brief significance as a shipbuilding centre.  By 
1850 shipbuilding had passed to Birkenhead, leaving Liverpool with the more modest 
occupation of ship repair carried out by a much less skilled workforce. As Gallagher 
suggests,  
Nineteenth century Liverpool was a mercantile and commercial port rather 
than an industrial centre.  The occupational structure of the city included a far 
higher percentage of unskilled and part time jobs for which the Irish were in a 
position to compete.  So to a greater degree than in Glasgow (second only to 
Liverpool as a reception-centre for Irish immigrants), sectarian friction 
stemmed from economic competition and was a more intense and unpleasant 
kind.78 
 
As Mark O’Brian writes, ‘competition for day-labouring work between Catholic 
workers and unskilled Protestant workers was intense and pervaded all areas of life.’79 
However, a stress upon economic rivalry is not to discount racial and religious aspects. 
As MacRaild stresses:  
No amount of urban decay, workplace competition or poverty and hardship 
could explain the extraordinary passions that were inflamed by Irish migration.  
A more potent explanation is the fact that ... the dominant Protestant religion 
was vehemently anti-Catholic, and this acutely affected the reception that 
awaited the much despised ‘Paddy’ ... Irish Catholics in Britain were 
guaranteed a rocky reception because the native population viewed anti-
Catholicism as a mainstay of their Protestant identity.  Negative attitudes were 
endemic, dangerous and malevolent features of British cultural life.80   
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Added to this, some ‘Irish’ habits, such as faction fighting81, seemed alien to the 
English Protestants.  The widely spoken Gaelic language added to the sense of 
‘invasion’ and helped to solidify separateness. 
Reference to Irish Catholics as ‘the dregs of society’ and even as an ‘inferior race’ by 
journalists, local officials, and Protestant clergy were akin to ‘full-blooded racial and 
religious condemnation.’82  An article in the Liverpool Herald in 1855 describing, ‘Not 
English but Irish papists’ as ‘wretches’, ‘the lower order’, and ‘the filthiest beings on 
the habitable globe’, is claimed, by Davis, to have been an attempt to explain away 
social problems as ‘weakness of character’; asserting that, ‘In playing on fears of 
unemployment, and in targeting the Irish presence as an explanation of social 
problems like housing and crime83, the authorities relieved themselves of the 
responsibility to find practical solutions.’84  
The sheer pressure of population produced results that placed Liverpool at the head 
of every list of indices of bad living conditions’,85 and by 1846 the port had ‘the highest 
death rate in the country’.86  In 1847 alone, there were 5,239 deaths due to typhus 
and 2,236 deaths caused by diarrhoea or dysentery.  Additionally, approximately 
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100,000 people had contracted typhus, diarrhoea, dysentery, or measles.87  A 
common perception of events was voiced by The Times on the 2nd April 1847, when it 
asserted that, ‘Ireland is pouring in ... a fetid mass of famine, nakedness and dirt and 
fever’88 The concentration of the disease amongst the dockland emigrants was such 
that Liverpool was described as ‘the hospital and cemetery of Ireland‘.89   
Belchem states that, ‘every step was taken to prevent the spread of fever beyond the 
“low Irish”: at one point, no fewer than eighty eight per cent of sick persons under the 
care of the health authorities were Irish.’90  The greatest incidence of death occurred 
in ‘the recognisably Irish districts - the death rate in Vauxhall was 1 in 17 compared 
with 1 in 228 in the middle class Rodney ward.’91  The town was ‘helpless to adapt 
itself to its new conditions, and to perform its duty of providing the means of a 
humane existence for its citizens’.92 
Nonetheless, many in Liverpool had little sympathy for the Irish plight.  The outbreak 
of disease was blamed on the refugees, the accusation being that they had brought 
illness with them from Ireland: their ‘disgustingly filthy’93  habits being responsible for 
the ‘Irish Fever’.  The Catholic tradition of Wakes94 for the recently deceased was a 
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custom little understood by the ‘native’ Protestants, but vital for many devout Irish 
Catholics, if unwise considering the high risk of infection from corpses.  
In Liverpool, the Irish ‘faced poverty inconceivable in England today.’95  As Lamb and 
Smallpage wrote, ‘Overcrowding was unbelievable, fifty or sixty living in one house of 
three or four rooms while forty or more are known to have slept in one cellar.  
Naturally disease developed under these abominable conditions and spread to other 
parts of the town ... ships had to be anchored in the river for use as hospitals.’96  
During this period, which Cooke describes as, ‘the worst crisis in the city’s history’97, 
the ‘teeming’ Irish filled ‘lodging houses were breeding grounds for disease’98 and 
Liverpool ‘was recognised as the worst [place] in the country for ill health and 
malnutrition.’99   
The spread of disease in ‘Irish quarters’ of the town is not surprising given the 
deplorable circumstances the Irish had abided.  The conditions the emigrants endured 
while crossing the Irish Sea were described as ‘disgraceful, dangerous, and 
inhuman’100, while in the Liverpool slums, ‘germs bred freely around narrow courts 
[where] ... pools of stagnant water lay on the floors and there was rarely any drainage 
except into open cesspools.101   
In ‘Irish’ areas, such as Scotland Road, ‘were cheap lodging houses, cellars, friends and 
relatives who would give help and advice on how to survive a hostile urban 
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environment.’102  Many however did not survive.  In 1845, ‘figures of death by fever 
raced to an appalling height ... [in 1846] an epidemic of scarlatina carried off fifteen 
hundred persons, mainly children; and then came cholera with a death roll of six 
thousand.’103  David Charters describes the mortality rate in areas many Irish resided, 
‘In the bad years eighty per cent of children born off Scotland Road died before they 
were ten ...  In 1847, 2,303 men, women, and children were buried in St Anthony’s ... 
In the same year 7,219 paupers were buried in a mass graves in St Mary’s.’104  ‘Death 
from starvation’ was another 'regular outcome of post mortems carried out on those 
from Irish districts’105, as ‘dirt, disease, and malnutrition flourished.’106  Of the 21,000 
people who had died from typhus in 1847, eighty-seven per cent were Irish107 and ‘life 
expectancy became the lowest in the country.’108 
These years of squalor were pivotal in shaping relations between communities in the 
city; the new Irish Catholic arrivals blaming the local British for the conditions in which 
they found themselves, while the native Protestant believed that it was the Irish who 
introduced the contagions.  The slum habitations of the ‘Irish’ wards were perceived 
as reflecting the deficiencies of their dwellers.  Although  most Irish had no alternative 
but to ‘herd’ into ‘shocking dark, damp, dirty places109, such as cellars with ‘absolutely 
no place of deposit for [human] refuse’110, the Irish emigrants ‘association with 
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poverty, dirt, and disease created an uncomfortable and unpalatable impression on 
the mind of the host community.’111     
In 1847 the Poor Law Removal Act emerged to alleviate some of the pressure on the 
municipality.  It was estimated that 40,000 Irish were to be removed, but many 
stopped claiming relief in order to avoid deportation, further adding to their own 
desperate circumstances.  In that year ‘15,000 poverty stricken Irish people were sent 
back to Ireland,’112 yet, given that it was ‘simply impossible to police such a policy’ 
some may have returned.113  Meanwhile, as hostility between native and newly-
arrived grew, ‘Liverpudlians gained a reputation for their predatory and vicious 
reception of immigrants.’114  As MacKay states, ‘When Irish emigrants were not 
robbed outright on the streets, they were overcharged for lodging houses and 
food’115, and many scams and tricks also stripped the Irish bare of what little they 
had.116 
Largely on account of the arrival of famine Irish the population of Liverpool more than 
doubled from 220,000, in 1837, to 488,845, in 1871.117  The inward migration of the 
Irish had a major effect.  As one example of the growth of a Liverpool ward, in 1815, 
there were 1,222 inhabitants of Everton; by 1851 this figure was 25,508 and a decade 
later the population almost doubled to 54,848.  By 1921 it was 124,414118 despite the 
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forced eviction of Catholics in 1909.  Many people evicted from the Everton settled in 
ready established Irish stronghold of the Scotland Road district, near the docks.   
The sheer numbers of Irish arriving meant that working-class Protestants felt a sense 
of dislocation.  As Waller suggests, ‘the question seemed less of Liverpool absorbing 
the Irish, as of Liverpool resisting absorption by the Irish.’119  In contrast, the Irish 
Catholics felt betrayed by an ‘occupying’ power that had allowed its people to starve 
in their millions, whilst still exporting food from Ireland.  Furthermore, they felt ill-
treated by a UK government that seemed to begrudge giving them even basic relief 
upon arrival.  Liverpool’s authorities seemed more concerned about the strain on the 
ratepayer than the pressures upon immigrants.    
 
The development of Protestant Orange versus Catholic Green  
Irish Catholics required assistance from the Church during famine years and the 
Catholic Church became central to the lives of the immigrant Irish.  MacRaild claims 
that, ‘In Liverpool, as the city reeled under the effects of Famine influx, many of the 
poor Irish ... saw few outsiders other than their priest.’120  A ‘philanthropic initiative 
spurred on by sectarian competition’121 emerged to generate a ‘charitable safety net 
for the Catholic communities.’122 ‘Community Catholicism’123 developed as 
organisations, such as St Vincent de Paul’s, provided a form of social security for the 
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Irish Catholic community, with receipt conditional upon regular appearance at Mass.  
Such a system developed out of necessity, both for the destitute ‘flock’ and the 
Church, which hoped to retain allegiance.  As Kanya-Forstner states,  
In response to the willingness of Irish Catholics to turn to competing religious 
organisations for assistance, some of which demanded their conversion to 
Protestantism, Catholic parish churches in Liverpool made a determined effort 
to provide a relief network which would isolate poorer parishioners from the 
city’s other charitable agencies ...  secure the allegiance of poor Irish Catholics, 
and reform their religious and social behaviour in the process.124 
 
As the numbers of Irish Catholics increased, Catholic churches began to proliferate, 
from only two Catholic parish churches at the start of the nineteenth century, 
Liverpool had twenty-one by 1886, two-thirds clustered in the Scotland, Vauxhall, and 
Everton areas.125     
Just as the term ‘Catholic’ became interchangeable with the word ‘Irish’, anything overtly 
Protestant in nature would become synonymous with Orangeism.  In Liverpool, the Orange 
Order became an influential organisation.  Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth and 
first half of the twentieth century, the Order affected the success of the Protestant Party 
and the Conservative Party in national, local, and even School Board elections.126  
Membership of the Orange Order was seen as perfectly ‘respectable’, and the character of 
many businesses and institutions in Liverpool were affected due to individual allegiance, 
location, or custom.  Some advertised jobs for which ‘Catholics need not apply’127, and 
public houses were often (officially or unofficially) designated as either ‘Green’ or ‘Orange’. 
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Catholicism would come to epitomise much of what it was to be a ‘Scottie Roader’, and 
Orangeism was a central aspect of the lives of the residents of the Netherfield Road district.  
As the number of Irish in Liverpool increased, so did the membership of the Orange Order.  
While Catholicism ‘agitated educated Protestants, simply by its theological claims’128, for 
many Protestants, Catholicism was but one of several reasons (albeit an important one), to 
hate the Irish.  Increased competition for jobs, the view that the Irish were more criminal in 
nature (as ‘Catholicism robbed them of any morality’),129 and the steady creation of a ghetto 
system that inevitably led to tribalism, resulted in the Orange Order flourishing.  In turn, 
‘Orangeism fuelled anti-Irish and anti-Catholic bigotry.’130  This worked to the benefit of 
Conservative politicians, who would ‘use the Lodge for muscle at election time.’131  Socialists 
have argued that ‘in Liverpool political forces, whether Tory, Orange or openly fascist, 
attempted to prevent the growth of class unity by inflating the existing divisions within the 
working class.’132  Stanford suggests that, ‘it suited the city’s wealthy elite to see their 
workers distracted by religious hatred.’133  By the turn of the century, as the Liverpool Irish 
were becoming more anglicised, Catholicism replaced Irish as the primary identifier of the 
‘rival’ community in Liverpool. 
One of the reasons that attention shifted from Irishness towards Catholicism was that, 
despite the huge Irish diaspora still residing in the dockside community, the Catholic Church 
refused to promote ‘Irishness’.  The perception of Liverpool’s Irish as ‘alien’ was eventually 
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tackled by the Church’s education policy which did not promote ‘foreign’ allegiance, 
notwithstanding the origins of many of its flock.  The Liverpool Catholic Bishop, Tom 
Williams, claims that, ‘lots of Irish people in Liverpool never knew about the Irish famine, 
they wouldn’t have a clue about Irish Nationalism, and wouldn’t have a clue about the Irish 
civil war.’134  Furthermore, the makeup of the Roman Catholic Church in Liverpool was not 
distinctly Irish.135 
Despite support for Irish nationalism (demonstrated in the election of an Irish Nationalist 
MP, TP O’Connor, until 1929) it has been claimed that, ‘in Liverpool, the English Catholic 
hierarchy had proven itself to be particularly outspoken against the Irish nationalist 
cause.’136  For example, ‘from the end of the 1860s, the Church tried to quell the usual 
drunken rowdiness of St Patrick’s celebrations by encouraging gatherings which were self-
improving in tenor.’137 While, ‘some priests defied the hierarchy of the Church and 
supported political initiatives like Home Rule and Fenianism’, such efforts were swiftly 
curtailed.138   
With such a large proportion of the congregation in Liverpool being Irish or of Irish descent, 
why did the Roman Catholic clergy in Liverpool not attempt to exploit their support by 
promoting Home Rule?  Bishop Tom Williams puts it simply, ‘The Church in Liverpool was 
never Irish. It was English.’139  Moreover, perhaps with so many incumbent difficulties 
already stacked against the Liverpool Irish, adding fuel to the fire of sectarianism was 
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inadvisable.  As such, Catholic clergymen did not openly air grievance in the same way that 
some Protestant orators (often connected to the Orange Institution) did. 
Rather than involve itself in Irish politics, the Catholic Church opted to play a considerable 
role in the lives of its flock, providing a repository of care which engendered strong loyalty 
from parishioners.  The Church worked alongside the Hibernian benevolent and friendly 
societies in Liverpool, as a welfare support network for the Catholic population.  Yet, as 
Belchem describes, by making Irish Catholics dependent on the Church, it was perhaps 
counter-productive to what the Church was trying to achieve in nineteenth century 
Liverpool: 
Allied to its spiritual purpose, Catholic welfare provision – like its denominational 
education – sought to prepare the Irish poor (as the hierarchy wished) for citizenship 
in conformity with dominant (English) notions of respectability ... In seeking to 
reform the ‘residuum’, however, the Catholic Church constructed a self-enclosed 
network of ‘improvement’ which, for all its commitment to Victorian ‘respectability’, 
served to underline Catholic apartness ... Catholics kept apart, determined to look 
after their own (whether ‘deserving’ or ‘undeserving’).140 
 
Moreover, despite the Church’s refusal to promote a distinctly Irish identity among the 
immigrant population in Liverpool, the theological claims of Catholicism promoted hostility 
from the indigenous population. 
Catholic affirmation of transubstantiation, purgatory, and the veneration of saints were (and 
still are) rejected by Protestants, as is the alleged centrality of the Roman Catholic Church to 
Christianity.  The Latin Mass was also distinct from the English spoken to Protestant 
congregants, who viewed the Latin Mass as suspicious (potentially misleading) and archaic.  
Additionally, priests, to Catholics, were considered mediators between God and man: a 
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proposition rejected out of hand by Protestants believing in a ‘Priesthood of all believers.’141  
MacRaild states that, ‘Anti-Catholics loathed the priesthood as something which held an 
incomprehensible mystical control over parishioners.  The confessional, for example, was 
lambasted as a forum in which unmarried men could pry into the intimate lives of their 
female charges. Yet for tight-knit Irish communities, the confessional was very important.’142  
Boyce attests that, ‘regular Confession was timetabled during normal school hours ... 
frequent Communion and Confession were expected and priests were quick to visit families 
whose attendance at Mass was thought to be lax.’143   
Additionally, Jesse Buck suggests that the Roman Catholic Church’s position on ‘mixed’ 
marriages did much to further sour relations between the two denominations.  The 1908 Ne 
Temere decree required children of mixed marriages to be raised Catholic.144  This act of 
‘Papal Aggression’, as it was seen by many of the Protestant community, antagonised the 
already turbulent situation in Liverpool.  Moreover, Kanya-Forstner states that, Catholic 
welfare provision in effect was ‘a tool for reshaping the behaviour of Irish Catholics in 
Liverpool ... the Catholic Church imbued its image of womanhood, and especially 
motherhood, with an explicitly Catholic meaning: good Catholic women had to attend to 
their own religious duties and as mothers were required to ensure the religious allegiance of 
future generations.’145  Lambert’s study found, ‘Irish Catholic women generally kept up their 
religious practices in Lancashire, for social as well as spiritual reasons ... Catholic women 
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either married Catholic men or ensured that their husbands be converted to Catholicism 
before marriage.’146 
Another issue was the denominational schools system.  Public funding of Catholic education 
antagonised Protestants.  When the Catholic Bishop of Liverpool, in 1895, proclaimed, ‘the 
right of denominational schools to an equal share with Board Schools of public money’147, 
cries of ‘Rome on the Rates’ was the retort.  Throughout the nineteenth and deep into the 
twentieth century the public funding of Catholic school’s repeatedly caused controversy in 
Liverpool.148  Denominational schools added to division.  As one anecdotal example from 
Doris Bennett recalls: 
You used to have a lot of nuns in schools.  A friend of my mothers had married a 
Church of England man, but her daughter still went to a Catholic school: St Monica’s, 
in Bootle.  A particular nun had it in for her and during prayers one time she opened 
her eyes.  This nun saw her, clapped her hands and shouted, ‘Stop prayers!  We’ve 
got a Protestant in the class!’  So I think the [Catholic] Church caused a lot of the 
trouble.  There was no need for that nun to say that to her.  These days it wouldn’t 
be said, because it wouldn’t be allowed.149   
 
Bennett also recalls that her friend’s brother ‘was born on the Twelfth of July and the priest 
told their mother that they had to tell everybody that he was born on the thirteenth!’150 
As such, and although a case can be made that the Roman Catholic Church, in suppressing 
Irish nationalism in Liverpool, did more to halt sectarianism than encourage it, the Church is 
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not bereft of blame.  It was not uncommon for members of the clergy to declare Protestant 
Churches ‘in error’ or ‘null and void’, in bold assertions of Church doctrine.  In 1855, an 
article in the Catholic Institute magazine, which articulated the central place of the Church 
in the life of Irish Catholics in Liverpool, criticised Protestants who carried on a missionary 
campaign aimed at the town’s Catholics: ‘... as for sending their spiritual labourers into our 
fields it is simply insanity at a moment when their own vineyard is thus deserted, weedy, 
fruitless and unprofitable’.151  The article had been in response to a survey carried out by 
the Liverpool Mercury, which found that the established church ‘could not fill its pews’, 
whereas Catholic attendance at mass at its height ran at nearly three times over the amount 
of seating available to the congregation.   
In 1909, a Catholic Herald article, entitled ‘The Decay of Protestantism’, claimed that ‘the 
number of [Protestant] communions, baptisms, and church marriages are rapidly 
diminishing ... Protestantism has no clear message concerning the hereafter ... There is no 
expansion in its shrivelling and dying sects.   The war is now one between Rome and the 
Unbelief.’152  The Herald also goaded Orangemen in an article entitled ‘King William’s 
“Holiness” Examined’: [William had] ‘lived in adultery ... the Bible condemns adultery and 
makes no exception for royalty.’153   
If Protestant labourers were ‘indifferent to the claims of the established Church, the claims 
of Orangeism struck a much more responsive nerve’.154  As Graham Maddocks describes, by 
1914 both the ‘indigenous descendants of Anglo-Saxon’ and the ‘large ethnically Irish 
population’ still lived in ‘grinding poverty and horrific slum conditions ... in an age when 
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there was only charity or religion to alleviate their social distress.’155  Maddocks’ observation 
highlights why organisations such as the Catholic Church and Orange Order were so 
important.  Divisions were rarely simply about religious doctrine for Liverpudlians, and much 
more about belonging, pride, and loyalty.  The Orange Order and the Catholic Church played 
substantial social and charitable roles in their respective communities.   This is not to dismiss 
the role that Anglican Church played, but it was more aloof from its flock than the Catholic 
Church, and had less of a working-class connection than did the Orange Order.156  The Order 
offered a stout defence of Protestantism and a measure of status to its members, whilst 
also acting as a mutual aid society.  Orangemen regarded Catholicism as ‘the natural enemy’ 
and excluded Catholics, spouses of Catholics, and those ‘sponsoring’ a child baptised 
Catholic from their membership.   
In turn, Catholic publications denounced Orangeism.  In 1900 the Catholic Herald referred to 
Orangemen as ‘a lawless banditti’.157  Another article, in response to widespread sectarian 
disorder in 1909, entitled ‘The Orange Lambs of Liverpool’, caused controversy as it referred 
to ‘hordes of blackguards assembled every 12th of July for a drunken orgy’, and the 
‘intolerant and tyrannical spirit’ of Orangeism.158  Upon receipt of an objection stating, ‘in 
your slandering you have told what is not the truth about thousands of its members’, the 
newspaper’s editor mocked the response as ‘typical Orange logic’, replying, ‘fancy the 
Belfast or Liverpool lodges drumming-out the ruffians.  What would become of the noble 
Order if the head-crackers and nut-throwers and cowardly assailants of nuns were 
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expelled!’159  A further objection perturbed the Catholic periodical sufficiently to prompt a 
satirical illustration of Orangemen.160   
Sectarian tensions were particularly high at the height of the Orange marching season and 
around St Patrick’s Day.  Pat O’Mara’s Autobiography of a Liverpool Irish Slummy, first 
published in 1933, illustrates how he and his Catholic school friends on the Seventeenth of 
March ‘were looking for battle’, and would ask, ‘”I” or “O” (Irish or Orange; the challenge to 
strangers on St Patrick’s Day)’.161  Yet, he describes his ‘first taste of actual religious battle ... 
not on St Patrick’s Day but on the Twelfth of July’: 
‘King Billy’s Day’, the day on which the Protestant boys sung: ‘St Paddy was a 
Bastard’ ... [we went] down toward Netherfield Road to witness the Orangeman’s 
parade ... I think we were all more or less tremulous heroes when we got within the 
enemy’s gates and I know by the time we reached the start of the parade (George 
Wise’s Protestant Reformed Church) and perceived just what we were up against, 
we rather repented our daring.  A huge crowd of our worst enemies (the “O’s”) with 
bands and banners carrying inscriptions that made our blood boil, surged around us.  
Orange everywhere and not a bit of green!  I had always been brought up in the 
belief that Protestantism was a dying cult, and its adherents cowards; but this mob 
up here ... didn’t look frightened at all.162  
 
O’Mara goes on to state how he and his compatriots, as a result of vocal support for a 
Catholic protestor, ‘were set upon by the Protestant youths in the parade ... booted all over 
the place’, and made to sing, “We are the sons of Billy and the hell with Popery”: a 
humiliation they later rescinded with an utterance of, “King Billy’s mother runs a 
whorehouse in Hell!”163  The repeated use of the term ‘enemy’ is important.  For the Irish 
Catholic community of Liverpool the cultural nemesis, certainly at the start of the twentieth 
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century (O’Mara was born in 1901) was Orangemen.  That children in the Catholic 
heartlands of Liverpool were being instructed that ‘Protestantism was a dying cult’ is also 
illuminating of the direction of the Roman Catholic hierarchy in the city during this period, 
especially when it is considered that such a proposition couldn’t have been much further 
from the truth. 
Orangeism developed from modest foundations into a major facet of Protestant life in 
Liverpool.  As Neal notes, 
[The Orange Order] produced a strong working class culture, with its own music, 
songs, traditions and social organisation of benefit clubs, burial societies and quasi-
religious ceremonies.  It continued to be faced by a huge Catholic population 
increasingly well led, still identified with Ireland, poverty, charity, a burden on the 
rates, competition for jobs, etc.164 
 
The extent of ‘Romanism’ and ‘Irishness’ that confronted Liverpool Protestants encouraged 
those who feared displacement to join the Orange Order.  Within its lodges, Protestants 
found like-minded individuals who considered themselves as the rightful inhabitants of 
Liverpool with first claim on jobs and welfare.  In terms of religious opposition, the 
Protestant working-class was fed by a plethora of anti-Catholic (and anti-Irish) propaganda 
by militant Anglican Clergy, such as Hugh McNeile, and later George Wise, who connected 
better to ordinary citizens through their demagoguery than more moderate Anglicans.  The 
appeal of Wise was increased by his membership of the Orange Institution. 
Orangeism flourished in Liverpool more than any other city in England.  Its appeal stretched 
across class boundaries, though it would be correct to assert that working-class Protestants 
made up the majority of its ranks.  Via the Order, Liverpool Protestants would proudly 
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represent their half of the divide, and on the Twelfth of July, when their streets were 
decorated in orange, they would feel a sense of local pride, national patriotism, and 
religious righteousness.  Though predominantly working-class, the Order succeeded in 
uniting the casual unskilled labourer with the skilled manual labourer, who contributed aid 
to poorer counterparts.  With Irish Catholics seen as economic, religious, and national rivals, 
it is not surprising that the Orange Order became such an important part of Protestant 
identity in Liverpool.   
Belcham suggests: 
The Orange Order offered an alternative way of identifying and affiliating oneself 
based on faith.  The two key characteristics of the Orange Order are that first and 
foremost you are Protestant and second you are British.  Thus, it emphasises 
religious affiliation above an ethnic or national one.165 
 
As the Protestant working-class filled Orange lodges, the ‘heresy’ of Catholicism was 
something which had to be opposed.  The Orange Order was always ‘Protestant first’.  This 
oppositional stance to the Catholic Irish was played out politically, fracturing the working-
class on ethno-religious lines.  Protestantism and Conservatism became interlinked, an 
alliance which became increasingly strained as Liverpool’s hegemonic position as an 
industrial and trading city ebbed during the twentieth century.  As Waller notes, ‘the 
Orangemen’s Conservatism was conditional on the Conservative’s Orangeism’.166 The 
hostility between Orange Protestants and Catholics had many violent episodes.  When the 
opportunity presented itself Orangemen indulged their hostility to the Irish ‘invaders’ and 
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‘upheld their creed with their fists, feet, and swords.’167  On the ‘Twelfth’, Roman Catholics 
would hurl verbal abuse and various types of missiles at the Order as they marched past in 
the morning.168   In the evening they would often gather in groups, and attack Orangemen 
upon their return to Liverpool.  Bullough argues that ‘the air of expectancy and danger that 
surrounded parades of the Liverpool Orange Lodges added an edge of excitement to the 
12th July ...  Disorderly behaviour had become part of the ritual of the Twelfth [and] stones, 
bottles, and swords were the staple weaponry.’169 
By 1910, sectarian violence between Orangemen and Roman Catholics in Liverpool had 
resulted in a public enquiry, and was attracting national newspaper coverage.170  The public 
enquiry in part blamed the Orange bands for staring up disorder and prompted the 
Liverpool Corporation Act, 1912, which regulated meetings and processions.171  The Act was 
a mitigating measure designed to remove some of the animosity from the Twelfth of July 
processions and other similar rallies throughout the city.  Although this legislation 
succeeded in changing the planning and makeup of public meetings and parades, those 
marching still acted as the symbols of sectarianism, and violence and bitterness continued.  
The ‘Twelfth’ became arguably the most important day in the Liverpool Protestant calendar, 
marked by ritual, symbolism and often, towards its close, naked sectarian violence.  Its 
colourful aspects became a source of Protestant pride, and extensive displays of decoration 
in the Orange areas of Liverpool signified strength and allegiance.  Orangeism became part 
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of the culture of being a Liverpool Protestant.  According to Bullough, ‘for the working class 
the “big day” provided a means with which to throw off the shackles of everyday life and 
preparation and decoration contributed another form of enjoyment.’172   
For Catholics, St Patrick’s Day was an opportunity to exhibit their ‘colours’.  Similar 
preparation and decoration was portrayed in the ‘Irish districts’, and Catholic parades and 
signs of allegiance were met with similar disdain by Protestant Liverpudlians.  As Bullough 
suggests, ‘militant Protestants may have had little conception of doctrinal religion but in the 
Roman Catholic faith they saw the antithesis of their established way of life.’173  Clashes on 
St Patrick’s Day, whilst not as inevitable, nor as fierce as those on the ‘Twelfth’, nonetheless 
also became an expectant feature of city life. 
The Orange Order and the Roman Catholic Church were the most visible bastions of 
religious division in Liverpool.  Mass migration from Ireland during the ‘great hunger’, and 
the ethno/ religious ghetto system that followed, ensured that by the time the rest of 
England had largely stopped worrying about Catholicism; religious, cultural, and tribal 
divisions had become entrenched in Liverpool.  By the early twentieth century, the port was 
firmly established as England’s last ‘sectarian city’, a title it did not easily shed. 
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Sectarian Violence and Liverpool’s Protestant Orators 
The topic of sectarian violence is important in determining the severity of tensions on 
Merseyside.  However, having already been dealt with by Neal (1988) it will be outlined 
relatively briefly in this section.    Nevertheless, it is important to denote these aspects of life 
in Liverpool, especially in helping to demonstrate and explain the decline of sectarian 
enmity.  A practical means of assessing the waning of sectarianism is considering the level of 
violent or riotous behaviour.  Though, in both the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, many 
violent skirmishes over ‘religion’ may have been unreported or not reported as ‘religious’ 
disputes, the level of street violence has visibly declined.  While sectarianism has a much 
wider reach than physical confrontation some comment on the extent of violence in 
Victorian Liverpool is necessary. 
Community tensions were often intensified by the grandiloquence of certain clergymen and 
the actions of quasi-religious organisations, such as the Orange Order.  Indeed as early as 
1835, tensions arising from Irish immigration were exacerbated by the sermons of the 
Reverend Hugh McNeile, who denounced the religion of the new arrivals.  This role of 
clerical aggravator would later be adopted by George Wise, John Kensit, and Harry 
Longbottom, all of whom regularly denounced the ‘evils’ of ‘Romanism’.   
Disentangling the impact of these religious firebrands from the racially inspired hostility 
amongst the working-class is not easy.  There were regular accusations of the ‘natural 
inferiority’ of the ‘Celt’.  This in part was a response to a demand for Home Rule, prompting 
suggestion that the Irish would not be able to govern themselves.  Equally questioned by the 
indigenous population, abetted by hostile local media, were the morality and loyalty of the 
Irish.  Due to their race and religion, some considered the Irish to be unreliable and disloyal, 
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Ireland and the Vatican seen as their repositories of allegiance.  Protestants felt these 
notions were vindicated by a range of factors, ranging from the disproportionately high 
numbers of Irish Catholics in crime statistics174 to, much later, Ireland’s official neutrality in 
World War Two.  The Irish were also deplored because they were competitors for jobs and 
resources.  Catholicism, more than race or economics, was the focus for some of Liverpool’s 
Protestant Clergymen, whose inflammatory and divisive sermons would often result in 
breaches of the peace.  As a result, ‘sectarian disturbances were far from unique [and] 
Liverpool had nastier and more enduring sectarian conflicts than any other city in the United 
Kingdom save Belfast.’175 
In 1819 an Orange procession, attributed to ‘Manchester men’, caused Liverpool’s ‘first 
Orange-Catholic riot.’176  Orangeism was underdeveloped locally at this stage, having no 
particular value to wealthier Protestants.  Indeed Liverpool had only one Orange Lodge in 
1815, mainly comprising army personnel whom had served in Ireland.  Even by 1830 this 
number had grown to only three.177  The attack on the 1819 parade by Irish Catholics did 
not dissuade Orangemen, and processions took place in 1820 and 1821.  Yet following this 
no further Orange processions were held until 1842.  Yet the ‘Twelfth’ was marked, even 
without processions, by disturbances, which occurred in public houses on that date on an 
annual basis from the 1820s.  Concurrently, Irish Catholics made their presence known by 
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high attendance at St Patrick’s Day parades, of up to 12,000.178  Lamb and Smallpage claim 
that ‘riotous disorder’ was often attendant to such occasions. 179 
In 1835, fallacious rumours of an Orange parade on the ‘Twelfth’ prompted a riot involving 
2,000 Irishmen, requiring over 500 police and 200 troops to preserve order.180  The riot 
provided an opportunity for the Tories to challenge local Liberal hegemony, utilising the 
negative image of the Irish for electoral purposes.  Davis suggests that, ‘sectarian violence 
was encouraged by militant Protestants for political ends.  The legitimacy afforded to racial 
and religious bigotry by council officials, clergymen, and in newspapers, served to endorse 
street violence and indiscriminate attacks on Irish Catholics.’181  The Conservatives became 
apt at establishing religion as a potent weapon in political affairs, after the 1835 reform of 
local government meant that the fight for political control of Liverpool was open to a wider 
electorate.  
Also in 1835, the Reverend Dr Hugh McNeile formed the Liverpool Protestant Association.  
McNeile was an educated man who came from a wealthy Irish Family.  He was an Anglican, 
and became the most prominent voice (in a competitive field) of anti-Catholicism in 
nineteenth century Liverpool.  His reputation was such that virulent anti-Catholic attitudes 
became known as ‘McNeilite attitudes’.182  He had allies in the Orange Order and the 
Liverpool Conservative Party and heavily influenced the political divide.  Partly because of 
McNeile, ‘Protestantism became the Tories’ electoral charm.’183  In the 1840s the 
Conservatives ‘demanded that no prayers should be recited in the Council schools save 
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those to be found in the Anglican liturgy, and that no teachers should be appointed outside 
those who professed the Protestant faith as defined by Dr McNeill.’184  It was claimed that 
‘no potential Tory councillor could hope to achieve public office unless he was established, 
in McNeile’s eyes, as a “sound Protestant”.’185  The provocative clergyman was ‘a brilliant 
controversialist, intelligent, eloquent and pugnacious, and he was utterly opposed to Roman 
Catholicism.’186  His ‘no-popery’ sermons captivated an attentive protestant audience, and 
although he preached against the Catholic hierarchy rather than individual Catholics, the 
subtlety of that distinction was often lost on his audience.  His role in Liverpool was such 
that Gilley describes him as, ‘the city’s Ian Paisley’ who ‘bridged the gap between the 
middle-class Protestant Association and the working-class Protestant Operatives, thereby 
confirming the city’s immersion in a long and bloody [sectarian] civil war.’187 
In 1844 the Catholic Club was founded by Robert Sheil to counter McNeile’s Protestant 
Association.  As Bohstedt suggests, ‘the low pay and casual work of the docks created a 
vacuum of “traditional” labour organizations, and that vacuum was filled by sectarian 
organisations which provided both the social services and the emotionally satisfying 
solidarities found elsewhere in the labour movements.’188  These early ‘sectarian 
organisations’ portrayed a visible divide among the working-classes and helped establish 
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religion as a badge of identity, as ‘marchers with green and orange ribbons were ‘flaunting 
their allegiance … rather than their belief’.189 
 McNeile and his followers set out to politicise and ‘make religious’ the Protestant working-
class in Liverpool; firstly by a tirade of ‘non-stop lectures and sermons on the evils of 
popery, including the thesis that there was a conspiracy to overthrow the Church of 
England’, and secondly, by alleging that ‘Liberals were Catholic sympathisers [and] urging 
those with votes that it was their Christian duty to vote for Conservative candidates.’190  
Although it could be argued that the Tories were simply using religion as a useful tool for 
electoral dominance, the same sentiments cannot be directed at McNeile, who genuinely 
detested Roman Catholicism.  The Liverpool Mercury claimed that McNeile stated, ‘He hated 
popery, he was born and bred to hate it.  He hated it through life and he would continue to 
hate it through death.’191  McNeile died in 1879, but his sermons and political influence had 
helped establish the divide in both Liverpool politics (election-day in 1837, for example, had 
been marked by rioting) and among Liverpool’s working-classes.   
By 1842 the Orange Order had grown significantly enough to begin regular Twelfth of July 
parades in Liverpool.  By this time sectarian violence was very much a feature of life.  In July 
1845 an Orange funeral procession, which marched down Scotland Road, ‘sparked a four 
hour riot, described by police as one of the worst (thus far) with peace eventually achieved 
only when Catholic priests persuaded the Irish to stop fighting.’192  By this point, according 
to Macilwee, ‘sectarian mobs, drawn from Orange and Catholic communities [in Liverpool, 
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were] united by a common religious cause [and] became galvanised by their hatred for each 
other.’193  
By the late 1850s the Twelfth of July parade was marked annually by disturbances.  
Orangemen had started carrying pistols, and often discharged them in the air when passing 
Catholic areas.  Several sectarian shootings resulted in fatalities.194  It could be claimed that 
some Orangemen where carrying pistols for protection, as the Irish often attacked 
processions and individuals.  For example, in July 1851, 1,000 Irishmen ‘launched an attack’ 
and in retaliation ‘pistols were fired by Orangemen’.195  Sectarian disturbances where by no 
means confined to the ‘flagship’ dates of the Twelfth of July and Seventeenth of March.  
Notable other examples included the ‘papal aggression’ riot in Birkenhead in 1850 and 
street violence in the slums of Liverpool between 1850 and 1860, whilst there was also the 
Fenian campaign in 1867196, a failed attempt by two ‘Fenian’ Irishmen to blow up part of 
Liverpool Town Hall on the 10th June 1881197, and the home rule riots of 1886.198  Between 
1886 and 1889 ‘thirty instances of riot occurred’199 and  MacRaild suggests that, by this 
point ‘Liverpool was more divided than it had been forty years earlier, when the Famine and 
the Protestant agitator Hugh McNeile, had helped shape the cultural terrain.’200  McNeile’s 
role of Protestant orator and rabble-rouser was taken up by another man; Pastor George 
Wise. 
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Wise, a Protestant and Conservative, moved to Liverpool in 1888, aged thirty.  He became 
known as the ‘anti-infidel lecturer’ and would later come to ‘dominate Liverpool.’201  Wise 
was to become much loved by the Protestant working-classes in the city, so much so that 
when he decided to contest the School Board Election in 1902 he not only won, but polled 
107,063 votes.202  He was later elected local councillor for Kirkdale ward in 1903, standing as 
an independent Protestant.  He resigned from the council three years later to maintain his 
position as pastor of the Protestant Reformers’ Memorial Church, which he had founded, a 
post he retained until his death.  Wise’s sermons were often replicated in The Protestant 
Standard, broadening his appeal to those who did not attend his public lectures as well as 
the upper echelons of Liverpool Protestant society.  In 1891, The Standard described Wise 
as a ‘gifted and eloquent lecturer’.203  Conversely, he was labelled as ‘The Everton mob-
leader’204 by the Liverpool Catholic Herald in 1909, as his inflammatory speeches often 
resulted in sectarian disturbances.  Perhaps most aptly, the demagogue was identified as a 
‘Protestant crusader and menace to authorities.’205   
Upon arrival in Liverpool Wise’s focus was on organising an excess of public speeches intent 
on highlighting and eradicating ‘popish’ elements of the established Protestant Church.  In 
1898, Wise established the British Protestant Union, the aims of which were to fight 
‘Romanism, Ritualism and Infidelity’.206  In this, he attained support from the Orange 
Institution, whose leadership were appalled at the ‘ritualistic abuses within the Church of 
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England’.207  Wise’s ‘anti-ritual warfare’,208 therefore, was an attractive proposition, if only a 
prelude to a series of vehement anti-Catholic sermons.  His Protestant demonstrations 
could attract up to 15,000 spectators.209  Wise’s ‘“Protestant Crusade” led to clashes with 
Roman Catholics … winding up tensions by arranging a series of public lectures that, because 
of their location and content, were bound to arouse Catholic passions.’210 Acting as the 
‘mouthpiece’ for the Orange Order, he would make public protests directed at Roman 
Catholicism.  These demonstrations, often staged in close proximity to Catholic areas, 
resulted in civil unrest.  When faced with police opposition to plans for future meetings 
‘Wise turned the issue into a defence of the principle of free speech ... enmities [created by 
Wise] survived long beyond [his] death.’211 
In August 1902, John Kensit (Junior) came to preach in Liverpool, launching an anti-Ritualist 
campaign.  The orator’s popularity in Liverpool had been secured by addresses he had made 
in the city prior to his permanent arrival.  In 1899, the strength of Kensit’s support was 
suggested by the Standard, who claimed that the venue (Hope Hall) ‘cannot be expected to 
hold one twentieth of the part of those who will wish to hear Mr Kensit [speak on anti-
Ritualism]’.212  For many, Ritualism was synonymous with Catholicism. 
In 1902, Kensit’s public rhetoric prompted public disorder, and he was imprisoned for 
‘refusing to be bound over to “keep the peace”, which meant not holding open air 
meetings’.213  The attendant press coverage and the protest meetings of Orange lodges and 
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the Working Men’s Christian Association (WMCA) alerted George Wise to the potential of 
martyrdom, and he was jailed in 1903 and 1909, blaming ‘Popish mob rule’ for his fate.  As 
with Kensit, public meetings and processions followed Wise’s imprisonment.214  Prior to this, 
however, John Kensit (senior) travelled to Liverpool to lead the campaign for his son’s 
release.  Kensit (senior) himself became a ‘martyr’ when, on the 25th September 1902, a two 
foot iron file was thrown at him on a Mersey landing stage in Birkenhead.  As a result of 
public protest ‘the Home Secretary [had] ordered the release of Kensit (Junior) from prison, 
but not before his father had died from the injuries he had received.’215  Meanwhile, the 
Catholic Herald complained, ‘wherever the [Protestant] lecturers go they seem to be 
followed by the rousing of angry passions and the stimulating of sectarian bitterness.’216 
Throughout the period there was anticipation and almost an appetite for sectarian violence: 
a distraction from the tedium of everyday life in the Liverpool slums.  Pat O’Mara described 
a serious sectarian riot almost as though it was an annual sporting event.  The terms 
‘opposition’ and ‘crowd’, which would today be used in relation to a football match, were 
utilised in an entirely different sense by O’Mara, who describes how ‘the opposition [made] 
a serious mistake ... The little child who impersonated King Billy on his white charger had his 
head staved in with a brick, falling off the horse bleeding and screaming with pain’.  217 
Liverpool’s most vicious sectarian disturbances took place in the summer of 1909, when 
‘sectarian civil war’ was manifest.218  The Provincial Grand Lodge arranged a counter 
demonstration to a Catholic procession and a fierce riot ensued.  The fighting and animosity 
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that took place in the weeks following the procession were unparalleled in Liverpool’s 
history.  Hundreds were arrested for violent assaults and vandalism, as each denomination 
intimidated the other out of ‘their’ areas: ‘Houses were marked to denote the creeds of 
their inhabitants, and beatings and looting ensued as partisans aimed to enforce religious 
segregation in the Netherfield and Scotland areas a monopoly of faith.’219  What occurred 
was a form of ethno-religious cleansing, as thousands of Catholics and Protestants were 
intimidated out of their homes and into areas where their own denomination was 
dominant.  This segregation and the religious ghettos that the riots had reinforced persisted 
until the slum clearances of the 1960s. 
In an attempt to repair shattered community relations, the city council requested a 
Government Inquiry.220  In the report, released in March 1910, Roman Catholics had 
attributed sole responsibility for the riots to George Wise, with the Commission broadly in 
agreement.  Wise had been sentenced to four months imprisonment in 1909, with 100,000 
people accompanying him to the prison,221 although it also stated that Orange Order 
activities were to blame (a point addressed in the following chapter).  Additionally, 
Protestant accusations of police partiality towards Catholics were dismissed.222  Ironically 
the police had also been under intense scrutiny in the mid-nineteenth century for alleged 
Orange bias.  Despite Ron Henderson’s suggestion that, ‘the final report was of a most 
pacificatory character’223, Wise’s inflammatory sermons were held responsible for much of 
the turmoil; Catholics testified that they could ‘live in peace with Orangemen and other 
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Protestants, but found Wise’s particular artistry with insults intolerable as it kept alive bitter 
sectarian feuding.’224  Yet as Waller attests, ‘Wise did not cause Liverpool’s sectarianism; he 
activated it.’225  George Wise died in 1917, but his influence was such that as late as the 
1960s, Neal recalls talking to Roman Catholics who didn’t refer to Protestants, they referred 
instead to Wiseites.226   
In 1919, Reverend Harry Longbottom, who had been invited to Liverpool by Wise in 1913, 
assumed responsibility for the Protestant Reformers Memorial Church.227  Like Wise, 
Longbottom held his post in the Memorial Church until his death.  He maintained the taste 
for open-air ‘debates’, stating that, ‘Protestantism is an open air plant.  It thrives in strong 
winds of opposition’228.  As such, he continued much of Wise’s work, including the 
‘Cromwell Club’ debates, one of which was entitled, ‘Ireland and the war – can she be 
trusted?’229 
Tensions re-arose in the build-up to the partition of Ireland.  The Orange Order in Liverpool 
had bitterly opposed Irish Home Rule; for many Protestants this was simply a synonym for 
‘Rome Rule’.  To Liverpool’s Orange Loyalists, Longbottom denounced ‘the “alien 
priesthood” stirring up war in Ireland’, and supported Councillor John Walker (Orangeman 
and Protestant Party councillor), who, on the same platform as Longbottom, added that ‘if 
necessary, the Liverpool brethren would fight with their Ulster colleagues.’230   
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Professor Diarmaid Ferriter cites that, around the same period, the Liverpool Battalion of 
the IRA had ‘about 130 active volunteers’, who ‘smuggled arms, set fire to property in 
Liverpool and attacked the homes of Black and Tans whose addresses had been secured by 
raiding the mail in Ireland.’231  This is actually a surprisingly low figure given the potential 
recruitment base for Republican volunteers in the city232 and may owe something to the 
Anglicisation policy of Liverpool’s Roman Catholic hierarchy.  While, by 1918 there was ‘an 
extensive network for trafficking arms out of the Clyde and the Mersey to Ireland ... the 
exertions of Sinn Féin largely passed by the Liverpool Irish, for whom moderate 
constitutionalism (advocated by the city’s Irish Nationalist politicians) had become both 
accepted and successful.’233  Nonetheless, this era was potentially explosive.  Some 
Liverpool Irish volunteers had fought in the Easter Rebellion in Dublin in 1916 and a local 
battalion of Óglaigh na hÉireann (soldiers of Ireland) were active during the Irish War of 
Independence.234  As such, and given the sectarian volatility in the port, it is feasible that 
any civil war between Protestants and Catholics in Ireland (particularly in Ulster) could have 
spilt onto the streets of Liverpool. 
Longbottom benefited from such tensions.  In 1922 he was elected to the Board of 
Guardians (Poor Law administrators) as an independent Protestant and from 1926 he served 
on the council as a member of the newly established Protestant Party.  He also enjoyed a 
stint as Lord Mayor in 1950-1, as well as presiding as Grand Master of the Orange Order 
from 1946 until 1956.  Longbottom became the new voice of militant Protestantism in 
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Liverpool, leading the opposition against the sale of land on Brownlow Hill, where the 
Catholic Cathedral now stands.  He infamously stated, ‘I would sooner have a poison germ 
factory than a Roman Catholic Cathedral on the site.  After all, a poison germ factory can at 
worst only poison the body ... such a Cathedral would poison the mind as well.’235  
Nevertheless, the Pastor would operate during a relatively more peaceful period in the city’s 
history than had Wise. 
As Boyce asserts, other than during ritualised trouble on ‘Orange Day’ and St Patrick’s Day, 
‘by the 1930s, sectarian street violence had almost disappeared’.236  Although sectarianism 
was still a ubiquitous issue in the city, and ‘Longbottom’s political position depended on 
surviving sectarianism’237, it would never again reach the excesses experienced in 1909.  
Longbottom died in 1962, making him perhaps the last of Liverpool’s ‘Protestant Popes.’238 
Academics generally agree that in the nineteenth and early twentieth century Liverpool 
experienced a higher and ‘more bitter and chronic’ level of Protestant-Catholic violence 
than any other area on the British mainland.239  Nonetheless, it is noted that different 
accounts of the past can prompt divergent perspectives.  Whilst the Catholic Bishop Tom 
Williams recalls, ‘we [Liverpool] were in danger of becoming like Belfast in the 1960s’240, 
Bullough believes Liverpool to have been but a ‘ritualised dilution of the Ulster capital.’241  
The city’s experience of sectarian violence must be put into perspective.  In terms of 
sectarian atrocities it is difficult to make a serious parallel between the two cities.  As Quiery 
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contends, ‘sectarianism in Liverpool was never as violent as in Belfast.  Somebody was 
beaten to death in Liverpool in 1909, but at the same time people were being crucified on 
their back doors in Belfast with hammers and nails.’242  Nonetheless, from the 1820s until 
perhaps as late as the 1960s, sectarianism was a disturbing and often defining feature of 
Liverpool life.   
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Chapter Two - The Influence of the Orange Order 
 
The main purpose of this chapter is to explain the prominence of the Orange Institution on 
Merseyside.  In so doing, it is necessary to portray how Orangeism was established in 
England and how Liverpool became the focal point of its powerbase, before chronicling how 
Orangeism eventually declined in the second half of the twentieth century.  The following 
chapter analyses the decline of the Orange Order, and assesses to what extent the decline 
of the Orange Institution on Merseyside contributed to the overall decline of sectarianism.  
How much did a shift of focus away from religious and constitutional issues by the 
Merseyside populace impact on the size and strength of the Order and what further effect 
on intercommunal relations was yielded by the decline of the Institution?  
 
The development of English Orangeism 
In November 1688, in Exeter Cathedral, the ‘first Orange meeting’ took place; in the 
presence of William, Prince of Orange.1  It was here that the first ‘Orange Association’ was 
formed to assist William ‘in defence of the Protestant Religion and the Liberties of 
England.’2  The first subscribers to this Orange Association vowed to join the prince in his 
fight against the Catholic monarch, James II, and swore allegiance to God, William and each 
other to, 
                                                             
1 Rodgers, E. (1881) Revolution of 1688 and History of the Orange Association of England and Ireland. Belfast: 
W & G Baird – p.8; Orange Pages (2013) The first Orange Association. Available: http://www.orange-
pages.d2g.com/whatis.htm.  
2
 Independent Loyal Orange Institution (2013) History. Available: http://www.iloi.org/history/.  
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Stick firm to the cause … and never to depart until our religion, laws and liberties are 
so far secured to us in a free Parliament that they shall be no more in danger of 
falling into Popery and slavery.3   
 
Orangeism was ‘perpetuated through a loose confederation of Orange societies and clubs’4, 
but in the eighteenth century ‘Orangemen were few’5; a small concentration of affiliates in 
various districts of Ireland where the Protestant Ascendancy held.  It was not until the last 
decade of the eighteenth century, following disturbances in County Armagh, that ‘the 
Orange Order, as we know it, was formed … after the Battle of the Diamond in 1795.’6   
The rules and regulations were first published for the Grand Lodge of Ireland in 1801,7  
authenticating its role in issuing warrants for the formation of lodges, a practice in which it 
was already well versed owing to its ‘organisational structure [based] on the freemason 
system of lodges.’8  In the first decades of the nineteenth century the principal centre for 
Orangeism in England was Manchester.9  On July 13th 1807 an Orange parade in the city was 
attacked by Irish Roman Catholics, and a riot subsequently ensued, requiring the army to 
intervene.10  This event has been cited as ‘the English equivalent to the Battle of the 
Diamond’11, as it acted as the precursor to the formation of the Grand County Lodge of 
Lancashire in 1807, and the Grand Lodge of England in 1808, both based in Manchester.  
                                                             
3
 Rodgers. 1881. 8. 
4
 Orange Pages (2013) The first Orange Association. Available: http://www.orange-pages.d2g.com/history.htm.  
5
 Rodgers. 1881. 18. 
6  Grand Lodge of Ireland (2013) The first 100 years of Orangeism. Available:  
http://www.grandorangelodge.co.uk/history/. 
7
 The Catholic Herald, July 6
th
, 1900. 
8 Gray, T. (1972) The Orange Order. London: The Bodley Head Limited – pp.15, 52. 
9 Herbert (2010) Rioting between the Orange Order and the Irish in Manchester. Available:  
http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/31/rioting-between-the-orange-order-and-the-irish-in-
manchester/. 
10
 Manchester Orange (2013) History of the Orange Order in Manchester. Available:  
http://www.manchesterorange.co.uk/History/manchester-orange-order-history. 
11
 Ibid. 
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From thereon, ‘the original Irish warrants were cancelled, and henceforth the English lodges 
obtained their credentials from the new Grand Lodge [of England].’12  The English Grand 
Lodge kept up the Irish tradition of issuing military warrants to individual soldiers.13  
By 1811 there were twenty three Orange lodges in Manchester, by far the highest 
concentration in the country.  Most lodges in England were located in ‘places of industrial 
unrest’,14 and Orangemen were allegedly used ‘as spies to infiltrate meetings of workers.’15  
This point supports the supposition that ‘the Orange Order was a useful organisation … to 
deploy against … radicals and reformers.’16  MacRaild believes that in the early eighteen 
hundreds, owing to a ‘revolutionary threat … and the historic strength of anti-Catholicism’, 
the Orange Order was viewed ‘in quite instrumental terms’, as ‘Orangeism could be 
employed to divert working-class activities from Luddism, or general political insurrection, 
through anti-Catholicism and popular Protestantism towards patriotism and loyalism.’17  As 
such, it is feasible that ‘the possibilities of the Orange Order for counter-revolutionary 
activities’18 were key considerations for those who established the English Grand Lodge.   
For ordinary Protestants, the value of the Order was its role as a benefit society and burial 
club, the provision of recreational and social activities (often via meetings in public houses), 
coupled with an increased degree of job security, as ‘lodge officials were often foremen or 
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 Herbert (2010) Rioting between the Orange Order and the Irish in Manchester. Available:  
http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/31/rioting-between-the-orange-order-and-the-irish-in-
manchester/. 
13 Loyal Orange Lodge 2123, Hamilton, Ontario (2013)  
Available: http://hamiltonlol2123.webs.com/orangehistory.htm. 
14 Neal. 1990-1. 16. 
15 Ibid. 
16 Herbert (2010) Rioting between the Orange Order and the Irish in Manchester. Available: 
 http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/31/rioting-between-the-orange-order-and-the-irish-in-
manchester/. 
17 MacRaild. 1999. 111. 
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 Neal. 1990/1. 14. 
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employers in the locality.’19  There was also an ‘element of genuine working-class 
Protestantism on the part of many members, separate from middle-class concerns over the 
establishment.’20  Another attraction was the esteemed company that the Orange Order 
bestowed upon its working-class members, friendly relations with prominent clergymen and 
Grand Masters an advantage of membership.  As Neal notes, ‘For the less educated working 
men the Orange lodge offered conviviality, companionship, colour in its ceremonies … In 
Liverpool the Orange Association and Institution gave relief to members who fell on hard 
times, not only Liverpool men but Orangemen from all over England while they were in 
Liverpool.’21 
In 1819, a convoy from Manchester bolstered Liverpool’s solitary lodge in its first Twelfth of 
July parade.  Two thousand Irish Catholics attacked the parade and the port’s first sectarian 
riot ensued.  The band of Orangemen (even when bolstered with support from Manchester) 
is reputed to have numbered only ninety,22 a comparatively small amount paralleled to the 
many thousands who presided in the rest of Lancashire at this time.  Despite this, neither 
Liverpool Orangemen, nor their Manchester compatriots, were deterred by the attack upon 
their parade and another procession and riot occurred the following year.  These early 
occurrences of sectarian disorder, in highlighting what was perceived as the ‘threat’ of Irish 
                                                             
19 Ibid: 17. 
20 Ibid: 18. 
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 Neal. 1988. 171. 
22 Liverpool Province Loyal Orange Lodge (2013) Turbulent History. 
 Available: http://archie844.tripod.com/liverpoolprovinceorangelodge/id8.html. 
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Catholicism, ‘brought Protestants into the Orange Order.’23  Nonetheless, in 1830, of 
Lancashire’s seventy seven lodges, only three were located in Liverpool.24  
By 1835, fears that the Duke of Cumberland, Grand Master of England, might displace the 
King with the help of the military lodges of the Orange Order, led to the establishment of a 
House of Commons Select Committee inquiry into Orange Lodges in Great Britain25, the 
results of which are concisely described by Michael Herbert: 
 The report condemned the Order for provoking trouble between Protestants and 
 Catholics and in response the [Duke of] Cumberland formally dissolved the 
 organisation.  It soon reappeared, however, in two forms – the Orange Institution 
 and the Orange Association – which eventually united in 1874.  In the wake of the 
 Irish Famine and the huge Irish emigration into Lancashire the heartland of the 
 movement moved to Liverpool, although there continued to be branches in 
 Manchester and nearby towns.26   
 
The Select Committee had stated that Orange parades excited ‘one portion of the people 
against the other [and made] the Protestant the enemy of the Catholic and the Catholic the 
enemy of the Protestant’ giving rise to ‘breaches of the peace and bloodshed.’27    What 
followed was ‘a wave of negative publicity and the leadership dissolved the Order’s official 
structures.’28  It was not merely the adverse publicity of the report that led to the 
                                                             
23 Orange Pages (2013) The first Orange Association. Available:  
http://www.orange-pages.d2g.com/history.htm.  
24
 Neal. 1990/1. 19 - Citing figures from a Report on Orange Lodges (GB). 1835. (Appendix 19 in Neal’s study.) 
25 House of Commons (1835) Committee on the Origin, Nature, Extent and Tendency of Orange Institutions in 
GB and Colonies, XV-XVI, Append 204-20, CMSIED 9508167. 
26 Herbert (2010) Rioting between the Orange Order and the Irish in Manchester. Available:  
http://radicalmanchester.wordpress.com/2010/03/31/rioting-between-the-orange-order-and-the-irish-in-
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27 Neal. 1990/1. 21 - Citing Select Committee Report (G.B.) 1835. 
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dissolution of the organisation, but also ‘a threat of legal sanctions’29 and a loss of 
respectability for the Order.   
Following this suspension, and in the interim period before its official restoration, a 
rechristening of de-facto Orange lodges, as ‘Operative Conservative Associations’, helped 
ensure the survival of Orangeism in England.  A Manchester newspaper carried a leading 
article claiming that such associations ‘were Orange lodges in disguise.’30  The move fortified 
an already sturdy link between the English Orange Order and the Conservative Party.   
In May 1836, the survival of Orangeism was ensured as ‘Orangemen from all over the 
country attended a meeting at the Ramsden Arms, near Huddersfield.  The outcome was a 
new organisation called the Grand Protestant Confederation.’31 By 1841 the Grand 
Protestant Confederation was transposed by the Orange Institution (Liverpool based) and 
the Orange Association, a broadly national body.  The two factions would unite in 1874, 
supplementing the strength of English Orangeism, the nucleus of which was now firmly 
rooted in Liverpool.  
As MacRaild notes, ‘from well before the Famine years, Liverpool led the way for British 
Orangeism.  No other town or city could match either its unique Irish composition or the 
great weight of its Orange tradition.’32   By 1842, the year of Liverpool's first formal Orange 
procession for twenty two years, the concentration of Orange strength had shifted from 
Manchester.  Throughout the 1820s and 1830s ‘Irish Catholics [in Liverpool] by force of 
number and/or reputation were able to prevent the Orange Order from [regularly] taking to 
                                                             
29 Neal. 1990/1. 21. 
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 September 1835 - Cited Ibid. 
31 Neal. 1990/1. 22-3. 
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the streets on the Twelfth of July.’33  This situation had changed by the mid-century owing 
to the growth, in size and stature, of the Liverpool Institution.     
As the perceived threat of revolution began to rescind the use of the Institution for 
Lancashire mill owners became less obvious and the focus of Orange activity switched to 
Liverpool sectarianism.  The 1835 Select Committee report had also made the organisation 
less appealing to the aristocracy, and the tendency for Orange processions to turn ugly put 
off some middle-class Protestants.  By 1875, Liverpool had two Orange lodges for each one 
in Manchester.  By the end of the nineteenth century this ratio was four to one.34  The last 
riot in Manchester in connection with an Orange procession occurred in 1888.35 
In Liverpool, anti-Irish-Catholic hostility ‘retarded the development of a labour movement 
into the next century.’36  In its place was a bond between the ‘muscle’ of Orangemen and 
the influence of the Conservative Party which would yield mutually profitable dividends.37    
The local Conservative political machine of Archibald Salvidge (1863-1928) was 
‘underpinned by the violent street culture of no-popery zealots such as John Kensit and 
George Wise, who could whip up Orange-Protestant violence in an instant’.38   
   
 
 
                                                             
33 Belchem. 2000. 90. 
34 Lodge statistics cited by Reginald Chadwick, Master of Loyal Orange Lodge 184. 
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 Herbert (2010) Rioting between the Orange Order and the Irish in Manchester.  Available: 
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36 Neal. 1990-1. 23. 
37 Liverpool Province Loyal Orange Lodge (2013) Turbulent History. 
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The Strength of Liverpool Orangeism 
 
Liverpool Orangeism was not limited to a collective of expatriate Protestant Ulstermen.  In 
contrast, it was ‘pan-nationalistic’39, the Institution ‘recruiting strongly among workers with 
no Ulster connections.’40  Though its core strength lay in its working-class membership, 
admission was unrestricted in respect to social standing.  The only prerequisite was that the 
applicant was a ‘Protestant in reality and truth’ and not married to, nor parent of a member 
of the ‘Church of Rome’.41  The Orange Order was ‘aggressively anti-Irish Catholic and 
reflected the virulent anti-Catholicism of Victorian Great Britain.’42  Faced with a numerically 
large and predominantly Catholic Irish diaspora, putting pressure on both the rates and 
labour market, the Liverpool Orange Institution enjoyed considerable backing.  It was thus 
claimed: 
Liverpool has long had a reputation of being an ‘Irish city’, and in purely numerical 
terms this was so.  The 1841 census recorded 50,000 Irish born in the city and this 
was exceeded by the number of Liverpool-born Irish … But, numbers aside, it would 
be more accurate to describe Liverpool as an Orange city … The 1841 general 
election had the Liverpool Mail sporting the headline, ‘No Popery on the Rates’ … 
Also in that year, 60 of the 390-member police force declared themselves to be 
members of the Orange Lodge … In 1848, Orange paranoia really set in and the St 
Patrick’s Day march saw 3,455 Special Constables sworn in along with troops of the 
11 Hussars, 60th Rifles and the 52nd Regiment besides the entire police force which 
was now said to be 70% Orange.43 
 
                                                             
39 Ibid: 108. 
40 Belchem. 2000. 124. 
41 Loyal Orange Institution of England (1975) Laws and Constitution enacted by the Grand Lodge of England 
11th January, 1975. Liverpool, LOL, 36. 
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 Neal. 2006. 69. 
43 Saoirse (2013) Orangeism and the Irish in Liverpool. Available: 
 http://homepage.tinet.ie/~eirenua/mar99/saoirse4.htm. 
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By 1854-5, 86% of the English Orange Order members belonged to Liverpool lodges.44  By 
1860, ‘the Orange Institution was almost entirely a Liverpool affair.  At the Grand Lodge of 
the Institution, held in July 1860, of the thirty-four officials who attended, twenty-eight 
were from Liverpool.45   
An early portrayal of Orange strength came in the form of direct opposition to the building 
of Catholic places of worship.  New chapels became the focus of Orange aggression.  It is 
telling of the strength of anti-Catholic sentiment in the port, even as early as the 1820s, that 
some of these churches were being built in the style of ‘Nonconformist chapels’, ostensibly 
to ‘appease the local Protestant population.’46  Nonetheless, Orangemen invariably directed 
their attention to anything remotely ‘Fenian’ in complexion. 
On Park Lane, In the Dingle area of Liverpool, stands St Patrick’s Chapel (an example of such 
a ‘Nonconformist’ styled church) opened in 1823 to accommodate the amassing Roman 
Catholic population.  The western wall is dominated by a statue of St Patrick and, added 
much later, a large Celtic-Cross memorial to the ten ‘Famine Priests’ who died during the 
typhus epidemic or (as it was then referred) the ‘Irish fever’ of 1847.  Throughout the 
famine years ‘the Orange Lodge repeatedly attempted to storm the chapel in order to bring 
down the statue of Patrick.’47  Of the instances, Burke wrote that in 1841, 1844, and 1848 
‘again and again, with ladders and ropes, the Orangemen of Toxteth sought to pull down the 
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statue’48, purportedly leaving their mark as a rope broke off one of the effigies fingers.  
Though magistrates sought to curtail such attacks,  
The police seemed quite indifferent to performing an obvious duty.  The Grand 
Master of the Orangemen sat on the Watch Committee [the regulatory body of the 
local constabulary], and too many of the humbler members of the force had secured 
appointment by joining the Orange organisation … Under the guidance of the Orange 
Grand Master, the Watch Committee … took measures to find out the religion of 
every member of the force, with the object of removing Catholic policemen.49    
 
Another imposing Catholic church, St Francis Xavier, was targeted in 1853, when ‘the 
congregation were startled by the sound of angry voices outside, followed by volleys of 
stones driven through the windows.’50 
In 1842, the local Watch Committee decreed that ‘Orangemen must either leave the Order 
or leave the police’, but two years later ‘the mayor received a complaint that sixty 
policemen were members of Orange lodges.’51  Further evidence of partisanship occurred 
during the Orange parade of 1851, when ‘Orangemen in the procession fired pistols in the 
air and police [reputedly] cheered.’52  More notably, after the disturbances, in which 
‘Orangemen had beat several Irishmen to the ground while the police looked on … seventy 
people, remarkably enough all Irish, had been arrested and taken into custody [while] no 
Orangemen were charged.’53   
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Though it was not always to the taste of the Orange hierarchy54, members had no problem 
in preparing themselves for confrontation.  In July 1850, in response to an ‘unprovoked 
attack’ upon his property, following a riot between Orangemen and Irishmen ‘four persons 
were shot’ by Henry Wright (an Orangeman).55  In 1900, some, amongst the ranks of the 
Twelfth of July procession, were said to have been ‘carrying swords’ and called upon the 
‘___ Papists’ to come on.’56  In 1930, ‘disturbances arising out of Orange Day procession 
scenes occupied the greater part of proceedings the following morning in the … Liverpool 
Police Court.’57  During the procession a ‘terrified crowd’ watched as ‘policemen had to 
draw their batons and form a line between the parties in order to prevent a fight.’58  Roy 
Hughes, a former leader of the Liverpool Protestant Party, recalls joining a lodge in 
Heyworth Street, colloquially referred to as ‘The Fighting Ivy’, who ‘quite literally would fight 
their way in and out of Liverpool on the Twelfth of July’, adding ‘it suited my temperament 
at that time.  I wanted to fight for the cause.’59 
That desire to ‘fight for the cause’ indicated the strength of Orange identity.  The requisite 
of exhibiting ‘party colours’ was such that some people, who could not afford to flaunt an 
orange ribbon or lily, would ‘simply wear orange peel to show which side they were on.’60  A 
similar practice was also utilised by Roman Catholics, who to display their affiliation, ‘would 
wear watercress or mustard cress, in place of a shamrock.’61   
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It has been estimated, by the Grand Master of Liverpool, that as late as the 1940s the 
membership of the Orange Institution on Merseyside was approximately 50,00062 (this 
figure contrasts with a cited Liverpool membership of 20,000, in 190963), while throughout 
most of the twentieth century its annual Twelfth of July parades could consistently attract 
upwards of 10,000 participants and spectators.64  In 2006, The Orange Standard claimed 
that, ‘as recently as the 1950s the Liverpool Orange parade was around 10,000 strong, while 
in the 1930s it was twice that number.’65  In fact, in 1960 the parade was said to have 
attracted ‘nearly 30,000 Orangemen’66, and as late as 1985, 20,000 people were reportedly 
still being enticed to the annual event.67  The strength of the Orange Institution in Liverpool 
however, is perhaps best demonstrated not in its parading numbers, but in its influence. 
Crowley notes how, ‘Liverpool was run for a long time by the Tory-Orange Order 
hegemons.’68  This statement has much merit and is echoed by Joan Smith, who suggests, 
‘Liverpool politics were dominated by the ruling Orange Tory bloc and the subordinate Irish 
Nationalist organisations.’69  Certainly, to espouse Orange convictions in nineteenth century 
Liverpool, and the early part of the twentieth, could enhance one’s political prospects.  The 
Orange membership acted as sizable army of ‘campaigners’ to be deployed for electoral 
operations, a factor which greatly added to their political sway.  In 1867, the strength of 
Liverpool Orangeism was demonstrated when ‘local Orangemen were able to pressure the 
Tory Lord Mayor, Edward Whitley into banning a protest against the public hanging of the 
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Fenian “Manchester Martyrs”.  Whitley wrote to the Home Secretary stating ’Liverpool is a 
very exceptional place owing to the Orange element prevailing to a large extent.’70   
John Houlding, the founder of Liverpool FC, was one of many men who joined the Orange 
Order, arguably in pursuit of his own political ambitions.  At the Twelfth of July rally in 1885 
Houlding was ‘received with cheers on being introduced as the probable Conservative 
candidates for Kirkdale.’71  Of Houlding and Mr T.B. Royden (both prospective Conservative 
candidates), the speaker announced, 
Orangemen were duty-bound to work tooth and nail, heart and soul, to return them 
top of the poll.  [Houlding and Royden] had never forsaken the Orange body in the 
past and the Orangemen would not forsake them now … The uncompromising 
support which both candidates had always given to Protestantism and Conservatism 
warranted them in relying on the support of every member of the Orange body.72   
 
Royden claimed that ‘the Conservative party were allied with the great principles which 
animated the Orange body.’  Houlding ‘returned thanks and hoped that would not be the 
last meeting of the kind he might have the pleasure of attending.’  An impressive list of 
gentry and public officials felt the need to offer apologies for not attending the event, saying 
much of the Order’s public standing.  Lord Randolph Churchill wrote that he ‘regretted not 
joining the gathering, but assured the Orangemen of [his] sympathy.’73   
At the General Meeting of the Grand Lodge of England in 1898, it was announced that the 
Bootle MP, and impending Grand Master of England, Colonel Thomas Sandys, ‘is to bring in 
a bill to remedy the evil in the Church [of England].’74  The ‘evil’ referred to was ‘ritualism’, 
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or the tolerance of ‘romanish practices’ in the Anglican Church.  It is telling of the strength 
of Liverpool Orangeism that the Member of Parliament for a neighbouring (and 
predominantly working-class) constituency was a Grand Master of the Institution.   
The working relationship between the Conservative Party and the Orange Institution was a 
product of an Orange, Anglican, Conservative caucus, orchestrated in part by Hugh McNeile, 
which had ensured a mutually profitable relationship by the Protestant partners who 
collectively acted in opposition to Roman Catholicism.  McNeile ‘founded the Protestant 
Association to link middle-class Anglicans with the Orange Order and with the Tories.  
Liverpool Tories also maintained links with the Protestant working-class through Orange 
lodges.’75  Each organisation influenced the other in pursuit of its own ends; the physical 
strength of the syndicate resting with the Orange Order, who provided muscle, as well as 
core voting power, whilst the Order enjoyed political favour in return.   
After the expansion of the voting franchise in 1832 and 1867, of the electoral strategies 
adopted by Liverpool’s Conservative Party ‘sectarianism proved the most successful.’76  The 
rank and file did not solely resent Catholicism.  Racism was equally prevalent, as, ‘to the 
working-class Orangemen, particularly after the famine influx, they might well have felt they 
were living in Ireland.’77  The Gaelic tongue was the principle discernible feature of their 
social and economic rivals.  The Conservatives were attentive to this, as ‘when allied to 
ethnicity, Protestant sectarianism provided a solid base for popular Tory support, addressing 
workers’ fears not of Rome or reform but of Irish migration.’78  The Orange leadership 
however, was more virulently opposed to Catholicism.  As such, the Conservative and 
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Unionist leadership, assured of Protestant cooperation should they appease Orange 
concerns, voiced their, often quite genuine, contempt for popery.  The extent of the Orange 
Order’s political footprint in Liverpool is described by Belchem and MacRaild:  
The successful penetration of Liverpool’s political culture by a strong Orange 
tendency was unmatched anywhere in Britain.  Orangeism became part of 
Liverpool’s civic culture in ways that even Glasgow did not match … Liverpool’s 
Orange networks ran both laterally and vertically: they reached out across the city 
from north to south, and also penetrated upwards into the ranks of the local power 
elites.79  Orangeism fell squarely into line with Archibald Salvidge’s Conservative 
machine … Loyal foot-soldiers, Orangemen contributed much to the electoral 
dominance of Conservatism in Liverpool.80 
 
A leading article in the Morning Post, in November, 1921, declared of Sir Archibald Salvidge 
[leader of the Liverpool Conservatives], that his ‘whole political career has been dedicated 
to the indefatigable support of the Union, and especially Protestant Ulster.  The powerful 
political organisation which he controls and directs-and by virtue of which he has attained 
from a local and national reputation-is held together by its strong Orange fibre.’81   
The courting of the Orange vote by Liverpool Conservatives was already well-established by 
the end of the nineteenth century, but with the ascendancy of Salvidge to the local 
Conservative leadership in 1898, ‘more of the upper echelons of Liverpool Conservatism 
joined the Orange Order [and] W.W. Rutherford M.P. became Grand Master of England in 
1912.’82  The strength of the Orange municipal connection was also demonstrated in 
February 1923, when the Lord Mayor of Liverpool, Councillor G.A. Stone, accepted an 
invitation from the Protestant Reformers Church to perform the opening ceremony of a 
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‘huge Protestant Bazaar’, which took place in St. Georges Hall on the 22nd March 1923.  The 
Bazaar had followed a large Protestant parade and pageant in the city.  The preceding year, 
Reverend Longbottom and three other men had been elected as ‘Protestant’ or ‘Protestant 
and Unionist’ candidates to the Board of Guardians on the city council.83  Pastor George 
Wise had also joined the Orange Institution following his arrival in Liverpool in 1898. The 
religious tone to the city’s politics was now solid.    
Indeed, as late as the 1960s, Orange credentials were still flaunted in local elections.  Both 
Councillor H.W. Blower and Councillor Roy Hughes of the Protestant Party cited their 
belonging to the Institution on their electoral pamphlets along with their patriotic and 
religious credentials, which would appeal to the Orange membership.  Blower’s material 
stated that he had ‘served with the Royal Navy [was] an active member of the Loyal Orange 
Institution [as well as] a keen Church worker.’84  Articles on Hughes emphasised his role as 
an Orange lodge drummer, stating that he was ‘a fresh faced Orangeman [who] bangs the 
big drum for the Protestant Volunteers concertina band’85 and highlighted that he ‘holds 
several offices’ in the Loyal Orange Institution.86  In an article entitled ‘The Merseyside 
Paisleyites’, Ernest Dewhurst wrote that Hughes, having given his son the middle name of 
Carson, gave one of his daughters the middle name of Lilian, ‘for the Orange lily.’87  The 
article also stated that all sitting Protestant Party councillors are ‘in the Orange Order.’88 
Indeed, although there were longstanding Orange-Protestant-Conservative alliances, it was 
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the Protestant Party which acted as the direct political outlet of Orangeism for a 
considerable part of the twentieth century. 
Such was the importance of the Orange Order that it was in ‘a packed church’, in Hamilton 
Road, in 1960, where former Protestant Lord Mayor and Grand Master of England, 
Reverend H.D. Longbottom, suddenly collapsed ‘whilst defending his position before 
hundreds of rank and file Orangemen.’89  Longbottom had fallen foul of the Orange 
leadership ‘because of allegations he had made about a high official in the Order visiting the 
Pope and he was subsequently expelled.  This broke his heart’90 and he died shortly 
afterwards.  
The Order comprised of a bulky ensemble of prospective political activists, while the lodges, 
in turn, provided a social and economic support structure to Orange members.  The draw of 
the Institution to its working-class members was not necessarily political or theological.  For 
many, it was simply practical.  Reginald Chadwick, the current Master of Loyal Orange Lodge 
(L.O.L) 184, echoes this sentiment, remarking on the significance of the role of the Liverpool 
Institution to its members: 
At its height in Liverpool the various lodges would have been an integral part of their 
local communities, giving the community cohesion and direction, encouraging the 
members to help one another and co-operate in times of difficulty both practically 
and morally.  The Orange Institution would have instilled in its members from a very 
young age the need to read the Holy Scriptures and encouraged members to live 
their lives in a Christian manner, endeavouring to instil a belief in the forces of law 
and order, pride in their country, and an adherence to the ideals and principals of 
the Reformed Faith.  At its height in Liverpool, the various Orange lodges would have 
been the hub of the communities to which they belonged.91 
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This associational efficiency, described by Chadwick, was, it is suggested by Belchem and 
MacRaild, testament partly to the high proportion of women in the Liverpool Institution92, 
which, in turn, increased the social appeal of the Institution to its core, working-class, male 
membership.  Female involvement in the Institution has been notable since its infancy in 
Liverpool.  As early as 1860, a ‘respectably dressed women’; Mrs Warham, was ‘charged 
with being drunk and disorderly’, on the Twelfth of July, while supervising her child, an 
infant, adorned ‘in party colours, the prevailing colour being orange.’ 93  Another spectator, 
on the return of the Twelfth of July convoy in 1900, commented,  
What struck me most about the Orange procession was the inordinate proportion of 
hard faced, brazen looking women and girls who, for the honour of humanity and 
the exigencies of common decency, I regret to say, had showed evident signs of 
having ‘celebrated’ not wisely but too well.94   
 
The high degree of female participation is telling of the wider appeal of Orange culture to 
Protestant Liverpool.  By 1915, the city had more than forty female lodges.95  However, it 
was not until 1960 that the Ladies Grand Committee was formed, allowing women to ‘play a 
full part in the organisation’.96   
Female participation in the Institution increased its appeal to young men, many families 
created by parents who met through an Orange lodge.97  Inevitably the children of members 
were introduced to the Orange Institution at a young age.  In its own way the Institution 
itself became a ‘family’ to many of its members, who would look out for each other.  Owing 
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to the family lineage of Orangeism, its appeal was part of a routine socialisation process.   
Upon reaching a certain age, membership of the Institution was expected, rather than 
encouraged.   
Orange officials had the ability to rally together substantial numbers for various assemblies 
and demonstrations.  Such influence was demonstrated in the build up to one of the more 
infamous sectarian riots of Liverpool’s history.  In June, 1909, an ‘organised Orange 
attack’98, as described by the Liverpool Post and Mercury, took place on a Catholic 
procession as a result of an advert placed in the Liverpool Evening Express by officials of the 
Order.  The advert stated: 
Loyal Orange Institution of England (province of Liverpool) – the male members of 
this province are earnestly requested to attend a monster demonstration … for the 
purpose of preventing any illegal procession taking place in the city of Liverpool.  
Wake up Protestant England!  We must have no compromise and no surrender.99 
 
There was general consensus amongst commentators that the Roman Catholic procession 
was neither illegal nor ‘unduly provocative to non-Catholics’.  Moreover, the agreed ‘route 
[was] limited almost exclusively to what may be described as a Roman Catholic quarter.’100   
Regardless of this, the Evening Express advert had the desired effect; the ‘Orange appeal 
[was] met with a hearty response from members of the Order.’101  Huge numbers of local 
Orangemen gathered and ‘rumour [had] it that a contingent of Orangemen [was] brought 
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over from Belfast for the purpose of swelling the forces.’102  As early as 1886, the Liverpool 
Mercury had seen the potential for an Orange vigilante group ‘to put down all lawlessness’, 
should the police not ‘maintain order.’103  It would seem, owing to their influence and 
weight in numbers, this was how the Order was coming to view itself.  Certainly, given the 
events that followed, many Orangemen had put by the wayside Orange rules stating ‘…no 
person do persecute or upbraid anyone on account of his religion’.104   
As a result of the Evening Express article, ‘the authorities had taken every precaution’105, 
and seven hundred constables, supplemented with plain clothed and mounted police, were 
gathered to prevent a breach of the peace.  The Catholic procession numbered only 2,000, 
and it is testament to the perceived threat of an Orange attack that such a large number of 
police officers were deemed necessary to protect a relatively small Catholic procession.  
Nonetheless extensive disturbances took place, with the result of forty six arrests on the 
Sunday, mostly Orangemen, and forty more the following day.106  The scene was described 
as ‘one of complete disorder and typical of the riots which have occurred in Belfast’.107  
Interestingly, the Herald claimed that ‘the attentions of the [Orange] mob were not 
confined solely to Catholics, but were also bestowed upon respectable Protestants, several 
of whom stated that they had been left practically destitute for the crime of not belonging 
to an Orange lodge.’108  
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If it had not been for the repeated intervention of the police, ‘there is not the slightest 
doubt that many lives would have been lost.’109  As part of the sectarian rioting, churches, 
presbyteries, and schools were attacked.  Clergymen were amongst those targeted110, and 
skirmishes spread to the workplace.111  Moreover, under threat of attack, people began to 
move from their homes to areas occupied by residents of their own faith.  One of the 
actions directly attributed to an Orange lodge, was a death threat received by an Irish 
Nationalist councillor, Thomas Kelly, representing the Scotland District, which declared: 
Lodge No. 126. June 23rd 1909 – Sir, you were very sure about the furnishing of 
Papist schools by Protestant ratepayers’ money.  Let me tell you that not one penny 
of Protestant money will ever be given to the Papist school furniture.  We stopped 
your illegal, idolatrous, Romish processions and we will stop priests and nuns getting 
our money to help breeding places for Papist vipers.  Get your own funeral furnishing 
arrangements ready, we are going to be revenged for the savage attacks on our 
Protestant brothers and sisters in your ward, which is a disgrace to this Protestant 
town.  We will make a swoop someday, don’t you forget it.  Remember Derry.  No 
Surrender.  No Papist schools.  God save George Wise.  To hell with popery, priests, 
priestcraft and Jesuits.  We will give you a call.112 
 
Days prior to the rioting, a master of a Catholic school received a letter ‘full of filthy abuse … 
threatening to “shoot him on sight” should he venture to parade his children’113 during the 
Catholic march.   
Practices which were akin to a form of ‘ethnic cleansing’ were well under way by the middle 
of the week, and ‘in the three weeks following the June riot, 110 Protestant families had to 
leave the Anglican Parish of St Martin’s, between Scotland Road and Vauxhall Road, through 
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fear and intimidation.  The attacks on Catholics living in or near predominantly Protestant 
areas where even more widespread’:114  
Amongst Catholics living in even the best streets in the Orange portion of Everton 
there has been a perfect epidemic of terror, practically every one of them having had 
notices sent to them by post, or thrust in their letter boxes and under their doors, 
warning them to clear out of the district with the greatest possible dispatch, or take 
the consequences.  In many cases the notices have been impressed with a bloody 
thumb-mark, to make the warning more emphatic.115 
 
For nuns who ‘would have to pass through or by any portion of the Orange district it was 
considered advisable that they should be escorted by police.’116   
On the Tuesday of the riots Orange women, ‘wildly brandishing their husband’s swords’ 
rushed into All Souls Catholic schools and assaulted teachers and students.  Catholics, in 
retaliation, ‘invaded the council school in Roscommon Street’. The education committee 
was hastily summoned to meet and, as a measure of precaution, decided to temporarily 
close all schools in the effected districts.117  In late June, acting on advice from the Chief 
Constable, the Lord Mayor prohibited ‘sectarian processions’.  Amongst those tried and 
convicted for the riots were three officers of the Orange Order who ‘had summoned the 
majority of Orangemen together’118, each fined heavily and bound over to ‘keep good 
behaviour for six months.’119   
The scale of these events is significant insofar as they demonstrate the influence wielded by 
the hierarchy of the Orange Order.  The riots had been brought about by an advert in one 
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local newspaper, although rhetoric used by Pastor George Wise exacerbated the situation.  
Wise was also a leading official in the Orange Institution and was also tried for his role in the 
riots. 
Three years after the disturbances, the extent of Orangeism in Liverpool was again 
demonstrated with the arrival of Edward Carson to the port, with,  
Up to a quarter of a million said to have turned out.  As Orange bands blared out 
their redoubtable tunes, Salvidge [leader of the Liverpool Conservatives] welcomed 
the leading Unionists from across the water ... Sheil Park was chosen as the setting 
[to hear Carson and his entourage speak] for fear of violence in a city-centre venue … 
The total volume of people made this Orange gathering one of Liverpool’s biggest-
ever crowds’.120 
 
Upon his arrival in Liverpool, Salvidge was there to ‘shake [Carson] by the hand’, who was 
‘visibly moved’ by the ‘great crowds of Liverpool people who had gathered in the landing 
stage to greet him.’121  Jackson also commented how, of the ‘quarter of a million’ 
Protestants, who had greeted Carson, ‘many of them [were] members of the Orange Order, 
infused with an almost religious fervour, and [gathered] under the auspices of the 
Conservative and Unionist Party … to protest against the proposal to grant Home Rule to 
Ireland.’122   
Liverpool Orangeism retained its influence for the first half of the twentieth century.  It also 
maintained its relationship with Liverpool Conservatives.  One lodge member declared: ‘you 
had the Protestant Party [who openly supported the Conservatives politically and who were 
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all members of the Orange Institution123]; prior to that, lots of Conservative councillors were 
in Orange lodges.’124  This relationship became more turbulent as the century progressed, 
Day claiming that ‘in 1928 the influence of the W.M.C.A and the Orange Order over the 
Conservative Party … was reduced following the death of Archibald Salvidge … their 
influence, while not quite dying with Salvidge, was severely curtailed.’125  Orange districts, 
for some time, remained politically blue, and both Bessie and Jack Braddock, committed 
socialists and dominant Labour figures, ‘needed a strong police escort to enable them to 
speak in the Orange heartland of St Domingo in Everton.’126  Mike O’Brian, a former resident 
of the area, recalls one occasion where Bessie Braddock came to talk in the district, and ‘the 
girls and women of the area threw stones and bricks at her.’127 
Despite post war slum clearance and depopulation of Liverpool, the Orange Institution 
maintained its ability to organise protests into the 1980s.  On December 7th 1981, ‘about 
one thousand Protestant militants marched into the Anglican Cathedral and occupied [it] for 
ninety minutes.’128  The protest was ‘against Pope John Paul II’s scheduled visit [the] next 
year.  The protesters [were] wearing orange sashes of the Orange Order … Police were 
asked not to intervene [by] the dean of the cathedral, [who] said, “We were determined to 
avoid confrontation … If we had stood up to them there could have been trouble.”’129  On 
May 8th, the following year, two thousand Orangemen ‘opposed to Pope John Paul II's 
planned visit to Britain marched peacefully through central Liverpool led by fife-and-drum 
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bands of the Orange Lodge.’130  By this time, the Orange hierarchy was firmly committed to 
nonviolent methods and no attempt was made to disrupt the Papal visit itself: ‘We are 
dedicated to peaceful protest against the Pope's visit and will not condone troublemakers’, 
said Richard Roberts, the Liverpool-based Grand Master of England.  During the papal tour, 
a telephone caller to the police, saying he represented the ‘Orange Lodge Action 
Committee', took responsibility for a fire started at St. Mary's of Angels Catholic Church, the 
caller threatening: 'Next time it will be a bomb.’131 
In October 1988, following the split of the English Order ‘over the issue of support for the 
paramilitary groups’, it was claimed that, ‘The Ulster Volunteer Force (UVF) enjoys 
considerable support amongst Liverpool's large loyalist community.’132  Loyalists were 
accused of collecting money for the UVF, whilst the newly formed Independent Orange 
Association, then led by the late Steve Bell (former master of Lodge 200, in the north end of 
the city) ‘proudly carried UVF banners and flags in a separate four hundred strong march in 
Newbury, Merseyside.’  Around this time, Trevor Cubbon, from Liverpool, and Albert Watt, 
from Canada, were sentenced to four years imprisonment at Liverpool Crown Court, for 
‘plotting to smuggle weapons from Canada to Northern Ireland through Liverpool in 
hollowed out diesel engines.  The trial revealed that the arms shipment had been organised 
in the Orange Order’s Derry Club in Everton.133   
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Measuring the decline of Liverpool Orangeism 
 
There is a general consensus that the influence of the Orange Institution on Merseyside has 
markedly receded.  Moreover, as will be noted, the Order itself, numerically, is nowhere 
near the force it once was. 134   Nonetheless, measuring this retreat is not straightforward.  It 
has been stated that ‘the Orange Order in Liverpool has not been good at recording its own 
history.’135  In addition, owing to an unwillingness of the Institution to publicise its 
membership statistics, combined with a tendency of journalists to ‘estimate’ (i.e. guess), 
when reporting the size of Orange parades, there is no wholly reliable way of measuring 
decline.  While this is problematic, this section will nevertheless, attempt to analyse various 
reports and statistics relating the size of the Liverpool Orange Order, and combine them 
with testimony from Orange members and officials to quantify the extent of reduction. 
Having interviewed a plethora of Orange members and affiliates, nobody connected with 
the organisation has denied that there has been a discernible attenuation of Liverpool 
Orangeism.  This section will demonstrate how this is the case.  
Perhaps the most obvious way of measuring the strength of an organisation is by looking at 
its membership statistics.  However, officials of the Grand Lodge of England do not consider 
themselves at liberty to disclose such information as the Institution ‘have never done so in 
the past.’ The Provincial Grand Master of Liverpool, Billy Owens, declares that ‘since our 
establishment we have never disclosed such information.  Neither do the Grand Lodge of 
Ireland or Scotland.’136  However, in recent years the Grand Lodge in Ireland has released 
membership figures, claiming to have held 98,000 members in 1968, but less than 40,000 
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today. However, in Northern Ireland far more come out on Orange parades (many bands 
contain members not formally belonging to the Orange Order) on the ‘Twelfth’ and the 
veracity of these figures is difficult to assert, given the lack of central membership records 
(local lodges hold such records).137  Owens claims that current Lodge membership, across 
Merseyside, stands at approximately ‘20,000 – though they obviously all don’t come out on 
the Twelfth of July anymore.’138   
This figure is far higher than other sources suggest, and seems unlikely given it would 
represent half of the figure right across Northern Ireland, whose population is only 400,000 
greater than that of Merseyside.  The Grand Master of Bootle Province, Tom Buckley, 
estimated that there are approximately only 120 members in Bootle today139, a significant 
decline from the 1960s, a figure Keith Allcock put at roughly 700-800 members.140  Both the 
Liverpool Echo and Daily Post put local Orange membership at 3,000, at the end of the 
twentieth century but there are problems with this figure in terms of what area was being 
covered.141  In 2006, the Grand Lodge of Ireland wrote in its monthly publication that, ‘the 
Liverpool membership is still substantial, but is not on the same scale as it was some years 
ago.’142  Membership has at least held up better than in Toronto, where the ‘Twelfth’ 
parade has dwindled to a few hundred participants, and the Order’s once-huge local 
political influence has vanished.  On Merseyside at least, the Orange ‘Twelfth’ parade 
remains one of the region’s larger public non-sporting annual gatherings, although it is now 
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significantly smaller than the Glasgow event held on the Saturday before the ‘Twelfth’ – 
which was not always the case.   
Dave Hughes, Master of District 92: the biggest District in Liverpool, claims that membership 
was once as high as 65,000,143 whilst Owens suggests a figure of 50,000, in the 1940s.144  
Orangeism was a mass movement for more than a century in the city.  However, these 
numbers are not backed by any firm statistical evidence.  As such, they can be considered 
speculative rather than authoritative.  More importantly, as Neal insists, membership 
statistics are only one indicator, albeit an important one, of the strength of Orangeism: 
It is important to note that Orangeism was more widespread than membership of 
the Orange Order.  The early rules of the organisation specifically laid down that 
Orangemen should love all men, including Catholics.  Orangeism however, as a set of 
negative attitudes towards Irish Catholics based on Orange songs and history, was 
adopted by many anti-Catholics not members of the Orange Order, and who often 
became involved in street fighting, beyond the control of concerned Orangemen.145 
 
Thus many Protestants in Liverpool might once have considered themselves ‘Orange’, even 
if they were not necessarily ‘Orangemen’.  They would be ready and willing to fight for the 
‘cause’, and would often walk alongside Orange processions as supporters, if also trouble 
causers, they were beyond the jurisdiction of the Order. This tendency has not fully 
disappeared.  As an example, in 2010 the Southport Visiter, reporting on the ‘Twelfth’ 
parade in the town that year (lodges march in Liverpool and Bootle and then in Southport, 
which hosts their day out) noted: 
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The march costs the taxpayer £3,600 to police.  [In 2010] nineteen people were 
arrested for drunk and disorderly and drugs possession offences as scores of officers 
were out in force to tackle antisocial behaviour … Liverpool Lodge leader Billy Owens 
said antisocial behaviour and criminal offences were ‘nothing to do with the parade 
members.’  He added: ‘the arrests that were made were people following the parade 
and unfortunately we have no control over them – we wish we could have.’146 
 
The problem of distinguishing members from followers is hardly new.  Peter Day has cited 
figures from an 1854-5 Lodge Directory putting Liverpool membership at 1,100 and national 
membership at 1,333.147  This, he points out, is contrasted with a reputed ‘procession 
following’ in 1859 of 20,000148 during the Twelfth of July celebrations.  It would seem 
therefore, that acquaintances and supporters of the Institution, who were not members of 
the Order, greatly increased the stature of Orange processions as well as the Orange 
traditions and culture of Liverpool.  As such, it is necessary to look at other ways of 
measuring the decline of Orangeism, external to analysing speculative membership 
statistics. 
One alternative measure is to examine accounts of the numbers on Twelfth of July Boyne 
commemoration parades  Figures 2.1 and 2.2 offer approximations of parade attendance, 
reported in various newspapers, between Liverpool’s first ‘Twelfth’ procession, in 1819, and 
one of its latest, in 2013: 
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Figure 2.1
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The graphs demonstrate that there has been a visible decline in estimated parade sizes from 
1990 onwards.  Figure 2.1 offers a huge spike in attendees in the late nineteenth century, 
due to a unification of the Orange Association and the Orange Institution, though it is 
difficult to verify these figures and they may be suspect.  Another important point is that no 
formal parade took place in Liverpool between 1821 and 1842.  Between 1843 and 1905, 
parade estimates can be described as sporadic.  Notably there is a jump from an estimate of 
two hundred in 1850 to 3,000 in 1851, and remarkably, there is a huge drop from an alleged 
20,000 in 1859 to four hundred in 1860.149  It is noted that it is not always clear whether the 
attendance approximation is exclusive to those marching in full Orange regalia, or inclusive 
of supporters and spectators of the parade.  This, to a large degree, accounts for such 
diverging estimates, though parade attendance was also dependent on a variety of other 
factors; weather, location, day of the week, political climate, prominence of attendees 
(word of a VIP could attract a large following), and how well advertised or supported the 
procession was.150 
Another aspect to be considered is the fallibility of reporters’ observations of the 
processions.  In 1870, a journalist for the Daily Courier highlighted such complications and 
was one of few who set out his calculations:  
It is difficult to estimate the numbers, but to set down the processionists who left 
the Dingle at 2,000, and those who mustered at the Botanic gardens at 1,000, is 
fairly within the mark.  This would make the number of Orangemen represented, 
3,000, while the friends and sympathisers on foot were nearly twice as numerous.151 
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 See appendix 7.1 for precise estimates and sources.  
150 See appendix 4.1 for an example of an Orange advert. 
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 The Daily Courier – July 13
th
, 1870. 
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The writer concludes that those present, at the 1870 procession, numbered 9,000.  A 
correspondent for the Daily Post however, reported that the procession comprised of 
16,000 people.152  Moreover, these estimations, even when offering some depth (the latter 
reporter cited 6,000 marchers and 10,000 spectators), only took into account those present 
at the parade, and not all those involved in the day’s celebrations. 
The problems of calculation regarding nineteenth century parades are exacerbated by the 
existence of two regulating bodies until 1876: the Orange Institution and the Orange 
Association.  It was not always clear which authority had organised which parades, or 
whether individual lodges had simply opted to march autonomously.  Often a variety of 
Orange celebrations would take place in Liverpool which did not always involve a parade.  
Individual lodges at this time were large enough to hold their own functions.  Owing to a 
likelihood of violence should a parade take place, some of the more ‘respectable’ lodges 
often decided not to parade, opting instead for a private party or dinner.153  For a time, 
Orange processions were not always universally supported by Orangemen.  In 1860, the 
Liverpool Mercury noted, 
There was a very small muster compared with previous occasions, arising, as we 
understand from circumstances that many of the more respectable members of the 
Orange societies kept aloof from this portion of the proceedings.  The number in the 
procession was not more than about 300 or 400.154  
 
The relatively small number of processionists was not necessarily indicative of the strength 
of its support.  The same article reports that the parade was ‘followed by an immense mob 
                                                             
152 Liverpool Daily Post – July 13th, 1870. 
153 The Liverpool Times - July 18th, 1850, Liverpool Mercury - July 13th, 1860, Liverpool Courier - July 13th, 1870, 
Liverpool Daily Post – 13
th
, July 1870, Liverpool Daily Post – July 30
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, 1880 and Liverpool Daily Post - July 14
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1885 all commented on private lodge parties and dinners taking place.  This list is not exhaustive. 
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of men, women, and children, most of them wearing orange.’155  In 1870, again highlighting 
a lack of unity in relation to holding a parade, the Courier reported, 
Although the idea [of a procession] was opposed by some of the local leaders, it 
found general favour, and the members of the Order turned out in unexpected 
strength. Processions … have often brought unmerited disgrace upon the whole 
Order, and probably for this reason the Liverpool Orangemen, who number no less 
than 4,000, have for the last few years ‘demonstrated,’ so to speak, in 
detachments.156 
 
The 1876 merger of the Orange Association with the Orange Institution yielded the Loyal 
Orange Institution of England.  The Twelfth of July Procession received cohesive and 
resolute backing by the newly united leadership.  On the first ‘Twelfth’ after the merger, it 
was reported up to 88,000 Orangemen marched from the city’s boundary to Lord Derby’s 
estate in Knowsley.  This parade was described as ‘an illustration of the increased strength 
of Orangeism and a demonstration of voting power which no politician could ignore.’157  The 
parade was bettered four years later, when in 1880 the largest ever recorded English 
Orange procession took place in Hale Park, south of Liverpool.  Colonel Blackburne, M.P. 
‘placed his peaceful park unreservedly at the disposal of the Orangemen’158, and ‘the 
anticipation of the leaders of the Loyal Orange Institution ... that the [procession] would 
eclipse all previous demonstrations … were more than realised’159 when an estimated 
150,000 people attended.160   
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 Ibid. 
156 Liverpool Courier - July 13th, 1870. 
157 Neal. 1988. 184. 
158 Liverpool Daily Post – July 30th, 1880. 
159 The Daily Courier – July 13th, 1880. 
160
 Liverpool Daily Post – July 30
th
, 1880 - Hale sits relatively close to the port, on the same embankment of the 
River Mersey.  The Daily Courier – July 13th, 1880 stated that ‘at least 100,000 people’ made the short journey 
to the exurbia. 
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Figure 2.2, although it repeats some of the data in Figure 2.1, provides a higher degree of 
clarity on the attenuation of procession attendance over more recent times.  Although in 
the nineteenth century we are presented with much more turbulent estimates, since 1905 it 
is clear that parade attendance consistently hovered above 10,000 before a sharp decline 
approaching the last decade of the twentieth century.  Parade crowds dropped markedly 
after 1985, and have never recovered.  The mean attendance figure between 1905 and 1985 
is 15,015.  Between 1990 and 2013 the mean dropped, by nearly three quarters, to 4,063.    
Amid these overall trends, considerable variation in attendance is the norm.  Moreover, talk 
of declining attendances is not new.  In 1890 the Liverpool Daily Post commented, ‘Even the 
most enthusiastic supporter of the "Order” would not venture to expect on 12th July such 
monster attendance as was secured years back, when the Orange men and women 
assembled literally in their tens of thousands.’161  That year, the Order held their annual rally 
in Halton Castle, an area closer to Liverpool than Hale.  This procession attracted ‘not more 
than 3,000 men, women and children’162, while, the procession held in 1900, took place in 
Buckley, north Wales and again attracted a relatively paltry 3,000 participants.163  A year 
earlier, at the annual Conference of the Grand Lodge of English Orangemen, ‘It was decided 
to affiliate with the Imperial Protestant Federation’164, a prominent nationwide Protestant 
association, aimed at fighting ritualism,165 to ‘add strength to the Orange backbone’166 and 
                                                             
161 Liverpool Daily Post - July 15th, 1890. 
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163 Liverpool Daily Post – July 13th, 1900. 
164 The Protestant Standard - July 15th, 1899. 
165 Kilcrease/Academia.edu (2013) Britons, Boers, and the Pope: The Great Church Crisis and the Second Anglo-
Boer War. Available:  
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advance a national Protestant crusade against ‘Romanism, Ritualism and Infidelity.’167  
Consequently, by 1910 the July procession numbered 15,000.168  No parades were held in 
wartime years169, and in the early twentieth century various destinations (often in north 
Wales or the Wirral) were utilised for well attended Twelfth of July processions, whilst after 
the Second World War, processions in Southport following the early morning assembly in 
Liverpool and Bootle, eventually became the norm.   
As has been identified, procession statistics are by no means bereft of fallibility.  As such, 
auxiliary formulae are also necessary to quantify the depreciation of Liverpool Orangeism.  
Conveniently, Twelfth of July processions also afford a number of other methods of 
measurement.  Useful indicators of parade size and support often appear in press reporting 
of the ‘Twelfth’.  The number of bands, lodges, and special trains offer a means of 
measuring parade numbers.  Moreover, the length of the procession and the amount of 
time the procession takes to pass, are perhaps usable gauges.  Table 2.1 offers such 
measurements: 
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 Neal. 1988. 201 – Citation: For the politics of anti-Ritualism in Liverpool see Waller chapters 11, 12 and 14 
168 Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury – July 13th, 1910. 
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Table 2.1 Reported features of selected Orange Order Twelfth of Jury parades, 1850-2010 
Year of 
Parade 
Number of 
Bands 
Number of 
lodges 
Number of Special 
Trains/ Coaches 
Length of 
parade 
Time the 
parade took 
to pass  
1850  ‘only a few’    
1870    Quarter of a 
mile 
 
1876  160    
1880  150 ‘special trains every ten 
minutes (7.30-9.30) and 
over 100 cart loads of 
men and women’ 
 2 hours 
1885 40 90    
1886  98  Three 
quarters of a 
mile 
 
1890 12 70    
1900 15 80 ‘several’   
1905    2 miles  
1909 30 156 6   
1910 24  9  1 hour 
1920  60    
1939 40 50 7   
1949 30  7 2 miles ‘well over one 
hour’ 
1950  129 6   
1951 40 60 6   
1955   11 plus ‘added coaches 
to regular trains’ 
  
1960 50 250 13   
1970   12   
1971   9   
1975 50     
1980 40  6  1 hour 
1985   ‘Fleet of 60 buses’   
1990 30     
2010   30 buses   
 
 
 
Sources of figures: Bullough, O. 1990, Neal, F. 1988, Smith, J. 1984, Daily Courier, Liverpool Chronicle, 
Liverpool Echo, Liverpool Forward, Liverpool Herald, Liverpool Mercury, Liverpool Mail, Liverpool Daily Post,  
Liverpool Post and Mercury, Liverpool Standard, Liverpool Times,  Southport Visitor.  See appendix 7.1 for 
specific details. 
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Table 2.1 presents figures from press reports on July processions.  An obvious limitation to 
this data is its intermittency.  No dataset is consistently reported.  In addition, some of the 
claims which form Table 2.1 are also vulnerable to the same problem of ‘guesstimates’ as 
parade estimates.  Nonetheless, despite stated limitations, these datasets are still useful as 
indicators of the strength of Liverpool Orangeism. 
The 1880 ‘Twelfth’ parade required in addition to thirteen special trains; ‘one every ten 
minutes from 7.30 until 9.30 and over 100 cart loads of men and women’170, the most of any 
procession.  This makes sense considering that a reputed 150,000 were in attendance.  Of 
the 20,000 reported to have taken part in the Southport procession a century later, 1980, 
11,000 are said to have travelled to Southport from Liverpool in the six special trains laid on 
by British Rail.171  Many would take part in the parade itself, though it was often the case 
that ‘normal service trains’ would also take Merseyside supporters to Southport to watch 
the procession.172  The contingent of 11,000 Orange men, women, and children from 
Liverpool were supplemented ‘with kilted contingencies from as far north as West Kilbride 
and coachloads as far south as Plymouth.’173  Though it is not indicated how many 
spectators in attendance were, incidentally, either Southport residents or tourists 
unconnected to the Order, the article headline: ‘20,000 in a friendly invasion’174, could 
indicate that a significant proportion of the spectators had been attracted to Southport 
specifically to watch the Orange procession.   
                                                             
170 The Daily Courier - July 13th, 1880. 
171 Liverpool Echo - July 12th, 1980 and Southport Visiter - July 15th, 1980. 
172 Liverpool Echo - July 12th, 1971 – It is still the case today that the Liverpool to Southport trains transport 
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If assumed that six special trains account for 11,000 Orangemen (this figure seems high) 
then it might be calculated that the eleven special trains that transported the Orangemen 
from Liverpool to Southport in 1955 accounted for approximately 20,000 of the 30,000 in 
attendance at that year’s Twelfth of July procession.  Yet the 1955 Daily Post article also 
reported that 10,000 Merseyside Orangemen had travelled on the eleven special trains- 
which seems a more plausible figure than 11,000 on six trains.175  Though the article also 
stated that ‘the service to Southport was strengthened by adding coaches to the regular 
trains’176 it is evident that there is considerable inconsistency in terms of numbers of 
Orangemen travelling on trains between 1955 and 1980.   
In 1909, six special trains were put on with ‘the railway company [having] received a 
guarantee of 10,000 excursionists.’177  Assuming that the ‘guarantee’ would have accounted 
for members of the parade, it is suggested that fluctuations in attendance may have owed 
more to spectators than Orange walkers.  The 30,000 Orangemen and supporters in 1960 
also required thirteen special trains.178  The Southport Visiter however, put the number of 
Orange ‘participants’ at 10,000.179  This may suggest that the additional 20,000 were 
spectators, rather than marchers.  To account for the surge of spectators, ‘extra trains had 
been laid on by British Railways and as well as special steam trains, the electric Southport-
Liverpool service was also extended.’180  
Parades with a larger estimated attendance have tended to warrant mention of the number 
of ‘special trains’ put on for the day.  However, the most important figures from this dataset 
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are presented after the Order had to substitute trains for coaches.  In terms of calculating a 
recent decline in parade attendance, the number of hired coaches has halved from sixty in 
1985181 to thirty in 2010.182 
In terms of lodge presence, it should be noted that not all lodges in attendance come from 
Merseyside.  The Twelfth of July parade in Southport is the official parade of the Loyal 
Orange Institution of England.  As such, it welcomes bands and lodges from the rest of 
England, not just Merseyside.  The English parade is also regularly attended by bands and 
lodges from Scotland183, and has also hosted lodges from Northern Ireland.184  Therefore, 
the number of lodges present in Southport is not an entirely straightforward indicator of 
Merseyside Orange strength, although it is highly indicative.  Nonetheless, the 250 lodges 
present at the 1960 parade, regardless of where in the UK they came from, tell us 
something regarding individual lodge size.  If we take it that 10,000 present were 
processionists and 20,000 were spectators, then we can break the former figure down to 
give an approximation of lodge members involved in the 1960 parade.  If the number of 
processionists is divided by the amount of lodges, it can be projected that the average 
number of attendees from each lodge present was forty.  This indicates that each lodge in 
1960 had, on average, at least forty members. 
The datasets on length and time of a parade are important indicators of a decline in 
precession size.  In terms of length of the procession there has been a clear decrease.  The 
researcher witnessed the parade annually from 2010-2014 in Southport.  If the Bootle 
                                                             
181 Liverpool Daily Post - July 13th, 1985. 
182 Liverpool Echo - July 13th, 2010. 
183 Liverpool Echo - July 12th, 1971. 
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procession, Independent procession, and Provincial Procession were joined end to end they 
would come to no more than 250 yards.  For scale, that is approximately the length of two 
and a half football pitches.  To put this into context, the ‘quarter of a mile’185 approximation 
of the parade in 1870 suggested the procession was roughly four and a half football fields 
long.  The 1886 estimate of ‘three quarters of a mile’186 is roughly thirteen football pitches 
in length, while the 1905 and 1949 citations of ‘two miles’187 are approximately the size of 
thirty five football pitches in length.  Whilst the 1905 and 1949 figures are almost 
indisputably exaggerations, the current length of parade represents a very large retraction 
in the scale of Orange marches since their heyday. 
Of all datasets, ‘the time it takes for a parade to a pass by a point’ has been most utilised by 
individuals describing the decline.  Yvonne Fearnehough, born in Liverpool in 1959, first 
walked in an Orange procession when she was two years old.  She marched with the Old 
Swan Concertina Band until she was eighteen, got married, had a child, and put her 
daughter in the Institution.  She comments on the decline of the Twelfth of July procession: 
Years ago, to watch a full Orange parade you were talking two or three hours, going 
back to the late-Sixties-early-Seventies.  Each district had about ten bands and 
lodges in it, and you’re talking about ten or fifteen districts.  Now you’re lucky if you 
get two bands in a district.  Now it takes about half an hour, if that [to go past].  
You’re talking, twenty odd thousand [processionists] going down to a couple of 
hundred.188    
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187 Liverpool Daily Post and Mercury - July 13th, 1905 and Southport Visiter - July 14th, 1949. 
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Dave Hughes, also born in 1959, and a lifelong lodge member, comments on the procession; 
‘It would take two or three hours [to go past], now it takes twenty minutes.’189  Roy Hughes, 
born in 1943, stated, ‘In the north end of Liverpool you’d be waiting from 8.30am until 
11am until the parade had passed.  Today the whole procession can pass in fifteen 
minutes.’190  Ian Henderson, born is 1948, suggested it used to take ‘one to two hours to 
pass a point’, whereas now it takes ‘about twenty minutes’.191  Doris Bennett, also born in 
1948, and former member of Bootle Village True Blues, L.O.L 12, gave the highest estimate 
of time:  
In the Sixties-early-Seventies, even up to the late-Seventies, you could stand on 
Stanley Road [Bootle] for an hour to an hour-and-a-half, and watch the Lodge go 
past.  Now it’s gone in ten minutes.  In Liverpool, you could wait four hours for the 
parade to go past, and when Bootle and Liverpool marched together, in Southport, 
some people would be getting ready to go home as others were just starting off.  
You could wait five or six hours, because it was that big.192 
 
Dave Hughes verifies a point made by Bennett on the scale of the pageant, claiming he 
could ‘remember watching half the parade going before it was our turn to get into the 
parade, it was that big.'193 
Keith Allcock, Tom Buckley, and Billy Tritton, officials of Bootle Province, commented on the 
decline in stature of the Bootle march, traditionally held separate to the Liverpool 
procession.  In a joint interview, Tritton, who joined the Orange Institution in 1932, 
commented, ‘It used to take Bootle’s parade a good half an-hour to forty-five minutes to go 
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past.’194  Buckley also stated, ‘when I first joined, the Bootle parade would take something 
like three-quarters-of-an-hour to pass, now don’t blink!’195 - ‘Five minutes and its gone’196 
added Allcock.   
Allcock’s observation was apt.  When measuring the length of time it took for the Twelfth of 
July processions to pass by in Southport in 2013, Bootle’s parade, which marched first and 
was supplemented with lodges from Manchester, Bolton, Pendle, and Blackpool, took 
exactly five minutes to pass by.  The Independent Orange Order, who were also 
supplemented by the ‘Manchester Independents’, took an even smaller space of time to 
march past; only four minutes.  The Provincial Order, comprised of mostly Merseyside 
lodges, but also lodges from Glasgow, Northern Ireland, Brighton, and Wales, took fifteen 
minutes to pass by.  Collectively, the three processions took less than twenty-five minutes to 
march past, a far cry from the processions of the past.  This dataset, therefore, presents 
another useful indication of the decline of Orangeism.  The time it takes for a procession to 
pass by has fallen from a cited ‘one hour’ in 1980197 to under half an hour today.198   
A less quantitative, but no less important, approach in measuring the reduction of 
procession sizes can be extracted by looking at a change in accounts of the parades.  Of the 
1870 procession the Liverpool Courier wrote, 
 
                                                             
194 Interview with William John Tritton - 12th March 2013. 
195 Interview with Tom Buckley - 12th March 2013. 
196 Interview with Keith Allcock - 12th March 2013. 
197 Liverpool Echo - July 12th, 1980. 
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 In 2014 ‘Orange Day’ fell on a Saturday (with good weather), when perhaps a large turnout might have 
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Park-road was continuously thronged for about two hours by a stream of 
pedestrians and successive lines of spring cars, heavily freighted with Orangemen, 
Orange women, and Orange babies, all, not even excepting the babies, profusely 
dressed out with orange silks, orange lilies and rosettes … the glare of the lily was 
almost universal.199   
 
In 1880, ‘besides the arrivals by train, hundreds of cart loads of men and women came to 
the starting place and swelled the already numerous throng.’200  In 1905, ‘from an early hour 
the streets of the city were thronged for the great annual gathering.’  Orangemen 
‘assembled at various headquarters and proceeded in throngs and groups to their great 
meeting’ at Wirral Park, Bebington.  ‘At the neighbourhood of the [landing] Stage there was 
an immense crowd and many boats were packed by the “Exodus”201  In 1909, ‘the 
thoroughfares contiguous to Exchange Station and the precincts of the station itself were 
thronged with people who had assembled to witness the departure of the great army of 
Orange.’202  The repetition of the word ‘throng’ is suggestive of the sheer mass of people 
present to support the parade and is revealing of the strength of Orangeism at this time.   
In 1910, ‘vast numbers marched.  Hundreds followed in their wake and the [Liverpool] 
station approaches were crowded … Though the first party reached Southport at 9.30, it was 
not until twelve o’clock, so great was the crush, that the last contingent arrived.’203  When 
the parade was held in Barnston, in the Wirral, ‘there was a queue stretching from the 
[Liverpool] Landing stage to the top of James Street,’ while, ‘across the river [in] Barnston … 
the streets and the footpaths were packed with people.’204  In 1929, on account of the ‘big 
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Orange invasion … excursion trains [to Southport] were well filled and the road traffic was 
very heavy.’205  A year later, ‘Liverpool was painted orange when over ten thousand 
members of the various lodges marched in procession to Exchange Station via St Georges 
Plateau … In addition to those who travelled by train, hundreds of supporters travelled by 
road.’206  This point highlights the difficulty in assessing how many supporters journeyed to 
Southport from Liverpool.  Even in the 1930s train passengers did not account for the entire 
Mersey contingent. 
In 1939, at the last Twelfth of July celebration before the Second World War, contained an 
‘elaborate and colourful’ procession, ‘consisting of 50 lodges, 100 banners, and 40 bands’207 
… ‘William of Orange was charmingly represented every few hundred yards or so.  Bands of 
every description were in attendance … as one set of music had faded into the distance 
another one immediately appeared.  Princes Park [in Southport] was soon a “hive of 
activity”.208  In 1950, ‘thousands of holidaymakers lined the streets to watch the procession 
go by [and] there was a massed meeting, with children’s games, in Princes Park during the 
afternoon.’209 
In 2013 the researcher journeyed to Princes Park, the much cited location of Orange 
festivity.  As the final destination of the Southport procession, it has traditionally been filled 
with Orange men, women, children, and supporters.  One member of the Order recalled 
how ‘the park used to be packed.  It was a sea of orange.  There was music, dancing, 
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speeches, and all sorts.’210  In 1950 the Southport Visiter stated that, ‘Princes Park became a 
seething mass of humanity.’211  A decade later, the same paper commented,  
At Princes Park the scene was reminiscent of a war-time invasion.  Nearly a hundred 
tents and marquees had been erected to house officials of various lodges and also to 
act as rest centres for tired children … [There were] hundreds of lodge banners and 
Union Jacks [and] hawkers did a brisk trade selling orange coloured souvenir hats, 
ribbons, flowers and scarves.212 
 
By 2013, though the grounds still hosted a sizable contingent of Orange processionists and 
spectators, it was by no means ‘packed’.  Instead of a ‘sea of orange’, there was a 
considerable share of green on show – on account of great portions of unoccupied field. 
Orangemen nowadays celebrate in the Southport hostelries rather than the park, but even 
taking this into account the area appeared a shadow of the ‘hive of activity’ it once was. 
As late as the early 1970s, reports on Orange processions were still regularly describing the 
great crowds which accompanied them: ‘As the procession marched down Bold Street to 
Church Street thousands of sightseers marched beside them, and eventually there was a 
moving mass of people, shoulder to shoulder, stretched right across the roads and foot-
paths.’213  In 1951, ‘long before 8am in spite of showers thousands of children, parents and 
spectators assembled at the many marshalling points … in Liverpool, Bootle and Birkenhead 
to see the start of the procession … Traffic in the centre of Southport was brought to a 
                                                             
210 A discussion with an elderly member of the Orange Institution at Princes Park, Southport – 12th July 2013,  
In addition to the stated entertainment, ‘public meetings and religious services were held in the park’ - 
Southport Visiter - July 14th, 1949. 
211
 Southport Visiter - July 13
th
, 1950. 
212 Southport Visiter - July 14th, 1960. 
213
 Liverpool Echo - July 12
th
, 1950. 
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standstill [as] thousands of holidaymakers lined the pavement to watch the procession go 
by.’214  In 1960, 
From an early hour, Orange music blared from record players in homes throughout 
the city as the 250 lodges of the Institution assembled … Nearly 30,000 Orangemen 
arrived in Southport – seven special electric trains and six special steam trains.  Over 
8,000 people took part in the colourful procession.  Bright sunshine brought 
hundreds of holiday makers crowding around the procession route.  At times they 
lined the pavement five deep.215 
 
For the same parade, the Visiter put the Orange processionists at 10,000, adding that ‘the 
Bootle lodges were taking part for the first time in a number of years and their party alone 
topped the 2,000 mark.’  They agreed that crowds five-deep lined London Street and Neville 
Street’, while, ‘business in local offices and shops practically stopped as shop girls and 
employees hung out of upstairs windows, or joined the crowds on the pavement.’216  The 
significance of the ‘invasion’ was noted in that the procession was for Southport public 
houses, their ‘busiest day of the year.’217 
In 1971, the Liverpool Echo described how ‘the streets of Liverpool city centre today echoed 
to the sound of drum, fife and concertina bands as over 10,000 members of the Orange 
Lodge marched through the streets … Crowds lined the streets to watch the march and in 
Moorfields and Tithebarn Street at Exchange Station spectators were five to six deep.’218  In 
1985, Provincial Grand Master of Liverpool, Mr Ronald Mather said, albeit probably 
exaggerating, of the alleged ‘20,000 Loyalists [who] marched through the city’, ‘I think it is 
                                                             
214 Liverpool Echo - July 12th, 1951. 
215 Liverpool Echo - July 12th, 1960. 
216
 Southport Visiter - July 14
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the biggest turnout ever.’219  This was to be the last procession of such a scale in the 
twentieth century.  The Liverpool Daily Post remarked that ‘the streets of Liverpool were 
well lined with spectators [though] Princes Park was less crowded than usual probably due 
to a number of heavy rain showers.’220 
A few years later the Orange Institution split and many members were lost from both camps 
in the turmoil.221  With an ageing membership unable or unprepared to travel to 
meetings222, and a lack of interest from younger members leading to their exit,223 Twelfth of 
July procession attendance fell markedly.  In newspaper coverage, full page procession 
reports of the past were substituted by much humbler articles whilst the special edition of 
the Liverpool Echo, sometimes entitled ‘Magic of the March’ to boost sales to revellers, 
disappeared.  Sometimes the report was just a small column, often stating simply that a 
parade had taken place with no mention of attendance, nor any other means of measuring 
the size of the parade.224   
The numbers of lodges in Liverpool have also fallen to their lowest level in over a century, as 
Figure 2.3 shows: 
 
 
 
                                                             
219
 Liverpool Daily Post - July 13
th
, 1985. 
220 Ibid. 
221 Interviews with Dave and Lynn Hughes – 10th March 2013 and Yvonne Fearnehough – 23rd January 2013. 
222 Interview with Billy Owens and Ron Bather – 15th March 2010. 
223 Interview with Yvonne Fearnehough – 23rd January 2013, and Doris Bennett – 5th March 2013.  
224
 Liverpool Echo – July 13
th
, 2004, July 12
th
, 2005, and July 12
th
, 2006 – These short reports mention only that 
a ‘peaceful’ parade had taken place.  Only a brief mention of traffic disruption in 2005 owing to the ‘parade 
and two car crashes’ says anything of its scale.  
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Figure 2.3 
 
 
The number of lodges in Liverpool Province has fallen from 177 in 1974 to 91 today.  The 
slight rise in 1974 was owed to the incorporation of 23 newly established lodges in the two 
new Districts of Speke and Kirkby.225  Since then, the number of lodges in Liverpool Province 
has fallen rapidly.  The decline in lodge numbers is not exclusive to Liverpool.  Bootle 
Province has seen its lodges fall from 32 in 1959 to 14 in 2013.226    
In 1885 average lodge membership was 100.227  If the same average was used today, then 
by joining the number of lodges in Bootle and Liverpool Province, it can be calculated that 
the membership of the Orange Institution on Merseyside is approximately 10,500.  
However, in considering the stated decline of the Twelfth of July procession, it can be 
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 Day. 2011. 98. 
226 See appendix 8.2. 
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Liverpool Weekly Mercury.  For specific source details see appendix 8.1. 
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assumed that the average lodge membership has, at least, halved.  It can therefore be said 
that the membership of the Orange Institution stands at roughly 5,250.  Even if another 
2,625 (half of the original amount) were added to this number to account for the members 
of the Independent Orange Order and this overall figure was doubled to incorporate those 
who do not attend the annual Boyne celebrations, it would still stand that Owens’ 
membership total, of 20,000, is a considerable overestimation.  When Billy Tritton recalled 
that there were roughly ‘sixty or seventy’ in his Juvenile lodge in 1932, Keith Allcock 
commented that, today, the same lodge has only ‘six or seven’ members.228  
In summary, declining parading numbers are but one indicator of the fall of Orangeism on 
Merseyside, but they offer a quantifiable measure.  By 1990, the annual Twelfth of July 
parade attendance for the Order’s day out in Southport had fallen rapidly from a stated 
attendance of 20,000 as recently as 1985229, to a mere 5,000.230  ‘Twelfth’ attendance has 
not risen above 6,000 since.  Once a central feature of Liverpool religious, political, and 
cultural life for many, Orangeism has been relegated to the margins, a cultural artefact still 
of significance in small pockets of the city, but of very modest or even no significance 
beyond.  This section has charted the decline; the next chapter offers explanations. 
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 Interview with William John Tritton and Keith Allcock – 12
th
 March 2013. 
229 Liverpool Daily Post - July 13th, 1985. 
230
 Liverpool Echo – July 12
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, 1990, Liverpool Daily Post – July 12
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, 1990. 
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Chapter Three - Explaining the Decline of Orangeism 
 
The previous chapter charted the rise and fall of the Orange Order on Merseyside.  This 
chapter explains why decline occurred.  It assesses the possible explanations of population 
decline, slum clearance, secularism and changes in lifestyle, a reduction in family sizes, the 
loss of interest among young people, and the split which divided the Orange Order on 
Merseyside.  It will demonstrate, both quantitatively and qualitatively, the key reasons 
behind the diminution of Orangeism in Liverpool, and challenges the conventional 
proposition, in the very limited existing literature, that slum clearance was almost 
exclusively accountable.    
Between 1931 and 2008 Liverpool’s population fell from 846,100 to 434,900.  As such, ‘any 
study of Liverpool post 1945 has to take account of this dramatic fall.’1  The 1960s saw ‘an 
exodus of 100,000 of the conservative minded [from Liverpool] leaving the city, never to 
return.’2 Yet, counter-intuitively, neither the surveyed membership, nor the current Orange 
leadership, hold population change to be as important a determinant of decline as other 
causal factors.  
The orthodox perspective on the deterioration of Liverpool sectarianism is that the breaking 
up of close-knit Protestant communities, as a result of post war slum clearance, is the 
                                                             
1 Day. 2011. 73 - Citing figures from Office of National Statistics documents. 
2
 Irish Post – February 2
nd
 1996. 
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foremost factor in the loss of Orange sway.3  This position is supported by the Grand Lodge 
of Ireland: 
The declining membership in Liverpool resulted in a large measure from the policies 
of the city council which many Protestants believe was designed to break up the 
traditional Orange strongholds and disperse the population to the suburbs.  Great 
Orange areas like Netherfield Road, Everton, and Kirkdale were flattened and 
thousands of families moved to Kirkby, Cantril Farm, Skelmersdale, and other new 
suburbs.  New lodges and bands were formed in these areas, but the dissemination 
of the famous traditional inner-city areas was significant.4 
 
Reginald Chadwick, Master of L.O.L. 184, echoes this point: 
 
I do not think that the redistribution of the population helped in number retention … 
With the demolition, members were scattered much further afield and probably 
found it harder to recreate the same feeling in a new environment, with many 
members losing touch and drifting away.  As the Lodge was not such a big part of 
their new community, it may not have been quite as important to the members in 
their new environment as it was in their old one.5 
 
Chadwick adds that ‘there are those who would argue that this was an intentional ploy to 
weaken the Orange Institution.’6  Dave Hughes stresses this point:  
Orangeism in Liverpool declined because Protestant strongholds were ethnically 
cleansed … The whole of Netherfield Road was a massive Orange area.  The 
community was broken within its strongholds.  The area then got regenerated, and 
from the regeneration they moved families in that weren’t of the Protestant 
persuasion.7   
 
                                                             
3 This argument was made by Imperial Grand Master Ron Bather and Provincial Grand Master Billy Owens on 
the 15th March 2010.  Owens has also restated this position to the author during discussions on the 29th August 
and 4th October 2013. 
4 The Orange Standard – October, 2006. 
5
 Interview with Reginald Chadwick - 9
th
 August 2013. 
6 Ibid. 
7
 Interview with Dave Hughes – 10
th
 March 2013. 
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This point, although plausible given the hostility to the Orange Order among some of 
Liverpool’s secular or Catholic Labour elected representatives, is difficult to conclusively 
attest.8 
Whatever the case, the loss of local Protestant/ Orange strongholds had an effect on the 
ability of the Institution to retain its members.  Owens states that ‘since slum clearance 
people have moved out and of course some people have left because they couldn’t be 
bothered getting the bus and coming back down.’9  Buckley echoes this observation: ‘slum 
clearance played a large part in the decline of the Institution because a lot of people went 
up to Netherton and other areas and it meant they had to travel.  You get “it’s too far” or 
“it’s too cold”, even if they’ve got a car.’10  In a survey of Orange members, conducted by 
Peter Day, ‘60% expressed the view that the slum clearance programme was the single most 
significant cause of declining numbers of members.’11  This outcome does not tally with the 
larger survey of 215 Orange respondents (circa four times the number undertaken in the 
Day study) for this research.  
 Dave Hughes, Master of District Lodge 92, outlined five reasons which he believed 
contributed to decline of Orangeism on Merseyside.  
 
 
 
                                                             
8 This point is considered in more detail by Day 2007 and 2011. 
9 Interview with Billy Owens – 15th March 2010. 
10
 Interview with Tommy Buckley – 12
th
 March 2013. 
11 Day. 2011. 88. 
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 The points were as follows: 
1. The nucleus was split in the atom.  It went everywhere; Runcorn, Kirkby, Winsford, 
Skelmersdale.  It got split up all over the place. [Post War Slum Clearance] 
 
2. Families weren’t as big as what they were, so people didn’t have brothers and sisters 
keeping them in it. 
 
3. We had the split that took a big number away from us. 
 
4. We had a situation with [a decline in] the junior movement.  New technology came 
on the scene.  We have a massive age difference sitting with each other.  Now the 
fifteen year old doesn’t like sitting with the six year old. 
 
5. I think apathy came into it with a lot of people.12 
 
 
Based on these points, with the addition of a choice about a decline in religious observation, 
a questionnaire was constructed and distributed amongst randomly selected Orange lodges 
on Merseyside.  Five hundred questionnaires elicited 215 replies, a response rate of 43 per 
cent.  The questionnaire was anonymous, though there was a section for the respondent to 
indicate their age and their district.  The questionnaire asked to rank the choices 1 through 
to 5, with 1 being the most important reason for the decline of Orangeism and 5 being the 
least important.  Figure 3.1 provides the results. 
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 Interview with Dave Hughes – 24
th
 January 2013. 
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Figure 3.113  
 
Slum clearance was not indicated, by the majority of respondents, as the main reason for 
the decline of Orangeism.  In contrast, a loss of interest by younger members and a relative 
decline in religious observation are presented as the most important reasons for the fall, 
whilst a reduction in family size and population decline is viewed as the least important 
reason. 
In Dataset A which takes account of all 1st and 2nd preferences, ‘relative decline in religious 
observation’ just outscores ‘loss of interest by younger members’ by less than one per cent, 
                                                             
13 For precise figures for the Orange Order survey see appendices 10.1 to 10.4. During analysis it became clear 
that many respondents had indicated multiple 1st or 2nd preferences.  The questionnaire had asked for only 
one of each preference to be indicated.  However, not to discount these outcomes, it was decided to present 
two sets of results.  One set presents ‘all indicated 1
st
 and 2
nd
 preferences’ (dataset A) and another set 
presents ‘only clear 1st preferences’ (dataset B).  For the latter results, any multiple indications were 
discounted.  The technique paid dividends as both sets of results appeared to generally mimic the other.   
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the former attaining 23.4% of 1st and 2nd choices and the latter attaining 22.8%.  Dataset B, 
taking account of only clear 1st preferences, however, puts ‘loss of interest by younger 
members’ as the most important reason.  It achieved 29.6% of first choices while ‘relative 
decline in religious observation’ attained 25.2%.  In both datasets, slum clearance achieved 
approximately 15% of the vote, 14.4% of ‘all 1st and 2nd choices’ and 15.1% of ‘only clear first 
choices’, on each occasion lower than a decline in religious observation and a loss of interest 
by younger members.  It is important to consider both outright and joint first preferences to 
give an accurate portrayal of opinion, as there were 492 1st and 2nd choice selections, but 
only 159 respondents offered clear first preferences in terms of explaining decline, 
indicating a sizeable number felt explanations were multi-faceted.    
When the results were further broken down to take account of age, it became clear that 
older respondents did, in general, believe slum clearance to be a more important factor 
than younger respondents, who had different opinions.  Results are shown in figures 3.2, 3.3 
and 3.4 below. 
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The graphs clearly show that those who are 49 or under, do not see slum clearance to be as 
important a reason for the decline as other elements.  Dataset B for Figure 3.2 (25 or 
below), holds that slum clearance is the second least important factor behind reduction in 
family size and population decline, while, the same dataset on Figure 3.3 (26-49) suggests 
that slum clearance is the least important factor of all.  In contrast, datasets A and B for 
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figure 3.4 (50 plus) contend that slum clearance is the most important cause of the 
deterioration of Liverpool Orangeism.   
The above figures show clear division between older members, who consider slum 
clearance to be the most important factor and younger members, who do not recall the 
‘golden age’ of close-knit Orange communities and believe a lack of religious observation, 
lack of interest among the young, factional splits, and general apathy to be more important 
factors in the decline of Orangeism.   It should be noted that, for those 49 years or under, of 
those with a clear first choice, only 3% thought slum clearance was the main reason for the 
decline of Orangeism.  Of respondents 50 years or above, almost one-third of those with a 
clear first choice believed that slum clearance was the main reason for the decline.  Of all 
the first and second choices of the 253 selections from those 49 or under, only 10% believed 
slum clearance to be the main explanation for Orange decline.  For those 50 or over, of their 
191 1st and 2nd choices, 21% support slum clearance as the key variable, which, although the 
largest category, is not an overwhelming choice.  Nonetheless, it is clear that those with a 
memory of slum clearance and its impact are more likely to hold it responsible for the 
retreat of Orangeism than those born after the clearances. 
Overall, whilst age of respondents is an important variable, the results portray that a loss of 
interest by younger members and a decline in religious observation are the most important 
factors in the decline, while a reduction in family size/ population decline and general 
apathy, of the choices offered, are least important.  Depending on which dataset is used 
slum clearance and factional splits are 3rd or 4th most important reasons for the decline of 
sectarianism.  Crucially, no one choice is way above the rest, suggesting that all points have 
their validity.  Even the least two supported reasons for the decline attained respectable 
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backing.  As such, each can be said to be a contributory reason for the decline of Liverpool 
Orangeism.  
‘General apathy’ is perhaps the least distinctive reason, part of a broader picture of 
diminished social capital.14 Asked why attendance had declined, Keith Allcock replied, 
‘Apathy:  People just don’t have the commitment to the Institution nowadays.  There is just 
so much for them to do they’re just not interested in it now.’15  Declining membership is not 
simply a problem affecting the Orange Institution.  Trade Unions, Political Parties, Youth 
organisations and other clubs, despite an increasing general population, have experienced a 
decline, a point made by Billy Tritton; ‘You used to have Boys Brigades and Scouts.  They had 
lots [of members] in them.  They’re not as strong as they were years ago.’16  A 59 year old 
respondent, from Anfield, mirrored this point, ‘Society has changed, making things like the 
Orange Order, Unions etc. less important.’17  Amid more demands on a finite proportion of 
spare time, people have tended to shy away from groups such as the Orange Institution.  
Moreover, with a relative increase in economic wealth, families may not be as dependent 
on the lodge’s local charity (which in turn may be impossible to provide).   
The Orange Institution, which is essentially a political, theological, and social organisation, 
has suffered as a consequence of diminished political partisanship, secularisation, and social 
atomisation.  One senior member also complained that there is a ‘lack of understanding 
about [the Order’s] history’18, but many people may simply no longer care about the Order’s 
                                                             
14 It is noteworthy that the leading exponent of theories of diminished social capital, Robert Putnam (e.g. 2000 
Bowling Alone, The Collapse and Revival of American Community, New York: Simon and Schuster) was invited 
to address the Grand Lodge of Ireland on this topic in 2009.  
15 Interview with Keith Allcock – 12th March 2013. 
16
 Interview with Billy Tritton – 12
th
 March 2013. 
17 See appendix 10.6. 
18
 Ibid. 
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history.  Falling family sizes and a declining local population have also hacked away at the 
Institution’s numbers, circumstantial blows added to more ideological or apathetic reasons 
for the depressed numbers of adherents.   
The ‘failure’ of the Orange leadership to organise against the Papal visit in May 1982 during 
the event itself (there were Orange protests prior to the visit) was a precursor to the split in 
the Institution, sections of which wished to ‘kick the Pope’s ass.’19  The extent of anti-
Catholicism and how much it contributes to an unfavourable image for the Order, deterring 
recruits, is contested.  Doris Bennett declares:  
Being in the Lodge, people used to say to me ‘why do you hate Catholics so much?’  
I’d say, ‘I don’t hate Catholics.  Some of my best friends are Catholics!’  You’re not 
against them.  It’s the religion you’re against, not the people.  I’ve now got two 
Catholic sister-in-laws and I love each one of them, but the teachings are different.  
With the Catholic religion it’s the teachings of the Church.  With the Protestant 
religion it’s the teachings of God, and that’s the way it’s looked on, but then, if 
Catholicism is what you’re brought up with, you can’t help it.20 
 
As Provincial Grand Master of Liverpool, Billy Owens states, ‘I think if you speak to anybody 
who walks on parade, or who is in the Lodge, or anyone in this building tonight, we have all 
got friends and possibly some of us have got family who are Roman Catholics.’21  Buckley, 
Provincial Grand Master of Bootle, remarked, ‘when we lived in our old house, most of our 
neighbours were Catholics.  I got on great with them.  Even now my next door neighbour is 
Catholic.  I worked on the docks and we used to have gangs of eight men, and the other 
                                                             
19 Quote from Independent Orange Order member, Billy Boys. 1995. Channel 4 documentary on the 
Independent Orange Institution. 
20 Interview with Doris Bennett – 5th March 2013. 
21
 Interview with Billy Owens – 15
th
 March 2010. 
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seven fellas were all Catholics, but we got on fantastic.’22  In addition, the Grand Master of 
England, Ron Bather, stresses, ‘I had Catholic neighbours and lads who I still know now.  We 
used to play football and cricket together.’23  Like Bennett, Dave Hughes recalls how people 
would judge him for being in the Orange Institution, while stressing, it is the Roman Catholic 
religion, not individuals, to which the Provincial Order take umbrage:  
I work alongside Roman Catholics.  I have been a lifeguard.  If somebody is drowning 
do I shout, ‘What religion are you?’  You don’t.  I became a senior manager in the 
City Council and got on with a lot of people, and when they found out I was in the 
Orange Order, their attitude changed towards me.  People say, ‘You Orange 
bastards!  You hate Catholics!’  We do not hate people.  We disagree with the 
Roman Catholic religion.  We disagree with its teachings and we disagree with a hell 
of a lot that goes on within it.  First and foremost, we do not believe that the Pope of 
Rome is God’s mediator on Earth.  We believe he is the antichrist!24  
 
In contrast to the fairly circumspect expressions of the Loyal Orange Institution of England, a 
1995 documentary on Liverpool’s Independent Orange Order highlighted starker attitudes. 
The Channel 4 Billy Boys documentary on the Independent Order revealed some hard-line 
attitudes from their members.  One affiliate controversially stated, ‘It is a great privilege to 
walk in the Black and Tan uniform’;25 while another commented ‘Protestant Ascendancy, 
that’s what we celebrate today!’26  A more temperate statement suggested ‘we hear it from 
the media and the Catholics that we’re a bigotry band and that we’re out to cause trouble, 
and that’s not the case.  We’ve got no objections towards the Catholic side.  We just want to 
                                                             
22
 Interview with Tom Buckley – 12
th
 March 2013. 
23 Interview with Ron Bather – 15th March 2010. 
24 Interview with Dave Hughes – 24th January 2013. 
25
 Channel 4 (1995) ‘Billy Boys’. The Black and Tan was the nickname for the regiments of temporary 
constables from Great Britain, who supplemented the Royal Irish Constabulary to help put down the original 
Irish Republican Army, during the Irish War of Independence.  The Black and Tans became infamous for attacks 
against civilians and civilian property.  In reality, they acted as a largely repressive force against the indigenous 
Irish population 
26
 The Protestant Ascendancy refers to the political, economic, and social domination of Ireland by a minority 
of landowners, Protestant clergy and members of the professions, all members of the Established Church (the 
Church of Ireland and Church of England) between the 17th century and the early 20th century. 
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enjoy ourselves.  If they want to kick up the fuss, so be it.  We can give as good as we can 
take.’27  Another individual offered a somewhat less sedate statement. 
We’re here because we stand for the UVF … We don’t go round playing silly tunes.  
We go round kicking the Pope’s ass, and that’s what it’s all about.  Our tunes 
basically are against the IRA and obviously the Catholics, but it’s not so much the 
Catholics as the IRA.  [He later added], Catholics, they’re alright.  I couldn’t eat a 
whole one.  They don’t bother me because they know what I am.  I don’t go round 
looking for them.  I don’t expect them to come round looking for me.28 
 
Attitudinal difference between members of the Provincial and Independent Institutions, 
particularly over support for the UVF, underpinned their separation.  Though both 
organisations regard some of the specific details of the split as highly secretive, there is 
general agreement, in both camps, that the pivotal event was the displaying of a 
paramilitary (UVF) flag at a juvenile parade in the 1980s.  This occurrence contravened 
directives from the Grand Lodge of England and resulted in the expulsion of a significant 
number of members.  There were also some personal disagreements accompanying some of 
the politics of the dispute.  
A sizable number of survey respondents highlighted the significance of the split in 
diminishing Orangeism.  One even described it as the ‘the breakup of the Orange Order’29 , 
whilst others attributed the split to ‘too many leaders looking after their own interests’30, or 
blamed ‘the running of the Orange Order [and] the divides that are put in place by the 
higher authority.’31  It was not just in Liverpool that members left.  Some from Bootle 
                                                             
27 All quotes in paragraph taken from the Billy Boys. 1995. Channel 4 documentary on the Independent Orange 
Institution. 
28 Ibid. 
29
 See appendix 10.6. 
30 Ibid. 
31
 Ibid. 
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Province also joined the Independent.32  The division brought out a large degree of 
sullenness in some of the members of both camps.  Yvonne Fearnehough gives one 
interpretation of this: 
We [the Provincial Lodge] didn’t want any trouble.  The other part of the Lodge 
wanted to tell people that their beliefs were stronger, with the paramilitary flags and 
uniforms.  The Independent became very bitter towards us.  On parade we would 
either go first or they would go first, so to avoid any clashes.  Sometimes if we 
walked when they’d already done their parade, we’d get booed by them.   
You still get a bit of friction now.  There used to be a division between the old Derry 
Social Club and the Provincial Orange Club on Everton Valley, but that went when it 
[the Derry Club] was bought out and renamed the New Derry Social Club, and is 
open to anyone.  They [the Independent] have their own club just down the road.  
It’s the Beaconsfield.  They still use the Derry Club sometimes when they have 
functions on.33 
 
A member of the Independent, who wished to remain anonymous, expressed his grievance 
towards the Provincial Order; ‘I’d been a member for 36 years, and I was asked to leave.  
We hadn’t done much wrong.  It was “if you don’t agree with the rules, go.”  There was no 
chance to change them, so we had no choice.  We had to go.’34  Doris Bennett, a member 
from Bootle at the time, insists:  ‘the Independent wouldn’t go by the rules.  They wanted to 
cause trouble.  That was what the Independent was for.  They wouldn’t abide with the rules, 
so they made their own rules and left.’35  Whatever the case, there was a sizable portion of 
paramilitary sympathy from members of the Independent Institution.36  One of the 
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members from Liverpool, speaking on the Billy Boys programme, admitted previous 
involvement during ‘the troubles’ in Northern Ireland.37    
The split in the 1980s was perhaps inevitable because of the stark difference in opinions on 
paramilitary organisations.  Nonetheless, as described by Dave Hughes, the split damaged 
Merseyside Orangeism as a whole:  
We have certain rules.  Paramilitary Loyalism and Orangeism are miles apart.  They 
are two different things.  They all have the same arrow head, but their beliefs along 
that path are completely different … The Independent Order started up and we lost a 
hell of a lot of people, and nobody won.  The Orange Order lost because when those 
people left for this new Institution and found it wasn’t for them, they left but didn’t 
come back to us.  We lost families.  Families went against each other.  Consequently, 
the institution, numerically, lost out big time.38 
 
Yvonne Fearnehough also comments on how damaging the split was, 
A lot of things happened … people just started coming out and said ‘end of’ and 
didn’t want to know anymore.  If they came out, their spouse also came out, and so 
did their children ... We were losing a lot of people.  I wish they would all come back 
together and make it one big Institution again, the way it was in the Sixties-
Seventies, and keep our culture going.  We were stronger when we were united.39 
 
Yet the 1980s split, though the most significant, was not the only occurrence of internal 
division and fragmentation of Liverpool Orangeism in the twentieth century.  In 1963, after 
Longbottom had been expelled from the Orange Institution, there was a rupture of the 
‘natural’ Protestant Party-Orange Order link, Roy Hughes claims that ‘all the [Protestant] 
councillors in the Orange Order left’: 
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I came out of the Institution in the 1960s.  I was always on the evangelical wing of 
Orangeism.  The Orange Institution officially applied for a drinking licence for the 
Orange headquarters in Everton Road.  I said, ‘I don’t think the Orange Institution, as 
ostensibly a very Christian organisation, should get involved in the liquor business’ …  
The leadership took a different stance, and Ronnie Henderson [another former 
leader of the Protestant Party] was expelled from the Orange Institution, because we 
fought the application in the courts … As there was no provision in law for such an 
internal dispute against a drinking licence, there was ‘no provision for Mr Henderson 
and others like him to object’, and therefore it was found in favour of the Grand 
Lodge.  As such, we all resigned from the Orange Institution over the issue.40 
 
Given that nearly one-in-six Orange members deem ‘factional splits’ as the first or second 
most important reason for the decline of Orangeism, intra-Orange factionalism may clearly 
be seen as damaging, a quarrel with wider ramifications.  
The 1980s split in the Institution was undoubtedly a contributory factor in the falling 
membership of the Order.  Accusations of paramilitary sympathies, despite the Grand 
Lodge’s repeated refutations, did not assist the Order’s reputation.  Yet municipal influence 
had already disappeared.  In a 1996 article, for the Irish Post, Tony Birtill highlighted the 
Order’s reduced circumstances: 
 
The cold shoulder shown to the Orange Order by Liverpool City Council when it 
presented a petition against the proposed Dublin twinning arrangement marked the 
nadir in its political influence on Merseyside.  
 
[The Order’s] Influence was at its height in 1903 when the then Lord Mayor, W.W. 
Rutherford, was an Orangeman and the Conservative administration carefully 
courted the Orange vote.  This influence lasted right up to the Seventies.   
 
In 1903, 5,000 supporters marched with George Wise to the gates of Walton Prison.  
Rutherford, the Orange Mayor, was heavily involved in organising the petition to the 
Home Office for Wise’s release … In all petitions containing 63,569 signatures were 
presented to the Home Secretary, a far cry from the 375 which the Orange Order 
were able to muster [in December 1995] in protest at the plan to twin Liverpool and 
Dublin.41 
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Beyond broader societal reasons and intra-Orange feuds, non-political, pragmatic, 
explanations are sometimes offered for diminished parading numbers, although these 
reflect, rather than explain, the Order’s diminished influence.  Even the change from trains 
to buses as the mode of transport to the ‘Twelfth’ demonstration is cited as a reason for a 
loss of atmosphere and consequently a loss of involvement on July 12th.  Tommy Buckley 
recounts: 
When you got the train it was your train, so you’d have all the bands playing, people 
singing, it was a great atmosphere.  The bit I used to enjoy was walking up the tunnel 
at Seaforth Station because it’s enclosed, and being a drummer, the noise was 
tremendous.  It was fantastic.  The whole procession used to love it.  Trains to 
Southport stopped in the Eighties because they got so expensive and they couldn’t 
guarantee that the Lodge could have specific trains. 42 
 
After the reserved special service had carried the bands and lodges to Southport those 
attracted by the procession in Liverpool would often follow in their wake on the regular 
service.  In 1950, the Liverpool Echo reported that ‘thousands more joined in the march 
through Liverpool to Exchange Station [while in Southport] the London Street excursion 
platforms were brought into use to deal with the 17,000 celebrants, before marching in 
procession to Princes Park.’43  Hughes comments on the impact of losing the train service,  
You can imagine what it was like at Moorfields Station getting that many people on 
the trains.  When the trains improved and new lines went in, we went on the buses 
and a lot of atmosphere went.  A lot of the banners, that used to be carried, could 
not be carried because we couldn’t get the poles on the bus.   
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Increasingly negative publicity, presented in newspaper reports, may have also put people 
off attending Twelfth of July processions, although highly publicised sectarian 
confrontations of previous eras did not appear to deter people and negative publicity is 
nothing new for the Orange Institution.  As early as 1860, the Liverpool Mercury said of the 
Orange parade, 
Notwithstanding the repeated remonstrances of the authorities against processional 
displays, a section of Orangemen still persist in their determination to perpetuate 
these senseless and ridiculous exhibitions.  As the law forbids them to parade the 
streets of Liverpool, they are driven to the localities beyond the boundary, which 
have now been the scene of these unseemly proceedings for several years past.44 
 
Likewise, in 1949, an incensed contributor to the Southport Visiter, wrote,  
 
Please allow me to vent my disgust at the so called Orange Day Procession, which 
brings with it a blot on your very beautiful and select town … Drunken and ill-
behaved people … who sing and brawl … brought a stigma to Lord Street, and the 
general opinion heard all around was ‘why isn’t something done about keeping them 
in their own town of Liverpool?’45 
 
This opinion has been repeatedly expressed over the last two decades by contributors to the 
Visiter.  In 1995, as lodges marched ‘to the cries of "no surrender" from Protestant 
spectators’,46 Southport resident, Dave Scully, complained: 
The Orange Lodge parade through Southport is no longer appropriate, certainly not 
for a forward-looking resort … The display of Celtic, or rather Rangers, tribalism is at 
best odd in an English town … and at worst a provocation which does nothing to 
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further ecumenical relations or encourage the peaceful coexistence of residents and 
holidaymakers.  Elements attach themselves that make it an unwelcome prospect.47 
In 1998, the Southport Visiter’s editorial opined:  ‘the issue of whether the Order should be 
allowed to march to the streets of Southport has been raised once again … It is being 
claimed that stores lost upwards of £250,000 in business during 1997 … "Hangers on" 
misbehave, causing trouble.’48  On July 17th, of the same year, a Mr Wareing wrote to the 
paper stating that the only fair way to decide on a “welcome” or a “ban” [for the Orange 
parade] is a ballot.  Every ratepayer should be allowed to vote, similar to a by-election.’49  In 
2010, the Visiter cited a report stating that the parade was responsible for a ‘20% drop in 
profits for Southport traders’.50  An abundance of correspondence through the years 
commented on the costs, number of arrests, and the level of anti-social behaviour 
associated with the Southport Orange parade.51  Negative reports have not been exclusive 
to Southport papers.  In 1966, a Liverpool paper asked, ‘should the police and commerce 
continue to have this strain imposed on them?  Has not traffic reached such proportions 
that procession through the heart of Liverpool, colourful though they are, can only be 
admissible at weekends?’52   
While, for most of the twentieth century, but decreasingly so, negative reports had been 
outnumbered by the positive comment on ‘the sea of colour’53 and business that the parade 
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brought to Liverpool and Southport54; negative articles have increased both in virulence and 
frequency.  In 2000, a letter to the Liverpool Daily Post, urging Orangemen to ‘put away 
their ancient garb’, stated ‘these annual marches clearly boast victories and bloodshed of 
centuries gone by, marching over the very doorsteps of whom they deem to be vanquished 
… We can no longer bear to see the Union Jack in the hands of thugs, hell bent on 
destroying all this country has tried so hard to resolve in Northern Ireland.’55  The issue 
received national attention.  In 2007, Will Hutton, writing for The Observer commented: 
On the Southport-Wigan train [I witnessed] marchers from the day’s Liverpool 
Orange Order parade in Southport.  ‘Fuck the Pope’, they drunkenly sang, amid ever 
coarser, more explicit anti-Fenian songs. 
The boys from the Orange Order parade were most obvious about their motivation.  
They were simply getting pissed and showing an intense, animal, masculine 
togetherness; the best and most enjoyable way they could bond was by asserting 
their unity against the other – in this case Irish-Catholic republicanism.  It felt more 
like supporters at a football match than a political/ religious fraternity.  This was not 
about argument; it was about identity.56 
 
The following year, a reporter for The Times opined  
Each year the lodges parade through the town with their Lambeg drums [this is 
incorrect – there are no Lambeg drums on the parade] and banners before enjoying 
a day of alcohol fuelled naked sectarianism.  Southport breathes a sigh of relief when 
they board the trains back to Liverpool and begin to sweep the debris under the 
carpet.  The Orangemen swear that it is a great occasion, but the town is a little 
uncomfortable that it is the bigots who are banging the drum for the resort.  But few 
others do.57 
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In addition to this negative publicity of the Orange parade, suggestions of a ban on the 
procession have grown.  In 2011, Southport’s (Catholic) MP, John Pugh, responding to 
complaints about the march, stated, ‘The additional costs of any damage caused by the 
Orange parade have to be accepted by organisers … If it is going to be a riotous occasion 
then it does not have a future.’58  In 2013, Tony Dawson, a senior caseworker at Pugh’s 
office, stated, 
I have personally made repeated and detailed investigations to see whether it is 
possible to prevent the Orange Lodge marches.  Unfortunately, the laws and rules 
relating to these marches are the same as those which relate to the right to 
demonstrate, which I would think few would wish to curtail.  As long as the 
organisers comply with police and council direction they have as much right to 
march down any street in the UK as you or I have to drive our car down that same 
road.59 
 
Southport councillor, Terry Jones, said, ‘most people I know avoid the town centre on this 
day.  The town centre looks like a war zone and it scares tourists.60   
It seems that far gone are the days when the Orange Institution could rely on municipal 
support.  Rather, today’s politicians are displaying open hostility towards the Order.  
Negative publicity and a change in people’s attitudes may be keeping the public away from 
the processions.  The Institution is also facing an increasing threat of legislative action to 
restrict marches.61  
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However, Orange respondents to the distributed questionnaire indicated that it was not a 
negative image, but apathy - a ‘lack of interest by younger members’ and a ‘relative decline 
in religious observation’ that were more important reasons for the decline of Liverpool 
Orangeism.62  These points are made by several members of the Institution.  When asked 
‘what the most important reason was for the decline of the Institution’, Lynn Hughes, a 
lifelong Orange member responded, 
The kids today don’t want to know.  They’re not interested.  There’s nothing for 
them.  I was put in the Institution under the proviso that once we reached a certain 
age we could decide to stay in it or not.  I stayed in because it interested me.  My 
brother left.  We had the same stipulation with our children and both of them came 
out.  They’re not interested the same way we were years ago.63   
 
Keith Allcock explains the problem: 
 As people are getting older and unfortunately die off there’s no new people coming 
in.  They have so many things to do nowadays.  In the Sixties and Seventies there 
wasn’t much for them to do so … they’d make the most of youth clubs and junior 
meetings that were run by the Institution around that time.  Because they have so 
many things to do it’s not a priority for them now.64   
 
Though her parents were not in the Institution, so great was the social appeal of the Order 
in Bootle that Doris Bennett recalled of herself, friends, and family members, ‘we were all in 
it when we were kids …  I think we lived so close to Bootle Village [an Orange area] and we 
just got talking to people.  The meetings were well packed.’65  It is telling of the lodges’ 
appeal as community organisations that people joined who did not necessarily have family 
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connections with the Order.  With so many modern pastimes Orange lodges do not appeal 
to young people as they once did.  This point was made by Yvonne Fearnehough, 
As I grew up I noticed the membership of the Orange Order declining.  In my day 
people joined because they wanted to, but increasingly people’s parents put them in 
the Lodge when they were younger and when they reached sixteen they didn’t want 
to be in it any more.  They wanted to do their own thing.  That’s when a lot of the 
lodges broke up and it wasn’t as big as what it was in the 1960s-70s.  
Our generation was put in it and brought up with it, but the younger generation 
think it’s boring.  We used to go to Church on a Sunday morning and Sundays School 
at night and then whatever the lodge had.66 
 
Points like this were repeatedly made in the ‘other’ reasons section on the membership 
questionnaires.  A 53 year old respondent, from Walton, wrote, ‘The younger people don’t 
want to get involved anymore.’67  Another contributor, from Fazakerley, aged 28, 
commented, ‘younger people need to show more interest’68, while a 61 year old 
respondent, from Bootle, highlighted the role of ‘underestimating the feelings of younger 
members (20-30 year olds)’69 as a contributory factor to the Institution’s decline.  On the 
feelings of younger members, Fearnehough comments, ‘there has been a cultural change as 
they’ve grown up.   The young ones don’t want to know now.  They don’t want to be sitting 
in lodge rooms or going on parade.  They want to be going out clubbing it!’70  The Institution 
itself admits that the ‘junior movement is declining.’71  Relating to this loss of the youth 
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wing another contributor from Bootle, aged 51, contended that ‘schools teach too much 
about foreign religions.’72 
The inference that a loss of religion is connected with the loss of younger members is an 
important proposition.  Ron Bather, Grand Master of England, contends that, ‘We might not 
be as big as what we were thirty years ago, but this is a question of how society has changed 
… the principles of the Orange Institution are the same today as they were in 1795, when it 
was first formed.’73  Importantly, these principles may not match up with those held by 
today’s youth.  Reginald Chadwick, Master of L.O.L 184, gives his view on the decline of 
Orangeism in Liverpool:   
Arguing and falling out amongst each other does not help, but that happens in all 
organisations and all sections of society and so therefore I do not believe plays or 
has played any significant part in the declining membership in Liverpool. 
I put the decline down to the changing demographics of the population in Liverpool 
and the moving away from Christianity of many of the inhabitants of these Islands, 
which, as such, does not just affect the Orange Institution as is shown by the 
dramatic decline in those classing themselves as Roman Catholics in the Republic of 
Ireland. 
Most of today's population do not have the same moral and religious beliefs that 
were held in the past and so organisations, such as ours, they believe, are 
meaningless to them.74 
 
Tommy Buckley states that, ‘religion isn’t a priority for people anymore.  Otherwise the 
churches would be full.  Nearly all churches are empty now.’75  Doris Bennett makes the 
point that religion is no longer important for young people; ‘these days religion is second 
thought to everything, especially with younger people.  A lot of children now don’t even 
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know the Lord’s Prayer!  That was the first thing we learned when we were children … It’s 
took second place.’76  The decline of Orangeism has coincided with rejection of religion by 
many.  Few young Liverpudlians are concerned with Orange principles of honouring 
Scripture, rejecting the doctrines of the Church of Rome, and observing the Sabbath.   
Another potentially-fractious dynamic is the Order’s official political position.  On their 
website it comments, ‘today, Orange Order members in Liverpool lean towards the policies 
and thinking of the Conservative Party with regards to Loyalism and a pride in the Union.’77  
Though many of Liverpool’s younger citizens can be said to be generally politically 
disengaged, many regardless of anything else, know they’re ‘not Tory’.  Politically, Liverpool 
appears solidly red and even the Orange Order admits their political position is ‘a difficult 
one to explain in a “Socialist City”.’78   With these things considered, it is not surprising then 
that Liverpool’s young people are not breaking down the doors of Orange clubs to become 
members.  Even younger members who have a tradition of Orangeism on the side of each 
parent are deciding to cut short their involvement with the Institution.  This point is made 
by Lynn Hughes, 
Years ago the older ones took more interest in it.  They believed in how it was done.  
They taught you and you learnt from them.  Now those older ones have passed away 
and with our generation, even though some of us will tell the younger ones what’s 
good, the other half of us will say, ‘well if you don’t want to stay in, don’t stay in.  If 
you want to marry a Catholic, marry a Catholic.’ 
Our kids, after leaving the Lodge, have turned round to us and said, ‘If I want to 
marry a Catholic, I’ll marry a Catholic’.  I’ve said, ‘well you shouldn’t really’ and he’d 
[husband] go, ‘you’re not!’  As it’s turned out they both have Protestant partners, 
but if they’d have married Catholics there’s nothing we could do.  My brother 
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married a Catholic, got divorced and then married another one, and my dad (who 
had been in the Institution all his life) his outlook changed then.  He said, ‘well if 
that’s what he wants.’79 
 
Bennett makes a similar claim to Hughes on the decline; ‘a lot of people used to get skitted 
in school and they’d get embarrassed about it and leave, then a lot of old ones died and 
there was nobody there to replace them, and then, of course, you’ve got a lot of mixed 
marriages.’80  Fearnehough stated that, ‘in the Sixties you weren’t allowed to marry a 
Catholic, or have anything to do with a Catholic, because if you were found to then you 
were thrown out of the Institution.  These days now they just go and marry them, they 
come out of the Institution.’81  Doris Bennett believed that mixed marriage was the most 
important reason for the decline of Orangeism: 
The decline of the Institution is mainly mixed marriages.  Years ago before you 
married ... they were vetted.  They didn’t ask what their name was ... just ‘What 
religion is she?’  If a man met a girl and she was a Catholic, his parents would say ‘get 
rid of her ...  She’s not coming into this family.’  It was like some sort of plague.  The 
same thing happened on the Catholic side.   
If inter-marriage occurred families wouldn’t speak.  It happened on my mum’s side.  
My grandfather’s brother married a Catholic and he was never spoken about ever 
again in the family.  It was hushed up.  If you married outside of your religion you 
were cast out.  It wasn’t done! 
Back then sons and daughters would take notice.  These days, parents don’t ask 
about religion.  They’re not really interested.  That was a big part of the decline  … I 
think people started saying, ‘OK, if I can’t marry her, I’ll come out of the Church and 
I’ll come out of the Orange Institution and I’ll marry her anyway.’  I think that’s a lot 
of what started to happen.  They put themselves and their lives and their love before 
the Lodge.82 
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The divisions that could occur over mixed marriage in Liverpool were well documented and 
even featured in the Alan Bleasdale film, No Surrender.83  Dave Hughes would take 
mitigating measures to avoid embarrassment at home: ‘I was wise and used to ask, “What 
school did you go to?” myself, and it would stop there and then.  There would be no further 
advances if the wrong answer came.  In them days it was serious business … only one 
member of the family married a Roman Catholic (my mum’s sister) and it was frowned upon 
to the extent that none of the family went to the wedding.’84 
The hard-line sectarian attitudes of Liverpool’s past have been continually demonstrated 
throughout this research and were still very much in evidence in living memory, Bennett 
stating that, ‘years ago, in the Lodge, you weren’t allowed to go into a Roman Catholic 
church.  Friends of ours, from the Institution, couldn’t even go to a family wedding because 
of the way it was.’85  The diminution of this sectarian animosity is apparent even among 
Orange leaders.  Tom Buckley, Grand Master of Bootle Province, commented, 
One of my granddaughters goes to a Catholic school.  She went there because the 
Protestant school she was in, she was getting bullied and they weren’t getting any 
joy, so they moved her to a Catholic school.  We just say ‘when you do prayers you 
don’t cross yourself.’  Whether she goes into the actual church, I don’t know.86   
 
When asked, ‘does that bother you that she goes to a Catholic school?’ Buckley replied, ‘No!  
As long as my granddaughter gets a good education I don’t care what it is, especially if it 
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means she’s not getting bullied.  She’s eight years old and I think she’s a bit too young to 
grasp the situation … Her mum’s a Catholic and my son is not.’87 
 
Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated that a variety of factors, not just slum clearance, were 
responsible for the decline of Liverpool Orangeism.  Though slum clearance undoubtedly 
played a part by breaking up solid Orange areas and it is suggested by Grand Lodge officials 
(and by a very slight majority of older members) as the main reason for the deterioration of 
the Orange Institution, the membership as a whole do not view this to be the case.  They 
acknowledge the importance of slum clearance, but highlight broader social factors at work 
beyond a bulldozed demographic.  As has been demonstrated, the Liverpool Institution 
continued to be able to consistently attract July Twelfth attendances above 10,000 for 
decades after the initial clearance programme in inner city Liverpool.  As late as 1985, 
20,000 were still being attracted.  It is therefore likely that splits in the Institution in the late 
1980s had a big effect on the deterioration of Orangeism, as did other stated factors such as 
general apathy, a decline in religious observation, the prominence of mixed-marriages (itself 
linked to diminished religiosity), and crucially a loss of interest by younger members who 
saw the Order as a dated anachronism and sought alternative sources of cultural 
satisfaction.  Dave Hughes contends that: 
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The principles of the Orange Institution were lost within the kids.  Because they left 
at an early age and because people weren’t putting their kids in the Lodge, they 
weren’t brought up with the Orange family and they weren’t brought up with the 
principles, the motives, and the actions of what we should be doing.  The concept of 
being brought up an Orange Protestant has been lost.88 
 
Liverpool remains an important city in relation to the international Orange tradition, if very 
much marginalised; In July 2000 it hosted the Orange Order’s World Council conference89 
and today, is still regarded as a key stronghold of British Orangeism.  Nonetheless, it is 
symptomatic of the relative decline of Orangeism (and that of a general societal change of 
attitudes), that the city’s annual gay pride event attracts a palpably larger audience than the 
Orange procession.  In 2013, Liverpool Pride attracted 50,000 people90, whilst the Twelfth of 
July Orange parade enticed 6,000.91  In 2014, the Orange procession attendance figure 
shrank again to 4,000.92 
Though the Orange Institution has declined, both in size and influence, is it the case that this 
degeneration prompted the same to occur to general sectarian tensions or did the latter 
have more of an effect on the former?  What of cause and effect?  A reciprocally 
reductionist relationship was evident: as sectarianism waned so did the Order.  Sectarianism 
had provided meaning to people’s often monotonous and deprived existence in 
communities where little else was on offer and for a small, but diminishing number, 
Orangeism’s band culture still offers excitement and commands loyalty.  The Orange Order 
was the organisational repository for sectarian views of Catholicism (as distinct from anti-
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Catholic sentiment, although perceptions could be blurred). As other loyalties than 
Protestant-Orangeism commanded local affections, so the Order went into decline, unable 
to offer a sufficiently large broader social role to arrest decline.  With changing 
circumstances; socially, economically, and demographically, the same building blocks of 
resentment would not be in place to reignite religious sectarianism even if the Order staged 
an unlikely revival.  The echo of the old religious tensions has lain in clashes over republican 
marches in the city in recent times – but they concern Loyalism versus Republicanism rather 
than Protestantism versus Catholicism. Many of the elements of traditional Liverpool 
sectarianism are missing (see figure 1.1).  Moreover, the numbers involved are incredibly 
marginalised relative to clashes of old.  Importantly, the Twelfth of July Orange celebrations 
in modern times have been relatively passive affairs.  Amid a general decline in religious 
observation, coupled with other distractions, priorities have changed.   
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Chapter Four - Sectarian dividing lines and post-war 
slum clearance 
 
The geography of sectarianism had considerable reach on Merseyside.  As its most northerly 
point, the town of Little Crosby existed as an almost exclusively Catholic enclave.  Just north 
of Liverpool, Bootle’s religiously defined areas included Marsh Lane (Catholic) and Bootle 
Village (Protestant).1  County Road in Walton was a ‘strong Orange area’2, whilst Tony Birtill 
recalls the lodge bands deliberately playing loudly down his predominantly Catholic street in 
Walton.3  Anfield was said to have been very Welsh and Protestant4, while the religious 
areas closest to Liverpool city centre, are well known as Everton, St Domingo, and 
Netherfield Road (Protestant) and Scotland and Vauxhall wards (Catholic).  In 1971, Frank 
Shaw wrote that the district encompassing the Adelphi Hotel, in the city centre, had been ‘a 
predominantly Irish area.’5  Bullough cites that Toxteth had ‘Orange’ and ‘Green’ streets6, 
and Alf Mullins recalls the same denominational distinctions in areas of Garston, south 
Liverpool.7  Although these cited examples of ‘Catholic’, ‘Protestant’, ‘Green’, or ‘Orange’ 
streets are revealing of the wider remit of sectarianism in Liverpool, the religious heartlands 
were clearly designated in Liverpool northern dockside wards as two distinctive areas 
divided by Great Homer Street, as described by Pat O’Mara: 
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 Stated by Joe Benton MP, Cllr Jimmy Mahon, Doris Bennett, Susanne Loughlin, Tom Buckley et al. 
2 Interview with Dave Hughes – 24th January 2013. 
3 Interview with Tony Birtill – 29th October 2012. 
4 Interview with Jean Hill – 26th October 2012. 
5 Shaw. 1971. 40. 
6
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The slums – a bit of Ireland united, save in religion ... The Catholic elements have 
their stronghold in Scotland Road along with a goodly segment of the southern end 
of the Dock Road.  In the South, the Protestants have Clive Street and Jerry Street, 
and in the North, Netherfield Road – scattered bits grouped under the name of 
Orange River.  The religious issue is sharply defined and anyone foolhardy enough 
not to heed it gets scant sympathy from the English bobbies when trouble ensues.  
Connaught is Connaught and Ulster is Ulster and never the twain shall mix – save in 
desperate battle on St Patrick’s birthday and on the eventful day when Prince 
William of Orange crossed the river Boyne.8 
   
The embedding of two cultures: the Liverpool Catholic Irish and the Liverpool Protestant 
British  
Though ‘the popular image of Scotland Road as “little Ireland” grew after the potato famine 
of the 1840s, the Irish population had been quite large before that.  The first big influx 
followed the [Irish] rebellion at the end of the eighteenth century.’9  Thus, there was 
longevity of the area’s connection with Ireland, which had already helped solidify an Irish, 
identity in the locality.  It is evident that many ‘Scottie Roaders’ maintained Irish allegiances 
until deep into the twentieth century.  Michelle Chambers recalled this connection: ‘it 
seemed to me at the time that Scotland Road was very much an Irish Catholic stronghold 
which you couldn’t easily live in if you weren’t from that background.’10  Father William 
Lupton who presided in St Anthony’s (the largest parish in the Scotland Road district) 
between 1941-7 noted, ‘The people were conscious of the age of the place and the history 
tied to the place, especially the Irish element.  You had to be very careful about what you 
said – as an English, Lancashire priest.  I was tolerated.  It was far more Irish than English.  
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When I delivered my first sermon there, I was petrified.’11  Father Lupton’s successor, Father 
Clifford Murphy (Parish Priest St Anthony’s 1947-52) commented: 
When I first went there, they all thought I was Irish because I was a priest – but I 
have no Irish ancestors ... There were about 8,000 Catholics in St Anthony’s … Great 
Homer Street was very much a border between ourselves and the King Billies.  The 
parish, I would say, was roughly one quarter of a square mile, very compact.  I know 
there were forty one pubs because I counted ‘em.12   
 
There were a reputed 246 pubs ‘serving the congregations of 14 Catholic churches on 
Scotland Road and its immediate vicinity’ at the beginning of the twentieth century and still 
158 in the 1950s.13  This high concentration of public houses, which along with the churches, 
acted as community hubs, may have been a factor which helped to solidify people’s 
identification with the locality.  The pub culture and a lack of integration with the ‘King 
Billies’ evidently played a role in keeping Irish and Catholic issues at the heart of Scotland 
Road politics.   
This attitude was not isolated to the dockland community.  Much like those in Scotland 
Road, who considered themselves Irish rather than Liverpudlian, many Protestants on ‘the 
hill’ would identify separately.  In 1967 John MacDonald (former Great Homer Street 
business owner) commented, ‘years ago, before the Second World War … we all looked on 
ourselves as being Lancastrians rather than from Merseyside.’14  Thus, ‘beyond the ritual 
clashes on the streets, the ethno-sectarian formations – both Orange and Green – remained 
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firmly entrenched, offering collective mutuality and support, through pub, parish, and 
informal networks, to those of the requisite faith’.15   
Scotland Road was distinct not just culturally, but also politically.  As Bernard O’Connell’s 
work denotes, from 1875 Liverpool’s Irish Nationalist Party had ‘developed a stable 
foundation on continuous electoral victories in two “Irish” wards, Scotland and Vauxhall.’16  
In addition, Scotland ward was to elect England’s only Irish Nationalist MP: T.P. O’Connor 
(1885-1929).  In 1887, core ‘Catholic’ streets in the Scotland Road area such as Lace Street, 
Crosbie Street and Marybone were described as ‘as Irish as any part of Dublin’.17  The first 
generation of ‘Liverpool Irish’, as Neal refers to them, though born in England, still identified 
with their parents’ native land.  Moreover, by the mid-twentieth century, even as the area 
became less discernibly ‘Irish’, it was still distinctly Roman Catholic.    
In the early twentieth century many people in Liverpool (whether born in the country or 
not) maintained a very strong link with Ireland.  Agnes Cowper recalls, ‘a surging mass of 
humanity’ gathering when ‘the many local Irish Societies’ welcomed an Irish regiment 
passing through Liverpool during Second Boer War (1899-1902).18  Such strong affiliations 
ensured support for the Irish Nationalist Party until the 1920s.19  Despite such ‘Green’ 
association, as time progressed, and as the proportion of Irish born in the area lessened, it 
was Catholicism, rather than Irishness, that became the main emblem of discernment and 
hostility from their Protestant, Netherfield Road counterparts.   
                                                             
15 Belchem and Biggs. 2011. 8. 
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The working-class in Everton and Netherfield Road, living in their ‘densely packed terraced 
streets’20 (like those abounding the Scotland and Vauxhall residencies) developed a strong 
sense of community.  Although, in relative terms, Scotland Road can be said to have been 
the poorer of the two districts, this was by no great margin.  As late as the 1920s ‘hunger 
and mass unemployment still darkened the landscape’21 and school comprised of ‘boys with 
bare feet [sitting] sixty to a class.’22  Limited and sporadic employment, the lack of a ‘living 
wage’, the 1930s recession, and the decline of the docks meant that as late as the 1950s for 
many people the pawn shop was still ‘the only way to beat poverty’.23   
When former residents of both sides of Great Homer Street talk about this period, it is not 
uncommon to hear the remark, ‘our doors were always open’.  One local resident, Kevin 
McMullen, claimed, ‘doors were never shut around here.  I didn’t know anyone who locked 
their doors and it wasn’t just because we had nothing to steal.  If someone robbed a gas 
meter and they were found out, they would be ostracised in every way.’24  Everton artist, 
Billy Schwartz, comments, ‘we were very safe because people then had a great sense of 
community spirit and were very protective of their areas.’25  It was not until the latter half of 
the twentieth century, however, that this sense of community began to transcend the 
sectarian divide.   
Liverpool developed its own brand of sectarianism for much of the twentieth century, part 
of the socialisation undertaken by the city’s inhabitants, for whom they now form part of a 
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21 Unwin, F. (1986) Mersey Memories. Neston: Gallery Press – p.7. 
22 Ibid: 105. 
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personal historical narrative.  A causal factor relating to sectarianism was the relationship 
between deprivation, alcohol, and violence.  As Unwin demonstrates, this relationship was 
not isolated to occasions of religious fervour, ‘Only the toughest [police] were used on the 
dreaded beat [of Scotland Road] ... The men lived in shocking conditions, and when they’d 
had a few drinks they became aggressive and violent … the ‘Morning Star [a local hostelry] 
was known as the ‘Blood Pub’.26  When religious antagonism was added to this mix, the 
battle lines were drawn and combatants, often fuelled by drink, converged for their annual 
altercations.  The Twelfth of July parade and other Irish and Orange marches reminded 
people that no matter how similar their structural conditions, they were still different.  
Religion at this time did much to maintain the existence of the ‘two working classes’ in 
Liverpool.   
One could be forgiven for assuming that the World Wars would have united the two 
communities, but although those fighting side by side may have begun to see things 
differently, back home not much had changed.  Still isolated in their ghettoised slums, 
‘Catholic and Protestant only’ air raid shelters are reported to have existed.27  During the 
Blitz of the Second World War, Bootle and Liverpool were the most bombed areas outside 
of London.  A local resident, Terry Cooke, acknowledged the thawing of religious division in 
some quarters amid the collective suffering endured in the Second World War, whilst noting 
that unity was still far from evident: 
My view is that any religious problems were inbred and that it was the older group 
making sure that hatred and contempt continued.  Then the 1939/ 45 War broke 
out, and lads who might not have crossed Greaty [Great Homer Street] to meet each 
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other were suddenly fighting side by side and giving their lives for their country.  If 
you are wounded and being dragged to safety, you don’t ask the person who is 
helping you what religion he is.  After the War, more people from the west side of 
Everton went out with people from the East side.  Old habits and views began to be 
forgotten.  People inter-married and it was a breath of fresh air.  But the gulf 
between the Orange and the Green still existed, and anyone born in the area who 
claimed anything different is not telling the truth.28 
 
Jim Elliot recalled of the 1940s invitations to children’s parties, ‘over the bridge in Scotland 
Road’.  There was no bridge in Scotland Road.  ‘Rather, this was an expression which 
demonstrated the territorial gulf which separated the Catholic community from the 
Protestant Community.’29 
Following the end of the War, and Labour’s landslide victory in the General Election, the 
newly established welfare state had the effect of lifting many in Liverpool out of absolute 
poverty. Yet, with employment at the docks becoming scarcer and Liverpool’s 
unemployment languishing above the national average, economic competition remained an 
issue between the two areas, whilst religious differences remained strong.  Win Lawlor, 
born in the Wirral and raised in a strong Irish Catholic household, recalled ‘people would say 
“Don’t go to Liverpool.  The Orange marches are on today” and mum wouldn’t let us come 
over for St Patrick’s Day, because of a fear of being attacked.’30  As Rodgers notes, ‘putting 
aside any Protestant and Roman Catholic rivalries is easier to do these days than in the 
fiercely partisan Fifties’31, an era when Patricia Fitzsimons (Wayne Rooney’s grandmother) 
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has ‘memories of running away from the King Billys [Orangemen] on the Twelfth of July’, 32 
reiterating just how sectarian Liverpool was until [relatively] recently.  Sectarianism was 
fuelled by the strength of religious organisations.  Countering the Catholic Church was a 
strong Orange Order in the city.  At the end of the 1950s there were forty-six Orange Lodge 
bands in the city centre, a number which today stands at fourteen.33 
Segregation was not confined to the ghettoes of the Netherfield and Scotland Road areas, 
As the Orange Order’s Grand Master, Ron Bather, recalls: 
Back into the Sixties ... if you were Protestant you could only get a job in certain 
companies and that was the same if you were Roman Catholic.  There were certain 
companies that would only employ one religion.  I started work in 1968 and one of 
my first jobs was in a garage for a haulage company.  In this garage there was my 
Lodge Master, there was the two sons of the Lodge Secretary, I had two uncles 
there, who were both in the Lodge and there were two other Lads who were 
working there who were both in the Lodge club and there was no way a Roman 
Catholic was getting a job in that company. 34 
 
Religious affiliation was a badge of separateness.  Cherry Simmonds recalled ‘rarely being 
acknowledged during the priest’s visits’, as she ‘was never considered one of his flock’ due 
to her enrolment at the Protestant primary school, that was much closer, despite being a 
Catholic.35     
Overt doctrinal observation was an extremely important part of life in Catholic Liverpool and 
the (Latin-oriented) ritualism of the Catholic Church heightened the sense of separateness.  
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The Catholic Church made considerable demands upon its flock, enforced through the 
segregated schooling system.  The experiences of Bryan Kelly provide one such example:   
 The school register kept tabs on our attendance at school and the Mass register kept 
 track of our religious devotions over the preceding weekend.  We were obliged to go 
 to confession, Mass, Holy Communion and Benediction.  In my un-blinkered view I 
 firmly believed that religious instruction took precedence over normal education  ...  
 The catechism was a questionnaire with answers on the doctrines and principles of 
 Roman Catholicism, and had to be studied each day, the answers memorised and 
 answered in parrot fashion when asked to by the teacher or priest.36   
 
The centrality of the Catholic Church had diminished little by the 1960s.  As Cherie Blair 
reminisced, ‘Sunday Mass was an important ritual.  It wasn’t simply our weekly appointment 
with God; it was the weekly get-together of the various branches of the family.’37  When 
recounting the day her father, Tony Booth, announced the arrival of his new child (to 
another woman) in the Crosby Herald, Blair portrays how identity bound upon religion still 
retained its supremacy in 1960s Liverpool: 
It is difficult to overestimate the humiliation – to my mother, to his mother and, of 
course, to us, his children.  This was 1963, in the heart of Catholic Liverpool.  People 
didn’t get divorced, or if they did they didn’t talk about it.  Girls who got pregnant 
were sent away to convents to have their babies who were then offered up for 
adoption.  As for ‘single-parent’, it was a term that hadn’t yet been invented.  To 
blazon your sins to the world by placing an announcement in the local paper that 
everybody could read was a crime against society, against the Church, against 
everything that any decent-minded person stood for.38 
 
Although religion evidently remained a central facet of Liverpool life, sectarian violence had 
been steadily declining for some years.  Alf Mullins recalls that, despite Garston having 
religiously partisan streets, ‘I don’t recall any real animosity between them, other than on 
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the day of the Orange ‘Twelfth’ or the Seventeenth of March [St Patrick’s Day].  Mum would 
say “don’t go over there today.”’ 39     
Although overt sectarianism was diminishing, as late as 1958, ‘Archbishop (later Cardinal) 
John Heenan was stoned by a Protestant mob waving Orange flags in a side street off the 
main Scotland Road, while he made his way to visit a sick member of the parish of St 
Anthony’s.’40  Heenan’s visit had provoked excitement amongst local Catholics who had 
gathered in numbers, antagonising Protestants on the other side of the divide.  Jean Hill 
recalls her father telling her about being present during the stoning of Archbishop Heenan:   
He told me it was dreadful and brought Protestants into ill-repute.  My parents, who 
were quite seriously religious, said, “This is awful.  This has got nothing to do with 
religion” … [The stoning of Archbishop Heenan] didn’t seem to have very wide 
repercussions.  It was a weird one off incident.’41   
 
This is telling of a decreasing sectarian fervour.  At the start of the twentieth century, such 
an event could have easily triggered a serious riot.  Nonetheless, the incident indicated that 
the 1950s were by no means bereft of religious hostility.  Liverpool journalist, Ken Rodgers, 
describes his experience of witnessing clashes between the two communities during these 
years: 
I was brought up in heartland Netherfield Road North where the Lodges marched 
with a passion, every year on the 12th July, and where the Protestant Orange and the 
Catholic Green lined up on opposite sides of the divide to hurl abuse at each other 
and make their own religious points.  Sometimes people overstepped those 
boundaries along the route, often within sight of the Roman Catholic Bull Ring near 
London Road, where the skins of the ‘Proddy’ drums pounded even longer and 
louder in the name of King Billy.  If you ever brought a girl home, the first question 
one of your parents would ask her was: ‘What school did you go to?’ It was only 
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slightly less subtle than blurting out: ‘What religion are you?’  It seemed this is the 
way it had always been.42 
 
Rodgers also spoke to Nancy Flanagan, who came from a Roman Catholic family living on 
Great Homer Street (known locally as ‘Greaty’, and the borderline of Catholic and Protestant 
Liverpool).  She described her experience of events surrounding ‘Orange Day’: 
[My] Father, Paddy, who was well-known as manager of the Homer Cinema, 
sometimes had to deal with prejudice at work during the Orange marching season.  
All year round the kids loved my father, but on the 12th July, Orange Lodge day, all 
the Protestant kids would throw green cabbage leaves at him … They would also 
shout, ‘Paddy is a bastard’ – in a teasing way … You couldn’t go up [the Protestant 
side of Great Homer Street] in July when the Lodges were preparing to march.  Other 
kids would grab you and say ‘are you a Proddy Dog or a Catholic?’ … On Greaty itself, 
they knew we were Roman Catholics and they used to come down and ram the door.  
It was very political and very bitter with Great Homer Street the dividing line 
between the Orange and the Green … When I was little, I would be hiding under the 
table at our house in Greaty.  My mam would put a big blanket over us and we 
stayed under the table, all crying.  In those days, your whites would all be boiled in a 
bucket.  Mam would have that bucket of boiling water at the top of the stairs, should 
anyone break in … We would be confrontational in return, when the bands got by 
the Catholic Bull Ring in town.43 
 
Increasingly though, ‘Orange Day’ and ‘Paddy’s Day’ became the lone elucidations of 
sectarian aggression, two days of confrontations which extended northwards out of the city 
to Bootle.  Councillor Jimmy Mahon, a Roman Catholic, recalls ‘Orange Day’ confrontations 
in Bootle’s ‘religious ghettos’: 
Malice, you’re talking parades!  Marsh Lane was the Catholic part of Bootle.  Now 
the Orange Lodge deliberately had their route through the area and as they marched 
past we’d throw bricks at them, not worrying about the kids in the parade.  I was 
only a kid myself, but I was getting taught by the older kids this is what you had to 
do.  This would happen every Twelfth of July and the same thing would happen 
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every Seventeenth of March.  They’d throw stones as us when we were marching, 
but it slowly died down.  It’s got to a point now, when they march, nobody bothers.44 
 
Yvonne Fearnehough, from a strong Orange family, also recalls fighting at the infamous 
London Road ‘Bull Ring’.  In doing so, she highlights how individual attitudes began to 
change as the century progressed:  ‘My Auntie Brenda used to always be fighting near the 
Bull Ring.  If they [Catholics] threw something at us [the Orange procession] she’d go after 
them.  She’d end up in the back of a police van, but she married a Catholic!  We all went 
down to protest against it and her sisters threw tomatoes at her.  She still married him.’45  
Dave Hughes, an official of the Orange Institution, reflects on both the past violence 
associated with the annual Orange parade and how it was diminishing by the 1980s: 
In today’s age of walking on the road with the Orange Institution there are virtually 
zero problems.  You get idiots these days.  You don’t get collective mobs.  On the 
Twelfth of July, coming home, I could tell you every hot spot.  I have seen some 
trouble - some terrible things going on!  This was in the Sixties and Seventies.  It 
started petering out in the Eighties.  I remember twenty years of running a gauntlet, 
but the gauntlet got less and less and less and less as the Eighties came in.46   
 
 
The contribution of slum clearance to the decline of sectarianism 
 
The most prominent reason advanced as the cause of the near-disappearance of 
sectarianism is slum clearance.  The rehousing programme of the mid-twentieth century is 
perceived by many as the key to understanding the fading of tensions between two rival 
communities.  As Brenda O’Brian succinctly puts it, ‘I think the destruction of the 
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communities had a lot to do with it [diminution of sectarianism].  When they moved to new 
locations it was never the same.’47  
Waller’s account of sectarianism on Merseyside concluded: ‘in the slums removed for the 
highway for a second Mersey tunnel, sectarian identities were buried.’48  Peter Stanford, 
though also acknowledging that other factors such as politics and religion played an 
important role in dispelling resentment, states: ‘the need to rebuild after the wholesale 
destruction caused by German bombers, led to the break-up of the old sectarian ghettos.’49  
Alf Mullins, a resident of Garston (south Liverpool) at the time, comments ‘when they 
decided to demolish the slum areas, I think it was that which dissipated a lot of sectarianism 
… Anyone who was in the Garston lodge, when they first moved us all to Halewood (because 
that’s where we all got moved to) would journey back, but people would gradually say; ‘no, I 
don’t think I’ll bother this week.’50  The Orange Institution themselves believe that slum 
clearance was an intentional ploy, by the Labour led city council, to ‘clear the Protestant 
strongholds’.51  Belchem’s research also insists that slum clearance played a significant role 
in the decline of animosity.  In relation to the motivation behind it however, he disagrees 
that it was a deliberate policy to hamper ‘sectarian’ institutions: 
I think that slum clearance is an incredibly important factor.  It was a changing of the 
social ecology of Liverpool ... The whole point about slum clearance is that it 
removes the infrastructure that upheld sectarianism.  I mean it removes the parish 
and the pub, and until you replant both of those, it’s pretty difficult to get that type 
of sectarian associational culture going again ... In terms of motivation however ... I 
didn’t see it in terms of a [potential] policy of ethnic cleansing.  In my innocence I 
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had thought [slum clearance] was a self-fulfilling prophecy for both [sides] ... I 
genuinely think that the slum clearance programme was socio-economic rather than 
ethno-sectarian.52  
 
Despite differences over the motivations behind relocation after slum clearance, it is 
acknowledged in most assessments that it diminished sectarianism.  Though promoting 
many more reasons for the decline, Andy Burnham MP concedes ‘I think [slum clearance] 
would have played a part.  There is no doubt about that.’53  The Roman Catholic Bishop Tom 
Williams articulated this view: 
Great Homer Street: that would be the dividing line.  Netherfield Road was where 
you had all the Orange Order churches.  Everyone in these houses, all this side 
[Netherfield Road area] were Orange Lodge.  All that side [Scotland Road area] was 
Catholic.  All the tradesmen were this side [Netherfield Road area] and all the 
labourers were that side [Scotland Road area].  That was the reason for the 
sectarianism in some ways; the protection of jobs.  So when they decided to 
demolish all these streets ... that in many ways was the end of sectarianism.54 
 
Thus it can be said that the orthodox view on the relapse of religious tensions is that the 
slum clearance programme simply ‘bulldozed it away’. 
Approximately 161,000 people, almost one third of Liverpool’s population, were ‘forced to 
leave’ the city.55  In the Liverpool Scotland constituency alone the electorate fell from 
56,000 people in 1955 to 25,000 people in 1971.56  One of the main areas of resettlement 
was Kirkby, whose population had already exploded from 3,000 to 52,000 in the space of 
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ten years by 1961.57  Kirkby’s population however was set to swell again.  A report from the 
Liverpool Daily Post in 1957 mapped out the ‘Blueprint for Exodus’:  30,000 more people 
would head for Kirkby, 48,000 people would go to Skelmersdale, 18,000 to Widnes, 19,350 
to Halewood, 6,000 to Cantril Farm, and 3,500 to Formby.58  Thousands more would 
relocate in Runcorn, Ellesmere Port, Winsford and within the city in areas such as Norris 
Green and Speke.59     
This vast movement of people is referred to by J.P. Dudgeon as ‘wholesale demolition ... the 
ethnic cleansing of the working-class Irish ghetto of Vauxhall and Everton, the old 
waterfront communities, site of the original nineteenth-century conurbation, and of the 
tribal culture that had shaped life over the preceding two hundred years.’60  Though it is not 
the case that this ‘tribal culture’ had been a factor of Liverpool life for all of two hundred 
years, nor that Everton was part of the ‘Irish ghetto’, Dudgeon does articulate an argument, 
shared with many members of the contemporary Orange Institution in Liverpool, that the 
slum clearance of the 1960s was a form of ‘ethnic cleansing’ undertaken by the city council 
to dismember Protestant strongholds 
Day’s research into the decline of Orangeism in Liverpool, found that sixty per cent of 
Orange Order members said that the decline of the Orange Institution in Liverpool, was 
principally due to the breaking up of the communities by slum clearance and rebuilding 
which began in the late 1950s.  Some went on to claim that this was a deliberate policy of 
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‘ethnic cleansing’, the council policy initiated under the leadership of the (atheist, socialist, 
and supposedly anti-Orange) Bessie and Jack Braddock.61  According to Day very little official 
evidence exists which suggests that slum clearance was a ‘deliberate policy’ to combat 
Orangeism.  He does however identify one phrase in the planning statement which could be 
interpreted as a wish to undermine to strength of the ghetto system: 
Concentrations of residents of one particular social class or religious denomination 
have important local effects ... The redevelopment of practically the whole area ... 
while presenting enormous opportunities, has certain inherent dangers ... great care 
will have to be taken to secure that a balanced population structure is achieved in 
new development.62 
   
The term ‘balanced population structure’ is a relatively ambiguous phrase.  Palpably, 
transformation of the city’s housing stock was an imperative necessitated by the state of 
Liverpool slums after the 1940-42 Blitz.  Bessie Braddock had paid special attention to the 
slums as early as 1945 during her Maiden Speech in the House of Commons, referring to 
them as ‘bug ridden, lice ridden, rat-ridden, lousy hell-holes’63.  Though Bessie Braddock is 
said to have regarded Pastor Longbottom as an ‘out and out Protestant bigot’64, her 
otherwise non-religious (and non-sectarian) approach was evident when she declared that 
despite having a large proportion of Roman Catholics in her constituency she ‘would not 
watch their Catholic interests at the expense of the working-class interest as a whole.’65  Her 
secular approach proved appealing as, having already served as a popular city councillor, 
she retained her parliamentary seat until her death in 1970.   
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Unofficially, de-sectarianisation and community integration may have been intended 
outcomes, but not the primary ambitions, of the slum clearance programme.  The 
destruction of the ghetto system would, no doubt, have been a useful accompaniment to 
anticipated improvements in housing stock for the city’s socialist politicians.  Neal believed 
that such a policy had to remain unofficial due to the effect sectarianism had in splitting the 
Labour Party in Liverpool.  Moreover, as he states, ‘Bessie Braddock in political terms would 
oppose the Orangemen, because they tended to be Tories.’66  Former Liverpool MP for 
Walton, Peter Kilfoyle supports this claim: 
It’s logical when you think about it.  There was a political imperative to break 
working people away from sectarian politics to politics based upon economics or 
based upon class ... there was … a long and consistent effort that was made by 
people in the [Labour] Party [to break people away from religious sectarianism] and 
it wasn’t necessarily a conscious effort itself, pro-Catholic or anti-Orange or vice 
versa.  It was just because they could see that both on the local and on the national 
level that the sectarianism was doing tremendous damage to Labour.67 
 
Day writes that although ‘no evidence has been uncovered to suggest that [Bessie 
Braddock] was anti-Orange any more than she may have been “anti” any religiously based 
group ... the Orange Order was determinedly anti-Braddock.’68  He notes how, in 1958, 
when Hugh Gaitskell visited Liverpool to open high rise flats named after Jack and Bessie, 
‘the booing, singing and shouting from the Orangemen and women, accompanied by the 
waving of Union Jacks, completely drowned out speeches by Gaitskell and the Braddocks.’69  
Ron Bather, Grand Master of England, explains the antipathy:  
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There was set areas that would have been predominantly 100% Protestant and these 
were the first areas to get demolished.  Bessie Braddock did say when she became 
an MP that she would ‘clear the Protestant strongholds’ and during her time in office 
that did happen, and yet she was brought up as a Protestant.70 
 
When asked if Bessie Braddock was ‘trying to look beyond religion, to unite the working 
classes?’  Billy Owens responded, ‘Well she was a socialist but having said that, she didn’t do 
it to Scotland Road and move them all out.  So you can look at it whichever way you wish, 
but from our point of view, we think our comments are right, because Scotland Road is still 
basically intact.’71  Allied to the belief that the Braddocks were anti-Orange is the charge 
that the slum clearance programme disproportionately affected areas where Protestants 
were in the ascendancy, rather than Catholic dominated districts.   
Grand Master Bather concurred in respect of the attitude of the Braddocks to Protestant 
strongholds but offered an alternative explanation of the huge population movement, 
based upon a perception of greater Protestant determination to succeed: 
This is not an anti-Roman Catholic statement, so don’t take it the wrong way.  But 
when the Council started making the plans for demolishing the areas round here, 
they dangled the carrot of better housing conditions, and our people were more apt 
to moving away and settling into a new environment.  Whereas, the likes of your 
Scotland Road, they said ‘yes you can knock our houses down but when you rebuild 
in that area we want to come back’ ... I think it is a bit of a Protestant ethic that if 
you can expand and diversify that’s what you do.72 
 
Despite this observation, it would be flawed to conclude that the Scotland Road district 
remains largely as it was prior to slum clearance, or that the Roman Catholics in that area 
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were not also shipped to various locations in and around the city.  Roy Hughes, a former 
leader of the Protestant Party, who campaigned vigorously on the slum clearance issue73, 
comments, ‘It broke up both communities.  Many people from Scotland Road, for the 
building of second Mersey tunnel, arrived in Kirkby and people from Netherfield Road 
arrived in Kirkby.  So for the first time in many of these people’s lives, their next door 
neighbours were from the other side.’74 
Although Kirkby’s Protestant residents set up their own Orange lodges, they were joined in 
the area by a significant proportion of residents from the predominantly Catholic dockside 
community.  Many Catholic schools, churches, and social-clubs were also constructed in the 
overspill areas, alongside the former Netherfield Road Protestants, who previously would 
not have been accustomed to these institutions directly on their doorstep, certainly not 
without the boundary of Great Homer Street dividing them.  Thus, the argument that 
Scotland Road, relative to its Netherfield Road counterpart, remains ‘basically intact’ is not 
supported by the empirical evidence.  As the (Catholic) former MP Peter Kilfoyle noted of 
Scotland Road, ‘there’s hardly anything left!’75  Only two pubs remain on Scotland Road 
compared to 41 in the Parish of St Anthony’s in 1952.76  According to one of the few 
remaining inhabitants of the area, the slum clearance programme ‘wrecked the greatest 
community in Liverpool’77: 
There was just this parade of people along Scottie, and the same thing was being 
played out along Greaty and, to a certain extent, Netherfield Road ... This all 
continued up to the 1960s when slum clearance finally began to take the heart out 
of the district ... The reality was that when the pubs went, everything went.  Also, 
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when they demolished tenement blocks that had five landings with 120 families and 
500 people, they replaced them with seven or eight small bungalows.  The impact on 
the area was immense.  Suddenly there were no people to service the local shops or 
support the pubs.  The shops died and many of the pubs closed.  It was disastrous.78 
 
The 1960s housing programme relocated Scotland Road’s inhabitants to Kirkby, Walton, 
Aintree, Fazakerley, Norris Green, Croxteth, Skelmersdale, and other areas.  The 
depopulation of the Scotland Road area is apparent from census and electoral data.  
According to the 2001 Census, the Vauxhall district of Liverpool, which incorporates the 
Scotland Road area, has a population of only 6,699.79  In the 1964 Liverpool Scotland by-
election, covering broadly the same area, the turnout was 18,242.  Thirty-three years 
earlier, turnout for the same constituency was 27,444, which represented only 68.7 per cent 
of those eligible to vote.   
Post-war slum clearance was not isolated to Liverpool.  As Tom Buckley explains, ‘there was 
houses here [Bootle town centre] but the council knocked all the houses down and built 
their offices.  The old Bootle Village and Marsh Lane were cleared and they just scattered 
everybody to Netherton and all over the place.’80  Bennett echoes this point, ‘I think a lot of 
it [reduction in religious tensions] was the areas coming down.  Bootle Village came down 
and a lot of people moved.  Bootle Village was virtually flattened in the Sixties-Seventies.  A 
lot of people went back when the new place was built, but a lot of people moved to 
Skelmersdale, Kirkby, and all different places.  Then they started meeting new people.’81  
Marsh Lane was predominantly Catholic and was renowned as a hotbed of tension on the 
Twelfth of July, a situation which was to calm after housing relocation.  Billy Tritton recalls, 
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‘people would try and break through to the procession.  We used to get pepper thrown at 
us.  We used to get stones and grass sods thrown at us at Marsh Lane but that’s stopped 
now.’82  Bennett adds, ‘We moved out of Bootle Village, off Hawthorne Road, in 1971.  We 
had lived there from 1954.  It all came down, so did Marsh Lane and all flats went up.  I’m 
not saying there wasn’t any trouble afterwards but at one time, you couldn’t walk down 
Marsh Lane.  You’d get buckets of piss thrown over your head!’83 
Though there tends to be general agreement that slum clearance was an important factor in 
the decline of sectarianism, and the contentious issue is the motivation behind the decision 
by the city council, the idea that slum clearance was the main reason for the decline of 
sectarianism appears to be assumed rather than proven.  There is some evidence of 
community integration before the relocation programme.  Mullins says of Byron Street (a 
predominantly Protestant area) of Garston: 
Though there were a couple of Catholic families  ... on Orange Lodge Day it was all 
decorated up.  There’d be Union Flags up and everything.  It was a ghetto area, in a 
sense, but there was a big community spirit.  I don’t think that the Orange just 
looked after their own.  There was a woman at the end of our street.  Her name was 
Larkin, which tells you what religion she was.  Her husband came round in the middle 
of the night knocking on the door and my mum went round and delivered her baby.  
There was no ‘she better get somebody from her side’.  It wasn’t sectarian in that 
way, not under the bridge [Garston].84 
 
Although senior Orange Institution figures lean towards the slum clearance hypothesis, this 
idea is not shared by all of their members.  It has already been demonstrated in this thesis 
that more members believe a decline in religious observation and a lack of interest by 
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younger members to be the most important factors in the decline of Orangeism.85  Though 
it was observed that a slight majority of older members believe housing relocation to be the 
most important factor in the decline, this is not universal.  When 94 year old Billy Tritton (a 
lifelong Orangemen) was asked ‘if slum clearance had played a major part in the decline?’ 
he replied, ‘no, I don’t think so.’86  Moreover, even in Bennett’s testimony that the 
demolition of the old ‘Orange’ and ‘Green’ areas of Bootle played a part in the waning of 
tensions, she also hinted that the perception of the youth was already changing, ‘going into 
the Sixties, I can’t describe it really.  It was more the older ones.  As the young ones were 
growing up they didn’t seem to bother anymore.87 
There was a broader hostility to slum clearance, with a common view that the planners had 
‘got it wrong’ by splitting up communities and not providing sufficient amenities.  This is a 
version of events which seems to dominate in Liverpool.  Likewise, the belief that slum 
clearance resulted in vandalism and a gang culture is generally accepted.  Merseyside 
residents do however seem to take solace in the idea that, though slum clearance may have 
destroyed communities and resulted in various social issues, at least it managed to sort out 
the religious problem.  This conviction is partly summed up by Brother Ken Vance, Parish 
Administrator for St. Francis Xavier’s Church:   
On the 12th July, we had to be in school by 8am, well in advance of the lodges 
passing by at 9am.  We were then locked in until the lodges had all gone.  I suppose 
we felt in a state of siege ... When the lodges were marching it was Catholics and 
Protestants, them and us ... I suppose the only good thing to come out the 1960s 
slum-clearance in Everton was that ghettos were broken up.88  
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Likewise, O’Connor states, 
 
The widespread demolition meant the break-up of old communities but this is not 
entirely to be mourned.  Religious divisions had been rife ... Serious rioting and 
fighting had been regular occurrences on St Patrick’s Day and on the 12th July but as 
the areas were cleared and the communities dispersed from the 1950s such 
incidents have, fortunately, been much less frequent.89 
 
This view, suggesting that slum clearance was the main reason for the moderation of 
hostilities, though widely accepted, does not necessarily convey the entire picture.  It fails to 
recognise that sectarianism was not confined to the Scotland and Netherfield districts.  As 
Bullough has suggested, streets in Toxteth were designated Green and Orange.   Likewise, 
sectarian trouble had been evident in Birkenhead.   Large Irish Catholic populations also 
existed in Little Crosby, Litherland, Walton, Kirkdale, and Bootle, with the latter location 
witnessing occasional sectarian trouble on the ‘Twelfth’ into the 1970s.  
Joe Benton, MP for Bootle and devout Roman Catholic, rejects the notion that slum 
clearance was the sole causal factor in the attenuation of religious friction on Merseyside, 
highlighting education and ecumenism as more significant dynamics: 
The decline of sectarianism is not just merely attributable to breaking down of so 
called ‘ghettos’ and the harbouring together of different communities.  I think that 
also, through education and, in certain respects, religious enlightenment, there has 
been a movement that has created a far, far better notion of tolerance and 
understanding between people who do not necessarily have the same views.  I think 
the tolerance factor ... had more to do with it than the breaking up of ghettos.   
There is no doubt about it.  So many people now seem to reject such notions [of 
prejudice] ... People still hold onto their religious beliefs, but it’s with a degree of 
tolerance.90 
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Where slum clearance took place, it did not entirely remove all sectarian tension; the 
remaining populations continued some aspects of the divide.  The emasculated Scotland 
Road and Netherfield Road areas are visually almost bereft of the sectarianism that once 
dominated.  Yet, there remain Orange clubs in the district.  Loyalist flags and bunting still 
adorn lampposts in the Netherfield Road area in the run-up to the Twelfth of July.  ‘King 
Billy’ posters are visible in some windows during this period and parties are held in the area 
on the ‘Twelfth’.  Peter Aughton, also writes that, ‘in the St Domingo and Breckfield area 
graffiti proclaiming “No Surrender” and obscenities regarding the Pope can sometimes still 
be seen.’91  
 In the Scotland Road area, tricolours are flown on St Patrick’s Day and a republican band 
parade passes through the district.  Isolated examples of religious/ sectarian graffiti, ranging 
from ‘God Bless Our Pope’ to support for ‘RIRA’ (the Real IRA) have been seen.  The Orange 
Order is still not permitted by the police to march past St Anthony’s Catholic Church on 
Scotland Road. 
The argument which suggests that sectarianism was demolished along with the slums also 
fails to recognise that Orange lodges were established in the new suburbs of the city.  The 
transfer of sectarian cultures to new locations on Merseyside is not the death of 
sectarianism.  Twenty-three new lodges had been established in Kirkby and Speke by 1974.92  
Moreover, the reductionist argument that slum clearance was responsible for burying 
sectarianism fails to explain why such a process could work only in Liverpool.  Slum 
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clearance also took place in both Glasgow and Belfast, areas which retain strong sectarian 
traditions to this day.  In 2006, The Orange Standard made this point, 
The number of new houses and flats put back in Netherfield road was only a fraction 
of the number which had existed before.  The same thing, of course, has happened 
in Belfast and Glasgow, and we all know the difficulties caused for the Loyal Orders 
by the ‘rape of the Shankill’, and the controversial redevelopment housing schemes 
which ripped the heart out of the great Protestant districts … Much the same thing 
happened in Glasgow, but the Orange Order in Scotland [and Northern Ireland] has 
proved highly successful in following the scattered families and forming new 
lodges.93 
 
One of the reasons, not mentioned in this report, for the relatively better survival of 
Orangeism in Glasgow is its (informal) affiliation with Rangers FC,94 while Belfast has an 
entirely different set of circumstances not relevant to the Liverpool experience.   
This suggests that other factors may have played an important role in the decline of 
sectarianism.  Waller concedes that his original assertion that slum clearance simply 
removed Liverpool’s sectarian problems may have been overly simplistic.  He admitted to 
now, 
Finding unsatisfactory and insufficient the argument that sectarianism was simply 
bulldozed away by slum clearance.  Instead, I should be inclined to look at the 
changing character of the local political parties, and their relations with their 
national counterparts; likewise, at the changing character of the churches ... How 
new interests and issues came to overlay and supersede the old must be the key.95  
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Waller had also hinted at alternative explanations, in 1981, by stating that, ‘increasingly 
people were discovering alternatives to, or surrogates for religion.’96   
This chapter has contended that in removing the infrastructure that upheld sectarianism, 
slum clearance played an important role in its decline.  However, it has also highlighted that 
it is tenuous to suppose that slum clearance expelled sectarianism in itself.  The most literal 
consequence of the post war clearance programme, in terms of diminishing sectarianism, 
was the demise of denominational supremacy in geographical concentrations, thereby 
removing the ability for political candidates to be consistently elected on religious labels.  In 
new locations neither the Conservatives nor the Protestant Party could outweigh support 
for Labour.   
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Chapter Five - The diminishing politics of 
sectarianism: how class politics displaced identity 
politics 
 
The Politics of Sectarianism 
In Liverpool, sectarianism and xenophobia became useful tools to gain power.  By 
feeding on prejudice directed towards the Irish ‘invaders’ and their offspring, fear and 
economic rivalry became entities that local politicians would exploit for electoral 
success.  For the Irish, their politics was neither centred upon the conditions, nor the 
town in which they found themselves.  It was instead focused upon factors relating to 
their homeland.  As a result Liverpool politics became quickly ‘impregnated with 
religious-cum-national stereotypes.’1  David Kennedy paints a portrait of Liverpool’s 
unique political landscape: 
 Like no other mainland British city, Liverpool reflected the contours of the on-
 going struggle in nineteenth century and early twentieth century Ireland 
 between Unionism and Nationalism over the matter of Home Rule for Ireland 
 … The local Labour Party struggled to gain a commanding foothold in the city 
 until well into the twentieth century. ‘Liverpool’, the frustrated Labour leader, 
 Ramsey MacDonald, wrote in 1910, ‘is rotten and we better recognise it.’  The 
 local Home Rule supporting Liberal Party and, more especially, the 
 Conservative-Unionist Party were more adept at competing for civic power by 
 recourse to ethno-religious politics.2 
 
Aughton comments that, ‘politics in the city ... had a very distinctive local flavour ... 
religion played a major role.  Orangeism, still a powerful force up until the Second 
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World War, was strongly linked to Unionism and the Tory Party  ... the city’s socialists 
were seen to be linked to Catholicism.’3   
MacRaild states that, ‘from the 1830s politics [in Liverpool] was coloured by an Orange 
and Green palette’4, yet much of the political outworking of religious antipathy began 
with the formation of the W.M.C.A in the late 1860s.  This organisation was 
interconnected with both the Orange Institution and Conservative and Unionist Party.  
As many of its members were also Orangemen, it acted as a link between the two 
organisations and helped provide ‘an influential working man’s voice within the Tory 
apparatus.’5  The W.M.C.A ‘took as its emblem the maintenance of Protestantism’6, 
and was an important component in the local Conservative leadership’s ‘long-term 
strategy of courting the working man’s vote as a defence against Liberal (and later 
Labour) advances.’7 Waller suggests that the W.M.C.A (along with some prominent 
evangelists and the Orange Institution) helped convince Liverpool’s Protestant 
working-class that Protestantism evoked ‘personal independence, material prosperity, 
and all civic virtues’8, whereas Catholicism brought ‘priest-ridden superstition, 
lawlessness, and economic fatalism.’9 
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As Neal comments: 
Among the factors most responsible for virulent anti-Catholicism three stand 
out.  They were an ultra-Protestant Conservative caucus on the town council 
and their supporters; the coterie of Irish evangelical clergy who held livings in 
Liverpool and Birkenhead, led by Hugh McNeile, and, lastly, the Orange Order.  
Membership of these groups overlapped after 1835.  Some Conservative 
councillors were members of the Orange Order, all were Anglicans, some of 
the Anglican clergy - though not McNeile - were Orangemen and all were 
Conservatives.10 
 
The populist rhetoric used by the Liverpool Conservatives was articulated in 1874 by 
one Conservative Association ward chairman; he announced to a cheering crowd, that 
Protestant ascendancy ‘was the ascendancy of truth over error, of light over darkness, 
of freedom over slavery.’11  In 1875, Conservative posters highlighted the importance 
of the ‘Irish Question’, urging ‘loyalty to Queen and Constitution ... and not Home Rule 
dictation.’12  Although the Tories were perhaps most notable for using religious 
divisions and sectarianism for political gain, they were not in Isolation.   
In nineteenth century Liverpool, Liberal candidates would often stand on an Irish 
ticket to gain electoral support.  The Liberals ‘used their commitment to Irish Home 
Rule to appeal directly to many Irish voters.  By forging an alliance with the local Irish 
[Nationalist] Party, the Liberal agenda tended to be synonymous in most people’s eyes 
with defending the rights of Catholic voters in the city.’13  The ‘Home Rule’ candidate 
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was a regular phrase adopted at election time.  Many Irishmen supported Liberal 
candidates who ‘combined Home Rule sympathies with labour causes.’14   
The division between the Liberals and Conservatives on the ‘Irish question’ would later 
be displayed in the boardrooms of Everton and Liverpool FC: Mahon, Wade, and 
Baxter (two Methodist, one Catholic – all Liberals) favouring Home Rule for Ireland, 
while Chairman and Manager of Liverpool FC Houlding and McKenna (both Protestant 
Orangemen and Conservatives) were virulently opposed to Irish Home Rule.  
Liverpool’s sectarian divisions continued to influence local political agendas for a sizable 
portion of the twentieth century.  The Irish Nationalist MP for Liverpool Scotland, T.P. 
O’Connor, kept his seat until his death in 1929.  The consistent support for the Irishman (44 
years as member for Scotland Division) led him to become Father of the House of 
Commons.  As Charters comments, ‘his advocacy of Irish Nationalism, though unpopular in 
other parts of the UK, stood him in good stead in his constituency.  In the General Election 
of 1918, two years after the Easter Rising, Tay Pay [colloquial name for O’Connor] was 
elected unopposed, which tells us much about the sympathies of people in that part of 
Liverpool.’15   
O’Connor was succeeded by David Logon, who, although representing the Labour Party, had 
been endorsed locally because of his Irish nationalist background and his Catholicism.  
Logon had a Scottish Father and Irish Mother.  He also married an Irish schoolteacher and 
had been a Nationalist councillor until he joined Labour in 1923.  Logon would often vote 
against the Labour party if policy contravened his deep-rooted Catholic principles and 
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clashed with his left-wing and religiously sceptical fellow MP in neighbouring Exchange, 
Bessie Braddock.  Braddock, who opposed the Nationalist-Labour caucus on the council, 
took her seat from a Conservative in 1945, mid-way through Logon’s time in office.  
Braddock advocated ‘more homes, not more Priests.’16  As Waller wrote, ‘Liverpool’s Labour 
party was a bipartite creature, whose Catholic and secular halves often clashed ... Arguably 
the Catholicism of many electors and elected came before their socialism.  Labour inherited 
rather than won Nationalist seats.’17 
Logon remained in office until his death in 1964 and was very much a product of his 
constituency, as had been the Irish Nationalist councillors who maintained a presence on 
the Liverpool City Council until the 1920s.18  One such councillor, ‘Dandy’ Patrick Byrne was 
landlord of the Morning Star pub on Scotland Road, avowedly used to shelter the Irish 
Nationalist leader, Eamon De Valera, on his way to the USA after escaping Lincoln prison in 
1919.19   
Members of the Protestant Party or the Conservatives represented most of Protestant 
Liverpool until deep into the twentieth century.  The former MP for Liverpool Walton, Peter 
Kilfoyle described this as, ‘working class Protestants being skilfully recruited and 
manipulated to vote Tory’20, a point challenged by Belchem, who suggests that the 
Protestant working-class were not simply ‘passive instruments  ... manipulated at will by the 
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Tory caucus.’21  Bohstedt also states that, ‘Sectarianism was not simply elite manipulation of 
the masses.  The elites did not create it.  Plebeian Protestants used the Conservative bosses 
to advance their own interests more than vice versa.’22  Indeed, as Belchem and Biggs 
assert, ‘the progressive potential of class-based Liverpool labour was not to be realised’ 
before the First World War,’23 nor would it fully be realised until 1964 when the city at large 
finally substituted its Conservative representatives for Labour MPs. 
 
Irish Nationalism and the Liberals 
Irish Catholics in Liverpool had long association with the Liberals, partly because they 
were the antithesis to the Tory-Protestant caucus, but also as Liberals were the only 
real alternative until the first electoral success of the Irish Nationalist Party (I.N.P) in 
November 1875.24  The I.N.P thereafter remained an electable force in Liverpool until 
1922.  Nationalists and Liberals were often united over Home Rule, but this link came 
under strain.  ‘Irish issues’ (specifically over public funding for Catholic schools) 
created disharmony in the Liberal Party.  Liberals opposed denominational education, 
and the party’s backing for non-sectarian educational provision ‘threatened their 
Catholic support.’25  Belchem also makes this point that, ‘in seeking emancipation, 
Catholics identified with the Liberal project of civil and religious liberty, but this was 
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called into question by subsequent Catholic defence of denominational education.  On 
this recurrent point of tension, Catholics drew away from Liberals.’26  
Liverpool’s Irish nationalism27 began to seriously grow in strength in the late 1860s, 
with the perceived failings of the Liberals, both in terms of state and municipal 
politics.  Liverpool’s Nationalist councillors were an electable force by 1870s.  The 
party ‘grew out of a quasi-religious base in that it splintered off the pro-Liberal 
Catholic Club28 – essentially a lay organisation – and it developed a stable foundation 
on continuous electoral victories in the two “Irish” wards, Scotland and Vauxhall.’29  
Bernard O’Connell states that,  
The I.N.P. was a ‘political Party’ in that it did provide candidates and did 
present issues under its own banner at elections, and did provide a channel of 
political representation whose aim was to acquire and maintain a degree of 
political control [though] there was no local executive in official terms – for the 
I.N.P. in Liverpool, for it had been designed to obey only the instructions of 
Parnell via the national executive.30  
 
Forty-eight Irish Nationalists sat on the Council between 1875 and 1929, ‘potent 
electorally because of the concentration of Liverpool Irish in Scotland and Vauxhall 
wards.’31  The Liverpool Irish followed Nationalist Party advice, to ‘remember they 
were Irishmen first and Liverpudlian after’ - a statement which, several Conservatives 
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claimed, illustrated the Nationalists’ ‘improper attitude to municipal affairs.’32  
Nonetheless, not all had abandoned the Liberals: many of whom were still focusing on 
their Irish and Catholic credentials to gain election.  Indeed, as Waller observes, 
‘several Liberal Ward Associations selected Home Rulers in 1876.  One candidate 
combined a galaxy of titles-Liberal, Catholic, temperance, and Home Rule.’33  Liberals 
and Nationalists collaborated on municipal affairs, but ‘pressure increased to 
eradicate all vestige of patrician Liberal dependence, to provide self-sufficient 
protection for the Catholic working-class community’.34 
The Liberal-Catholic alliance was not as durable as the Conservative-Protestant 
caucus.  When ‘Gladstone overturned the political world by embracing Home Rule ... 
considerable disaffection existed among Liberals ... [and] in May 1886 a Liverpool 
Liberal Unionist Committee was formed.’35  The committee immediately numbered 
one hundred members and this figure was to increase.  In Tory rhetoric, Liberal 
Unionists became known as ‘Loyalists’ and Gladstonians ‘Disloyalists’.  To further 
complicate matters the Liberal Unionists formed a pact with the Conservatives and 
often stood against their Liberal counterpart.  Birtill suggests that elements of ‘the 
Liberal Party despised Orangeism and [thus] supported Catholic attempts to get 
involved in running the city, [as such] Liberal support for Home Rule in the 1880s 
helped cement the alliance between them and Irish nationalists.’36   
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By 1884, Catholics formed over one-quarter of the Liverpool electorate.37  By 1885 
Liverpool Scotland had become the only constituency in England to elect an Irish 
Nationalist MP.  Belchem puts this down to ‘the extensive parish and pub based 
infrastructure’38 located in the Irish wards.  Scotland and Vauxhall constituencies were 
both Nationalist targets, but, although both boasted I.N.P councillors, Vauxhall 
Nationalists could never achieve the same level of electoral success as their 
neighbour, given a higher predominance of Liverpool Irish in the Scotland area.  
Patriotic Irishmen in Liverpool had initially devoted their time to converting Liberals to 
the Home Rule cause, but the Liberal/ Nationalist partnership was ultimately doomed 
to failure.  1892-5 witnessed the first Liberal administration in Liverpool for fifty years.  
The success of the administration however rested heavily on its affiliation with Irish 
Nationalists.  The promotion of Nationalists to positions of authority within the council 
provided an ideal platform for the Conservatives to question the loyalty of the 
Liberals.   
 
The Conservatives and the Protestant Party 
When out of power, Liverpool Tories campaigned much more ferociously with the 
Protestant card.  In 1893 Lord Randolph Churchill visited Liverpool, asserting three 
times that ‘Ulster would fight and be right’.39  The focus of the Conservative campaign 
however is more aptly demonstrated by Arthur Bower Forwood.  A Conservative 
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councillor from 1871 and MP for Ormskirk from 1885 until 1898, Forwood claimed 
that: 
The Gladstonians were supported only by ‘the lowest strata of society ... such 
as the Irish corner rough, too idle to work, too much of an inebriate to find 
employment and too impecunious to find a permanent home ... men who 
regarded the English as foreigners in Ireland, and whose countrymen in 
Liverpool were certainly foreign in many of their ways to the ideas and 
principles of his hearers’ ... Welshmen and Scotsmen, he noted ‘became good 
citizens’, leaving their national fads outside the Council chamber; ‘but it was 
different with the body of Irishmen –(a voice: “Papists”)’40 
 
Forwood played on issues that would hit a nerve.  He talked of how ‘the influx of the 
Irish into Liverpool brought poverty, disease, dirt and misery, drunkenness and crime, 
in addition to a disturbance in the labour market and the cost to the ratepayers of an 
enormous sum of money.’41  This scapegoating tactic was widely adopted by the 
Conservative party.  Forwood’s rhetoric offered credence to extreme Protestant 
orators such as John Kensit and George Wise, whose ‘lewd assertions - for example, 
that priests “lived with harlots” and “rob the poor” to feed their bastards - incited 
disorder.’42  Conservatives did not openly condone these views or the violence that 
followed, but encouraged and capitalised upon racial xenophobia and religious 
sectarianism.  
Anti-Irish/ Catholic rhetoric served two purposes for the Conservatives: firstly it kept 
people distracted from the dreadful surroundings in which they found themselves and 
provided an alternative source of blame for these material conditions, as patriotism 
was utilised instrumentally as ‘a force which could push to one side the significance of 
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social and economic divisions.’43  Secondly, it provided the Conservative party with 
considerable muscle in the form of the W.M.C.A and the Orange Order come election 
time.   
There were early tensions in the Protestant-Conservative relationship.  In 1889 it was 
claimed that the Tories were becoming ‘unappealing to masculine Orangemen’, whose 
experience was ‘of Conservatives snubbing them once they attained power’.  
Conservatives, the Protestant Standard reflected, ‘would support the devil himself if 
he answered their purpose.’44  The failure of the Tories to introduce a new church 
discipline act to counter ‘extreme ritualism’ within the Church of England, coupled 
with ‘Rome on the Rates’ issues, in 1902,45 served only to exacerbate disunity.  As a 
consequence, in 1903 many disgruntled Orangemen turned to the newly created 
National Protestant Electoral Federation46 for guidance on candidates.  Orangemen 
did not have to look far for alternatives.  The year witnessed a number of candidates 
stand as independent Protestants. 
By January 1905, Protestants had returned their sixth councillor against Conservative 
opposition and the first proposals of an electoral pact were put forward in October, by 
‘Tory boss, Archibald Salvidge, [who] had used the Orange card to build the W.M.C.A 
into an urban working-class machine.’47  Local Conservatives indicated they would not 
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oppose a Protestant candidate in St. Domingo ward, if the Protestants allowed 
Kirkdale’s Conservative councillor a clear run.48  An agreement was eventually made 
which meant that Protestants would not stand in Tory target seats as long as Tories 
did not stand in Protestant target seats, an electoral pact which survived until the 
1970s.  
Despite this political covenant, George Wise tried to distance Protestants from the 
Conservatives.  He argued for social reform and referred to himself as a ‘worker’s 
candidate’, and even as a socialist.  In 1905 he declared that, ‘every Protestant should 
be a labour man.’49 ‘Independent Protestants’, of which Wise was one, generally 
concentrated their activities in St Domingo, Netherfield, and Kirkdale.  They stood four 
candidates in 1903, and the dissatisfaction with the Tories among the Orange rank and 
file was reflected when three of the four achieved office, Wise triumphing in Kirkdale  
before standing down three years later to become Pastor of the Protestant Reformers 
Church in Netherfield Road.  Protestants demonstrated against the Liberals’ Education 
Bill introduced in the House of Commons in 1906.  The bill (had it not been rejected by 
the Lords) would have been damaging to denominational schools and their powers of 
religious instruction.  Ironically the Protestants sided with Roman Catholics on this 
issue as each wished to maintain autonomy when it came to the spiritual guidance of 
their flock.  
Protestant and Conservative candidates were steadfast on religious and political 
issues.  They vowed to support Ulster and to ‘fight for the Liberty and honour of the 
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British flag’.50  William Rutherford, the Conservative MP for Kirkdale, told parliament 
that feelings in his constituency ‘may rise to a point of danger from concern about 
Ulster’s boundaries’.51    
In December 1930 Pastor H.D. Longbottom, who, following the death of Wise,  had 
headed the Protestant Reformers Church, started a newspaper, the Protestant Times, 
and in the same year won a three cornered contest to become a local councillor for 
the newly formed ‘Protestant Party’.  In 1932 Longbottom’s wife was also elected to 
the Council, also representing St. Domingo.’52  The Protestant and Conservative 
presence on the council appeared secure. 
 
Labour and Catholicism 
By the 1930s the main political adversaries of the Tories and Protestants were not 
Liberal, nor Irish Nationalist, but the Labour Party.  1892 saw the foundation of an 
Independent Labour Party and Fabian Society in Liverpool.  These autonomous groups 
would eventually merge with the national Labour Party.  Initially Labour struggled in 
Liverpool.  This was demonstrated in 1907 during the Kirkdale by-election.  At the 
time, the election was designated ‘the biggest fight in Labour’s [short] history.’53  By 
polling day ‘nearly twenty Labour MP’s had visited the constituency, including Ramsay 
MacDonald and Arthur Henderson, but the W.M.C.A had mobilised five hundred 
canvassers for the staunch Protestant and Unionist candidate Charles M’Arthur who 
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polled seven hundred more votes than John Hill, the Labour candidate.  During the 
election, Protestants had equated socialism with atheism.  Ramsay MacDonald 
concluded that ‘Labour would never progress in Liverpool until Orangeism was 
broken’.54   
The proposition, offered by some Protestants, that socialists were atheists is ironic 
given that a regular simultaneous criticism of Labour was to allege, often not without 
merit, the Roman Catholic bias of the party’s elected representatives.55    In the early 
days, Liverpool’s Labour leaders ‘were invariably Home Rulers ... often Catholics or at 
least affectionately disposed towards Catholic interests, just as many Conservatives 
were traditionally champions of Protestantism.’56   Although initially Irish Nationalists 
were suspicious of this emerging fifth party57, Labour would eventually succeed the 
Liberals as the Nationalists allies on the council and then secure the majority of the 
Irish Catholic vote.  Yet Labour’s capture of Liverpool was slow and the party’s internal 
problems considerable: 
 In 1921 Éire came into existence.  There was no longer any need for people in 
 Liverpool to support Irish Nationalist candidates.  So they all joined the Labour Party 
 and immediately they split the Labour Party from top to bottom, because all the new 
 members of the Labour Party had strong views on abortion, church schools, and 
 divorce.  So the Labour Party never had power in Liverpool until the 1950s, which is 
 incredible in a town so full of poverty, and the reason it didn’t, of course, was 
 because it was split over religion.58  
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As Belchem puts it, ‘as local leadership of the I.N.P passed steadily into the hands of 
second-generation (that is, Liverpool-born) Irish, it displayed less interest in the fate of 
Ireland than in the intermediate needs of the local Catholic community in housing and 
employment.’59  O’Connell wrote that, ‘in Liverpool, the party gradually lost its “Irish 
Nationalist” identity in real terms and became increasingly aligned to the social 
policies of the Labour Party.’60   
Sam Davies describes how ‘Labour inherited rather than won Nationalist seats’61: 
After the formation of the Irish Free State in 1922, there was little support for 
the continuation of the I.N.P. in Liverpool ... the Labour Party’s sweeping gains 
in the general election of 1929 precipitated wholesale defections.  Those 
councillors who subsequently represented the safe Catholic seats formed a 
numerical majority for the Labour group.62 
 
Labour, thus, became ‘a hybrid creature, whose Catholic and secular halves often 
clashed’.63  Division came to a head during the proposed sale of the Brownlow Hill 
Workhouse in 1929-30 to the Catholic Church, to build a Cathedral.  As Davies 
suggests, 
It says something about the subtleties of the implicitly sectarian Toryism of the 
city that it was the ruling Conservative group that pushed forward this 
proposal.  The effect on Labour was disastrous.  Party policy, reaffirmed at the 
time, was that publically owned land should not be sold into private hands.  On 
the crucial motion approving the sale, 21 Labour councillors voted against 
[and] 37 voted for selling to the Catholic Church.  Significantly, of the Catholic 
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members of the Labour group, only one supported party policy, while 27 
others supported the cathedral proposal.64 
 
In the aftermath the Party was formally split in the council chamber, prompting the 
National Executive Committee to intervene and restore order.  The legacy of the 
Cathedral site controversy ‘was an apparently endless feud in which Labourites hated 
each other far, far more than they hated the Tories.’65  Councillor Duffy, the only 
Catholic to oppose the sale of the land, was deselected by his ward in Scotland North.  
Conversely, Councillor Mrs Hughes, who had supported the sale, was deselected in St 
Anne’s ward, and replaced with Bessie Braddock, before re-standing against Braddock 
as an ‘Independent Labour’ candidate, gaining forty per cent of the vote.66  All of this 
played into the hands of the Conservatives and the Protestant Party,  
Shortly after the affair Labour suffered in the municipal elections, losing five seats to 
the Conservatives and one to a Protestant Party candidate.  Within Labour‘s ranks, 
there were fierce divisions over the desirability of religious influence.  The atheist 
Labour councillor (and later MP) Bessie Braddock, in supporting the City Council’s 
wartime resolution permitting cinemas to open on Sundays, demonstrated her 
religious indifference by responding to a call for Sabbath observation (from opponents 
from various denominations): ‘Those who do not want Sunday entertainment can 
keep away.’67   
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The persistence of sectarian politics  
As Councillor Thomas White, the Liverpool Conservative leader from 1928-38, 
suggested ‘sectarianism had triumphed over politics,’ as even if a Party could ‘shed 
their sectarian skin’, in Liverpool, this would not have been advisable.  He stated, 
‘Whether we like it or not … there are many thousands of electors in Liverpool who 
will, if the need arises, put Protestantism before their politics, and it would simply be 
madness on my part if I told the people of Kirkdale, Everton, or West Toxteth, that the 
Conservative Party has ceased to care for religion or for Protestant interests.68 
The Liberals tried to shed the shackles of religious sectarianism decades earlier.  
Liverpool’s Nationalists withdrew formal co-operation in 1899, a development which 
‘was a relief rather than an embarrassment to many’.69  Liverpool’s Liberals believed 
that, separated from the Irish, they would get some Liberal Unionists back and gain 
new support from less religiously committed electors.  In 1921, under the leadership 
of Richard Holt, the Liverpool Liberals ‘concentrated their efforts on the outer districts 
and rallied the better class of citizen against the Irish-Labour efforts to exploit the 
ratepayer and the Tory dictatorship’, but this meant the party became a ‘conservative, 
class-bound, suburban rump, excluded from all vital areas of power and interest in the 
city.’70  Only long after the demise of sectarian politics, in 1998, did the Liberals (now 
Liberal-Democrats) come to control Liverpool Council. 
The ethno-sectarian nature of politics in the city meant that once the ties with Irish 
Nationalists had been severed the Liberals ceased to be an effective force in Liverpool 
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Politics for most of the twentieth century.  It became clear that it is ‘far easier to 
generate sectarian animosities than it is to calm them down’,71 while ‘politicians might 
have wanted to quit the sectarians’ arena, sectarians would not quit the political 
arena.’72 
Lane sums up the exceptional nature of Liverpool politics: 
It was certainly a strange English city that could return an Irish Nationalist MP 
for one of its constituencies, from 1885 until 1929.  It was no less strange for 
having a Protestant Party which even in 1971 had four councillors in the Town 
Hall.  In the nineteenth century Liverpool stayed almost continuously Tory 
when other cities were far more likely to be Liberal.  In the twentieth century it 
was a city which remained Tory when others were becoming Labour.  Sheffield, 
for example, was thirty years ahead of Liverpool in electing a Labour council; 
even London was twenty years ahead.  When Labour eventually took over the 
direction of the city administration, in 1955, the Tories had enjoyed more than 
one hundred years control of the city council.73 
 
The question begged is how were ethno-political and ethno-religious sectarian rigidities 
removed?   
 
The slow thaw of ethno-religious political affiliations 
It has been demonstrated that religious ‘ghettos’ on Merseyside were by no means 
exclusive to the areas abounding Netherfield and Scotland Road.  They existed in south 
Liverpool as far as Garston and the north as far as Bootle.  In Garston, there were 
predominantly Protestant/ Orange strongholds of Shakespeare and Byron Street, with 
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Catholic areas closer to the docks such as Saunby Street and Vulcan Street.74  In Bootle, the 
communities around Derby Road, Marsh Lane, and Strand Road were principally all 
Liverpool-Irish Catholic.  The Bootle Village area was a section known well for its Orange 
Lodge activities.  As Bootle MP, Joe Benton, explains, Derby Ward - now the ‘safest’ Labour 
ward - was once an aspiration for ‘ambitious Tories ... because of the very strong Orange 
presence.  It took in Bootle Village, the Orange quarter’.75 
Although Bootle is today one of Labour’s safest parliamentary seats (alongside the 
neighbouring constituency of Walton) this is a relatively recent phenomenon.  Until 1945 it 
was a Conservative stronghold.  The constituency’s first Member of Parliament, Thomas 
Myles Sandys (elected in 1885) was a staunch Protestant who became the Grand Master of 
the Loyal Orange Lodge of England.76  Sandys was succeeded by Andrew Bonar Law, later 
the Prime Minister.  The parliamentary seat was Conservative for fifty six years out of sixty, 
before it was won for only the second time by Labour in 1945.   
Catholics made political progress despite, or because of, the sectarian backdrop.  The local 
councillor for St Oswald’s ward, James ‘Jimmy’ Mahon, recalls, ‘when my great uncle 
Alderman Simon Mahon senior (1886–1961) became a member of the old Bootle Council he 
was a practising Roman Catholic ... Catholics and the Orange Order were at loggerheads, 
families fought over it!  Simon was eventually voted in as mayor, in 1929.  He was the first 
Catholic mayor of Bootle.’77  Labour took the parliamentary seat during the same year, but 
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only until 1931.  Liverpool’s first Roman Catholic mayor, Austin Harford, did not assume the 
role until 1942.  Joe Benton highlights the difficulties Labour faced: 
In Bootle it was the Liberal and Tory Party that benefited from sectarianism ... When 
I was growing up, if we ever went near the fire, my Mum would say, ‘Burnie for 
Bootle’.  The [Liberal] MP was Major James Burnie ... it all emanated back to 
Gladstone and Home Rule for Ireland ... keep in mind that the Irish contingent in 
Bootle at that time represented a huge proportion of the electorate. In those days, 
because the Labour Party was still in its infancy, it always came down to a choice of 
Liberal or Tory. 78  
 
Labour held Bootle from 1945 onwards.  There is a common narrative which suggests that 
the Second World War softened religious rivalries.  Mahon contends that, ‘with the people 
[both] fighting a war and people at home getting battered by bombs the community knitted 
together a bit.  They must have started realising “what the hell are we doing fighting?”’79  
The unity via war thesis is appealing, but it is contested and there is dispute over which 
world war was more significant in heralding the beginning of the demise of sectarianism.  
Andy Burnham MP supports the supposition that war changed perceptions in Liverpool 
(although he states that his grandmother still proudly played Irish rebel songs during the 
1970s) but argues the process began during World War I.  He recalled how he had read out a 
letter in the House of Commons, which his great grandfather had written to his twin 
brother, Walter, in July 1918, shortly before his death in active service: 
I had a good talk last night over Old Ireland.  Walter, there are thousands of Irish 
boys here and I may tell you it is God help the Boche if they come across them. Then 
they say Ireland is not doing her fair share in this war.80 
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Burnham highlighted how people from Liverpool would have changed their opinions as they 
fought beside comrades of different creeds and religions during the World Wars.  Steve 
Rotheram, MP for Walton, also shares this perception: ‘War was a massive reason for the 
decline.  When you’re fighting a common enemy, fighting side by side, when your life relies 
upon them, you’d see through false religious symbolism and see the quality of person.’81  
Roy Hughes of the Protestant Party also acknowledges that the Second World War ‘altered 
mind-sets in many ways’. 82 
More than eighty per cent of Bootle’s housing was destroyed or severely damaged during 
the Second World War.  There were 1,500 fatal civilian casualties in Liverpool, with the 
death toll nearly 4,000 across Merseyside.  150,000 households had properties destroyed or 
damaged, and 40,000 were made homeless in one week during the May Blitz.83  It would 
seem odd if such cataclysmic events had not, at least temporarily, changed some people’s 
attitudes.  Yet it has been argued that, ‘the war and Blitz fostered camaraderie, a 
community spirit, but did the affinity survive the Blitz?  People soon reverted back to pre-
war ways.  The coming together was necessary but it was transitory.’84  
The steady erosion of unwavering Orange support for Liverpool’s Conservative Party may 
have been more significant than the direct effect of war.  After the establishment of the 
Irish Free State in 1921, coupled with the exclusion of six of the nine Ulster counties, the 
protection of Ulster Protestants seemed to have been secured. From this point, it is 
contended by Stanley Salvidge, ‘the solid phalanx of working-class voters, which at [Sir 
Archibald Salvidge’s] bidding had marched steadily to the polls at every election since 1900, 
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was never again quite the same reliable force.  The old incentive of “Loyalty to Ulster” had 
gone, and more modern cries of a class-conscious Labour movement were reaching the ears 
of a younger generation.’85  
The First World War had a significant effect on the W.M.C.A, whose membership in 1917 
was half the size as it had been at the turn of the century.  Day states,  
Conservatives fared poorly in Liverpool elections in 1919 which was largely due to 
the silence and apathy of the Orange Order ... Many saw signs of Orangemen turning 
to the Labour Party at this time ... Tory jingoism, it seems, died on the First World 
War battlefields and the new generation were joining trade unions.  In 1924 the 
WMCA approved candidate for the West Toxteth by-election was defeated by 
Labour and in the General Election later the same year Labour assumed the 
opposition to the Tories in Liverpool.86 
 
The political allegiances associated with religion began to shift.  As Benton comments, ‘the 
ethos of Parties changed.  Labour came more to the fore, so much so that some of my 
Orange friends were strongly Labour.  Kenny Jones, for example, a former chairman of the 
Bootle Labour Party, was strongly Orange and a good friend of mine.  He, his father, sister, 
and the rest of his family were all Labour Party members, all very strong Labour.’87  Post 
1945 it became more common for traditionally Orange areas to begin electing Labour 
councillors and Members of Parliament.   
Reverend H.D. Longbottom’s death in 1962 marked the passing of Liverpool’s last populist 
anti-Catholic orator.  It marked the beginning of the end for the Liverpool Protestant Party, 
whose last councillors would opt not to stand, so as not to be defeated, following boundary 
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change in 1974.88  As Roy Hughes put it, ‘Once the hub of the community had gone, the 
Orange house of cards collapsed.’89 
Although ‘the Protestant Party continue to breath old life into new issues’90, it struggled to 
maintain the old religious-political tie-up.  Longbottom’s son-in-law, Ronald Henderson, 
attempted to revitalise the party by aligning it to the British Constitution Defence 
Committee, allied with the Reverend Ian Paisley, to ‘resist Ulster being submerged into Éire 
and Britain in Europe.’91  This was to no avail.  Their support network had gone. 
Concurrently, the W.M.C.A was in terminal decline, from a membership of some eight 
thousand at the turn of the century, to a body of fewer than seven hundred by 1936.  One 
secretary opined that the W.M.C.A was ‘declining very fast due to working men showing 
more interest in socialism.’92  In 1972 the Conservative Party urged the Protestant Party to 
merge into them (absorption) as the only means of survival.  In 1974, with the Protestant 
strongholds having been depleted and a tendency for remaining constituents to opt for 
Labour, Roy Hughes, the last leader of the Protestant Party, opted not to stand for election.   
At the 1992 general election, there was a forlorn, fleeting attempt to revive explicitly 
Protestant politics in the city in the Walton constituency.  This area includes Everton 
(traditionally a Protestant heartland) and incorporates St George’s Church which for some is 
still considered the ‘Orange Church’93  The constituency includes much of Liverpool’s old 
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‘Orange heartland’ and it was testimony to the change that had occurred in the area that a 
‘Protestant Reform’ candidate, D.J.E Carson, gained only 393 votes compared to Labour’s 
34,214.  To put this into perspective, ‘Screaming Lord Sutch’ of the Monster Raving Loony 
Party had secured a higher share of the vote in the constituency’s by-election the preceding 
year, attaining 546 votes.   
As the twentieth century progressed, people had begun to be ‘steered’ much more by class 
politics and trade union membership, as opposed to a politics based on religion.  The tide 
had been turning in Labour’s favour in parliamentary constituencies in the city for a long 
time, with the 1964 election a crucial point.  That year, the constituencies of Kirkdale, 
Toxteth, Walton, and West Derby were all won by Labour having previously been safe seats 
for the Conservatives.  Significantly, each of these comprised of mainly Protestant areas, 
with sizeable Orange contingents.  Edge Hill and Exchange remained Labour, having been 
first won by the Party in 1945.   Liverpool Scotland, an Irish Nationalist seat until 1929, had 
been Labour thereafter.  Walter Alldritt, who held the seat in 1964 following the death of 
sitting MP David Logon, was a more secular MP than his predecessor.  Logon was a former 
Irish Nationalist, who often put his Catholicism before his Party.  Alldritt was a trade unionist 
who went on to become regional secretary for the National Union of General and Municipal 
Workers.  His successor, Frank Marsden, was challenged in an 1971 by-election by Peter 
Mahon, standing on a ‘Labour and Anti-Abortion’ ticket, a clear pitch for the constituency’s 
Catholic vote, but Mahon was outpolled by more than six-to-one by his official Labour rival. 
Wavertree and Garston were held by the Conservatives in 1964, but Conservatism and 
Protestantism and their linkage were in sharp decline in the city. 
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The orthodox explanation of diminished sectarianism owing to slum clearance is 
unsatisfactory, as the clearance programme was only part way to completion in 1964.  
Moreover, the outer areas of the city, such as Knowsley, had been voting Labour since 1950 
and continued to do so after dispersal from Liverpool to the area.  Moreover, slum 
clearance had not entirely removed sectarianism, as the Prime Minister was aware.  As 
Kilfoyle notes, ‘Harold Wilson was very, very much aware [of sectarianism] having 
represented Huyton and Kirkby [1950-1983], because remember, particularly when he 
represented those areas, many of those people had only recently moved out from the city 
centre.  So it still will have been raw with them the sectarianism.  So he was very, very well 
aware of that.’94   
 
The Growth of Labourism 
It is importance to note that two years after the worst sectarian riots in Liverpool’s history, 
in 1909, ‘religious sectarianism was [said to be] largely dormant during one of the most 
volatile and violent strikes ever in British history.95  John Bohstedt asserts that, ‘it was the 
trauma of the massive 1911 transport strike, not any melting sectarian animosities that 
generated political will for a resolution ... The brush with anarchy and the spectre of 
working-class revolt finally galvanized the town fathers to give up sectarian conflict.’96  The 
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contention of sectarianism being ‘largely dormant’ is not entirely accurate, but it does hint 
at what was to come in terms of future unity.97   
Liverpool’s industrial confrontation of 1911 led Lord Derby, the Lord Mayor, to inform the 
Home Secretary that ‘a revolution was in progress.’98  Over 2,300 soldiers, 4,000 special 
constables, a battleship, and a battlecruiser patrolled Liverpool.  Waller states that, ‘during 
labour disputes which paralysed Liverpool in the summer of 1911 ... industrial violence and 
sectarian violence were connected.’99 Notably, ‘although unionised north-end Protestant 
carters had joined Catholic dockers to march hand-in-hand to a great rally ... rioting of that 
night included much sectarian violence: as fierce Orange-Catholic fighting as had ever been 
seen in the city’s history.’100  Perhaps inevitably, with so much tension in the air, trauma 
struck: troops shot two workers, resulting in two funerals attended by mourners of both 
denominations.  Religious feuds were temporarily forgotten and Orange drums were 
‘twined with orange and green ribbons’.101  O’Brien states, 
It is not that the religious divide simply disappeared.  Indeed, Labour politics retained 
a religious character in the city long after the strike.  Still, the fact remains that the 
marginalising of the Green and Orange divide in 1911 created a point of reference 
for the syndicalist and socialist street agitators of that time and of the next 
generation that followed.102  
 
While these events were important in helping to lay a foundation stone for the future 
Liverpool labour movement, and in demonstrating that in times of strife the two sides were 
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capable of uniting, the events of this year, Bohstedt contends, were pivotally important in 
the short and long term cessation of sectarian riots: 
Sectarian violence finally subsided in pre-war Liverpool, not because ethnic 
antagonisms changed, but because community politics changed ...  the near-anarchy 
of the great transport strike of 1911 convinced the town’s leaders they could no 
longer afford to permit sectarian disturbances, and they acted promptly to shut 
them down ... [through] endorsement of a Special Act of Parliament, the Liverpool 
Corporation Act 1912, enabling the City Corporation to pass by-laws empowering the 
Watch Committee to regulate meetings, processions, and emblems, music and 
weapons ... Control of processions and meetings finally reduced sectarian clashes.103  
 
Thus, as Ingram attests, while helping to change only the ‘manifestation’ of sectarianism  
‘without threatening its existence’, increased police powers ‘made skirmishes between 
individuals or small groups the characteristic sectarian disturbance in place of the obviously 
more prominent riot involving thousands of participants.’104  While such small clashes could 
go on with ‘monotonous regularity without making news’105, it was a growing unity, aided 
by a transcending political outlook, which began to threaten the existence of sectarianism. 
The growth of labourism at the expense of religious sentiment did not arise from an organic 
process, the sudden dawn of class consciousness or even the shared experiences of the 
Second World War.  Rather, it involved the promotion of labourist affiliations over religious 
sentiment, without attacking religious fervour overtly, which might have offended the city’s 
residents.  The former Labour MP for Walton (1991-2010) Peter Kilfoyle, a Roman Catholic 
lifelong resident of the city, makes the point that there was a combined effort in Merseyside 
to defeat sectarianism and the Conservative Party: 
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There was a sustained programme of education and agitation ... getting a message 
across through the workplace, the trade unions, the schools or whatever ... that the 
way forward for working-people was Labour representation.  You didn’t have to 
mention sectarianism but implicit was obviously that what divided us, that sort of 
sectarian prejudice, was nothing compared to what united us: a class consciousness, 
a mutual interest to try and take on the employers or the Tories in Government, and 
generally a combination of both.106 
 
In a similar vein, the Labour MP for Bootle, Joe Benton, adds credence to the argument that 
sectarianism had to be broken down through education, rather than simply allowed to 
flourish in the absence of a strong, united labour movement.  Benton stresses the role of 
(non-sectarian) trade unions in uniting the working-class.  
We did have sectarianism in Bootle, but it wasn’t the breakdown of communities 
[that changed things], it was enlightenment.  At one time if you were Orange you 
could be ninety per cent certain that you were Conservative as well.  Later on I 
started noticing a lot more cross fertilisation.  People from Protestant areas started 
voting Labour ... people became a lot more politically aware through education, 
enlightenment, but mostly through the Labour movement.  Trade Unions played a 
massive role in that. 
 
As national politics began to take precedence over local issues and as Labour (and more 
importantly) the secular wing of the Liverpool Labour Party took control, generic working-
class issues became much more important.  Steve Higginson believes that, ‘as the Wilson 
Government of the Sixties had a beneficial effect on people, they started to reject the 
Conservative ethos, because of the successes of Labour Governments and what they stood 
for: an egalitarian ethos.’107  Kilfoyle also makes this point: 
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It makes sense that there was more of a national dimension and a focus on the 
leadership as opposed to what was happening locally … Education was changing 
things generally.  Television was bringing new sorts of attitudes ... It’s a question of 
people sort of maturing and voting on grounds which were more in tune with the 
political exigencies, as opposed to sectarian/ religious influences. 
 
As employment shifted from the ‘pen system’ at the docks, towards more factory work and 
apprenticeship disciplines, there were greater possibilities for the development of trade 
union affiliation as vehicles of political education and class consciousness.  The Liverpool 
working-class began to show more solidarity and trade unionism helped to politicise the 
Liverpool electorate. Trade unionism contained the potential to diminish ethno-sectarian 
affiliations.  Labour and trade union militancy was not merely a product of activism; it was a 
consequence of Liverpool’s declining fortunes as a city.  Andy Burnham MP argues that 
Liverpool became less sectarian as the city as a whole went into economic decline, stressing 
that with the loss of the ‘second city of Empire’ label, the ‘strong Establishment feeling’ - 
thus Conservative power, broke down.  ‘People’s religious loyalties remain to this day, but 
the bigger problem became poverty and [the desire for] prosperity.  That rode above the 
sectarianism.’108 This economic decline would serve to further entrench negative 
stereotypes about the city in the minds of the rest of the UK.  Conversely, Liverpool 
developed a defence mechanism in the form of a prevailing single identity; an identity which 
would help to further erode sectarian tension in the city.  Many became proud of being 
known as the city that ‘dared to fight back’.109 
Liverpool’s docks and traditional manufacturing industries went into sharp degeneration.  
By January 1980 the unemployment rate had reached 12.7 per cent.  Some 40 per cent of 
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these had been unemployed for over a year.  As Waller argues, the future of Liverpool ‘now 
seemed not that of an expanding provincial capital, but a decline to the status of shanty 
town, unless the Government was induced to reverse the trend by an industrial strategy 
beyond short-term expedients.’110  Between 1981 and 1991, 50,000 jobs, 20 per cent of 
Liverpool’s total, disappeared’111  In the 1980s the response to economic crisis transcended 
the religious boundary.  Although the Labour Party had captured wards and parliamentary 
constituencies across Liverpool, local Labour parties were often small in number, a product 
of the city’s reductions in population (due to slum clearance).  Combined with increased 
militancy in response to the acute industrial crisis, this allowed the takeover of numerous 
Labour branches by the Militant organisation, a party within a party.112 
Liverpool witnessed the standoff between the Militant-led Labour council in continuing with 
a programme of council house construction and refusal to set a rate in defiance of 
Thatcher’s government which wanted to curb local authority expenditure.  Militant’s control 
of the city council had been preceded by the Toxteth riots of 1981, fuelled by mass 
unemployment and police tactics.  Following the riots, Protestant Bishop Sheppard and 
Catholic Archbishop Worlock walked arm in arm through the area, indicative of how 
Catholic-Protestant religious hostilities had diminished.  In the aftermath of the Toxteth 
riots, Geoffrey Howe advised Thatcher to abandon Liverpool to a fate of ‘managed 
decline’.113 
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The 1980s most visibly demonstrated the transition from identity to class based politics in 
Liverpool through the dominance of the Militant Tendency.  The Militant Tendency was a 
Trotskyite entryist group within the British Labour Party.114  They played a leading role in 
Liverpool City Council between 1983 and 1987.  In 1985 they took part in the rate-capping 
rebellion along with Lambeth Council.115  The campaign’s tactic was that councils whose 
budgets were restricted would refuse to set any budget at all for the financial year 1985-86, 
requiring the Government to intervene. Labour’s National Executive Committee 
subsequently suspended Liverpool District Labour Party in November 1985 and began an 
inquiry into the council's conduct.  Ultimately the rate-capping rebellion led to Militant’s 
downfall and after an audit, forty seven councillors were expelled and surcharged.   
Ken Taylor argues that the resistance to economic misfortune became the dominant image 
of the city, replacing that of little Ireland, or of a city driven by religious hostility, arguing 
that  ‘there is an inevitable harking back to the radical socialism that was a key component 
of the city’s identity – especially during the 1980s … a local authority dominated by the 
Militant Tendency … This, along with the radical trade union activity throughout the city and 
the Toxteth riots of 1981, helped cast a view of Liverpool as a hotbed of revolutionary 
socialism that still persists today.’116  Liverpool, a city that was once defiantly Conservative is 
now defiantly Labour.   
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Conclusion 
Traditionally, in Liverpool, Orangemen had regarded the Conservative Party to be ‘their’ 
Party, because they wanted to preserve the Union, as opposed to the Irish Nationalists or 
Liberals who wanted to break up or substantially revise the Union.  For part of the twentieth 
century the local Labour Party too was considered ‘too Irish’, due to the ancestry of its 
members and their overt Catholicism.  However as secular Labour began to dominate, as 
local versus national government economic issues overrode local sectarian enmities,  and as 
secularism began to develop as society opened up through new forms of media, people 
began to discover new horizons and think differently.  Changes occurred on both sides.  
Catholics moved from Irish Nationalist and Liberal to Labour.  Likewise, Orangemen, often 
influenced by their trade unions, began to become more politicised on class issues and 
question the historic link to the Conservative Party.  There was a new battle to be fought, a 
battle not on religious grounds, but on class grounds; for some, indeed, a ‘class-war’.  Many 
Merseyside residents by this time had realised, ‘you don’t have to have much of a 
commonality to have a common enemy.’117   
To what extent then did the decline of identity politics create the decline of sectarianism?  
What appears to be the answer is ‘not very much’, but the identities became less mutually 
exclusive in political terms.  It became possible, even normal, to be Orange and Labour.  It 
seems that the decline of identity politics was primarily a product of other factors affecting 
the decline of sectarianism.  The Conservative Party had understood the futility of using 
religion for electoral gain in Liverpool by the 1970s.  The Conservatives no longer wished to 
– or were capable of - stirring sectarian resentment.  On the Labour side, the emergence of 
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secular politicians like Bessie Braddock diminished the ‘Catholic Labour’ identity of local 
politics which had persisted with the transfer of Irish Nationalist votes to the Party.  Amid 
economic crisis, it was secular Labour, in the form of Militant, which came to dominant the 
Labour Party (opposed by more moderate Catholics within the party). Class politics, not 
Orange versus Green, dominated Liverpool by the 1980s. 
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Chapter Six – Ecumenism: ‘The Great Mersey Miracle’, and a 
decline in religious observation 
 
Beyond the impact of slum clearance, a further plausible explanatory hypothesis 
underpinning improved Protestant-Catholic relations is that which focuses upon improved 
inter-church relations.  Strong religious and personal relationships developed between the 
Anglican Bishop of Liverpool, David Sheppard and the Roman Catholic Archbishop of the 
city, Derek Worlock.  This relationship has been associated with the growth of ecumenism 
which eased the religious divide.  The second part of this chapter will concentrate on a shift 
towards secularism and the decline of religious observation and attendant fervour.  It is 
plausible that the churches getting onto together helped their congregations get along, 
though it is just as plausible that denominational tensions declined because people simply 
stopped believing in God. 
When David Sheppard was appointed as Protestant Bishop of Liverpool in 1975, he was 
made aware of the ‘long history of sectarian suspicion’, ‘bitterness’, and the ‘violence which 
lay behind the religious divide in the city.’1  Such was the divide that as late as 1968 the 
Prime Minister Harold Wilson, a Merseyside MP, opposed the invitation of royalty to the 
consecration of the Catholic Metropolitan Cathedral, as the ‘relationships between 
Protestants and Catholics, though they had calmed down, were too fragile to risk a royal 
presence at such a public Roman Catholic event.’2  The following year, his Roman Catholic 
counterpart, Derek Worlock, was appointed Archbishop of Liverpool.  Worlock made it his 
ambition to ‘close the gap between religion and life [in Liverpool] between what goes on in 
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church and what goes on at work and at home.’3  The ecumenical vision and conduct of 
Sheppard and Worlock was such that they would become affectionately known on 
Merseyside as ‘fish and chips’4, and in 2008 a bronze commemorative statue of the pair, 
paid for by public subscription, was unveiled on Hope Street.  It is the view of many in 
Liverpool that these two figures did much to help calm spiritual divisions in the city.  As 
Reverend John Williams suggests: 
 The biggest impact on the decline [of sectarianism] was the Great Mersey Miracle.  
 The great friendship, trust, and common bond shared between Sheppard and 
 Worlock cascaded down to the ordinary parish clergy.  ‘If they can do it so can we’, 
 was the attitude.  Their friendship shined down and set an example.  I could go to 
 Sheppard and say ‘there’s a problem with the Green and the Orange’, and we would 
 work together to sort it out.  It didn’t change the doctrine but we learned to respect 
 each other’s differences.5  
 
Furthermore, the wider concentration of efforts of the two clergymen on the declining 
economic fortunes of the city meant that the two church leaders gained much credence.  
The Church leaders had taken over during an economic recession, with Liverpool languishing 
consistently below the national average of unemployment statistics.  The pair worked in 
tandem to tackle social and economic problems.  As Longsley notes, ‘the demonstration of 
solidarity with those whose livelihood was threatened did much to cement bonds of 
affection and respect between the two episcopal leaders and the people of Merseyside.  
They made the Churches seem relevant to the real problems in people’s lives.’6  Cardinal 
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Hume suggested: ‘[Worlock] made his home in Liverpool.  He was concerned not only for 
the Catholic flock there but for Liverpool and all its people.’7  Bishop Tom Williams recalls 
the effect the ‘better together’ philosophy had:  
 I think we were in danger in the Sixties of being like Belfast.  It was always about 
 resistance: ‘you do what you want, but don’t stop us doing what we want’ … There 
 was always this bitter; ‘you did that to us, we did that you’ attitude, and people 
 would keep that alive. ‘You remember what that lot did?’, so there was distrust.  
 There was no attempt made at reconciliation.  No attempt made at healing the 
 wounds and no attempt made at forging partnerships.  Some people believed that 
 ecumenism was an attempt at making everybody the same. We came to 
 acknowledge that you had to start off meeting one and other and getting to know 
 one and other and being friendly.  I think that was what started breaking down the 
 barriers, the fact that people started meeting and talking.  Now, in many ways, the 
 sectarian element has gone.8 
 
The importance of Worlock and Sheppard’s partnership was also articulated by a recent 
Catholic Archbishop of Liverpool, Patrick Kelly, who reflects on how they became symbols of 
change: ‘Could we have believed forty years ago that we would have a statue of our two 
former church leaders (Anglican Bishop David Sheppard and Catholic Archbishop Derek 
Worlock) in Hope Street?  People would have said, it cannot be, but it has happened and it is 
a declaration that things can change.’9  
In order to authenticate the impact that Sheppard and Worlock had on sectarianism in 
Liverpool, it is important to gauge the situation the pair inherited when they arrived.  It was 
not the case that division was at the same level as in the 1900s: a decade acknowledged as 
both that of the ‘greatest wealth’ for the port and ‘worst record of sectarian violence.’10  
Nor was it the case that sectarianism was largely theological.  As Sheppard and Worlock 
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acknowledge, ‘there was a great deal of belonging which did not necessarily imply 
believing.’11  There was, however, a lingering distrust and bitterness on Merseyside that the 
Church leaders thought it necessary to tackle.   
Though the sectarianism which blighted Liverpool was seldom derived from devout religious 
observance, divisive religious rhetoric often inflamed tensions and played a key role in 
keeping animosity alive.12  The respective ‘flock’ of each denomination jealously guarded its 
connections with a religious institution which had historically (particularly in the case of the 
Irish community) suckled them in times of need.  For the Liverpool Irish their identity was 
largely centred on their observation of Catholic principles, demonstrated by the respect 
afforded to their priests.  For the Netherfield Road community, the prerequisite for joining 
the Orange Order or W.M.C.A was Protestantism. In addition, the ‘Orange’ district 
benefitted from a range of local initiatives centred upon faith.  The Protestant Boys drum-
and flute band, the Liverpool Protestant Benevolent Society, Protestant Operative 
Associations, and Protestant Truth Society are all testimony to this.  Faith based munificence 
also was prevalent in the predominantly Catholic Scotland Road district.  Belchem describes 
the motivation behind this: 
The [Catholic] Church was extremely concerned to prevent leakage from the faith.  It 
was very different from other forms of organisations or associations as it was not 
trying to expand the remit of its sector, but what it wanted to do was prevent 
leakage.  In Liverpool you were not talking about the more fortunate recusant 
Catholics who lived in other parts of Lancashire.  You are talking essentially about 
poor Irish migrants.  Now unless the Catholic Church makes provisions for them, they 
are going to be very dependent upon local authorities, who, certainly in the 
nineteenth century would be part of the establishment; i.e. the Anglican Church.  So 
there was this great fear that if the Catholic Church itself didn’t develop this whole 
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form of faith based welfare state, it’s going to be losing people.  It was very much in 
its interest to develop this wide-ranging umbrella cover for its people.13 
  
The development of this ‘welfare umbrella’ coincided with the erection of many Catholic 
churches and schools.  This scale of ‘Romanism’, coupled with the Catholic tendency to 
‘protect their own’, prompted resentment.  This religious divide was only partly down to 
doctrinal disagreement between the faiths.  Underlying it was an economic and political 
stimulus.  Most visibly, the Conservative Party was using religion and ‘Rome on the rates’ 
issues to distinguish between ‘them’ and ‘us’.  Superseding this was the role of the Liverpool 
Irish as economic competitors for jobs on the docks.  The view of ‘Paddy’ as a ‘parasite’ 
benefited the Conservative Party, as did the ghetto system, which helped maintain 
ignorance of the ‘rival’ community.  Sheppard and Worlock explained how these factors 
could act as reasons for sectarian resentment, declaring that ‘bitter rivalry between one 
community group and another can be a distinctive feature in an area of deprivation, 
especially where there is competition for limited resources.’14  Kilfoyle agrees, but adds 
credence to the political stimulus, arguing that in Liverpool, ‘religion acted as a useful tool to 
divide the working class.’15 
Nonetheless, whatever the underlying basis, religion was seen as a badge of identity and 
was zealously protected.  This was picked up on by David Sheppard and Derek Worlock 
when they first arrived in Liverpool: 
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First impressions of Liverpool include a fierce sense of identity ... It has to do with 
the most intense loyalties, which are themselves reflected in a strongly expressed 
possessiveness. Some of these loyalties have been inherited through many 
generations and are rooted in family ties ... The same intense loyalties are to be 
found with regard to churches, football teams, trade unions, districts, and recently 
with Merseyside as a whole.  There is a strongly positive side to this sense of 
identity.  Possessiveness is matched by a sense of belonging, responsibility for each 
other, generosity within the local community, and dogged persistence if it comes to 
a strike for survival.  Solidarity may find expression in quickness, sharpness, wit and 
anger of a people united in vigorous response to an enemy.  In the past that enemy 
might have been the new migrants on one hand, or the hostile host community on 
the other.16 
 
That Sheppard and Worlock refer to the ‘enemy’ of ‘the past’, acknowledges the fact that by 
the time of their arrival on Merseyside much had already changed.  The ghetto system had 
been largely reduced to rubble, as had the Conservatives’ relationship with the Protestant 
Party.  Consequently, identity itself had been in flux for a number of years as individuals and 
families tried to rebuild a sense of community in their new surroundings on the outer 
echelons of the city.  ‘Roman Catholic families [in the overspill estates], asked where they 
came from, still did not offer an address or name of their district but replied with the name 
of their parish of birth or upbringing in the inner city.’17  Though identification with the new 
estates may not have developed for a number of years18, identification with ‘Merseyside as 
a whole’ was taking shape.  Despite this, slum clearance and a change of political discourse 
could not do away with what Sheppard and Worlock described as the ‘negative side’ of 
identity: ‘a fortress mentality’ which ‘aggressively defended “our group” whether right or 
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wrong’, ‘a kind of tribalism which is inward looking, self-protective and exclusive.’19  This 
segment of sectarianism was part of what Sheppard and Worlock aimed to break down. 
As Sheppard recalls, ‘it was quickly clear to me that Protestant-Catholic relations were going 
to be more important than they had ever been.’20  Worlock commented, ‘one of the 
strongest impressions I received on coming to Liverpool … was that the intense loyalty of 
northern Catholics was directed primarily to externals, such as “our” parish, “our” priest, 
“our” archbishop and even ‘our’ social club.’21  Not far beneath this lay remnants of 
‘sectarian bitterness’.22  Reverend John Williams remembers what he termed ‘religious 
division’ in Liverpool:  ‘There was great bitterness which often surrounded mixed marriages 
due to a sort of inbuilt hatred by family members.’  He recalled how in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s there was ‘no dialogue’ between the faiths, whereas ‘now the clergy is 
fraternal.’  He also explained how in his first parish ‘clergymen would walk on the other side 
of the road to each other and wouldn’t speak’.23  Reverend Williams explained how the 
willingness of the clergy leadership and rank and file to work together to solve social 
problems, helped to put aside these differences: 
We started working together tirelessly to tackle social problems ... people 
[Protestant and Catholic] started working together for the good of the community.  
Eventually friendships developed and out of friendship came trust.  Catholics were 
not a threat any longer.  We would talk about what united us, what we had in 
common. ‘Us’ and ‘them’ diminished. The lust for power diminished. Great 
friendships were made in time of strife.  People began to grow out of the ghetto 
mentality, and when in the past a Catholic would not employ a Protestant or vice 
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versa, times have changed.  Business is not run like that anymore.  The world got 
wider.24   
 
Sheppard and Worlock were at the forefront of this new relationship, but though they 
appeared to be the main driving force between reconciliation of the two communities, it is 
important to recognize that building blocks of rapprochement had already been placed 
before the pair arrived in Liverpool.  Leading clergymen of both faiths had attempted to 
shake off sectarian tension before the 1970s.  Moreover, the preceding century had 
witnessed a spirited attempt on the Catholic side to shake off the badge of ‘otherness’. 
Prior to the 1970s other Church leaders in Liverpool had spoken out or taken action to 
oppose religious discord. When Richard Downey became Archbishop in 1928, he 
‘immediately forbade the use of the title “Catholic” to any political party and banned 
electoral activity by priests.’25  This was in response to his predecessor Archbishop Keating, 
who had agreed to the formation of the Catholic Representation Association (the ‘Catholic 
Party’) eight years earlier.  In response to the militant Protestantism of Wise and Kensit in 
the 1900s, Anglican Bishop Chavasse said, ‘I am often ashamed of the unwise and 
unchristian conduct of some who call themselves Protestant.’26  Moreover, there had been a 
longstanding Roman Catholic crusade in Liverpool to separate Irishness from Catholicism.  
An early account of this comes from Pat O’Mara, whose autobiography, Liverpool Irish 
Slummy, first published in 1934, sheds light on the Anglicisation of the ‘Liverpool Irish’ in 
Catholic schools: 
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 St Peter’s School in Seel Street was, in a way, a new vista opening in my life.  Here 
 was an English school filled mainly with Irish-Catholic boys.  But the tutors in this 
 school, though all of them were Catholic, had been trained in England and all their 
 teaching smacked of this English training.  The Empire and the sacredness of its 
 preservation ran through every text book like a leitmotif.  Our navy and the necessity 
 to keep England ruling the waves is another  indelible mark left in my memory – 
 though the reason for this was never satisfactorily explained.  Pride in our vast and 
 far-flung colonies and the need for their protection and preservation were 
 emphasised, as was the confidence that in any given crisis the colonies and 
 motherland stand as one.  The British always won wars – not the English, but the 
 British – giving the impression that we were all more or less brothers under the skin, 
 the Irish, the English, the Welsh and the Scottish.27 
 
These ‘straight patriotic impressions’, as O’Mara calls them were the implementation of a 
deliberate policy by the Roman Catholic Church in England to, in the words of Neal, ‘turn 
Irish men and women into good English men and women.’28  He adds, ‘Irish history wasn’t 
taught in Schools in the nineteenth century, and it was the English leadership of the Catholic 
Church that set this about.’29  There was however, a slight problem with this policy as 
O’Mara explains:  
 [The teaching of] religion was something else.  Oliver Cromwell might have been a 
 hero in Protestant St Michael’s but not in our school.  And so, with forthright Pastors 
 like Father Twomey, it wasn’t long before religion got to race, and from race to 
 definite biases … The best I can say is that what I derived from my elementary 
 English-Irish schooling was an intense love for the British Empire and an equally 
 intense hatred for England as opposed to Ireland.  Our mothers and fathers, of 
 course, were unequivocal in their attitude – destroy England, no less!  But we 
 children at school, despite the intense religious atmosphere of the Catholic school, 
 were rather more patriotized and Britishized – until we got back to our shacks, 
 where we were sternly Irishized’30 
 
This ‘paradox’, as O’Mara put it, reflected what David and Peter Kennedy refer to as ‘the 
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ambiguous attitude of the Irish religious and political hierarchy towards the maintenance of 
a distinctively Irish identity [in Liverpool]’31  Nonetheless, as they describe, there was a very 
definite attempt to anglicise the Irish, and this went as far as ‘vetting’ potential Irish priests 
preparing to serve in England:  
The Church’s policy in Liverpool was to incorporate the immigrant Irish and their 
descendants into British mainstream life by denationalizing them of their Irishness, 
while maintaining their commitment to Catholicism … the strategy the Church 
adopted involved a concentrated attack on Irish political culture by a re-education 
policy for the Irish population focussing on and celebrating dominant British values.  
In schools emphasis was placed on religious instruction, while secular studies made 
little reference to Ireland or its people’s affairs.32   
 
Bishop Tom Williams explains: 
Liverpool Catholicism was never Irish.  [The Catholic Clergy] was always a mixture.  In 
the Catholic schools the syllabus was integration.  Prior to the First World War I think 
there was a deal done with Bishops and the Education board which said ‘right you 
can have your  Catholic schools but you’ve got to teach English history, not Irish 
history’.  So you’ve got the national spirit of England drummed in.  You could be a 
Catholic but you still were English, not Irish.  It was always an English Church.  There 
was an Irish tradition.  I mean some of the Clergymen were from Irish backgrounds.  
Two of my Grandparents were Irish, for instance.  But there was no attempt to 
promote Irishness.33 
 
Kennedy and Kennedy suggest that by the end of the nineteenth century the Liverpool Irish 
had begun the process of ‘privatising their ethnicity’.  Outside key dates in the calendar, 
‘such as celebrating St Patrick’s Day or reacting to Orange Day parades on 12th July, they 
were increasingly less likely to formally demonstrate their ethnic distinctiveness in the 
manner in which large Irish Catholic communities in the towns and cities of Scotland and 
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Northern Ireland continued to do.’34  In this sense the Catholic Church in Liverpool had been 
successful in its attempt to dilute Irishness.  However, as Neal suggests, ‘though they were 
no longer distinctively Irish, they were still subject to hostility because they were Catholic.’35  
Stark states that, the ‘sect has ever been the child of an outcast minority.’36  This ‘outcast 
minority’ in Liverpool were Irish Catholics.  It follows that when this minority becomes an 
established part of the majority, the sect will dispel.  This appears to be the line of reasoning 
the Catholic Church took when trying to play down Irishness.  However, they seem to have 
misjudged that the insular nature of the Catholic district would maintain and foster 
animosity to the ‘host’ community.  Catholicism itself became a badge of identity, as did 
Protestantism for their counterparts.  The level of genuine observation to the doctrine was 
not the overriding factor.  It was about identification and belonging. 
When Worlock arrived in Liverpool on Sunday 14th March 1976, having already been greeted 
by an ‘enthusiastic crowd’ at Lime Street, his first visitor to Archbishop’s House was Bishop 
David Sheppard, who turned up, ‘armed with a bottle of wine’.37  When appointed as 
Liverpool’s Anglican leader during the previous year, Sheppard’s first telegram of 
congratulations had arrived from the soon-to-retire Catholic Archbishop of Liverpool, 
George Andrew Beck, Worlock’s predecessor.   
Sheppard recalled that whilst religious divisions needed to be addressed, ‘the issue of 
unemployment was to fill the foreground for us – with Merseyside showing double the 
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national count’.38  Worlock arrived ‘with the firm belief that the Pope had given him the task 
of addressing people’s social and material needs and ensuring Liverpool, with its sectarian 
past, did not become another Belfast.’39   
Liverpool however had changed unrecognisably in the previous two decades and the 
religious leaders acknowledged the de-ghettoisation   
By the time of our coming to Liverpool many of the near-ghetto like segregations 
within the general community had largely disappeared … The population of the 
northern end of the inner city of Liverpool was in many places no more than one 
tenth of what it had once been.  The famous Jesuit parish of St Francis Xavier, which 
used to house thirteen thousand Roman Catholics, had through demolition and 
dispersal fallen to under nine hundred.40   
 
Nonetheless, the physical removal of antagonistic communities had not removed the need 
to promote reconciliation.  Sheppard recalls:  ‘On arrival in Liverpool, I made a point of 
asking advice about ecumenical partnership.  The most frequent advice was, ‘Do be careful.  
Don’t rock the boat.’41  This is testimony to the instability that still existed in relation to 
religion in Liverpool at the time.  Nonetheless, Sheppard believed ‘the Gospel was at stake 
in building bridges between Christian churches, and every opportunity should be seized to 
act in partnership with Roman Catholics.’42  
This was a view shared by Worlock.  Although ‘it was still the Catholic style in England for 
Church leaders to look after their own,’43 this role was soon extended to that of city 
spokesman. Thus, ‘in matters touching politics and society, Derek Worlock gradually 
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established himself as one of the most thoughtful and outspoken Church leaders of his 
generation, of any denomination … Given his ministry in Liverpool, this was not 
inappropriate.  If any city did, this one needed some standing up for.’44  Worlock and 
Sheppard would work together to help the people in times of economic and social hardship.  
This work included negotiating with big firms in Merseyside to ameliorate redundancies and 
walking hand in hand through Toxteth after the ‘race riots’ in the Eighties.   
One of the most symbolic public displays of partnership came with the Pope John Paul II visit 
to Liverpool in 1982.  The Pope visited the Anglican and Catholic Metropolitan Cathedrals.  
Furnival and Knowles comment: 
 Derek [Worlock] thanked the Pope for endorsing what the Liverpool Church leaders 
 had tried to do, and told him of the friendship and collaboration between himself 
 and David Sheppard. The Pope, in reply, remarked to Archbishop Derek that 
 ‘ecumenism is not just intellect but also affections’.  He recognised that friendship 
 and human respect were the basis of everything else, and the fact symbolic gestures 
 of closer unity between the Churches had no meaning if underlying respect was not 
 genuine.45  
 
The Pope’s visit however was also marred by remonstrations from a group of anti-Popery 
protestors.  Though Orange regalia were not worn and the Loyal Orange Order did not 
organise demonstrations, the protestors included both member of the Liverpool Orange 
Lodge and members of Paisley’s Free Presbyterian Church, which had been gathering 
members in Liverpool during the previous decade.  That the Orange Institution did not 
officially protest on the day demonstrated how times were changing.  No longer was there 
the same apparent fervent desire for rupture.   
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Ecumenical efforts were not to everybody’s taste; some members of the Orange Order 
viewing it as a ‘dilution of the faith’, a ‘compromise’, and ‘a step too far’46.  Former 
Protestant leader, Roy Hughes, said that Worlock and Sheppard’s ‘doctrinal truce’ was ‘an 
agreement of falsehood’, as ‘real, vital, everlasting issues were blurred by ecumenism.’47  
Such disapproval was not an exclusively Protestant sentiment.  Devout Roman Catholic, 
Alice Thomas Ellis, in her book God Has Not Changed, repeatedly expressed her annoyance 
at the action of the Church hierarchy.  She condemns, ‘false ecumenism which requires us to 
put our brains in the cupboard under the stairs and embrace any old error for fear of giving 
offence’48  In contrast, Benton states, ‘They weren’t saying “abandon your beliefs”, but 
closeness and a great deal of tolerance grew.’49 
There is general acknowledgment that the ‘better together’ mentality, at the very least, had 
a positive effect in ‘setting an example.’  As Win Lawlor suggests, ‘gestures are really 
important’50 The Sheppard-Worlock duopoly built on a broader improving inter-church 
situation, described by Joe Benton:  ‘In the Fifties early Sixties there was still this [sectarian] 
thing lurking round ... when we got into the Seventies and Eighties there seemed to be a 
greater enlightenment coming from all the Church leaders and the background to that, I 
would suggest, was Vatican II.’51  Peter Kilfoyle agrees, arguing that Vatican II had a 
‘revolutionary effect’.52  Vatican II not only took away some of the mystery behind Roman 
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Catholic rituals (for example, adopting vernacular language in Holy Mass instead of Latin) 
but more importantly it consciously promoted ecumenical effort towards dialogue with 
other religions.  As Dr Maria Power’s research suggests, ecumenical efforts were not distinct 
to Liverpool, but were also taking place in Northern Ireland in the 1970s, where there was, 
... Ecumenical dialogue between the leaderships of the churches ... the Protestant 
and Catholic leaderships engaged in joint displays of solidarity as well as making 
regular statements together. These methods enabled them to use their moral 
authority and influence to encourage mutual understanding within their 
communities thereby promoting more peaceful relationships.53 
 
Yet the persistence of sectarianism in Northern Ireland indicates that ecumenical projects 
can only be part of the solution.   
Worlock and Sheppard themselves acknowledge how their ‘predecessors, Stuart Blanch and 
George Andrew Beck, had enjoyed good friendship.  We hoped it would be the same for us.  
We agreed that we should try and build on that base.’54  Yet, Worlock and Sheppard were 
distinct from what had come before.  The ecumenism was certainly more overt, and they 
were demonstrating not just tolerance, but affinity for one another.  Sheppard had asked 
Worlock’s predecessor, Andrew Beck, ‘if he thought we might work towards joint schools; 
he thought that was going too fast.’55  Segregated schools remained and Merseyside has 
more faith schools per capita of population than anywhere else in England56, but Worlock 
and Sheppard oversaw the reorganisation of the Colleges of Higher Education in Liverpool.  
A federation of Catholic and Anglican colleges was established where once there had been 
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separate institutions.  Furnival and Knowles note how the symbolism of this drove the 
Church leaders onto a bigger project: 
 Symbolism played a big part in the ecumenical affairs of Liverpool and the whole 
 area.  The development of the Liverpool Institute of Higher Education (LIHE), for 
 example, had a symbolic importance.  The two bishops knew that the federation of 
 two teacher training colleges in Liverpool – one Anglican, the other Catholic would 
 be a powerful sign of  ecumenism in the city, a real external sign of partnership 
 between the two traditions … [the  successor to LIHE was] Liverpool Hope 
 University College.  The inclusion of the word Hope was very deliberately a reflection 
 of the theme which Derek and David had made their own: encapsulated in the title 
 of their book, but more importantly put into practice with regard to the life and unity 
 of Liverpool and the region.57  
 
The most prominent advocates of the ‘Mersey Miracle’ hypothesis are clergymen.  It is 
because Archbishop Worlock and Bishop Sheppard’s ‘better together’ philosophy had the 
most pronounced impact on them.  Yet the prominence of Worlock and Sheppard may have 
owed less to the taming of sectarianism than due to its inevitable eclipse amid the broader 
the social and economic problems Liverpool was facing at the time.  Andy Burnham makes 
this point, 
Sheppard and Worlock [did] an important thing in setting a different tone, but the 
reason they worked in that way was because they were capturing the mood of the 
city.  They didn’t change it.  They were responding to it.  I don’t think there was any 
great divide by the time they came to power in Liverpool.  My gran talked about 
singing rebel songs in a way that my mum never would have done.  It wasn’t relevant 
to her generation.  It had gone by then.58  
 
Mike O’Brian made a similar statement, 
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I’m not sure whether Sheppard and Worlock led it or they followed it.  From what I 
can remember it was nowhere near as bad as what it had been.  It could have been a 
mixture of both.  People had learned sense, and Sheppard and Worlock just pushed 
it [ecumenism] to the front of the agenda.59   
 
Both comments have pertinence.  Without doubt, relations in the city were much tamer in 
the late 1970s than in the 1920s or even the 1950s, yet, both Bishop Tom Williams and 
Reverend John Williams express how clergymen from both denominations began to sit 
down and talk about ways they could help the community, as a result of the example set by 
the hierarchy.  There is a line of thought which suggests that this would have happened with 
or without the example from the leadership.  Nonetheless, it is likely the case that the 
‘better together’ philosophy did trickle down to denominational teaching practice.  The 
religious leadership of the city facilitated a new respect for the religion of the other side 
amongst the wider population.  Susanne Loughlin recalls being told not to go into ‘non-
Catholic’ places of worship in the 1960s60, but such invitations became normal from the 
1970s onwards.    
 
Losing Faith 
It is suggested that one key reason for the push for ecumenism and more ‘legitimacy’ in the 
lives of the congregations, was that people were turning away from religion: ecumenism as 
a response to apostasy.  Benton observed how it was not just Sheppard and Worlock who 
were pushing greater unity between the faiths, as ‘the drive and initiative came from lots of 
things ... ‘What we actually saw post Vatican II, coupled with similar philosophical and 
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theological thinking by the Church of England, were the first steps towards the ideal of 
Christian unity: the Holy Spirit working towards the unification of Christendom.’61  
Yet ecumenical accommodation of rival faiths was being targeted at a population 
increasingly apathetic about any faith.  As MP Steve Rotheram puts it, ‘ecumenism may be 
too philosophical for the normal person in the street ... There are people who are fervently 
religious one way or another, but people, generally, don’t care anymore.’62   
J Francis Hall wrote of the Liverpool ‘habit’ of ‘going to church’ in the 1860s.63  MacRaild 
asserts that, in 1853, ’fifty per cent of Catholics in the city’ attended Sunday Mass, while the 
‘Anglican figure of church attendance was 40.7%’ in 1851.64  In 1873, the town was referred 
to as ‘the stronghold of Catholicity’, in a newspaper article commenting on ‘the important 
position which the diocese of Liverpool holds’ in Catholic England.65  Protestantism 
paralleled such strength.  In 1898, 15,000 attended a Protestant demonstration at St 
Georges Hall.66  The article stated that, ‘The flow of the tide [in the city] is exceedingly 
strong in the Protestant direction.’67  Cowper comments, ‘One of the manifestations of 
corporate family life in Victorian days was the regular and organised attendance of families 
at Sunday-morning church service’ with the regular accompaniment of ‘the Church Parade’, 
a practice ‘not exclusive to Liverpool’ but one ‘which developed more fully in Liverpool than 
in any other large city’ in England.68  However, her work, published in 1948, also highlighted 
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‘the virtual disappearance of the practice’ of regular church attendance by the mid-
twentieth century.69 
Pastor George Wise’s bible class used to have a regular weekly attendance of 1,000 
people.70  Bohstedt also cites 1,500 of Wise’s Men’s Bible Class marching through the city.71  
Many of Wise’s bible class were working men, but as Hall writes, ‘In mid-Victorian days 
church-going was the great outward sign of respectability, and Sunday after Sunday St. 
Nicholas [located in the city centre] drew its full quota from the elite suburbs of Liverpool.’72   
Frank Boyce wrote that, ‘by the interwar years, each dockland parish had ... the church, 
presbytery, and elementary school all in close proximity to each other, evidence of the 
centrality of Catholicism within the community.’73  Though not all residents of Scotland and 
Vauxhall were ‘God fearing and devoutly Catholic’74, religion was embedded as part of a 
Catholic upbringing.75 . 
As Neal suggests, ‘if you look at attendance at Mass after the Second World War it was very 
high, and now it’s down very low.  Most Catholics practice birth control.  When I was a kid, 
Catholic families were big.  Now they’re just like any other family.’76  The tendency for 
Catholics to use contraception or to be ‘Catholic from the waist up’ increased as the century 
progressed. People began to reject traditional doctrines, especially those imposing 
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limitations in their personal lives.  Susanne Loughlin, a Roman Catholic born in 1948 in 
Litherland, highlights how her attitude changed dramatically towards the Church as she got 
older: 
I think I was more brainwashed into being a Catholic when I was younger ... we saw a 
priest and we were in awe of them.  You were afraid of the priests, but as you grew 
up and you got older and wiser and you knew how hard it was to bring your kids up; 
how hard it was when you were first starting out, you think, I can’t have people 
dictating my life, telling me how to bring my kids up.  That’s for me to do.  You got 
sick of people trying to run your life and rule you!77 
 
Loughlin had explained how, having married a non-Catholic, she resented being 
‘blackmailed’ by the Church to regularly attend Mass in order to have her children 
christened in order to dispel ‘Mortal Sin’.  She referred to this as a ‘dictatorship’ and stated, 
‘I rebelled, so I’ve got two Catholic and two Protestant [children].  I’ve known other people 
to not get their kids christened because they didn’t want to do what the Catholic Church 
wanted and be hypocrites [go to Mass when they didn’t want to].’78  When asked if her 
parents would have ‘rebelled’ in the way she had, Loughlin replied, ‘no they wouldn’t have.’  
Nonetheless, she recalled how, 
They [priests] used to come round every week and you had to give them money, no 
matter how hard times were. The priest never left your house without money.  
Though my gran once ran the priest up the road, because when my granddad died, 
when she needed him for a little bit of comfort, he never came near, but when he 
was buried, the priest came round knocking for his money and she ran him out the 
house and up the road.79 
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Brenda O’Brian also alluded as to why priests, once respected and feared, lost much of their 
influence and admiration as the twentieth century progressed.  She highlighted how it may 
have been priests’ own tactics which changed some people’s minds: 
[Catholics] were terrified of them. They wouldn’t say no to a priest. Religion was 
shoved down your neck when I was little. The priest used to come and visit your 
house and take the rent money off the fireplace.  My mum went through all that.  I 
mean she was Church of England all her life but in the neighbourhood they [priests] 
used to pop in and out the back doors and take the rent money, with the excuse 
‘there’s poor in the Church.’  She remembers a [Catholic] neighbour coming in crying 
saying, ‘he’s [the priest] took the rent.’  My mum used to lend her money.80 
 
Attitudes on marriage, religious upbringing, and demand for ‘Peter’s Pence’ were not the 
only factors causing controversy in people’s minds in relation to the Catholic Church.  Some 
of the claims by individual priests caused consternation amongst their own flock.  Mike 
O’Brian, whose father was Catholic and mother was Protestant stated: 
My dad never argued with my mum over religion.  He used to have this saying: he’d 
say, ‘I’ll fight for religion when it puts bread on the table’, but I remember once, in 
the mid-1960s, my dad got some weird jaundice.  He was in a ward in Walton 
Hospital.  A priest came in and got talking to him.  He asked ‘where did you get 
married?’  He said, ‘St Chad’s church [Church of England]’.  The priest said, ‘Do you 
realise that you’re not married and all your children are bastards? You’ll spend 
eternity in hell!’ and my dad said, ‘It’s alright, I won’t be able to get near the fire for 
all you bastard priests!’81 
 
Bennett suggests that the decline of Church power was part of generational change as 
younger citizens threw off the shackles: ‘Both Churches were going down in attendance.   
Older people, for whom religion really mattered, were dying, families got busier, men and 
women worked longer, and, of course, then you had a lot of mixed marriages, which years 
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ago would have been frowned upon.’82  Bennett’s observation is important.  Many people 
on Merseyside began to see past the narrow confines of denomination.  If it came to a 
choice between religion and contentment, religion increasingly took second place.  For 
families it also began to matter much less.  Mike O’Brian gives one example: 
When my dad died, they had the Catholic Mass.  The church was full and there were 
only three people who knew what was going on:  The priest and my dad’s two 
aunties [most in the church were Protestants].  It was in Latin.  He could have been 
saying whatever he wanted.  My mum was a firm believer that if that’s what he 
believes [Catholicism] that’s what he’s going to be buried as.  In fact, my uncle, on 
my mum’s side, was there and he was in the Orange Lodge.  They [The Orange 
Institution] said to him ‘It’s in a Catholic church.  You can’t go’.  He said [to them] 
‘you can piss off!  It’s my brother in law.  I’m going!’83  
 
As Séafra Ó Cearbhail states, ‘religion is a territorial badge of identity if you’ve got sectarian 
fault lines.  If there’s a sectarian conflict it’s not a fight over different sections of the bible 
and interpretation of it.  Religion is a badge overlaying other identities, such as national 
identities [or geographic loyalties], but It’s not really about religion, I would contend.’84  
Thus religion’s relevance as a ‘badge of identity’ began to wane as communities were no 
longer divided on religious lines.  In 1978, Ron Henderson complained about the religious 
‘apathy which permits reconciliation with the evil system of Rome to proceed 
unchallenged’;85 a complaint against growing ecumenism in Liverpool.   
It must be acknowledged that, relatively speaking, Liverpool is still more of a ‘religious city’ 
than most in the country.  The 2011 census results showed continuing extensive affiliation 
to Christianity across the Diocese of Liverpool: 75.2% consider themselves Christian.  This 
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compares with a national average of 59.3%’.86  In parts of old ‘sectarian’ north Liverpool, 
such as Kirkdale, over 90% still identify as ‘Christian’.87 
Yet, affinity as ‘Christian’ and the continuing presence of large numbers of faith schools are 
not tantamount to religious fervour.  It would certainly be difficult to envisage 1,000 people 
regularly attending a Men’s Bible Class in the city today.  The Catholic Archbishop of 
Liverpool, remarked sadly that ‘churches closing has happened many times before’ as the 
announcement of a further six closures was made in 2000, long after the depopulation of 
north Liverpool had taken place.88  The fall in church attendances has resulted in the closure 
of both Catholic and Protestant churches in the city.89  This trend extends to a national level 
as ‘numbers in the pews have fallen to less than half the levels of the 1960s.’90 
For Roman Catholics, the priest once ‘offered them absolution: he married them, baptised 
them and buried them.  The priest was friend, protector and sage.’91  Similarly ‘100,000 
[Protestant] Liverpudlians’ were said to have ‘look[ed] to Pastor George Wise as a political 
and spiritual leader.’92  As Boyce states, religion was a ‘fixed point in the life of the 
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community and a badge of identity.’93  This, as he describes, contrasts the contemporary 
situation: 
Local priests claim about 10% of Catholics living in Vauxhall attend Sunday mass [this 
area maintains the highest proportion of Catholics in the city].  [Yet] Contact 
between some of the priests’ parishioners seems minimal.  Solidarities and parish 
organisations which were part of the old parish structures, no longer exist ... 
Catholics in the Vauxhall areas have, in the past, identified very closely with their 
parishes, and have looked upon their priests and sought guidance from them.  With 
very few exceptions this tradition has died ... The influence of local clergy has been 
marginalised, while ‘secular’ organisations are facing the millennium with confidence 
... [Liverpool’s] vibrant devotional and social tradition now exists only in the memory 
of an older generation.94    
 
In highlighting why sectarianism declined, Steve Higginson stated, ‘Well, just look at the 
declining church attendances.  Not many people care.’95  Owing in part to the ecumenical 
movement, even those who do go to church do not regard those of the ‘opposite’ 
denomination as a ‘threat’.  As the trade union leader Billy Hayes puts it, ‘Protestants, 
unless they’re in the Lodge, don’t really have an axe to grind.’96   
Bishop Tom Williams offers a defence of religion in Liverpool: ‘I don’t think that the Catholic 
Church is declining, I think that less people go to Mass.  It’s like people who support Everton 
and Liverpool but don’t go the match ... The idea of identity and faith were still important 
but they took on a different expression.’97  Bishop Williams’ argument, although indeed 
relevant, is debatable.98  As Midwinter, having discussed Liverpool’s sectarian past, states, 
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‘It is quieter now.  Perhaps religion does not move the blocs of people as emotively as it 
used to.  Tolerance, it has been cynically remarked, is indifference.’99 
In concluding which was of greater importance in diminishing sectarianism – the Better 
Together Sheppard-Worlock project or the onset of the indifference, it is difficult to escape 
the conclusion that the latter was more important.  The ecumenism of Sheppard-Worlock 
was not insignificant as it emphasised to religious adherents on either side that it was fine to 
embrace ‘the other side’. Zealots looked marginalised when they saw religious leaders 
enjoying such cordial relations and this leadership may have smoothed the path towards 
integration via, for example, mixed marriages.  
Yet the theological aspects of religious hostility were already in sharp decline, with the 
vanishing of the rabble-rousing preachers of old.  What remained of the old sectarianism 
was residual suspicion and prejudice regarding the ‘other’ community.  Church attendance 
and religious adherence – and attendant loyalty – were much weakened by the 1970s as a 
variety of political and cultural distractions discussed elsewhere in this thesis provided 
alternative repositories for action and adherence. This is not to suggest that Liverpool 
became entirely secular, as in terms of affiliation it remains, by some distance, England’s 
‘faith city’.  However, religious affiliation was largely divorced from activism.  
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Chapter Seven - The transfer of racism: Did Liverpool’s Black 
and Chinese communities become ‘New Aliens’? 
 
This chapter will consider whether the emergence of ‘new aliens’ contributed to the decline 
of sectarianism.  It will explore whether racism directed towards Liverpool’s non-White 
community displaced religious prejudice and anti-Irish sentiment.  It will consider the extent 
to which anti-Black racism in Liverpool strengthened due to growing bonds between White 
Catholics and Protestants.  The issue of whether racism acted as a protagonist in the decline 
of religious tension or whether a decline in religious tension resulted in a shift in prejudice 
towards Liverpool’s non-Whites will be addressed. 
Liverpool’s changing demography and ethnic balance1 influenced the extent of sectarian 
animosity in the city.  The Irish became overwhelmingly the largest minority group in 
Liverpool during the nineteenth century2, but the 'new aliens' hypothesis suggests that the 
Irish were supplanted as the targets of racist and sectarian prejudice in the second half of 
the twentieth century, as the demography and ethnic balance of Liverpool changed 
again.   As Lawlor puts it, ‘in the 1980s the focus was on the Black community.’3  The ‘new 
aliens’ theory suggests that the animosity that was prevalent between Catholics and 
Protestants was largely replaced by antipathy directed towards Liverpool's Afro-
Caribbean community as well as, to a much lesser extent, the Chinese community.  This 
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chapter discusses the validity of the ‘new aliens’ hypothesis and identifies its strengths and 
limitations. 
Sectarianism and anti-Irish racism were never Liverpool’s only problems. During the 
nineteenth century a wide variety of immigrant groups came to Liverpool: Irish, Eastern 
European Jews, Chinese, Asians, and Africans, the arrival of each grouping triggering some 
reaction.  As Herson states, ‘Liverpool’s very cosmopolitanism contributed to its propensity 
to racism’ as ‘the city’s society … negatively marked out ethnic and racial differences and in 
so doing encouraged conflictual inter-ethnic relations.’4  In the latter part of the nineteenth 
century, at least, the dominance of the conflict between Liverpool’s native White 
community and the immigrant White Irish community, led to conflict between Whites and 
other minority groups becoming overlooked amid the omnipresent main Protestant versus 
Catholic sectarian fracture.  Herson acknowledges:  
 It is questionable whether, in the nineteenth century, the mixture of immigrants in 
 Liverpool actually created a cosmopolitan culture.  Rather, the city was dominated 
 by a fractured White majority from Britain and Ireland amongst whom various 
 continental and overseas minorities inserted themselves.5  
 
Prejudice and discrimination against Liverpool’s other minority communities were a 
sideshow.  This chapter concentrates on Liverpool’s Black and Chinese communities, 
primarily, due to their position as the largest two minority groups in Liverpool throughout 
the latter stages of the twentieth century.  Moreover, though the port has the ‘oldest 
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sizeable, settled African, South Asian and Chinese community in the country’,6 the Black and 
Chinese communities have very different experiences due to the varying degrees of racist 
intensity they have experienced in Liverpool. 
Liverpool’s main social problem may have been sectarianism before its ostensible 
replacement by anti-Black racism in the latter half of the twentieth century.  However, 
Murray Steele highlights how Liverpool’s main division may have added to an increasingly 
racist perception of Black people: 
 Liverpool evolved a distinctly imperial culture moulded by a local environment that 
 made it unique amongst English cities.  The religious sectarianism … divided its 
 working class and had the effect of giving the Conservative/ Unionist cause, 
 traditionally the party of empire a control over local politics that lasted until the mid-
 1950s.  Liverpool’s celebrations of empire thus received much official local backing:  
 annual Empire Day observance in schools started as early as 1905 (on the late Queen 
 Victoria’s birthday of 24 May) well before it became official in 1916, while the 
 imperial theme featured in successive coronations and other royal occasions.7 
  
It has already been noted that Irish and Irish descendants were anglicised in Catholic Schools 
in Liverpool.8  Local councillor Mike Murphy recalls being told to take his Shamrock off, by 
the Headmaster in his Catholic School ‘because you are English!’9  As such, Steele’s 
comments are afforded credence.  Protestant (or non-Catholic) Schools in Liverpool 
naturally celebrated events like ‘Empire Day’, but Catholic Schools also acknowledged these 
occasions.  Therefore, both denominations began to conform to dominant British values and 
had developed a largely shared identity.  Moreover, similarities between Catholics and 
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Protestants increased as the proportion of Irish born in Liverpool began to diminish and with 
a lack of discernible external features to highlight their apartness, Irish descendants in 
Liverpool became more and more assimilated into a predominantly White host community, 
sections of which looked with hostility towards groups beyond the sectarian divide.10     
 
Liverpool’s Non-White Communities 
Liverpool’s Black community is characterised by its longevity.  Dating back to the 1700s, it is 
one of the oldest Black communities in Europe, with many Blacks the descendants of 
servant and slaves (plus some sailors from the West Indies and Africa).  The Black population 
of Liverpool, 0.4 per cent of the city’s population by 1911, was established prior to any 
substantial immigration from the Commonwealth in the twentieth century.  Moreover, as 
Frost notes, ‘Liverpool had one of the largest biracial or mixed-race populations by the late 
twentieth century.’11  
New Commonwealth immigration had only added a meagre 0.3 per cent to Merseyside’s 
population by 1969.12  Liverpool had one of ‘the least diverse ethnic communities by the late 
twentieth century in terms of recently arrived first-generation migrants.’13  Indeed, that 
‘Liverpool developed from being one of the most ethnically diverse populations in the mid-
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nineteenth century to one of the least diverse at the time of the 2001 census’14 is due to 
‘the well-known fact that relatively few migrated from the new Commonwealth in the 1940s 
and 1950s …  because of the city’s depressed state.’15  Lack of understanding of Liverpool’s 
Black communities and that of their relative isolation may have led some of the city’s 
primarily White population to perceive Liverpool born Blacks as ‘foreigners’.    
Much of Liverpool’s success as a port was built on Black servitude.  For more than a century 
Liverpool ships took nearly 1.5 million Africans from West Africa to work as slaves in the 
Americas.16  By the end of the seventeenth century forty per cent of all slaves traded from 
Africa by all European countries were transported in Liverpool ships.17  A significant 
proportion of Liverpool’s grandeur and early trading wealth was a result of transatlantic 
slavery.  The slave trade described as ‘the pride of Liverpool’, for it flooded the town with 
wealth.18  ‘The city’s merchant elite was heavily involved [and] twenty five Liverpool mayors 
[were] connected to the trade.’19  Slaves were sold in the port advertised in the 1700s in 
local papers such as the Williamson’s Liverpool Advertiser and the Liverpool Chronicle.20 
Negative views on ‘mixed’ marriages abounded.  Black men were said to ‘insult and threaten 
respectable women in the street’21 and be ‘over familiar with White girls’.22  An experienced 
Liverpool policeman, talking about the cause of the 1919 ‘race riots’ in Liverpool stated: ‘the 
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Negroes would not have been touched had it not been for their relations with White 
women.’23  It is noted that: 
 Black settlers in Liverpool were primarily male and therefore there was and 
 continued to be a large degree of intermarriage with White women.  These social 
 relationships have been surrounded by a number of racist myths that have become 
 part of popular culture.  By the 18th century the myth of the sexual prowess of Blacks 
 had become an ingrained belief and was used to explain or deride mixed 
 marriages.24 
 
Even in the latter half of the twentieth century, White women were outcast for having 
relationships with Black men.  Councillor Anna Rothery recalls, ‘There were a lot of women 
from the north end of the city that married African and Jamaican men.  They were spat on in 
the streets.  I remember as a child, seeing White women spat on.  They were called things 
like “monkey lovers!”’25     
Yet, comparatively, it was claimed that Black people in Liverpool were not treated with the 
same degree of hostility as in other areas of the western world.  In 1849 it was observed:  
 In Liverpool … the negro steps with a prouder pace and lifts his head like a man; for 
 here, no such exaggerated feelings exist in respect to him, as in America … Owing to 
 the friendly reception extended to them and unwonted immunities they enjoy in 
 Liverpool, the Black cooks and stewards of American ships are very much attached to 
 the place and like to make a voyage to it.26 
 
Law believes that such attitudes ‘may well have accounted for Black sailors settling in 
Liverpool, particularly in the dock areas where they were relatively well received.’27   Whilst 
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areas such as Scotland Road were very definitely heartlands of Irish Catholic Liverpool, the 
Liverpool 1 area was home to a wider array of cultures, including that formed by ‘runaway’ 
slaves and servants and later bolstered in the nineteenth century by seamen and ex-
servicemen.  A larger Black community developed in Liverpool 8. 
The Liverpool Black Caucus has highlighted the uneven development of the Black 
community in the city, arguing that this has occurred largely through processes of exclusion:  
 [There’s] a clear situation of racial inequality in the allocation of council housing in 
 Liverpool … Black households are disadvantaged compared to White households … 
 [Black residents have] a lower quality dwelling overall; they have been excluded 
 from sheltered accommodation … and virtually excluded from the better quality 
 environment of the suburban areas. Though Liverpool’s Black population is 
 relatively small it is concentrated in 5 contiguous inner city wards:  Abercromby, 
 Arundel, Granby, Picton and Smithdown.28  
 
Jean Hill, brought up in Anfield in the 1940s and 50s, recalls how, ‘Black people were never 
seen’, as they ‘were all corralled into Liverpool 8.’29  She also remembers seeing provocative 
graffiti in Anfield in the late 60s - 70s - ‘big graffiti’ saying ‘Anfield is White man’s territory!’30  
Michelle Chambers, a Liverpool born Black a resident of forty years added: 
 There were some areas that if you went to you could expect trouble.  At the time of 
 my growing up, Kensington in Liverpool 7, was very much a ‘no-go’ area, also places 
 like Everton, Netherley. In fact the further you got away from the Toxteth hub was 
 the more you could expect trouble when you went to those areas.31   
 
The idea of there being ‘White’ and ‘Black’ areas in Liverpool is widely accepted.  O’Reilly 
recalls this moving to Childwall Valley when she was eleven: ‘I remember asking my mum, 
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when we moved up there, ‘why is everybody around here all White, mum?’ and she said, 
‘because that’s the way it is.’32  Billy Hayes, born in Liverpool and head of the CWU, states; 
‘There’s definitely segregation in Liverpool.  No question about it: conscious or unconscious 
… When they demolished all the slums around Scottie [Scotland Road] … hardly any Black 
people were dispersed [and] I would say, in terms of Black people, the north end [of 
Liverpool] is like a White only area.’33  Tony Birtill, a freelance journalist, who grew up in 
Walton, concurs, ‘Very few Black people come here at all.  [Walton, north Liverpool] is a 
White, working class area.’34  Walton MP, Steve Rotheram remembers, ‘When I went to 
school, [there were] very few Black or minority ethnic faces, but I didn’t think about it.  You 
were used to what you were used to.’35   
 
Racial tensions in Liverpool: the lack of institutional response 
The development of Liverpool’s Black and Chinese communities was not accompanied by 
economic progress.  The Toxteth riots of 1981 were followed soon after by the capture of 
the city’s council by the Far Left Militant Tendency in the 1980s, which merely heightened 
problems.  Militant, opposed to Black sections in the Labour Party as a distraction from class 
struggle, was criticised by the Black community.  The Liverpool Black Caucus36 excoriated 
the city council for its approach, whilst Lynn37 highlighted a lack of provision for the Chinese 
community by Liverpool City Council.  The themes of both works are of discrimination by 
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omission, or a lack of understanding for their respective communities.  Sections of the local 
Black community believed Liverpool City Council, when controlled by the Militant Tendency, 
deliberately demonised them in order to discredit local representatives politically and curtail 
their non-compliance with Militant’s approach.38  The Anglican Bishop Sheppard and 
Catholic Archbishop Worlock supported this claim, recalling ‘attempts by Militant to 
introduce extraneous elements into Liverpool 8 to discredit local community leadership.’39  
Concurrently, the Chinese community felt ‘ignored by the makers of social policy’40 in 
Liverpool. 
Several works and personal accounts highlight how discrimination was commonplace in the 
economic life of the city.  Connolly et al claimed that, ‘the impediments to the young Black’s 
progress extended beyond obstacles common to the entire Liverpool working class,’41 while 
Gifford et al enquired into race relations in Liverpool, highlighting that, ‘Black people in 
Liverpool have not, by and large, achieved even the limited advances in jobs, housing and 
equal treatment that had been gained by more recently arrived Black communities in other 
major cities in Britain.’42  The Chinese community in Liverpool has traditionally been limited 
mainly to the catering sector.  Though it is argued that this was a consequence of ‘changes 
in eating habits of the British public’ being ‘met by Chinese immigration,’43  it is also the 
case, that for much of the twentieth century, the Chinese community were limited to this 
sphere of employment, as they faced opposition from the White working-class in Liverpool, 
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if they chose to compete in areas such as dock work, laundry work, or as merchant 
seamen.44  The Liverpool Black Caucus45 highlights how businesses failed to hire members of 
Liverpool’s minority communities.   
There was also growing evidence of discrimination by omission in the provision of services.  
One study, produced via Liverpool Social Services Department, highlighted the existence of 
both ‘personal prejudice, explicit racism and prejudicial ignorance, feelings of unease in 
working with Black people which affect competence and quality of service [and] explicit 
discrimination in the failure to provide “ethnic sensitive” services particularly for the 
Chinese and Muslim community.’46  
In addition, Torkington highlighted a similar distinction of direct and indirect racism within 
the provision of healthcare on Merseyside, claiming that certain groups of people in the 
[Liverpool 8] community are denied medical facilities to which they are entitled because of 
individual GP’s prejudices’.47  Torkington also noted that health concerns were not helped by 
the fact that ‘generally Black people wait longer before being re-housed and when re-
housed they tend to be given lower quality accommodation.’48   
The problem of housing allocation and quality, however, was not an issue exclusively 
affecting Liverpool’s Black community.  Lynn noted that, ‘Chinese people lacked information 
on the availability of local authority housing and the existence of Housing Associations’49 
and though ‘Chinese people, White people, Black people and Asians all [had] similar housing 
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and social problems … a Chinese family may not be fully aware of their rights and services 
available and have problems articulating their needs.’50   
The belief in racist structures in Liverpool was vocalised by Wally Brown in his foreword in 
Law’s 1981 work, where he claimed that, ‘Racism is deeply ingrained in every brick of the 
city and its institutions.’51  This perception was most strongly articulated by Liverpool’s Black 
community in respect of the police force, criticised for its alleged persistent harassment of 
Blacks.  The predominantly Black ‘Granby Triangle’ was highlighted as a recipient of heavy 
handed tactics employed by the police during the 1970s and 1980s.  Police harassment of 
the Black community in Granby is seen locally as the main reason for the Toxteth Riots.   
Nonetheless, it would be wrong, to assert that Liverpool’s police force, then headed by Chief 
Constable Ken Oxford (considered a ‘racist’ by many in the Black community)52 was 
universally bigoted.  This was acknowledged by Margaret Simey, Chair of the Police 
Committee of the Merseyside County Council from 1981 (shortly before the riots) to 1986.  
She talked of the contrasting styles of policing in Liverpool 8: 
 We have this utter folly for an official policy of softly, softly backed up by strong arm.  
 The people do admire the local police for their courage.  They’re good friends … But 
 the minute there is trouble they are sent out of the neighbourhood, and what we 
 regard as trained thugs are brought in to impose control.53   
 
The ‘trained thugs’ to which Simey referred were the Operations Support Division (OSD), 
whose overt racism was such that they are quoted, on the beat, as singing ‘We are the OSD.  
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We will get you Black bastards’ and ‘We are the OSD and we are nigger hunting tonight.’54 
David Copley, a Methodist Minister who experienced the riots at close hand, recalled:   
 As pressure from the police was getting heavier and heavier towards Black [people], 
 particularly young boys, that sense of irritation and frustration grew into a real sense 
 of anger … part of their anger was that they were never allowed to feel at home … 
 Whereas a very strong feeling amongst [the youths] was this was their territory, their 
 home … these are their streets and the police are invading them.55 
 
 
Anti-Irish racism 
It is arguably indicative of a reduced sectarian focus that by the 1980s, institutionalised anti-
Black racism was a much more obvious component of the Merseyside Police force, than 
hostility towards the Liverpool Irish.  Allegations of anti-Irish racism were still evident - one 
interviewee, comparing the treatment of the Irish compared to loyalist, Orange, and far 
right groups, argued, ‘The police in Merseyside are prejudiced and that’s the bottom line!’56  
However, the allegation was more common in respect of the broader local Orange and 
loyalist population.   
Due to the ‘troubles’ in Northern Ireland, from the 1960s onwards, the Irish presence on the 
streets of Liverpool (in terms of marches and parades) ‘virtually disappeared’, owing to a 
fear of attack by Loyalists and amid expectations of harassment and a lack of protection 
from the police, if such attacks were to take place.57  Tony Birtill (and others at Liverpool 
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Irish Centre) argued that the Merseyside police force offered insufficient concern for the 
local Irish community, evident when that community attempted to reappear on Liverpool’s 
streets following the improvements in the situation in Northern Ireland in the mid-1990s.58  
This lack of protection led to loyalists successfully blockading the St Patrick’s Day Parade in 
the 1990s. 
In 1996 Merseyside Chief Constable, Jim Sharples, ‘expressed concern over sectarianism and 
inter-community tension in Liverpool’59, in response to a ‘planned and agreed’ St Patrick’s 
Day procession being blocked by Orangemen.  There were ‘complaints that the police did 
not do enough to allow the properly-organised and approved St Patrick’s Parade to follow 
its agreed route and in effect sided with the demonstrators.’60  Mary O’Neil, of Huyton, who 
was in the parade, went further in her criticism in the Irish Post:  
The police in full riot dress stood menacingly in Hope Street ... sizing up to a peaceful 
multicultural St Patrick’s Day parade ... they wouldn’t move the loyalists blocking the 
street ... The UVF supporters were allowed to goad the marchers with obscene 
chants .... Loyalists [were] smirking and goading the parade with foul language.  The 
police had obviously told them of the new shortened route while we in the parade 
thought we were going to march through the city centre.  When a marcher protested 
about the change of route to a police officer, he told them to ‘Shut up or we’ll march 
you to the bleedin’ boat.’61 
 
What followed was a ‘wave of support’ for the Merseyside Irish, as local MPs Bob Parry and 
David Alton took on the police over the issue.  Councillors who had been on the parade 
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were ‘outraged’ and Parry was ‘absolutely disgusted’ by the police actions.62  The Chief 
Constable of Merseyside Police, in a letter to Bob Parry MP, ‘blame[d] the disturbances and 
the decision to re-route the parade on the hostility of the loyalist demonstrators’. He 
apportioned some of the blame to ‘a small group within the parade displaying what could 
be interpreted as IRA placards [posters calling for the release of ‘political prisoners’].’63  Yet, 
later that month Merseyside Police had to apologise to the Liverpool Irish Centre, when 
‘armed officers supported by a helicopter surrounded the premises’ following an erroneous 
‘tip off’ about two men on the roof, who were in fact checking the building’s wiring.64   
Journalist Tony Birtill refers to what he perceives as consistent examples of police prejudice 
against Liverpool’s Irish community: 
They wouldn’t let the Irish parade into the city centre … When we came out to 
march, suddenly the OSD appeared and began to push and shove us.  The police 
launched on the Irish when they attempted to exercise their right to march: they 
[the OSD] were there all day, they didn’t go anywhere near the fascists [Loyalists], 
but they were there to harass us!  I have observed this from 1996 onwards.  For any 
Irish parade (even if there was no opposition whatsoever) the police would be there 
taking our photographs, asking people their personal details and so on, a sort of low 
level harassment.  Sometimes it was ridiculous.  If you’re Irish, you can’t wear 
sunglasses.  However, if you go along and throw missiles at an Irish parade, if you 
scream racist abuse, that’s fine!  They won’t ask you your name.  They won’t do 
anything to you.  The contrast is startling!   
 
 I’ve been in a situation where I’ve showed my press card and I’m being stopped from 
 taking pictures and doing my job - being threatened with arrest, while there’s people 
 behind me shouting racist abuse, which is illegal, being ignored by police.  It was  
 surreal.    
 
 Irish people are discouraged from attending events, because they know they’ll get 
 harassed by the police.  At the same time fascists are encouraged to go along 
 because they know they won’t get harassed.  They know they can throw missiles, 
 make racist comments, and nothing will happen to them.65 
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Following a similar debacle in 2012, when the Sean Phelan march was blocked from entering 
Liverpool city centre by Loyalists denouncing an ‘IRA march’, the police appeared to take a 
tougher line with counter-demonstrators and have ensured that more recent marches have 
taken their intended route.  
The claims of analogous experiences of the Irish and Black communities extend beyond 
policing.  In relation to access to other social services, it is argued that prejudice directed 
towards Liverpool Blacks was also felt by Irish people in Liverpool, who were subject to a 
similar unfavourable treatment.  Descriptions of Blacks as ‘lazy’ mirrored those of the Irish 
as ‘slothful’ as a comparable demeaning picture was painted of the two communities.  
Roddy Doyle famously referred to the Irish as the ‘niggers of Europe’66, highlighting the 
comparable experiences of the two populates.  However, in Liverpool, it is argued that, 
unlike Black people, the Irish could escape their labels by assimilation.  The Liverpool Irish 
would often become indistinguishable from the ‘host’ community.  
Testimony to the change in focus from sectarian issues to race issues might be seen in the 
accusations of racism that have been levelled at the city’s two most prominent sporting 
institutions.  In recent history, Everton FC has had allegations of racism directed towards its 
management team, while Liverpool FC has had allegations of racism directed towards its 
playing staff.  There is also evidence of racist elements in the fan base of both teams.  The 
former accusation is recalled and repudiated by Everton FC’s most successful manager; 
Howard Kendall:  
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 I used to be criticised for not signing Black players and that was totally wrong, 
 because I left Everton the second time as manager because the board pulled out of a 
 deal for Dion Dublin, which I’d agreed with Alex Ferguson.  So that was an absolute 
 load of nonsense, that there was anything racial in my signings or my team.67 
 
The argument of racist motivation within Everton’s management structure, though 
unsubstantiated, stems from the fact that Everton FC was one of the last teams in British 
football to sign a Black player.  There were also racist elements within the club’s fan-base.  
Bananas were thrown onto the pitch, whilst a pocket of Everton fans delivered racist jibes to 
Liverpool FC’s John Barnes.68  In 2000, Everton topped the racist ‘league of shame’69, with 
more Everton fans claiming that they had heard racist remarks at football games than any 
other club. 
For Liverpool FC, the Luis Suarez affair70 in 2011 and the club’s subsequent defence of the 
player71 after he racially harassed Manchester United’s Patrice Evra, during a football 
match, caused much consternation.  The player’s actions in subsequently refusing to shake 
Evra’s hand, in the next fixture between the two clubs, caused much embarrassment for 
Liverpool FC.  The reaction of some Liverpool fans in defending Suarez on both occasions, 
led to accusations of ‘racist club’ shifting across Stanley Park.72  Claims of racism have long 
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displaced those of sectarianism. Though it is acknowledged that both clubs have a wide 
reaching and ethnically-varied international support structure, fans from city of Liverpool 
are largely White and working-class and unlike in Glasgow, not divided on sectarian lines. 
Fans of both teams have been arrested for racially abusing football players.73      
The Evertonian MP and Shadow Minister Andy Burnham, believes that racism within the 
support bases of Liverpool’s two football clubs supplanted previous shades of sectarianism:  
 Everton in my youth were definitely, predominantly associated with Celtic and 
 Liverpool were predominantly associated with Rangers.  That was strong.  We 
 used to have these ski hats that we used to wear.  I used to have a half Everton, half 
 Celtic ski hat.  The vast majority of what was sold on Goodison Road was Celtic.  
 Then it changed a bit.  It started to diminish in the mid-Eighties and the racism was 
 rife at Goodison in the Eighties with John Barnes and everything.  As the Celtic/ 
 Rangers thing sort of melted away a new thing came up; which was racism.74   
 
 
The supplanting of sectarianism by racism 
Racial problems had long co-existed alongside sectarian divisions, but had been 
overshadowed by the greater pervasiveness of the latter. During the twentieth century, 
Liverpool experienced three ‘race riots’ in 1919, 1948, and 1981, although the lattermost 
also involved sizeable numbers of white rioters.  In summer 1919 ‘serious race riots’ broke 
out near the docklands in Liverpool 1, as ‘Black men were attacked in the street by White 
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mobs and fought back.’75  Economic rivalry felt by unemployed and demobilised white ex-
servicemen’ was one factor involved in the disturbances, whilst ‘jealousy over sexual or 
marital relations between Black men and White women … was also very evident.’76  Initially, 
the riots were reported ‘in terms of an indignant White backlash, following sudden, frenzied 
and unprovoked Black violence.’77  The Liverpool Echo however, acknowledged that ‘Negro 
Baiting’ had taken place, and evidence from special court hearings [between 16th June and 
October 1919] suggests that ‘many of the Black people in the dock had responded to 
intimidation by White mobs’.78  Of the 21 White people convicted for offences during the 
riots, most are thought to have been ‘Irish or of Irish descent’.79   
Liverpool’s next ‘race riot’ coincided with the local economy hitting a post-war slump:  By 
1948, with unemployment 6.5 per cent, two and an half times the national average, 
Liverpool’s Black population stood at 8,00080 and appeared (as the Irish once had) as clear 
competitors for jobs.81  Local media was expressing concern about what it perceived as the 
‘threat’ of immigration, as Murphy notes: 
 When the welfare state arrived in 1948, the National press chose the headline of 
 ‘security from cradle to the grave’, but the Liverpool Daily Post on the same day 
 preferred to launch a front-page attack on welfare ‘scroungers’ ... the ‘coloured’ 
 stowaways who if able to prove British citizenship could not be deported  and could 
 obtain employment, receive dole, a ration book and even free clothing …  The new 
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 rhetoric about abuse of the welfare state … enabled the local media to represent 
 Black people as not only ‘racial’ aliens but also as enemies of the working class.82  
 
Whites and Blacks clashed violently and Black homes and businesses were attacked.  The 
police arrested mainly Black men’83 and it was claimed that the White media were in 1948 
‘as unwilling to name White aggressors as the police were to arrest them.’84  Murphy claims 
that ‘in the years that followed 1948, the visibility of Black people outside Toxteth visibly 
decreased’ and that they were ‘noticeably missing from almost all private sector jobs in the 
city centre which involved face-to-face contact with the public.’85 
The lack of employment opportunities for Black people was a problem throughout the 
twentieth century.  The ‘Fletcher’ report, published in 1929, found that local firms were 
unwilling to employ ‘half caste’ youngsters, but nevertheless ‘saw Black people as the 
problem not the racist attitudes in society.’86  A report in 1940 by Liverpool University Social 
Science Department traced 225 ‘coloured families’ who were living in Liverpool.  It found 
that ‘[Black families] were found to pay higher rents than White people for similar 
accommodation.  Of [Black] adult males, 74% were unemployed in 1939 compared with the 
figure of 34% for White adult males.  Consequently, the ‘coloured’ families fell much further 
below the poverty line than comparable White families.  The report concluded that 
unwillingness to employ, not unwillingness to work, maintained Black poverty.’87   
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As the Liverpool Irish became assimilated into the local community, and to some extent 
anglicised, Liverpool’s other minority communities became the subject of hostility from 
Liverpool’s White working-class population. The Liverpool Black community was ‘rapidly 
becoming a distinct people,’88 whereas: 
 The articulation of Irish identity down the generations was increasingly contested, 
 and weakened, by the pressures of employment, housing and religion, together with 
 local and class-based politics.  The Irish had a major influence on Liverpool, but, in 
 turn, Liverpool acted on the Irish and their descendants … Liverpool’s Black peoples 
 … as well as its mixed-race descendants increasingly developed a new identity in 
 opposition to the racism it experienced in White Liverpool.  The notions of 
 ‘Scouseness’ excluded them despite the fact that their roots often lay further back 
 than those of many of the city’s White immigrants.89 
 
In addition to highlighting racial tensions, the Toxteth Riots showed the decline of religious 
division on Merseyside, as Protestant Bishop David Sheppard and Catholic Archbishop Derek 
Worlock walked together to view the destruction of the Granby district of the city.90  
The partnership of the churches during the riots was not only a practical example of 
Sheppard and Worlock’s ‘better together’ philosophy but was evidence of how inter-
Christian rivalries had thawed in favour of a common stance against acute social conditions.  
The lack of significant opposition to this partnership was testament to the fact that by 1981, 
religious attitudes had altered on Merseyside.  The city, rather than particular religions, was 
being defended far more.  The difficulties for Sheppard and Worlock now lay largely beyond 
religious sectarianism amongst their respective flocks and more in the overall state of 
Liverpool’s economy, and amid that major problem, a lack of concern amongst some Whites 
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for the especially acute difficulties experienced by Liverpool Blacks.  Racism had largely 
displaced religious sectarianism as the city’s most pressing inter-communal issue. 
 
Racism and the isolation of the Black Community 
The ‘fear of attack’ is widely acknowledged as a reason for the relative Isolation of 
Liverpool’s Black Community.  Greg Quiery comments, ‘There are plenty of accounts of 
[Black people] feeling unsafe when they left their own home area [even] going to football 
matches was something that they wouldn’t have felt comfortable doing.’91  Knowsley 
councillor, Mike Murphy, recalls blacks only drinking in selected pubs because they ‘felt safe 
in there.’92  The fear of attack acted as a strong deterrent for many of the city’s Black 
habitants.  The study, Black Youth in Liverpool, notes, ‘The expectation of encountering 
discrimination … together with fear of racial harassment appeared to be creating … social 
‘no-go’ areas for Liverpool’s young Blacks … Of the Blacks who felt unsafe during the day, 81 
per cent specified ‘the north’ of the city, the one-time hotbed of religious sectarianism, and 
71 per cent stated that this was due to racial tension or fear of racial harassment or attacks 
in the streets or other public places.’93  Another interviewee reinforced the point: 
The majority of the Black population, which came to Liverpool in the Sixties, settled 
in the Toxteth area and really never ventured out because of resistance they would 
face ... They found they would have a hard time if they went to areas which didn’t 
have a group of Black people already living there.94   
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One example of such resistance was recalled by Maria O’Reilly, when a Black relative moved 
to a ‘White’ area; ‘My uncle moved up from Berkeley Street [Toxteth] and he got a house in 
Rundell Street and the people got a petition to stop him moving in there with his wife.  His 
wife was White.  His children were mixed-race.  They got a petition up to stop him moving 
in, but he moved in anyway.’95  Another illustration of such resistance is recalled by 
Councillor Rothery; ‘You could only go so far down Smithdown Road, down to Earl Road, and 
you’d have [White] skinheads coming up from the other side.  There were daily battles going 
on between Black and White communities.’96  Connolly et al contend that Black people 
‘knew that they were at risk if they travelled outside Liverpool 8.’97  As such, they ‘controlled 
themselves and their lifestyles so as to avoid trouble.’98  The Liverpool born MP for 
Southport, John Pugh, a White former Toxteth resident, acknowledges that considerable 
residential segregation of the Black community existed, but is not necessarily convinced that 
all segregation was enforced: 
 I was not aware of Black people being obliged to live there [Toxteth], so when I 
 heard about Liverpool 8 being the place where disproportionately large numbers of 
 Black people lived, I kind of thought well I suppose if you were Black you’d feel, in a 
 huge city full of ex-Irish, ex-Welsh, ex-Lancastrians you might want to live with 
 people who shared your outlook on life or have similar backgrounds … If you moved 
 to Kirkby, and you’re the one Black person in the road, you’re probably going to get 
 some difficulties.  So whether [Black] people were forced into [living together] or 
 whether it was just more convenient to live in a place were being Black was more 
 ‘normal’, I don’t know.99  
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Many Black people in Liverpool were segregated, not separate but equal, with the operation 
of ‘”colour bars” preventing them from mixing freely with other Liverpudlians.’100  Costello 
argues that ‘Black settlers (who had retained the skin colour of their African ancestors) have 
been the group that, more than any other, remained ghettoised.’101  He stresses that ‘any 
isolation has never been voluntary.’102  It should be stated however, that within the areas of 
significant Black settlement, Liverpool 1 and Liverpool 8, relatively harmonious relations 
between Black and White residents have traditionally been apparent.  The 1981 Toxteth 
Riots often consisted of ‘Blacks and Whites standing together against the police.’103  
Uncharacteristically for Merseyside, Liverpool 8 is highly mixed: 40 per cent Black; 60 per 
cent White.’104  It was asserted that ‘the harmony existing between most Black and White 
people in Liverpool 8 was no  fiction … it sustained the community there’.105 
Equally however:  
 
There was a difference.  White people within the ghetto could be as socially mobile 
as their life chances allowed;  Black people were still denied by their racialised 
identity the life chances that would have allowed them to complete equality.  Black 
people belonged to Liverpool but Liverpool definitely did not yet belong to them.106   
 
Prominent trade unionist, Billy Hayes, highlighted how job discrimination persisted:  
 In 1981, when the Toxteth Riots broke out, we had out of 4,000 postal workers, how 
 many Black workers?  One!  One postman, who delivered to Granby Street, there’s a 
 shocker.  We as a Union went to see the powers that be and it was like if you bring 
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 one person in there’s a problem, so they brought in a critical mass.  There was a bit 
 of consternation in the branch.  People were really angry about what we were 
 doing, but we held our nerve and it started to improve things.107   
  
Many Black people who went for interviews knew ‘that the problem is not of academic 
qualification but that of racism.’108  Torkington recalls a speaker at the University of 
Liverpool, in 1982, making this point: ‘For many of us with English surnames we get as far as 
the interview room before the employer realises that you are Black.  It is the eyes that give 
them away.  You can tell just by looking at the eyes that you have lost the job even before 
the interview starts.’109  The Liverpool Black Caucus talked of the ‘continually devastating 
problem of massive unemployment facing the Black community in Liverpool’ and the 
‘continuing shame and scandal of Liverpool’s abysmal record with respect to the 
employment of Black people’110  In 1980, a year before the Toxteth Riots, ‘Black 
unemployment was around 60 per cent compared with 20 per cent for the White 
population’111 and by 1986, ‘out of 911 people taken on in city centre stores since the riots 
of July 1981, only six were Black.’112  Jean Hill comments: 
 Certainly Black people were discriminated against … you had the explosion of the 
 Toxteth Riots because of all that; the attitude the police, the employers and 
 everything like that.  They were suffering far more than any Protestants or Catholics 
 were suffering in terms of jobs and police attitudes and everything.113   
 
The Toxteth Riots of July 1981 were thus seen as inevitable by some; ‘the culmination of 
years of racism, poverty, unemployment, harassment, and heightened tensions between 
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people in Liverpool 8 and local police.  New stop-and-search laws, which allowed police to 
detain on suspicion of a crime, prompted Black and White residents to react, resulting in the 
worst civil unrest in peacetime Britain.’114  The disturbances consisted of ‘four nights of 
rioting, followed by six weeks of aftershocks,’115 as ‘police reinforcements were called from 
as far away as Cumbria, the West Midlands and even Devon in a desperate effort to control 
the burning streets.’116  Frost’s account notes: 
 After four days of riots 150 buildings had been burnt down and countless shops 
 looted, while 258 police officers needed hospital treatment and 160 people had 
 been arrested.  Six weeks later, when the disturbances died down, 781 police officers 
 had been injured and 214 police vehicles damaged … Injuries were of course also 
 sustained by rioters … When police vehicles were used to disperse groups of rioters, 
 one young man was knocked down and killed, provoking another series of 
 clashes.117 
 
The Chief Constable, Ken Oxford, claimed by opponents to have been ‘the most sinister and 
racist man you could ever have in charge of the police,’118  labelled rioters as ’thieves and 
vagabonds.’119  A poster calling for his dismissal claimed: ‘Oxford’s own racism is an 
established fact.  He is well known for making derogatory and racist remarks about the 
Liverpool 8 community … Oxford’s own racism allows his officers to give expression to their  
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racism and indulge in the harassment of the Black community.’120  The police were seen as 
‘a hostile force’121 rather than as protectors; ‘very colonialist.’122 
In 1992 a study of the Black population in Toxteth found that 78 per cent of Black males 
reported having been subjected to stop and search tactics and 92 per cent [of all Black 
people sampled] argued that ‘not everyone receives fair and equal treatment from the 
police’.123 Alienation was such that the Chair of the Police Authority, Margaret Simey, 
allegedly said that Toxteth's people would have been ‘apathetic fools’124 if they had not 
rioted.   
After the riots, Toxteth became renowned as a ‘no-go’ area for many of Liverpool’s White 
populace.  Liverpool born, Conservative MP, Nadine Dories recalls this:   
 I used to live in Toxteth, Boswell Street, and I remember going back a few years later 
 [after the riots] and being scared.  It suddenly became as though there were 
 parts of Liverpool that were slightly no-go [for White people] and had become 
 almost ghettoized by  immigrant communities … it definitely became a bit 
 scarier in areas, where before, it had just been fine to go to.125 
 
Yet much of Liverpool was also regarded as ‘no go’ by the city’s Blacks populace. The 
Liverpool Black Caucus argued: 
 Where Black people do move out of the Liverpool 8 area or own a shop or restaurant 
 in a White suburb, they are frequently subjected to harassment, vandalism, abuse, 
 even physical attack, whether by neighbours, gangs of youths or fascist groupings … 
 This form of racist abuse has meant that many areas of social space have been 
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 difficult for Black people to enter … many areas of Liverpool are felt to be out of 
 bounds and a physical threat for Black people.126   
 
Steve Rotheram, MP for Walton, acknowledges that Blacks endured ‘in their face’ racism, 
and that ‘institutionalised and institutional racism was only slightly hidden’, otherwise 
thriving in Liverpool.127  Fellow MP Andy Burnham asks:  
Why is racism there?  I think its port city and deprived city … you’re left with this 
declining city with all of these different cultures.  That fosters a certain kind of 
resentment against people who have come in.  I detect, sadly, higher levels [of 
racism] – stronger [yet] latent racism in Liverpool, than I do elsewhere, which 
worries me at times.  Racism is still there [in Liverpool].128  
 
Recent years have seen claims that residual racism still features in Liverpool, as one 
example, the Liverpool actress, Phina Oruche, talked of being ‘forced out of her dream job’ 
as a presenter for BBC Radio Merseyside, as a result of ‘racist’, ‘vile’, and ‘targeted’ 
provocation.129  Councillor Anna Rothery contended that ‘racism, unfortunately, is alive and 
well in Liverpool, and faring quite well.  It’s not just covert racism … it’s so deeply ingrained 
and so institutionalised within the structures of the city.’130 
The stereotyping and stigmatising of Black people, as inferior, idle, criminal, and anti-
authority, was similar to that endured by the Irish.  In 1848, at the height of the Irish famine, 
the Liverpool Mercury wrote, ‘There is a taint of inferiority in the character of the pure 
Celt.’131  The same year, Punch Magazine published pictures depicting ‘The British Lion and 
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the Irish Monkey.’132  The Irish were often characterised as monkeys and guerrillas in the 
nineteenth century and continued to be dehumanised in Punch illustrations in the 
twentieth.133  Many newspapers in Liverpool, from the ‘Orange’ Standard to the ‘liberal’ 
Mercury portrayed the Celt as a lesser human than the Anglo Saxon.134  The idea of a 
‘hierarchy of races’ was coming to prominence and ‘the Celt [was often placed] just above 
the Negro’135 at the bottom of the scale. 
In Liverpool, the outlook which labelled the Black community as ‘criminal’ was initially held 
by the Irish.  ‘In 1854, 48% of the prison population was Irish.  In 1876, 70% of all committals 
to Liverpool borough gaol were Catholics.’136  Most offences were minor, such as drunken 
brawls.  Moreover, Neal explains that the high indices of Irish criminality were down to the 
status of Irish Catholics as a low income group, the demand for prostitutes (and the 
tendency for Irish Catholic girls to fill this role) and petty thievery.  The lack of the discipline 
of the factory system, which was present in other Lancashire towns, ‘made work for idle 
hands’ as unemployed and mostly uneducated Irish Catholic boys would steal from the 
docks.137 
Despite the impact of ‘a negative unfamiliar and hostile environment’138, ‘there was general 
agreement among indigenous non-Catholics that Irish Catholics were more prone to 
criminal behaviour than the resident non-Catholic population.  These attacks on Catholicism 
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were widespread, persistent and long-lasting.’139  The view which suggested that ‘freed from 
Catholicism the Irishman could take his place in the civilised world’140 was often 
undistinguished from the belief that ‘the Celt is racially inferior to the Anglo-Saxon’.141  As 
such, Irish Catholics faced prejudice and hostility, racial and religious, whilst their Black 
counterparts were victims of acute racism without a religious addition.142   
 
The Liverpool Chinese and their experience of racism 
Liverpool is home to the oldest Chinese community in Europe.143  The Chinese can trace 
their Liverpool origins back to the late 1850s,144 as Chinese sailors first began to settle 
around the middle of the nineteenth century145, owing to The Blue Funnel Line opening 
boarding houses close to the docks to accommodate workers on shore leave.  In these 
boarding houses the Chinese seaman could stay with ‘fellow countrymen, who spoke their 
own language.’146  Some sailors ‘jumped ship’ and settled in Cleveland Square, Pitt Street, 
and Frederick Street.  This area was to become the location of Liverpool’s first ‘Chinatown’ 
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and from the 1890s onwards, ‘Chinese people began to set up their own shops, cafes, and 
boarding houses to cater for the needs of the Chinese sailors.’147   
By the beginning of the twentieth century, Liverpool’s Chinese community ‘was said to have 
been the largest in Britain’148 as it grew to twice the size of that in London.149  Even at this 
time however, Liverpool’s Chinese community was small, with ‘just over four hundred 
Chinese-born people in the city.’150 Nonetheless, in 2001 the Chinese stood alongside the 
Irish and Black communities, as Liverpool’s largest minority groups.151  Although less 
prominent in terms of political controversies than the Black community, the Chinese in 
Liverpool have also endured difficulties.  In September 1945, two hundred of its male 
members were removed from the city.  One year later, ‘1,131 Chinese seafarers [were] 
forcibly repatriated to China, leaving their Liverpool families destitute.’152  The men, many of 
whom had married or cohabited with local girls, ‘left behind devastated wives and children 
believing they were abandoned.’153  
Hostility towards the Chinese was not isolated to the English.  Greg Quiery asserts that, 
‘there was a time when the Irish community was hostile towards Chinese labourers, because 
cheap Chinese labour was being brought in and there are accounts of protests and 
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processions [involving the Irish].’154  A cut-priced Chinese workforce was often at the centre 
of contention and the Chinese community was ostracised after strike-breaking during the 
1911 seaman’s strike, a position exacerbated by the ‘Yellow Peril’ propaganda of the mid-
19th century through to the 1940s.155  
The Liverpool Weekly Courier carried complaints about the Chinese from readers, one, for 
example, complaining: ‘we who are engaged in the laundry business are being literally 
driven out of it by the crowds of Chinamen who are coming into the city.  To my own 
personal knowledge, over 30 laundry women … are now in Brownlow Hill Workhouse, living 
on the parish. And they have been sent there by the Chinese.’156  A day later, a banner 
headline in a local newspaper proclaimed: ‘Chinese Vice in Liverpool’.  The article focussed 
on the subjects of gambling, drug-taking and sexual relations between Chinese men and 
White women.157  Another editorial in the Liverpool Weekly Courier, headlined ’Chinatown: 
A transformed region of Liverpool’ crudely characterised the Chinese community as ‘strange 
figures, moving with the stiff- jointed shamble of the orient, and gazing with impassive eyes, 
set aslant in Saffron,  [with] mask like faces’ reporting that gambling and opium smoking 
were two great vices of the Chinaman.’158  
The subject of ‘mixed’ marriage was typically contentious, with claims that ‘Chinese 
communities have infiltrated British society through intermarriage.’159 By 1945, 
‘[approximately] 300 sailors [had] married or cohabited with local girls, giving births to 
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about 900 Eurasian children.’160  Relationships between Chinese men and English women 
were labelled ‘abominations’, ‘mongrel affairs’, and a ‘dangerously promiscuous medley’.161  
The Chief Constable of Liverpool talked of the ‘strong feeling of objection to the idea of the 
half-caste population which is resulting from the marriage of Englishwomen to the 
Chinese.’162    
 It was claimed that ‘Chinese morality would have an adverse effect on the local community 
and that women and children were endangered by the presence of Chinese men on the city 
streets.’163  It was also claimed that ‘failing local authority action the people themselves 
would force [the Chinese] to leave.’164  A Commission of Inquiry ‘into the morals and habits 
of the Chinese as well as into the economic effects of their presence’165 was established by 
Liverpool City Council in December 1906. 
The Inquiry gave evidence that the Chinese Quarter comprised 224 residents and 132 
transient Chinamen.166  Whilst the habit of gambling was found to be prevalent, ‘stakes 
were thought to have been small and as a rule Chinese gambled only amongst themselves … 
Opium smoking was found to be more prevalent amongst seamen than residents and a 
statement to the effect that the Chinese were in the habit of giving sweets impregnated 
with opium to children [was] not confirmed by evidence.’167  Allegations that Chinese 
laundries and lodging houses were used as brothels were also found to be unsubstantiated 
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and ultimately, ‘the Commission of Inquiry found favourably on the standards of Chinese 
residents.’168  Overall, ‘no difference was found between English and Chinese households 
and the general accusation of immorality was left unsubstantiated.’169  In its report, the 
Council stressed that the Chinese were the ‘embodiment of public order.’170  
Law argues that after the enquiry, ‘a certain pattern of “accommodation” of the Chinese 
presence emerged in Liverpool.  The Chinese were accepted in their place i.e. as seamen on 
the shipping routes to China and later on, in the restaurant business which took over as the 
main area of work in which they became involved.’171 
However, as the Liverpool Chinese developed ‘a reputation among the host community for 
being a self-contained and self-sufficient community’172, a stereotype developed about the 
Chinese community’s ‘insular’ nature and their reputation for self-sufficiency.  It is alleged 
that social services were not provided to the Chinese; services which were otherwise readily 
available to the general population.  Maria O’Reilly highlights racism by omission:  
The Chinese were ignored.  They were discriminated against in the way that people 
believed they were a closed society and that they kept to themselves and saw to 
each other, and it wasn’t true.  Because there was that attitude, nobody provided 
any services to the Chinese community or the Chinese elders.  The Chinese people 
themselves have had to make their own services.173   
 
By 1982 the discrimination to which O’Reilly refers was being recognised.  Lynn’s study 
argues that ‘in many respects state agencies have tended to respond to the needs of the 
Chinese according to a stereotype and this ... constitutes a form of institutionalised 
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racism.’174  Lynn mapped out this stereotype; The Chinese are ‘proudly independent, they 
like to stay apart from [the general Liverpool population], they hate interference.  There is 
an extended family network which caters for the needs of the family.’175  
It is generally accepted that prejudice towards the Chinese occurred in Liverpool.  This 
prejudice (though not limited to these sphere) was mainly concentrated in a moral attack on 
the Chinese, accompanied by stereotyping and assumptions of a ‘self-supporting’ 
Chinatown.  Combined, this meant that Chinese people were at one time ‘amongst the 
worst housed people in the city’176 and were also at a disadvantage in schools, the 
employment sector (outside of the service industry), health provision and social services for 
the elderly, otherwise available for the host community.177  Other minority communities 
too, suffered in terms of these forms of direct and indirect racism.  Moreover, in the main, 
prejudice against the Chinese has existed in a diluted ‘piecemeal’ format when compared 
with that ranged against the Black and Irish communities.  Chinese people in Liverpool 
nonetheless have suffered indignities, the terms ‘Chink’, ‘Nip’, ‘Ching-Chong Chinese’, and 
‘dirty-knees’ having been in regular use.’178  
It has been demonstrated that all three of the aforementioned communities have been 
affected by racism.  The extent of this racism however, has been experienced on different 
levels.  Though the Chinese consistently suffered the pejorative label of ‘Chink’, Liverpool 
Blacks seldom escaped scorns of ‘Nigger’ and ‘Coon’.  For the Irish, it has been difficult to 
shed the labels of ‘Paddy’, ‘Fenian’, ‘Taig’, and ‘Papist’.  Likewise, it has been alleged that all 
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three groups have suffered from ‘institutional racism’ in terms of access to health care and 
social services, in gaining employment, and in terms of accessing higher quality housing. Yet, 
Chinese relations with the police have tended to be good, whereas the Black and Irish 
communities have accused the Merseyside police force of institutional racism.   
Why were the Chinese viewed more favourably than the Blacks or Irish?  Nadine Dories MP 
recalled, ‘With the Chinese community, there was no difference.  They were law-abiding and 
friendly.  You didn’t feel scared going to Chinatown.  There was no problem there.’179  Lynn 
argues:  
 The British do not want another ‘immigrant problem’ and the Chinese are 
 determined not to even hint at creating one.  Thus, the Chinese labour force has not 
 been incorporated into the wider job occupational structure.  Chinese people have 
 so far kept to the jobs they know, the places where people expect to find them – in 
 service; with the result that the indigenous workforce does not see them as a threat 
 to their livelihood.  They are not looked upon as a group that competes for scarce 
 services and housing nor are they considered a burden on the wider community.180   
 
Chinese community resident Helen Owen suggests that being ignored partly could be our 
fault, because we keep very quiet and we just get on and we don’t kick a fuss and we don’t 
protest’.181   
In contrast, both the Irish and Black community are much more willing to respond to 
provocation.  It has been noted that the first Orange procession in Liverpool, in 1819, was 
attacked by the Irish.  Subsequently many sectarian skirmishes and battles became a 
prominent feature of Liverpool life.  Likewise, there has been a tendency for Liverpool 
Blacks to respond to provocation.  This was evident in the ‘race riots’ of 1919, 1948, and 
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1981.  Furthermore, there is a tendency for the Irish (in particular) and Black communities to 
parade, protest, and become involved politically.  St Patrick’s Day parades were once an 
annual celebration in Catholic Irish Liverpool.  There was also a large ‘Irish vote’ to be 
captured.  O’Reilly recalls how Liverpool Blacks would protest against anti-Black racism, 
recalling, as an example, protests over a gollywog being sold in a shop near the slavery 
museum.182  The Liverpool Black Caucus also actively campaigned against the Militant 
tendency in the 1980s.  This was not the case for the Chinese, as John Pugh MP describes: 
 There is a long-withstanding Chinese community in Liverpool, who have formed 
 their own world, engage in a limited set of businesses (obviously restaurants but 
 other things as well) who have absented themselves from the political sphere 
 altogether.  So though there is quite a large Chinese contingent in Liverpool, they 
 certainly don’t politically engage.  They don’t vote.  There is no point in you making a 
 play for the Chinese vote.183 
  
Another factor relating the Chinese is that there has seemingly been little pressure for them 
to integrate.  Quiery comments how, ‘the Chinese community have retained their own 
culture very strongly, particularly their own language, and lots of the Irish people had their 
own language and it was used in every day discourse, but the Irish have lost that.’184  It 
appears that pressures which may have been present to assimilate the Irish were not there 
for the Chinese, perhaps indicative of a perception that Irish culture was less desirable than 
Chinese culture.  This would appear to be the case today, as Chinese heritage is overtly 
celebrated throughout the city.185  The Chinese Arch, which commemorates a twinning with 
Shanghai, was celebrated in 2000, contrasted with the twinning of Liverpool and Dublin 
which fuelled a large Loyalist protest on the streets of Liverpool in 1996.  According to Maria 
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O’Reilly the only time Black heritage was officially celebrated in Liverpool was in the build-
up to Liverpool Capital of Culture 2008.186   
 
How far did racism displace sectarianism? 
Liverpool sectarianism has never been bereft of a sizable element of racism.  The sectarian 
element of the division between ‘Orange’ and ‘Green’ Liverpool related to a Catholic= 
Protestant split.  Anti-Catholicism however, was often interchangeable with anti-Irishness, 
just as, in its embryonic stage especially, antipathy towards Protestantism was coupled with 
hostility towards Great Britain and its Empire.  The situation began to change as Catholics in 
Liverpool (the majority of whom can trace their ancestry to one or more Irish born relatives) 
began to be anglicised in Catholic schools.  Similarly, as the proportion of Irish born declined 
in Liverpool and the Liverpool Irish began to become less visibly set apart, due to the 
development of a shared accent, a familiar skin tone to their Protestant counterparts, a 
larger degree of ‘inter-marriage’ between Catholics and Protestants, and the lack of a 
physical separation, owing both to slum clearance and a common working environment, the 
two once competing sects began to see a new enemy in the ‘outsider’. 
These ‘outsiders’ were largely segregated in Liverpool 8 and visibly set apart by their colour.  
Furthermore, owing in part to their lack of association with the vast majority of Liverpool’s 
White residents and their confusion with recently arrived immigrants from the 
Commonwealth, they would become the most obvious ‘local outsiders’.  This is not to say 
that anti-Black racism is a new addition to Liverpool, nor that it entirely ‘replaced’ anti-Irish 
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racism.  The populace of Liverpool has never been single-minded in terms of its xenophobia.  
As Andy Burnham MP comments, ‘It’s not as if racism wasn’t there.  There was always 
racism.  Racism was there even when there was sectarianism.’187  This statement has been 
supported throughout this chapter.  Anti-Black racism has been a feature of life in Liverpool 
since Black people first began to arrive in the port in the eighteenth century.  Indeed, 
Liverpool’s success as a port was largely built on transatlantic slavery. 
Racism was never directed exclusively to either the Irish or the Black community.  Hostility 
towards any variant of immigrant has been evident in Liverpool.  As Law comments, ‘the 
potential of class and community alliances has constantly been fragmented by the 
overriding power of racism’188 whether against the Irish, Blacks, Chinese or other ethnic 
minority groups.  Nevertheless, after the ‘Great Irish Hunger’, for much of the nineteenth 
and twentieth century the huge proportion of Irish Catholics in Liverpool ensured that anti-
Irish racism and sectarianism overshadowed bias directed at other communities, a point 
made by Herson: 
 The concentration of the Black population in the South Dock/ Park Lane area made it 
 very apparent, but in sheer numbers it was small in relation to the city as a whole … 
 Liverpool’s minority populations were highly visible in the localities they frequented 
 … Nevertheless, Liverpool’s dominant social character was White and determined 
 by its synthesis of British and Irish peoples.189 
 
Prejudice held by Irish Catholics and Lancastrian Protestants was seldom reserved solely for 
their religious counterparts.  During the 1919 ‘race riots’ many White people convicted of 
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attacking Blacks were Irish or of Irish decent.190  As O’Reilly suggests, ‘just because you were 
Irish it did not mean you weren’t racist.’191  As the century progressed, descendants of 
Lancastrian Protestants and Irish Catholics would assimilate into a homogenous body of 
predominantly White ‘Scousers’.  Blacks and Chinese were excluded.  Helen Owen talked of 
how her children of dual British/ Chinese heritage, who were born in Liverpool, are still, 
‘seen as Chinese, rather than English’ and how they feel the need to ‘put on the Scouse 
accent heavier’192 when they’re around their White friends from Liverpool.  Herson also 
believes that the notion of ‘Scouseness’ excluded Black residents of the city.193  The point is 
also made by Costello that White immigrants who once lived alongside Black immigrants 
began to distance themselves: 
 With the passing of time and improving conditions of the poor, more poor Whites 
 were able to pass into the middle classes.  The increasing denial of this facility to 
 poor Blacks and, indeed, Blacks of higher station as all Blacks came to be seen in the 
 same light, undoubtedly led to poor Whites distancing themselves from their Black 
 fellows as they chose to identify themselves increasingly with the Anglo-Saxon ruling 
 class.194  
 
It has been noted that friendly relations between Blacks and Whites were evident in 
Liverpool 8.  This was also the case with Catholics and Protestants in their new areas of 
settlement outside the religious ghettos of dockside Liverpool.  Catholics and Protestants, 
once set apart by their respective religious ghettos, now grew up in the same 
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neighbourhood and although often still educated separately, worked together and shared 
similar interests and problems.  The two once competing identities began to merge into 
one.  Nonetheless, ethnic minority communities for the most part were excluded from these 
friendly relations.  Owing to their concentration in specific areas of south Liverpool, Black 
people encountered different attitudes from Whites according to location, as Chambers 
notes, 
 I think that different attitudes are only to be expected in the south end of Liverpool 
 to the north end considering that people in the south end of Liverpool have in some 
 part grown up with a Black population around them they have grown up together,
  mixed with each other formed friendships and respect for each other.  That has 
 never happened in the north end of Liverpool, because there has never been a Black 
 Community established there.195 
 
Bishops Sheppard and Worlock commented that, ‘the life of Liverpool’s long-established 
Black community has always been largely unrecognised by the majority of the White 
population [who] remained steadfastly “colour blind” [and]  for the most part unmoved by 
the obvious disadvantage’ of the Black community.196  Though this can be attributed partly, 
as Chambers suggests, to a lack of contact between many Blacks and Whites on Merseyside, 
Connolly offers a different perspective: 
 Racism has a long history in Britain.  There are senses in which it has become part of 
 White citizens’ national culture and identity.  Racist attitudes were consolidated 
 during the decades of empire.  Non-Whites were seen to be inferior, conquered 
 peoples, and as such attitudes have been confirmed in metropolitan Britain by 
 colonial immigrants’ concentration in menial jobs and poor housing.197 
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Unsurprisingly, Cairde na hEireann Liverpool mimic Connolly’s remarks, stating that, ‘the 
imperialist and colonial policies of Britain have been and continue to be the primary 
determinant of racism in this country … racism is endemic and is interwoven into the 
culture, history and traditions of Britain.’198  If this is the case, could racism have replaced 
sectarianism? 
Jones states that, ‘the religious divide between Protestants and Catholics which produced 
recurrent violence and was reflected in occupational barriers, had tended to die away by the 
1930s.  Also, the Irish were not permanently set apart by visible characteristics such as skin 
colour.’199  It was noted by Reverend Vincent Glover of Liverpool that, ‘there is a decided 
amelioration in the English-born Irish: the longer they stay, the more they improve.’200  
These statements suggest a change in emphasis from sectarianism.      
Suspicion and hostility to the Irish was not displaced by other forms of racism and was 
exacerbated by the Troubles – but by that point Liverpool’s Irish Catholic community had 
lost much of its earlier Irishness and was muted regarding the Northern Irish conflict.  That 
anti-Irish racism had not vanished was evident as late as 2012, when three Irish marches 
were subject to ‘threats, attacks and intimidation by Far Right groups and members of the 
loyalist/ Orange community.’201  Had Irish Catholics paraded in Liverpool during the years of 
the ‘troubles’ in Northern Ireland, major anti-Irish and sectarian street clashes could have 
occurred to a much greater extent.  It is thus questionable whether street clashes and public 
disturbances are a sound indicator of whether racism ‘replaced’ sectarianism.   
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As Michelle Chambers remarked: 
I have heard this theory that sectarianism between the Catholics and Protestants in 
Liverpool was replaced by racism because [when] they had a ‘new enemy’ to focus 
on they joined forces and forgot their differences and instead focused their anger on 
the Black Community, but I don’t know if that is really true.  I think the violence 
between Catholics and Protestants still continued even when the Black Community 
came to Liverpool.  I think maybe it was another enemy for people to focus on but I 
think the old ones still continued.202 
 
This point is supported by Neil Dulin, ‘I think the focus sort of changed in the Fifties and 
Sixties, when you had other groups who were beginning to arrive in the city.  I wouldn’t say 
that the whole focus went then though.  There were still real [sectarian] tensions in the 
Fifties and Sixties.’203  John Pugh MP argues that ‘racism was always there but it became 
more prominent as sectarianism declined.’204  Councillor Anna Rothery expanded upon this 
perspective: 
[Racism] was always there.  It was constant ... In the Forties and Fifties you’d have 
quite blatantly on windows, ‘No Blacks, Irish or Dogs’.  I think what happened in 
terms of the Irish is that they were very much assimilated into the community here 
in Liverpool through the education system and through the curriculum.  This is the 
colonialist way.  They want everybody to be integrated into what they perceive to be 
the best way forward, and arguably they were more successful with the Irish 
community because they could work through the churches and through the religion.  
It was more difficult with the Black community because, historically, the Black 
community doesn’t buy into religion so much … they tend to stand alone.205 
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Conclusion: Racism as a supplanter of sectarianism? 
There is a general consensus of opinion that racism is neither a new factor in Liverpool, nor 
that it displaced sectarianism.  Rather, the two have co-existed.  It is acknowledged 
however, that racism became more apparent in the twentieth century than sectarianism 
and that anti-Black racism increased in salience relative to long prominent anti-Catholic 
sentiment, which itself was historically associated with anti-Irish racism, from which it could 
not be fully disentangled. 
However, rather than a growth of racism causing a decline of sectarianism or a decline in 
sectarianism causing a growth in racism, the suggestion is that the two phenomenon simply 
coincided with each other, with the causal relationship being minimal.  A causal relationship 
is apparent insofar as the Liverpool Irish anglicised, the Black community and Chinese 
community became more visibly set apart than Catholics.  However this is not to say that 
racism towards the Black community grew to the same extent as racism towards the Irish 
had, but rather that anti-Black racism became more apparent as the Liverpool Irish had 
assimilated.  Anti-Irish racism is still present in Liverpool206, as has been demonstrated 
throughout this chapter, but owing to a reduced presence on the streets of Liverpool from 
the 1970s until the mid-1990s, it was not as obvious.  Problems with Irish parades in the city 
in 1996 and again in the twenty-first century indicated that old anti-Irish sentiments had not 
been entirely eradicated.  Clashes at Irish marches were associated much more with anti-
Irish racism and opposition to Irish republicanism, than with Protestant hostility to Catholics.  
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Opponents of such Irish parades were more Loyalist and political (and to critics, virulently 
racist) than they were Orange or religious, although individual members of the Order were 
present. 
It is pointed out by the Irish community that they are often at the forefront of anti-racist, 
marches in the city.207  Likewise, the Orange Institution would refute the allegation of racism 
by pointing out that some members of Orange Lodges in the city are Black.  This point is 
made by the Grand Master of Liverpool, Billy Owens, ‘We were parading through Toxteth, 
and some republican sympathisers began telling people in the area that we were from the 
National Front, but we had 30 or 40 Black members in our lodges who explained the real 
position to them.’208   
Newer aliens are still emerging. A shift from an anti-Catholic to an anti-Islamic focus is 
acknowledged by officials in the Orange Institution.  Keith Allcock, an official of Bootle 
Province commented, ‘I am a firm believer that both religions [Protestant and Catholic] will 
end up having to get together to combat Muslims, because [Muslims] are the up and coming 
faith, overrunning everybody.’209  Dave Hughes, an official from the Liverpool Orange 
Institution stated:  
 It’s a pity that some of the schools don’t adopt the same attitude towards the 
 ‘Orange’ kids, as they do towards the Muslim kids within the school.  I make no 
 apologies for saying that, because we have the same rights religiously as anybody 
 else.  We wouldn’t stop anybody else having their religious rights.210    
 
                                                             
207 Cairde na hEireann Liverpool. 2013. 
208 Billy Owens (2012) Cited by McSweeney, D. Liverpool’s Orange lodges and the parading season. Available: 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/the-northerner/2012/jun/21/liverpool-northernireland. 
209 Interview with Keith Allcock – 12th March 2013. 
210
 Interview with Dave Hughes – 24th January 2013. 
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A shift in the direction of anti-Islamic hostility coincides with a shift of the populace of 
Liverpool.  In 2001, prior to the ‘terror attacks’ of 9/11, Blacks, Chinese, and Irish were the 
largest minority groups in Liverpool.  By the 2011 census, the Asian community, the majority 
from Pakistan, India, Bangladesh, and ‘other Asian’ (excluding China who have their own 
data trend) had become Liverpool’s largest minority group.211   
It appears then that any immigrant community entering Liverpool has been subject to 
hostility.  This chapter has demonstrated that racism was always an issue, though one often 
overshadowed by religious antipathy.  Therefore, racism directed towards Liverpool’s Black 
and Chinese communities did not simply emerge as a bi-product of better relations between 
Catholics and Protestants in the city, rather, it simply carried on existing and became more 
noticeable as sectarianism waned. 
For many people in Liverpool, specifically the younger generations, religious division is not 
something which has occurred, to any great extent, in their living memory.  They may 
however be aware of Irish ancestry in their family.  Though this is not always the case, what 
is the case is that the Irish have been accepted into the Liverpool mainstream to a far 
greater extent than has the Liverpool Black community.  The latter has been viewed by 
many as recently arrived ‘aliens’, owing to a particular narrative which suggests that 
Liverpool’s Black community journeyed to Liverpool as a result of post-war immigration 
from the Commonwealth.  Though this chapter has proven this to be a falsehood, ‘it is 
important to remember that, in looking at the views of indigenous populations concerning 
                                                             
211 Office for National Statistics (2013) Area: Liverpool (Local Authority) Resident Population Estimates by Ethnic 
Group (Percentages). Available: 
http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk/dissemination/LeadTableView.do?adminCompAndTimeId=27655%3A3
22&a=7&b=276787&c=Liverpool&d=13&r=1&e=13&f=27651&o=254&g=359393&i=1001x1003x1004x1005&l=
1812&m=0&s=1371880329225&enc=1. 
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immigrants, it is not so much the truth that matters but what people think is the truth.’212  
Therefore, for many people on Merseyside, the view of Liverpool’s Black community as 
‘aliens’ or ‘outsiders’ has allowed the persistence of racism. 
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 Neal. 1991. 165. 
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Chapter Eight - The emergence of a common identity: 
the integration of the Irish and the harmony of the 
‘Merseybeat’ 
 
Throughout much of the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth century there were two 
prevailing identities in Liverpool:  Irish Catholic and Lancastrian Protestant.  As this study has 
discussed, this era was characterised by antipathy and often physical confrontation between 
these sects.  By the mid-twentieth century, however, these clashes had become increasingly 
ritualised.  This chapter will argue that it was not simply a case of an Irish assimilation into a 
dominant host community which led to a decline of sectarianism.  Rather, it was the dual 
assimilation of both identities into the newly emerging and dominant local character of 
‘Scouse’ which had the most profound effect of subjugating sectarian vehemence.  In 
addition, as the century progressed, many people (Catholic and Protestant) had begun to 
look beyond religion towards other forms of fulfilment.  
 
The influence of the Irish and the shaping of the Scouse identity 
In 1892, John Denvir wrote that ‘It is not without some justification that some consider 
[Liverpool] the Irish capital of England’1.  After all, the 1891 census showed that 47,000 of 
the Liverpool population of 518,000 was Irish born (9%); whilst the 1901 Census of 
neighbouring Bootle indicated that 5,800 of the town's population of 58,000 were Irish born 
                                                             
1
 Denvir. 1892. The Irish in Britain - Cited by Kelly. 2003. 3. 
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(10%).2 Such has been the influence of the Irish on the development of Merseyside’s 
distinctiveness that Liverpool has also ‘frequently been dubbed the “real capital” [of 
Ireland].’3  In 2013 The Guardian claimed that ‘75% of Liverpool's population has some Irish 
ancestry’.4  
The Irish Independent noted, in an article on Wayne Rooney’s Irish heritage, ‘Even today, 
when only 10 per cent of the population of England is Catholic, 60 per cent of Croxteth's 
children are baptised Catholic.’5  Importantly, the majority of Catholics in Liverpool are likely 
to have some Irish heritage as a result of nineteenth century famine emigration which 
reshaped the demography of the city.  The same article, which made reference to the high 
ratio of Roman Catholic schools in the area, stated, 
This is an Irish part of town.  All the older people, like Patricia Fitzsimons - Wayne 
Rooney's granny - were moved here in the slum clearances … They, like thousands of 
Irish before them, lived in the Catholic area of Scotland Road ... the first port of call 
for desperate Irish emigrants who flooded Liverpool for more than 100 years after 
the Famine. They [referring to Croxteth residents] are Irish, Catholic, Evertonians and 
proud of it.  Even before Wayne Rooney exploded onto the scene, Patricia Fitzsimons 
was famous locally for being born on March 17 - thus Patricia … If you want to see 
the influence that the Irish have had on England, Croxteth is a good place to start. 
‘Could Wayne have played for Ireland?’ I ventured … ‘Nah,’ replied Patricia, ‘He's 
English on the outside’ … ‘but Irish on the inside.’6 
 
Whether ‘Irish on the Inside’ or not, Wayne Rooney would still naturally opt to play for 
England.  Because individuals are Catholic it does not mean that they are Irish or even feel in 
                                                             
2 Kennedy, D. (2005) ‘Class, Ethnicity and Civic Governance: A Social Profile of Football Club Directors on 
Merseyside in the Late-Nineteenth Century.’ International Journal of the History of Sport, Vol. 22, no. 5, pp.840 
– 866 – p.846. 
3 McSweeney (2013) The Irish are coming back to Liverpool. Available: 
 http://www.theguardian.com/uk/the-northerner/2011/dec/01/liverpool-ireland.  
4 Ibid. 
5
 The Irish Independent (2006) Rooney is part of a generation Irish 'on the inside'. Available: 
 http://www.independent.ie/irish-news/rooney-is-part-of-a-generation-irish-on-the-inside-26359427.html. 
6
 Ibid. 
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any way Irish.  Indeed, it was the Church's policy in Liverpool ‘incorporate [through] 
“denationalising” Irishness, while maintaining Catholicism.’7  The Anglicisation of Irish 
descendants has been an important factor in the reduction of sectarian animosity. 
Liverpool born Michael Kelly talked of experiencing a connection to Ireland through music: 
Although growing up in Liverpool, I learned almost nothing of the Liverpool Irish 
during my school days.  From an early age I was exposed to a kind of music that told 
stories of a mythical land across the Irish Sea … There were people who spoke with a 
dialect that sounded like my [Irish] grandparents and without knowing it then, its 
essence was an unseen umbilical cord.8 
 
The kind of music, to which Kelly refers, was likely Irish folk.  The famous Z Cars theme, 
known to many Liverpudlians as the anthem of Everton FC, is derived from the Liverpool 
‘sea shanty’ Johnny Tod, a derivative of Irish folk.  The Irish folk ballad: The Fields of Athenry 
has been adopted by Liverpool FC supporters as ‘The Fields of Anfield Road’.  The Leaving of 
Liverpool and I wish I were back in Liverpool are other notable examples of songs of this 
genre which are centred upon the port and are often performed by Irish folk bands such as 
The Dubliners.  Scotland Road-born Peter McGovern’s In my Liverpool Home adopted this 
style.  Many Irish rebel songs (which share characteristics with a proportion of Orange 
songs) also encapsulate elements of Irish folk and became popular in Liverpool before the 
onset of ‘skiffle’ and ‘rock and roll’ in the mid-twentieth century.9 
Liverpool born Séafra Ó Cearbhail, a member of Cairde na hEireann Liverpool, makes 
reference to the influence of Irish music (as well as other Irish traits) on the development of 
                                                             
7 Kennedy and Kennedy. 2007. 903. 
8
 Kelly. 2003. VI. 
9 See McManus, K. (1994) Ceilis, Jigs and Ballads: Irish Music in Liverpool. Liverpool: The Institute of Popular 
Music, University of Liverpool. 
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Liverpool’s unique character and culture. He suggests that far from being the badge of 
distinction it once was, Irishness became integrated as a feature of Liverpool’s ‘personality’.  
Liverpool is the most Catholic city in England and it’s the most Catholic city because 
it [had] the greatest Irish settlement.  Liverpool’s Irish community grew to be the 
biggest ethno-cultural group within the city … Irish settlement in Liverpool was so 
profound and so substantial in its effect on the social makeup and culture of the city 
that Scouseness is Irishness in its Liverpool form.  Irishness defined so many aspects 
of this city from accent, to radical politics, to popular music, to poetry, to drama, to 
the whole thing.  In a way, the success of Irishness in Liverpool and its cultural 
growth meant that those fierce [sectarian] lines became less obviously displayed, 
except for the Loyal [Orange] Order, who probably felt uncomfortable with the level 
of Scouseness and Irishness and Catholicism being so closely intertwined.10   
   
Some of ‘England's most English of rebels were actually second generation Irish [including] 
John Lennon - whose grandfather came from Dublin and who explored this aspect of his 
lineage extensively in the mid-1970s’11  Yet alongside their distinctiveness, the second and 
third generation Irish began a process of national, religious, and cultural assimilation and 
bonding with the non-Irish and non-Catholic population which gradually ‘removed cultural 
and social distinctions.’12  Greg Quiery considers this point: 
How do you become a fully-fledged citizen?  It might be that in Liverpool there was a 
way to become an equal person in local society.  It was to become a Scouser.  You 
didn’t have to be Catholic or Protestant.  There was something else that gave you 
that status, where people could acknowledge each other as equals, where you could 
get the full membership card.  It was to do with your attachment to the place and 
probably your attachment to a football team as well.  You would then be ‘in the 
club’, as it were, and people who would be excluded from the club would not be 
subscribing to that, but you didn’t get excluded from the club because of your 
religion. There are such a huge variety of people in Liverpool from all sorts of 
backgrounds that being a Scouser became a factor of acceptance.13 
                                                             
10 Interview with Séafra Ó Cearbhail – 14th March 2013. 
11 The Irish Independent (2006) Rooney is part of a generation Irish 'on the inside'. Available: 
 http://www.independent.ie/irish-news/rooney-is-part-of-a-generation-irish-on-the-inside-26359427.html. 
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 Papworth, J.D. (1981) The Irish in Liverpool 1835-71: Segregation and Dispersal. Ph.D. University of Liverpool 
- p.138. 
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 Interview with Greg Quiery – 25
th
 March 2013. 
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Belchem, Delaney, and Lane highlight some of the claimed distinctions of the local identity.  
Tony Lane describes the unique character of Liverpool’s ‘defiant and ready-witted people: 
Liverpudlians will talk confidently and unselfconsciously on equal terms with others 
regardless of their status; it shows, too, in their cheerful readiness to mock and puncture 
pretension.’14  Professor John Belchem also refers to ‘the “scouse” blend of truculent 
defiance, collective solidarity, scallywaggery and fatalist humour which sets Liverpool and its 
inhabitants apart’15, whilst Devaney states, ‘There is something about the city something 
intangible that comes from the guts of the city, from the bloodlines at its core and that is 
personified in those anarchic, revolutionary, “bolshie” individuals who categorically refuse 
to accept the status quo.’16  It is suggested that some of the Liverpool’s renowned 
‘exceptionalism’ (in contrast to dominant English characteristics), are a result of Liverpool’s 
Irish heritage, though this is not to discount the input of other cultures, nor the resilience 
developed by the city’s inhabitants amid economic woes. 
Despite the influence of the Irish (and Irish Catholicism) on Liverpool, many began to reject 
(or forget) this aspect of their heritage as the twentieth century progressed.17  As Lawlor 
comments, ‘many people have chosen to discard their Irishness and their Catholicism and it 
tended to be both, rather than one or the other.’18  Though loyalty to Ireland was, 
particularly in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, a central facet of identity in 
‘Irish wards’ such as Scotland and Vauxhall, demonstrated in the consistent election of Irish 
                                                             
14 Lane. 1987. 14. 
15 Belchem. 2000. 33. 
16 Devaney, C. (2011) ‘Scouse and the City: Radicalism and Identity in Contemporary Liverpool’, in Belchem, J. 
Biggs, B. (eds). (2011) Liverpool City of Radicals. Liverpool: Liverpool University Press – p.180. 
17 Today only 1.5 per cent of Liverpool’s inhabitants identify as ‘White Irish’ 
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 Interview with Win Lawlor – 21
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 February 2013. 
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Nationalist councillors in Liverpool from 1875 until 1922,19 after the establishment of the 
Irish Free State political identification was shifting towards support for the Labour Party.  By 
the mid-twentieth century, though emigrants were still arriving in the port from Ireland20, 
the trend was very much downward and the directly Irish sense of the city declined. 
It is noted that Irish immigration to the city has marginally increased in recent years,21 but 
the numbers are tiny compared to earlier periods.  A sense of Irishness nonetheless 
persisted.  Born in 1966, Win Lawlor, a social worker for the Irish community in Liverpool, 
explained how, despite being born in the area, she was still brought up to celebrate Irish 
heritage:  
My dad was from County Meath, Ireland and my mum’s family was Louth.  My mum 
was born in Rock Ferry [Wirral, Merseyside] and so was I, but I was part of the Irish 
community right from the beginning.  I started Irish dancing at three and a half.  My 
mum and dad both spoke Irish.  My dad taught us our prayers in Gaelic … I was 
brought up an Irish Catholic.  We had the rosary every night.  We had the priest 
round on a Friday.  We never ate meat on a Friday and we always upheld every holy 
day of obligation.  You were always in Mass.22   
 
From this type of experience, a significant number of those born in Liverpool would still 
describe themselves as ‘Liverpool Irish’23; an identity fostered by some local associations. 
For example, Irish Community Care Merseyside stress that ‘those born in England of Irish 
descent are very much part of the [Irish] scene.’24     
                                                             
19 See O’Connell. 1971. 
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 McSweeney (2013) The Irish are coming back to Liverpool. Available: 
 http://www.theguardian.com/uk/the-northerner/2011/dec/01/liverpool-ireland. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Interview with Win Lawlor – 21st February 2013. 
23 Interview with Frank Neal – 12th February 2012. 
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Perhaps the most obvious legacy of Irish immigration can be seen, or rather heard, in the 
city’s accent.  It has been claimed that ‘nowhere in Britain is more closely associated with a 
form of language than Liverpool.’25  Though some debate has traditionally surrounded the 
origin of the local Liverpool brogue,26 there is general consensus that it has been 
substantially influenced by the Irish tongue.27   Clare Devaney wrote of the accent: 
Much maligned, celebrated, imitated and satirised, the Scouse accent, as one might 
expect, defies clear historical or etymological definition but is generally thought to 
have arrived on the boat from Ireland in the nineteenth century and to have taken 
hold in the social melting pot of the docks… [It is] used both to establish a common 
identity and to assert a clear difference (principally from ‘woolybacks’, Lancastrians 
and Mancunians)28 
 
The ‘Scouse’ accent evolved from a variety of influences in addition to Irish.29  As such, it 
would be no more correct to state that the ‘Scouse accent’ has exclusively Irish origins any 
more than it would be to suggest that its origins lay mainly in the twentieth century.30  As 
Crowley notes, ‘not only were there literary representations of the Liverpool speech from 
the eighteenth century on, but there was also a longstanding sense that the language of 
Liverpool was distinctive.’31  Even so, the prominence of Gaelic and ‘Irish English’ in the port 
is evident in Liverpool’s dialect.32 
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 Crowley. 2012. Synopsis. 
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 For the best contemporary account of this, see Crowley. 2012. 15–38:  Chapter 2 – ‘Language in Liverpool: 
the received history and an alternative thesis’ 
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 Ibid. Chapter 3, 4: Crowley has done in depth research on origins of the Liverpool accent and cites various 
examples of commentators highlighting its major Irish influence 
28 Devaney. 174: From Belchem and Biggs et al. 2011. 
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 Ibid 8 
30 Crowley (2012. Preface XII) disputes Belchem’s (2000. 44) ‘almost throwaway comment’ that ‘many working-
class Liverpudlians failed to exhibit any “scouse” characteristics (Irish or otherwise) in their speech until well 
into the twentieth century.’ Crowley’s research demonstrates why this is not the case.  
31 Crowley. 2012. 106-7. 
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 Both the terms ‘accent’ and ‘dialect’ are deliberately used as there is ongoing debate as to what constitutes 
either description and once more, what description, under the current disputed definitions, applies most 
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In his 1973 doctoral thesis on the urban dialect of Scouse, the linguist Gerald Knowles 
contended that, ‘the distinctive inflection of Scouse was a consequence of the influx of 
famine Irish in the middle of [the nineteenth] century.’33  The accent is a product of ‘the 
influx of Irish and Welsh into the city [and] the mixing of these different accents and 
dialects.’34  Though ‘the origins of the Liverpool accent have been traced back to the 
1750s’35, there is truth in the claim that ‘the accent [began to] develop its distinctive tones 
[more than] a century later when [over] half a million Irish men and women flooded into 
Liverpool between 1840 and 1850’.36  Although it is contested whether, prior to the Great 
Hunger (other than perhaps those in the affluent separated suburbs of Everton and areas of 
south Liverpool) residents of the port ‘spoke in much the same way as the rest of 
Lancashire’37 (their distinct inflections being repeatedly highlighted throughout Crowley’s 
study), it is evident that ‘successive waves of Irish immigrants changed the linguistic 
situation in Liverpool.’38 
To support the claim of Irish influence on Liverpool’s modern day persona it is necessary to 
briefly explain its development.  The term ‘Scouse’ itself, first and foremost, derives from 
the cheap sailor’s dish of Lobscouse, the name of which likely originated from the 
Norwegian dish Lapskaus.39  Crowley found that as early as 1797 the food scouse was being 
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 Times Higher Education (2007) Scouse: the accent that defined an era. Available: 
 http://www.timeshighereducation.co.uk/209515.article – However, Knowles’ point that ‘Liverpool spoke in 
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2012. Chapter 2. 
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 Coslett (2005) The origins of Scouse. Available: 
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35 Daily Mail (2013) Is cleaner air killing the Scouse accent. Available:  
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36 Ibid. 
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 Knowles, G. (1974) Scouse: The Urban Dialect of Liverpool. Ph.D.  University of Leeds – p.17. 
38 Crowley. 2012. 19. 
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served in the Liverpool poorhouse,40 though at this time the word ‘Scouser’ was not yet 
coined to refer to a resident of the port.  The slang abbreviation for a ‘Liverpolitan’, at this 
time, was a ‘Dicky Sam’.41  This term was post-dated by the term ‘W[h]acker’, owing to the 
regular tendency for residents of the town to start or finish sentences with the word[s] 
‘w[h]ack/ w[h]acker’.42  Birtill contends that the term W[h]acker, which emerged in the 
nineteenth century, was almost certainly due to the Irish (and more likely), the influence of 
the Gaelic language in the city:  
People from the city were termed ‘wackers’ by outsiders because of their habit of 
referring to each other by the Irish word ‘mhac’ (pronounced ‘wack’, it is the word 
for son -mac- with lenition, which is used when addressing someone).  Strictly 
speaking, the vocative case ‘a mhac’ should be used, but both appear in colloquial 
speech, sometimes together, as in: ‘A mhac! A mhac  ó!’43   
 
In the 1950s ‘W[h]acker’ was still a common slang term for a Liverpool resident,44 though as 
the twentieth century progressed the phrase ‘W[h]ack’ was used less.  Eventually the term 
was replaced, one commentator observing: 
A term of address for a Liverpudlian is wack (or wacker), as in 'A'right wack?' but I 
must admit that I have heard this word more often in comedy sketches than on the 
streets of Liverpool.  Another term of address, which I can recall hearing on many 
occasions is 'laa', always accompanied by 'eh', as in 'Eh laa', which usually prefaces a 
question of some sort.’45   
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 Crowley. 2012. Preface, XIII. 
41
 The origin of this term is contested.  See Crowley. 2012 150-155.  
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 Crowley. 2012. 53. 
45 The Virtual Linguist (2008) Scousers and Dicky Sams. Available: 
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The former Labour MP for Liverpool Walton, Kilfoyle also observed that ‘Language is 
changing.  When I was younger, I never heard anyone say “Eh Laa!”  It was “Wack!”’46   
Indeed another observer argues:  
A language has been lost in my lifetime.  I think it was T.V. that did it.  Most of the 
words that were particular to Liverpool have gone, to be replaced instead by a 
national language, if not an international (from films) language.  Only the accent 
remains.’47   
 
Increasingly, language was no longer determined by local phonological influences.  
Combined with the steady decline of Irish immigration, this may account for the abstraction 
of ‘Irish’ phraseology from the Liverpool dialect.  Naturally, as the prevalence of phrases 
such as ‘w[h]ack’ decreased, the term ‘w[h]acker’ was devoid of applicability in relation to 
the city’s inhabitants.  The term ‘Scouser’ however, was increasingly utilised.  
Unwin recalls, of the early twentieth century, ‘There was a large room in St Martin’s Hall, off 
Scotland Road, which was one of the cheapest eating places in the city.  “Scouse Alley” they 
called it, and hundreds of plates of steaming hot scouse were served every day at a penny a 
time.’48  As such, scouse became known as the local Liverpool stew and ‘provided for the 
city’s members of the armed forces (NCO’s and men) the term “Scousers” – [this] term, 
described as ’hardly ever used as a mark of affection’, became common.49  In August 1966, 
John Kerr wrote to the Liverpool Echo stating ‘When I was a boy the term Scouser was an 
insult used by non-Liverpudlians to describe people whose standard of living was so low 
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they were reputed to exist on a diet of blind scouse – “taters and water”50  It is typical of the 
city’s defiant attitude that its residents would come to embrace the term ‘Scouser’ as their 
own.  In this effort, pioneers of the ‘Scouse Industry’ such as Frank Shaw51 and others would 
come to mould the term to take on (internally at least), a positive slant.   
Combined with the soaring popularity of Liverpool in the 1960s many acts and entertainers 
benefited significantly on account of their home city and unique accent, with its 
‘melancholic, Irish-inflected oral traditions’.52  Faced with such potential profits by 
highlighting local connections, ‘the professional Scouser’53 was born, boosted by the 
celebrated accents of the Beatles and the Mersey poets.54  It was claimed that, 
It was in 1963-64 that Scouse entered into a modern mythology, as the result of the 
rise to fame of The Beatles … The Scouse inflection contributed to their distinctive 
image.  It associated them with a particular location, and stories of the ‘Liverpool 
sound’ and the ‘sound of Scouse’ dominated the British media.55 
 
The same article also asserted that, ‘The distinctiveness of the Scouse accent is largely the 
result of immigration, particularly from the Celtic lands surrounding Liverpool's "quasi-
inland" sea.’56   
In 1950, Henri O’Hanri wrote an article in the Liverpool Echo entitled: ‘It’s the Irish in us!’ in 
which he describes how ‘the Gaelic Irish spelling and pronunciation of many words … which 
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are definitely Irish are in common use in Liverpool’.  Examples included “Gob” for “mouth” 
(from the Gaelic gob – “snout, beak, bill”.)57  Tony Birtill expands the example:  ‘In Irish: “An 
gob atá air!” which literally means; “the beak on him!” is heard to this day in Liverpool as: 
“the gob on him!”  The work also outlines the potential Gaelic origins of slang words and 
phrases still used today in Liverpool such as ‘cac’, ‘slapper’, ‘ta rah’, and ‘smashin’58  Birtill’s 
study, which also contends that ‘the Irish language was widely spoken in Liverpool 
throughout the nineteenth century, and before’, outlines that, 
There were large number of Irish speakers in Liverpool throughout the nineteenth 
and early twentieth century … both Catholic and Protestant … the overwhelming 
majority of Irish migrants coming into Liverpool were mother-tongue (or first 
language) Irish speakers and English was their second language … a large proportion 
of these Irish were monoglot Irish speakers, many were bilingual and probably only a 
minority were monoglot English speakers … Another factor, frequently overlooked, is 
that the type of English spoken by these Irish migrants in itself constituted a 
linguistic difference: it was Hiberno-English, which consists of mainly English 
vocabulary, interspersed with Gaelic words and often using Irish syntax.59  
  
Even a sceptic of the extent of Gaelic influence on the Liverpool dialect concede that ‘some 
phonetic effect of Irish Gaelic on the local speech cannot be excluded’ and that ‘the local 
form “owed much to the Irish … way of speaking English”.’60  Nonetheless, Shaw suggests 
‘very few of the Irish emigrants to Liverpool could speak the [Gaelic] language’61, while 
Belchem wrote of ‘the overwhelming majority of [Irish] immigrants being English-
speaking.’62   
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Such suggestions are refuted by the studies of Birtill and Papworth.63  Crowley argues that, 
‘there is in fact no research to show that [such] claim[s] [of overwhelming English-speaking] 
are accurate (though they have often been repeated); given the profile of many of the 
emigrants – rural and therefore poor – it seems likely that some of them must have spoken 
Irish [Gaelic].’64  Charters comments that, ‘in 1847, 116,000 Irish refugees arrived … mostly 
from the Gaelic-speaking west.’65  Birtill notes that ‘the census figures of 1851 show 80 per 
cent of the population in many areas of the west of Ireland, where many of the famine 
refugees to Liverpool originated, were still Irish speaking, despite the great loss of life and 
emigration caused by the famine.’66  Neal concurs, stating that Irish refugees were, ‘mostly 
from the Gaelic speaking area of the West: Roscommon, Mayo, Galway and Sligo.  They 
were rural people.’67  Papworth, citing Witty, also states that, ‘more Irish [Gaelic] was 
spoken in Liverpool than in Dublin.’  Witty believed that, ‘the children of Irish parents 
seldom prefer to converse in Irish, though many understand it.’68  Denvir, also cited by 
Papworth, stated, ‘nearly all in Crosbie Street [Liverpool] were from the west of Ireland, 
and, amongst them there was scarcely anything but Irish spoken.’  Additionally, ‘Denvir 
mentioned that his Aunt could speak several different Gaelic dialects.’69  Born in Liverpool, 
in 1930, Tommy Walsh comments, ‘My father was a native Irish speaker, who would have 
spoken little or no English until he came to England.  He thought in Irish and prayed in 
Irish.’70 
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Such evidence, therefore, suggests that it is more than likely that Irish was once widely 
spoken in Liverpool with a Gaelic influence to the city’s language.  Shaw asserted that 
descriptions of ‘Dublinees’ … ‘might well be describing Liverpoolese’ and that ‘much of our 
[Liverpool’s] speech … came from Ireland’.71  He was also not alone in noting the impact of 
Dublin phraseology on Liverpool.  Shaw (like others) believed that the Liverpool plural 
‘youse’ was a product of the Dublin tongue, though this is disputed by some.72  In his 
autobiography James Phelan, an Irish novelist, commented, ‘[I] felt myself in Dublin as soon 
as I heard the people speak’ noting ‘the resemblance between the speech of Dublin and that 
of Liverpool.’73   
It is important to acknowledge that the Irish were never the only arrivals in Liverpool.  
Indeed, ‘whole areas belonged to the Welsh’ who were, it has been argued, ‘an ethnic 
community, because of their commitment to Welsh institutions and Welsh language [while] 
the Scots were held together by no common language’.74  However, as T.Oakes Hirst, ‘a 
reputable linguist’, observed in 1951, ‘children of Irish parentage “retain some Anglo-Irish 
accent (or brogue)”, which formed a contrast with the practice of children of Welsh parents  
and those of ‘other nationalities’, whose speech forms “merge into one common type”.’75  
Even William Gladstone who resided in the north end, ‘where the majority [were] either 
Irish or of Irish decent’76, did not escape the influence of Liverpool’s dialect on his speech.77   
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Yet the Irish, despite their cultural and linguistic differences, did not live in isolation.  As 
Colin Pooley notes,  
A common experience of poverty must have created some bonds between the Irish 
and other low-income families from different cultural backgrounds.  Although 
evidence of institutionalized and individual discrimination against the Irish is 
common, the experience of being Irish in Liverpool was certainly not one of total 
social and cultural isolation … for a proportion of Irish migrants the experience of 
living in Liverpool was one of integration rather than segregation.78 
  
Despite sectarian tensions, association between Irish Catholics and English Protestants 
became routine in many workplaces.  Such intermixing inevitably led to a crossover of local 
customs and speech patterns which ushered the onset of a communal dialect.  With the 
provision of factory work in the twentieth century such relations increased.  By this time, 
the distinctiveness of ‘Liverpool Irish’ was lessening as Protestants and Catholics were 
progressively defining themselves as Liverpudlian rather than pursuing division on 
denominational or national lines.    
Aided by the Catholic Church’s attempts at ‘deemphasising, any overarching (and unifying) 
Irish identity among the Liverpool Irish’79, ‘towards the end of the 19th century there was … 
a weakening of “cultural coherence and national identity” among the immigrant Irish 
community in Liverpool … This was a trend accelerated by a growing sense of identification 
among the Liverpool Irish with their host society’.80  Nonetheless, as late as the 1950s, 
‘there were three Gaelic League branches and numerous parish céilís running weekly in 
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Liverpool.’81  Additionally, ‘Sinn Fein, the Ancient Order of Hibernians, Irish Self-
Determination League and Anti-Partition of Ireland League were all active and they, like the 
Gaelic League, had primarily Liverpool-born people as their members.’82  The proportion of 
people identifying as ‘Irish’ in Liverpool has reduced considerably; just 1.4 per cent of 
Liverpool’s population (still 0.5 per cent higher than the English and Welsh average)83 and 
many Liverpudlians (with Irish heritage) would naturally feel more ‘English’/ ‘British’ than (if 
at all) ‘Irish’.   
Tommy Walsh comments on the diverging attitude of Liverpudlians with Irish heritage: ‘In 
my experience, Irish people born in Liverpool are either “more Irish than the Irish” or they 
simply aren’t interested.  There’s also a smaller group who appear to resent having an Irish 
name and who are extremely anti-Irish.’84  Yet, Irish heritage is still celebrated in the city.  
The existence of groups such as Cairde na hEireann Liverpool and Irish Community Care 
Merseyside, as well as the annual celebration of the Liverpool Irish Festival, are testament to 
this.  The legacy of Irish immigration has also been evident in the formation of the King’s 
Liverpool Regiment, 8th (Irish) Battalion85 (now dissolved), the Catholic Metropolitan 
Cathedral, Liverpool’s twinning with Dublin, and the Institute of Irish Studies (the latter 
funded by the Irish Republic).  
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The roots of a common ‘Scouse’ identity 
Rogan Taylor speculates that the roots of ‘Scousedom’ lay in the mid-to-late nineteenth 
century.  After the arrival of famine Irish the experience of ‘collective suffering’ began to 
breed (willingly or unwillingly) an attitude, transmuted through times of hardship, which 
spanned across the religious divide: 
Everybody knows Liverpool has been a poor city.  Most people are aware that it has 
never had any industry, apart from the great ships, which was absolutely massive, 
but once that went down we were a one horse town with a dead horse ... Scousers 
knew they were living in a tough town, but what I was never taught at school was 
how hard times were in the mid-nineteenth century.  The stamp of Scousedom was 
made then. In five months, one and a half times the population of the city arrived in 
Liverpool.  In those circumstances what happens is anybody who has got two 
penny’s to rub together, a bit of health, and a bit of luck gets out of there.  You don’t 
hang around.  What are you left with - the old, the young, the sick, and those with no 
pennies to rub together – what were famously called ‘the dregs’.  The city’s 
foundation is based on ‘the dregs’ of that great exodus.  The forging of the city in 
hardship has produced an incredibly powerful form of identity - which is most 
strongly fashioned in shared pain.86 
 
This is a significant observation.  It was through times of collective turmoil and frustration 
that populations grew so close.  As David Charters writes, ‘Scotland Road … was built on the 
spirit of its people’87  Jim Fitzsimons alludes to this: 
The grandparents and parents of the young Merseyside Irish had flocked to Liverpool 
away from the hard times in Ireland … The Irish way of life eventually became a big 
factor in the character of these families and mainly stayed that way in the struggle to 
exist during the acute poverty of the times.  Irish immigrants had paid their way in 
this adopted country by their labour, almost all of it in heavy manual work.  As the 
years passed many of them progressed into leaders of the community, being 
respected and welcomed by other citizens of this area.88 
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Yet these struggles also applied to the Protestant residents of Everton, St Domingo, and 
Netherfield Road.89  Although these communities were divided from each other, both 
geographically and on religious lines, to some extent, a similarity of outlook must have been 
a developing (even while these communities continued viewing each other as their 
antithesis).  Collective solidarity was in growing evidence in the twentieth century, fuelled 
by two world wars, the 1930s depression, and post-war economic decline.  
A distinction that has developed between the city and the rest of the country centred upon 
common ‘Scouse’ identity, reflected in modern ‘Scouse Not English’ banners seen at football 
games.  In 1950 an essay in the Daily Post recorded ‘the irritation felt by Liverpudlians when 
BBC producers represent the local speech form as “Lancashire”.’90  In 1999, the former Chair 
of Merseyside Police Authority, Margaret Simey, claimed that ‘the magic of Liverpool is that 
it isn’t England.  We are global and we have learned to tolerate and respect each other’s 
traditions.’91  Likewise, Journalist Paul Morley suggests ‘Liverpool is not part of England … it 
is an outpost of defiance and determination reluctantly connected to the English 
mainland’92  As Neal noted, ‘the Irish presence has permanently affected the character of 
Liverpool, principally in the prominence of Catholicism but also in such things as the accent 
and attitudes of its people.  Liverpool is in Lancashire but not of Lancashire.’93  It is 
suggested that, as a result of influences from Ireland and elsewhere, Merseyside, culturally, 
is perhaps the most un-English of England’s counties.   
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The rise of new non-sectarian culture: the advent of Merseybeat 
In 1966 when John Lennon reputedly stated, ‘We’re more popular than Jesus’ it was in the 
USA, not Liverpool, that the statement caused most controversy.  As Mike O’Brian points 
out, ‘It shows how much things had changed.  If such as statement had been made 10-15 
years earlier he’d have been run out of Liverpool by both the Catholics and the 
Protestants.’94  In explaining the comment, Lennon later claimed that the statement was ‘in 
relation to England … we meant more to kids than Jesus or religion at that time.’95   As a 
journalist at the same press conference pointed out, it was not just in Liverpool that 
‘children are repeating “I like the Beatles more than Jesus.”’96  The 1960s was an era of 
social, political and cultural change.  People’s perceptions were quickly being diverted away 
from the rigidities of biblical doctrine.  As George Harrison noted, ‘Christianity is declining 
and everybody knows about that.’97  The Beatles became internationally recognised and 
their popularity brought renewed interest in their home city.  For Liverpool, The Beatles, in 
turn, became a contributory ingredient in the city’s newly emerging identity.   
In addition to football, the Merseybeat98 phenomenon helped make the city internationally 
renowned in an arena separate from trade and shipbuilding, with the added effect of taking 
emphasis away from religion.  The advent of The Beatles had a profound impact on the 
global music scene and other local acts such as The Searchers and Gerry and the 
Pacemakers added to the enthralment.  Liverpool had a reasonable claim to be ‘the music 
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capital of the world’99 and Liverpool’s youth found expression through making or enjoying 
music rather than subscribing to seemingly dated sectarian tunes.  Merseybeat formed part 
of a broader cultural expression; embracing music, language, and sport.  Previously the 
‘Twelfth’ and St Patrick’s Day were welcome distractions from the tedium of slum living.  As 
Clive Barker suggests, ‘In 1956 … Liverpool was still getting out of post-war doldrums, and 
entertainment was hard to come by.’100  A decade later this was anything but the case.   
In the early 1960s, Alun Owen, screenwriter of A Hard Day’s Night (The Beatles’ debut 
feature film), suggested that, ‘the multiracial population of the city "evolved an accent for 
themselves", borrowed from their Irish and Welsh grandfathers in response to the "problem 
of identity".’101  Although, as Crowley’s work explains, from at least the mid-eighteenth 
century there had been ‘a link between the city and a form of language’, by the 1960s ‘a 
linguistic identity was born.’102  He comments that, 
In the aftermath of the Second World War … (a war that wreaked considerable 
damage on the city), there was a renewed focus on language in Liverpool … a 
precursor to the appearance of ‘Scouse’ – a category that appears to be linguistic 
and yet that bears (and has always borne) a great deal of cultural, social and indeed 
political resonance.103 
 
The ‘renewed focus’ on Liverpool’s ‘language’, was connected to the rise of The Beatles. 
Liverpool became ‘a major attraction [and] many of the top recording labels vied with each 
other to sign up other groups and artists from the overwhelming array of talent that the 
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Mersey sound had to offer.’104  It has been suggested that the ‘colonizing of the English pop 
music charts by the Mersey beat groups in 1963, and their later success in the international 
market [had a] considerable effect … on identity’.105  The ‘new sound emerging from the city 
was both indicative of and representative of the nation adapting to the modernity of an 
emerging "pop" culture’.106  Steve Rotheram MP makes reference to this, as well as the 
growing cohesion of the port’s inhabitants: 
Through the Beatles and the Merseybeat era … with the accent being an easy 
identifier, when you went abroad you became a ‘Scouser’.  It didn’t matter whether 
you were Catholic, Protestant, or anything else; because people just wanted a piece 
of you.  It was a badge of honour!  It opened lots and lots of doors for people, 
certainly for a Scouse lad with ladies who weren’t from the area.  They loved the 
Scouse accent, because of what is supposedly identified.  It was a cultural identity.107 
 
Reverend John Williams agrees that, ‘The Merseybeat made a huge contribution to unity!’108 
Woolley emphasizes that the success of Liverpool’s bands symbolized much more than the 
music they produced: 
Merseybeat was not so much about individual brilliance, although that was there in 
plenty, but about a generation of ordinary kids just picking up a guitar and a set of 
drums and getting together to make music, in an explosion of talent which put 
Liverpool, and the groups which emerged from it, at the centre of the world stage.109  
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The variety of prospective entertainment was such that the different elements of popular 
culture often overlapped.  One of the founders of The Mersey Scene, Adrian Henri, formed a 
band which managed to merge poetry and rock music; two prominent forms of 
entertainment in Liverpool.  Litherland born poet, Roger McGough, explained the 
connection between music and poetry at this time: ‘The kids didn't see this poetry with a 
capital P - they understood it as modern entertainment, as part of the pop-movement.’110  
Cllr Anna Rothery explains the diversity of music in Liverpool and how it had a unifying 
effect.  She also comments on the changing attitudes which were emerging in the 1960s: 
If you look at the culture and the musical culture … it was quite a new way of doing 
things.  You had a mixture of the African Blues, you had a mixture of Rhythm and 
Blues and you had the Merseybeat.  You had dance clubs that were very diverse and 
people would travel down from the north end of the city, from predominantly White 
areas and it was probably the first time they had ever seen a Black person, or for 
some, a Catholic man or Protestant woman.  The music industry sort of fed back 
meaningful change and also it was about the era.  It was the Sixties.  People were 
less hung up on what the issues were and more liberal in their perceptions and 
ideas.  I think there was a natural challenge of those pre-conceived ideas that came 
before and a natural breaking down of barriers.111   
 
Music was part of a changing culture in Liverpool.  With so many emerging distractions 
people were less likely to get involved in sectarian disputes.  As Reverend John Williams 
states, ‘football, music, and the arts helped bring us out of the valley of darkness.  They 
created unity.  All these wonderful things happened in the Sixties.  It was a great time of 
liberation.  People said, “So what if I go into a Catholic church!  What is the point in 
maintaining this façade?”’112  Williams added that the prominence of ‘radical’ and 
‘experimental’ performing arts venues, such as the Unity Theatre on Hope Street, provided 
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‘another outlet which allowed people to find a common bond.’113  Additionally, television 
was another dynamic which was disrupting the traditional monopoly of religious influences 
via pulpits.  The ‘continuing vitality of the Mersey pop music scene’114 was coupled with, 
The decisive development that saw Liverpool appear as the focus of a variety of 
programmes that were not only crucial in the enregisterment of Scouse, but also 
central to the formation of popular culture itself on British television … From the 
early 1960s a number of TV series that were located in Liverpool brought aspects of 
the city’s culture to a national audience.115 
 
Amongst such programmes were Z Cars (1962-1978) and The Liver Birds (1969-1978).  Later 
shows included The Wackers (1975), Boys from the Blackstuff (1982), Brookside (1982-
2003), and Bread (1986-1991), amongst others.  Topically, The Wackers, focused on a family 
who were ‘half Protestant, half Catholic, half Liverpool football club supporters, half Everton 
supporters.’116  The show attempted to draw ‘humour from difference’117, an approach 
which, although highlighting Liverpool’s particular religious rivalry, may also have abridged 
religious tensions in reducing them to the butt of jokes.  Other shows had a discernibly 
political undercurrent depicting the harsh realities of working-class Liverpool.  Alan 
Bleasdale’s BAFTA Award-winning drama series, Boys from the Blackstuff, ‘was a powerful 
depiction of the despair of unemployment’118 in depression-scarred 1980s Britain with a 
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clear message articulated by Julie Walters’ character Angie: ‘Why don't you fight back, you 
b*****d? Fight back!’119     
Concurrently, Liverpool’s political make-up became much more decisively Labour and far 
less sectarian. John Williams remarks that, ‘the 1960s swept away some of the aged 
conservatism … not least in the new youthful “Beat city” of Liverpool, then “a fertile cradle 
of exceptional creativity and initiative”.’120  As Alan Bleasdale (through the medium of his 
character Snowy Malone) comments, ‘It was easy being a Socialist in the Sixties, even in the 
Seventies.  It was fashionable then.’121  Peter Kilfoyle, former MP for Liverpool Walton (a 
traditionally Tory seat until 1964), argues that such political realignment was a product of a 
general alteration of the city’s outlook in the 1960s: 
Liverpool was a great place to be.  Economically I could go from a job to a job to a 
job.  After Vatican II came in all these recommendations changed things that had 
been done for hundreds of years and it had a revolutionary effect.  I mean simple 
things where a women going into church would be expected to have something on 
her head like a hat or a head scarf, things like that were rooted in social conventions 
of hundreds or years were changed.  Everything started to change in the Sixties.  The 
Sixties was a time of great flux and it affected every type of attitude; religious 
attitudes, sexual attitudes, moral attitudes, everything.122 
 
 Culturally, as well as politically, Liverpool was in flux in the 1960s and increasingly people’s 
attention diverted from matters pertaining to religion.  Just as many in the city began to 
take on a more socialist perspective, many were also embracing a Lenonist (as well as a 
Leninist) ideology.  Lyrics like, ‘All you need is love’ and ‘Imagine there’s no heaven’, 
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usurped longstanding sectarian dogmatism.  In another sense music also had an effect in 
removing people from an exclusively religious mind-set.  As Rotheram suggests, ‘I think 
music had a huge influence in helping to break up that religious divide.  All of a sudden it 
didn’t matter about your religion.  It became, “can you play?” or “can you sing?”’123 
Music and sport were not the only areas that Merseyside set the tone.  The city became 
renowned for its entertainers and stand-up comedians.  Belchem comments, ‘a succession 
of Liverpool-born comedians … acquired national celebrity for their humour …. This comic 
effloresce appears as a defining moment for Scouse, an early instance of economic decline 
and cultural assertion.’124  It is claimed that ‘humour kept spirits high against all manner of 
exploitation’125  Arthur Askey famously commented, ‘you’ve got to be a comic to live in 
Liverpool.’126  Another ‘well-known humourist’s explanation of the success of so many 
comedians [was that], “If you live in Liverpool you must either laugh yourself sick of burst 
into tears.”127 
In addition to the success of its comics, the city was also becoming famous for producing a 
number of playwrights, poets, and artists.  In 1964, Liverpool’s famous Everyman Theatre 
was opened on Hope Street as Arthur Dooley, Roger McGough, and Adrian Henri formed 
what became known as ‘the Liverpool Scene’.128  George Orr claims the city for a time 
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developed ‘a better identity than any city, apart from London, which was always the fashion 
capital’.129 
Poetry, comedy, music, television, left wing politics, and football were all contingents 
shaping the character of Liverpool at the time and as Bishop Tom Williams suggests, ‘there 
was also an element of common sense … people started avoiding situations that would lead 
to [religious] confrontation.’130  Mike O’Brian echoes William’s comments, ‘When they 
opened the [Catholic] Metropolitan Cathedral [in 1967] they brought police in from all over 
the country because they were expecting murder.  I’ll always remember the story, some 
fella [policeman] was in from Manchester and he said “I wish somebody would wave an 
Orange flag so we’d have something to do!”  People had learned sense by then.’131   
Andy Burnham MP says of the Sixties: 
 
Liverpool was a fairly prosperous city.  It was giving everybody a job and with The 
Beatles and everything it was slightly ahead with a new way of thinking.  Everyone 
was doing alright so nobody had a reason to be scapegoating anybody.  Everybody 
was having a good time and forgetting it.  Liverpool saw itself as different.   
My gran was first or second generation Irish, but by the time my mum was born, in 
the Forties [sectarianism] was definitely dying out.  My mum and dad were the first 
mixed marriage.  There had not been a mixed marriage [in the family] until that point 
[mid 1960s].  The sectarianism was going and the identity was merging.  The 
Lancastrian Protestants and Irish Catholics were beginning to merge.  It wasn’t a 
Belfast situation.  I’m a product of both.  Liverpool developed its own identity.132  
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As Neal notes, ‘new types of entertainment channelled people into other activities and in 
other directions.’133  With the relative affluence of the 1960s and the opportunities this 
provided, people were diverted from sectarianism and religion more generally.  Later, as the 
century progressed, the political alternatives people were adopting meant that, amid the 
city’s dramatic economic fall, the focus had moved onto ‘a bigger enemy’ than neighbours 
of a different religious persuasion.     
Lawlor says the creation of a distinctive Scouse identity allowed ‘people to unite whereas 
[religious] differences would have kept people separated … for any community 
development work you have got to find the similarities.’134  The collective accent, label, and 
experiences, be them good and bad, helped people see their likenesses.  Merseysiders 
developed a commonality which eclipsed denominational distinctions.  The rise of The 
Beatles had helped bring attention to the city and engender common pride amongst its 
inhabitants. As Brenda O’Brian puts it, ‘People realised there was more to life’ than 
sectarian antagonism.135     
It is not denied that, for many people, religion was still an important aspect of their identity.  
Ian Henderson claims that, ‘even as late as the Sixties, if a polling station was in a Catholic 
church, Protestants wouldn’t vote in it.’136  Nonetheless, for many people priorities were 
shifting away from religion and they began embracing a city-wide collective identity, which 
transcended religious division.  The unique atmosphere of the ‘all-embracing Sixties’137 was 
a crucial ingredient in the formation of the inimitable character of the city.  It was the 
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relative prosperity and cultural contributions of the 1960s which facilitated a common pride 
in the city, one which would be strengthened in the harsher economic climate which soon 
followed.  This pride helped displace lingering sectarian hostilities and focus the attentions 
of the city’s residents upon other supposed ‘enemies’ than those within.  Hostility to the 
Conservatives (especially Margaret Thatcher), Westminster, and even other cities (notably 
Manchester) compounded the sense of unified ‘Scouse’ identity as internal religious rivalries 
passed largely into memory. 
Andy Burnham MP makes this point, while suggesting that Liverpool’s ‘common identity’ 
displaced lingering sectarian tensions: 
Somewhere along the line Liverpool developed a common identity.  Somewhere 
Scouse identity almost became asserted as anti-English: ‘We’re not like you. We’re 
completely different.’  The rise of that sentiment within the city spells absolutely the 
end of sectarianism.  At that point, people were defining themselves against the rest 
of England and not against each other internally.  I think that happened somewhere 
in the Eighties and possibly events like Hillsborough massively contributed to that.  
The feeling that the whole city was being done down by a London establishment: a 
political establishment, a media establishment, a police and legal establishment.  
That cemented a feeling that gave a death-knell to any sectarianism.  On the whole, 
[sectarianism] is now a memory rather than anything else.138 
 
This chapter has highlighted how the Scouse identity played an important role in uniting 
Liverpool residents.  Amid cultural and sporting success, the ‘Scouse industry’ began to 
come to prominence around the 1960s.  This did much to broaden outlooks away from 
matters pertaining religion.  Combined with the emergence of ‘the Liverpool scene’, the 
Scouse identity was coming to fruition with a certain arrogance.  The city had reason to feel 
proud and this pride was important.   
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Economic revival was partial and temporary in the 1960s and the city, in terms of financial 
clout, was far removed from two centuries earlier when ‘considered the European capital of 
trade.’139 Though the 1960s can be said to have been a ‘golden era’ for the city, in the early 
1980s Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative Government was appearing to ‘neglect Liverpool - 
to rot.’140  As Jane Merrick, political Editor for The Independent, highlights, the experience 
was further setting Liverpool apart, ‘At the time, it did feel as if we were being cut adrift 
from the rest of the country.  More than that, it was like we were living in another 
country.’141  The distinctiveness of Liverpool, via the forging of common identities (after 
much division) amid economic decline, had led to the claim that it is, 
Unlike any other British city … Liverpudlians have developed an attitude, one forged 
through diversity and change, opportunity and adversity.  Liverpudlians see 
themselves as different, and independent, with a fair degree of scepticism towards 
authority.  Indeed, Liverpudlians are seen by others as different, as a ‘breed apart’.  
Liverpool may once have been a Lancashire city, but it had stopped being that by the 
middle of the 19th century.  It is the least ‘English’ of all English cities, and has more 
in common with Dublin, Belfast and Glasgow than Manchester.142 
 
Some aspects of that claim may be contested, as large-scale immigration and scepticism 
towards (Westminster) authority are apparent in other northern cities.  Nonetheless, few 
would challenge the overall perception of Liverpool’s distinctiveness. Of the variety of 
influences which helped construct the unique Scouse identity, some of the most prominent 
were Irish, more than in other English municipalities which experienced significant Irish 
immigration, such as Manchester and Birmingham.   
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One objection, perhaps expectedly, comes from the Grand Master of England’s Orange 
Institution who believed the emergence of the Scouse identity to have been a ‘social 
change’ rather than ‘because of the Irish’.143  Though Bather has a point that such a cultural 
shift encompassed many more elements than simply being a unilateral transposition from 
Ireland, even the organisation which he heads, though having many of its own unique 
customs and traditions, has inherited much from Ireland.  If An Gorta Mór had not created 
huge Irish immigration into the port, it is unlikely that Liverpool Orangeism would have 
thrived as it did.  Whilst the term ‘Scouser’ was originally externally imposed (often in a 
derogatory sense), it became embraced by the city itself, who forged an identity 
surrounding a dialect and a culture which set them apart from the rest of England.  This 
‘common Scouse identity’144 developed a distinction which eclipsed past sectarian frictions.  
Its characteristics comprised of loyalty, camaraderie, inimitability, humour, humility (as well 
as arrogance), assertiveness, defiance and solidarity – a way of collectively standing 
together against adversity.  Even Liverpudlians who resent some of the dominant aspects of 
the Liverpool culture celebrate the identity of Scouse.  
The constituent parts of this identity were not simply derived from the glory days of the 
Sixties.  ‘The city is what it is because the people are what they are’145 and it has been 
through much turmoil that Liverpool’s exceptionality has evolved.  Mullins comments on the 
stigma attached to being a Liverpudlian and the trait of self-protection,  
I live on the Wirral now, and every now and again you’ll get, “hey, you haven’t got 
your visa yet.”  Sometimes you hear negative, derogatory comments like, “There was 
this Scouse lad.  You know what they’re like!”  Now personally, I don’t know if all 
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Scousers are, but I’m very defensive about Liverpool ... I think most Scousers are 
defensive.  We need to be!’146   
 
A poll of 4,000 people across Britain recently indicated that, based on their accent alone, 
even today, many people believe Scousers to be the most ‘unintelligent’ and 
‘untrustworthy’ people in the UK.147  Much of this may have owed to a general trend of 
negative publicity about the city from the national media. 
In the 1980s, Liverpool, then controlled by the Militant council, was labelled as ‘rebellious’ 
and ‘anarchic’ and Liverpool fans, who attended FA Cup semi-final at Hillsborough in 1989, 
were painted as the main culprits for the disaster, being described as ‘ticketless thugs’ who 
initiated ‘a crush’ and staged ‘drunken attacks on the police’.148  Frost and North describe 
how: 
The long awaited inquiry into the Hillsborough disaster finally reported that the 
police and media had conspired to denigrate Scousers as drunken thugs who stole 
from the dead, to cover up their own failings.  A nation saw that a city and its 
residents had been systematically maligned as at best, over emotional and romantic, 
at worst, work shy scroungers that claim ‘it’s never our fault’ and who have become 
residents of a ‘self-pity city.’149  
 
In 2004, Boris Johnson was made to apologise to the city, whose inhabitants, he alleged 
‘wallow’ in their ‘victim status.’  He also contended that, ‘the city made a scapegoat of 
police in the wake of the Hillsborough disaster, refusing to acknowledge the part played "by 
drunken fans at the back of the crowd who mindlessly tried to fight their way into the 
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ground."150  The London Mayor would later cause controversy by claiming that The Beatles 
owed their success to London rather than Liverpool, for which Liverpool Mayor, Joe 
Anderson, demanded another apology,151 yet, as an article in Private Eye stated, ‘if everyone 
who offends Liverpool had to go on a penitential pilgrimage, half of Fleet Street would be on 
the next train to Lime Street.’152  
In 1997, The Observer wrote of Liverpool’s ‘no-holds-barred self-pity dressed as grief, self-
congratulatory sentimentalism, an affirmation of itself through the appropriation of 
cosmetic Celtism’.153  The recognition of Liverpool’s connection with Ireland is noteworthy, 
though so it the article’s repetition of the phraseology describing Liverpool as a ‘Self-Pity 
City’ – the headline of a Times article, after the murder of James Bulger, in 1993 (a two year 
old boy who was abducted, tortured, and murdered by two ten year old boys).  The article 
‘denounced the city as a "paranoia theme park" with a "self-pitying and incipiently barbaric 
culture".’154  Nine days earlier another article for the newspaper had dubbed Liverpool: ‘The 
mob, as self-pitying as it is self-righteous.’155  The Guardian also made allegations of ‘the 
self-pity issuing from Liverpool if anyone suggests that idle, violent city is, well, an idle, 
violent city.’156  This was broadly typical of the journalistic comment published in relation to 
Liverpool at the time.  As Paddy Shennan recalls, 
Within a few short days of James Bulger’s murder the city of Liverpool was placed 
firmly in the dock – and there wasn’t going to be a fair trial.  It was February 1993, 
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less than four years after Kelvin MacKenzie had defamed us and dragged our name 
through the mud [in relation to the Hillsborough disaster] – and there were still 
people queuing up looking for an excuse to put the boot in and inject the poison …  
‘The city with a murder on its conscience’ was a headline in The Times.  Above it was 
the question ‘as James Bulger was led to his death, what were the people of 
Liverpool doing?’  Walter Ellis, the author of this shameful piece of non-journalism, 
wrote: ‘Liverpool lives on emotion; fears and hatreds bubble constantly below the 
surface.’157 
 
In 2001, pejorative comments were still being directed towards the city, in relation to the 
tragic death of James Bulger.  Charlotte Raven wrote in The Guardian: 
‘Scousers' propensity to linger over every misfortune until another comes to replace 
it makes them uniquely suited to the demands of the Bulger mourning marathon … 
While other cities might have faltered and found something else to distract them, 
Liverpool's talent for nursing resentments ensured that it would feel, eight years on, 
just as enraged about Bulger's murder as it was the first moment it heard … 
Liverpudlians refuse to let anything go … as long as there's still a drop of righteous 
indignation to be squeezed.158 
 
Undoubtedly, the repetition of such provocative allegations has had an effect both on 
external perspectives of the city and on the establishment of an internally defensive 
demeanour.  As Taylor comments, ‘It’s where the hammer falls again, and again, and again – 
It’s almost like beating a horseshoe to make it tough.  It drives this collectivism.’159   
On Merseyside, the glory years of the Sixties contrasted starkly with the gloom of the 
Eighties.  The unemployment figure had risen from 5 per cent, in the mid-1960s, to 20 per 
cent by 1981.  Between 1979 and 1984 Liverpool lost nearly half of its manufacturing base, a 
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staggering 40,000 jobs.160  Though many left the city in search of work; on the 7th June 1985 
the Liverpool Echo reported that, ‘Almost 32,000 Merseyside youngsters were chasing just 
112 careers’.161  In such circumstances, defending one’s religion was not at the forefront of 
many people’s priorities.  Under the leadership of Sheppard and Worlock, the hierarchies of 
the Catholic and Protestant Churches in Liverpool were working in unison to alleviate 
hardship.162  In addition, the Irish could no longer, plausibly, be blamed for the city’s adverse 
economic conditions, responsibility directed squarely at Thatcher’s neo-liberal capitalist 
strategies.163  The Prime Minister appeared to blame the people of Liverpool for their own 
misfortune, telling Knowsley MP, Robert Kilroy Silk, ‘The problem with your constituents is 
that they don’t start up their own businesses.  They’ve got no entrepreneurial spirit.  
They’ve got no get-up-and-go’.164  Negative publicity over the Toxteth Riots, Liverpool’s 
Militant City Council, and the Heysel and Hillsborough disasters painted a bleak picture of 
the city which helped form a wedge between Liverpool and the rest of the country, and 
arguably contrasted with the global image of the city ...  Arabella McIntyre-Brown describes 
this contrast: 
In Britain [the image of Liverpool] is fully formed as a depressed northern city 
populated by work-shy, bolshie trouble makers, comedians and criminals … Everyone 
knows the docks are dead, the city is a hideous blot, Scousers are stupid and 
aggressive … outside Britain, you say you come from Liverpool and peoples’ faces 
light up with big smiles.  It’s almost certainly going to be one of two things that 
people associate with Liverpool: football or music.165 
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Notably, what was absent was any reference to a sectarian divide.  The city’s degeneration 
was taking precedence over any religious tension which, at any rate, was being displaced.  In 
many people’s minds (though the Churches’ hierarchies may have been making some 
positive noises), God did not seem to be helping matters.  
 
Conclusion 
Though there were (and indeed still are), those in the city who would prefer to distance 
themselves from the term, by the end of the twentieth century, the description of ‘Scouse’ 
had become accepted by the majority of the Liverpool populace.  From the dish and the 
accent, with its Irish influences, ‘Scouse’ would develop ‘its status as the specific mode of 
cultural identity that often stands metonymically for the city of Liverpool and all its 
inhabitants.’166  In considering how things currently stand, Irish community worker, Win 
Lawlor, comments, 
Within any community you have broad spectrum views and it’s usually a minority 
that have extreme views.  Within that category are both Irish and Orange views.  
Then you have those who will live and let live and also those who have family 
members on ‘the other side’, if anybody even thinks about ‘the other side’ 
anymore.167  
 
Few in Liverpool now think of ‘the other side’ in terms of a religious separation.  In contrast, 
‘the other side’ is often used to refer to those supporters of a rival football team.  The 
connotations of ‘them’ and ‘us’ has shifted.  Today, such terminology is most often used to 
differentiate between Everton and Liverpool supporters, and even then, for the majority, 
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this statement is said in jest.168   Solidarity has emerged in Liverpool which was not present 
when sectarianism was at its height.  As such, such discordant terminology, which may have 
once been utilised to remark on division between the city’s Irish Catholic and Lancastrian 
Protestant communities, began to be coined more frequently to highlight distinctions 
between the working-class and the establishment,169 though such phraseology also refers to 
Liverpool set against the rest of the country.170  
Shared cultures with global reach, particularly in terms of music and the arts, did much to 
forge a common city identity to displace inter-communal sectarianism.  A key aspect of this 
new unity was sporting success for the city’s main football teams, neither religiously aligned 
and which prospered as the city failed economically.  This aspect is now considered in the 
next chapter. 
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Chapter Nine - Everton and Liverpool football clubs: 
New Gods 
 
Previous chapters have demonstrated that both Orangeism and Catholicism are no longer as 
important as they once were to the Merseyside populace.  For some, the Orange Order acts 
as the last visible remnant of sectarianism in Liverpool, a point challenged by its Grand 
Master, Ron Bather.1  Amid the decline in religious affiliation and sectarianism, Liverpool’s 
two football clubs, Everton FC and Liverpool FC, have become the dominant repositories of 
identification. The pre-eminence of football does not, of course, automatically, diminish 
sectarianism.  In Glasgow, the presence of Celtic and Rangers has arguably consolidated 
Catholic versus Protestant and Scottish-Irish versus Scottish-British hostilities.2  Indeed, it 
has been claimed that ‘sectarian abuse and violence can manifest itself in a very visible and 
prominent way within Scottish football’.3  In Liverpool, however, the football clubs are not 
associated with a particular side of the divide and the growth in their popularity divided the 
city on non-sectarian lines.4  This chapter assesses the extent to which football in Liverpool 
constitutes the new godless religion.  It begins, however, by assessing whether Liverpool 
could have gone the way of Glasgow in possessing two clubs with antagonistic support bases 
reinforcing an existing sectarian divide. 
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The ‘Green’ of Goodison and ‘Orange’ of Anfield:  Reality or Rhetoric? 
There is a conviction in some quarters that like in Glasgow, where ‘Rangers and Celtic 
supporters drew/ [draw] upon their respective Protestant and Catholic allegiances to give a 
sharper edge to their rivalry’,5 the same is at least partially true for Liverpool.  It has been 
traditionally claimed that Everton FC is ‘the Catholic team’ of Merseyside, whereas Liverpool 
FC is ‘the Protestant team’.  From a historical perspective, the proposition has a potential 
plausibility.  Sectarianism was rife during the formative years of Liverpool’s professional 
football clubs and the split of Everton FC resulted in drastically different make-ups of both 
the boardroom and shareholdings of the two clubs.  
Everton FC and Liverpool FC were never religiously exclusive in terms of players or 
respective support bases.  Nonetheless, sectarian bias has been alleged.  Unlike Glasgow’s 
Old Firm, associated with Catholic Irish identity (Celtic) or Protestant British Unionism 
(Rangers) (once seen as ‘the establishment’)6 Merseyside’s divisions were never clear-cut.  
Nonetheless, as Peter Day highlights (although he disputes whether it was ever the case), 
there was a ‘the belief that supporters and players of the two Liverpool football clubs were 
divided on sectarian lines with Liverpool being the Protestant team and Everton the 
Catholics.’7  In 1996, an Observer article stated that Liverpool football clubs had ‘shed 
sectarianism.’8  As late as 2010, J.P. Dudgeon’s study of Liverpool stated, ‘Football is a 
religion.  Everton is the Catholic team, Liverpool the Protestant, although it’s nothing like as 
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big a deal in a political or religious sense as Celtic and Rangers in Glasgow.’9  Dudgeon 
provides no evidence of either team’s professed religious partiality and is seemingly 
restating a regularly cited fallacy.  Even more bemusing was Geoffrey Wheatcroft’s 2004 
assertion in The Guardian that, ‘an echo of sectarian divisions can still be heard in football, 
so try not to confuse the two teams … Liverpool are the Catholic team ... Everton are the 
Protestant team.’10  The paper made the following correction two days later: 
Several readers wrote in to point out that it was Liverpool who were traditionally the 
Protestant team and Everton the Catholic, and not the other way round, as we 
stated in this article.  Many Liverpudlians insist that these affiliations now exist only 
as a memory and that sectarianism is repudiated in the city.11 
 
It is noted that the paper did not rescind the claim of the football teams’ religious 
connections; only that that they had got it ‘the other way round’.  
Though it is necessary to point out that neither Dudgeon, nor Wheatcroft are from Liverpool 
and this might explain their misunderstanding, the belief of ‘Catholic Everton’ and 
‘Protestant Liverpool’ (or at least that this was once the case), is still found within the city.  
This researcher was informed by a family member that ‘being an Evertonian really you 
should be a Celtic fan, as historically Everton are the Catholic team.’12  Mike O’Brian, a 
Protestant and Evertonian, also stated, ‘People have separated football from religion, 
though they used to say that before every Everton game they used to have a priest in 
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blessing the ball and that all spare kits went to St Francis Xavier’s [Catholic] school.’13  
Likewise, Alf Mullins, another Protestant and Evertonian, recalled, ‘People would say “Why 
are you supporting them?” They never then said, “They’re bloody Catholics”, but I knew 
what they meant.  Everton did have Irish players, but you can’t put a label of Catholicism on 
a club based on that.’14  
Nonetheless, such labels were attached.  David Kennedy has cited this point being made by 
Liverpool celebrities such as Cilla Black who, in 2002, commented, ‘In Liverpool, even in the 
two-ups and two-downs, most Protestants were Conservative and most Catholics were 
Labour, just as Everton was the Catholic team and Liverpool the “Proddy-Dog” one.’15  The 
same year, football sociologist John Williams also wrote, ‘People “dressed” their houses to 
advertise Cup Final footballing allegiances, though my Mum would never allow my brother’s 
Evertonian blue to go up in case neighbours or passers-by mistakenly took us for 
Catholics.’16 Liverpool-born Tommy Smith, a Roman Catholic, stated that ‘Catholics were 
traditionally Everton supporters and players, Liverpool were the Protestant team.  [A friend] 
honestly thought that being a Catholic I wouldn’t be happy at Anfield.’17  Yet, Smith was a 
boyhood Red.18  He went onto play for Liverpool making 638 appearances between 1962 
and 1978.  He also captained the team and won many honours with them.  Bishop Tom 
Williams also recalls allegations of religious partiality in Merseyside football.  Like many 
others however, he refutes them: 
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You still get people who think that Everton is the Catholic team and Liverpool is a 
Protestant team, which isn’t true.  Everton and Liverpool football clubs were both 
founded by a Methodist church.  Everton were not a Catholic club and Liverpool 
were not Orange Lodge.  Of the three main people at Everton (Mahon, Cuff, and 
Baxter) two were Methodist and one was Catholic.  Liverpool’s first team, the old 
Macs, may have been mostly Orange Lodge, but they were never promoted as an 
‘Orange Lodge team’.19   
 
The linkage of religious and football affiliations is also recalled by politicians from the city.  
Steve Rotheram MP said of the link between football and religion on Merseyside, ‘it was [in 
existence], but it’s not [anymore] … it was still there in the early Sixties, but by the time I can 
remember (the late Sixties early Seventies), I never felt it was there.  Today, there are as 
many Catholics who go to worship at Anfield as there are Protestants who worship at 
Goodison’.20  Andy Burham MP recalls the Everton/ Celtic and Liverpool/ Rangers 
connection, which as others also evoke, was often demonstrated in the donning of ‘ski-hats’ 
in blue-green (Everton-Celtic/Catholic) or red-blue (Liverpool-Rangers/Protestant) common 
for a time in the 1980s, although Red-Green (Liverpool-Celtic) were also prominent.  He 
added, ‘my children go to Catholic schools and so often teachers and head teachers are 
Evertonians within Catholic schools, I promise you, but it’s melting away.  People even say 
the opposite; “Rangers and Everton have a connection and so do Liverpool and Celtic.”  It 
has kind of gone with the mists of time, though I’ve never met a priest who supported 
Liverpool.’21  Peter Kilfoyle MP (1991 – 2010), recalls, ‘I used to get it in Parliament: “Oh 
yeah, you’re an Evertonian - the Catholics.”  I’d say, “No, my uncle Willy was Catholic.  He 
was an avid Liverpudlian.  He’d die for Liverpool!”...  I have never seen the football clubs as 
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being identified with one [religion] or the other.’22  However, Nadine Dorries MP evoked, ‘in 
the Fifties and Sixties Everton were Catholic and Liverpool were Protestant … My Catholic 
family in Liverpool are all mad Everton supporters.  I think it is still there to a degree.  I don’t 
think it’s gone completely.  I think there are still stronger, residual Catholic elements who 
are Everton supporters than Liverpool supporters.’23  John Pugh MP gives a different 
interpretation of the situation: 
There was a loose belief that Catholics supported Everton and Protestants supported 
Liverpool, but I think people who follow football sat very loose on those sorts of 
issues.  I grew up knowing some people are Evertonian, some people are 
Liverpudlians, but I didn’t take that back to their religion.  I never took it as “oh he’s 
an Evertonian he must be a Catholic.’  We talked about it, but it was never anything 
like, at any stage, the Celtic/ Rangers thing.  There was nothing ever fundamental at 
Everton or Liverpool games except the football itself.24 
 
George Orr, a member of the Everton Heritage Society, who was born and brought up in 
Liverpool, comments, 
Personally, all my family are from Northern Ireland and are all Protestant, not 
Orange Lodge, just normal Protestants.  I was never told ‘you can’t watch Everton 
because they’re a Catholic club.’  There was nothing like that at all.  They knew the 
southern Ireland connection in the 1950s, that’s where the myth came from.  Peter 
Farrell, Eglington, all these came over from the south of Ireland, maybe five or six 
players who were the backbone of the Everton team.  You’ve got a lot of priests and 
nuns who would come along and watch the game.  It was well known.  They were in 
the stands and they could be seen, but it never got down to the schools or the 
workplaces.  It was not like Glasgow, where you can’t watch Rangers if you’re a 
Catholic and the other way round.  Here, you support who you like.25 
 
As David Kennedy notes, whether correct or not, ‘a sectarian division between Everton and 
Liverpool football clubs is, for some, an irrefutable part of local football culture … For most, 
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however, sectarian affiliation is more urban myth than reality:  a tribal impulse amongst 
some fans to shore up and sharpen their identity by suggesting a deeper meaning to 
support for the two clubs.’26  While ‘orthodox opinion lies with the latter viewpoint’27 the 
local understanding of the allegation has traditionally been that Everton was Catholic and 
Liverpool was Protestant.   
One objector to Geoffrey Wheatcroft’s Guardian article, Mark Hoskisson, ‘an ex-Catholic but 
forever an Evertonian’, did give credence to the alleged connection between football and 
sectarianism offering an explanation for Everton’s purported Catholic connection:  
[Although] the sectarian divide between the teams no longer exists except as a 
memory … the origins of Everton's Catholic support lie in the late 19th century when 
Dr Baxter, a prominent Catholic doctor and a leading light in the Catholic community, 
joined the Everton board.  He brought with him the thousands of Irish Catholic 
families from the Scotland Road area who duly became Everton supporters, despite 
Everton's origins as a Methodist team (the old St Domingo's) … The Catholic 
dimension was maintained in various ways at Everton, not least in the 1950s when 
the core of the Everton team hailed from the Republic of Ireland.  This is what led 
the Labour MP for Walton, the late Eric Heffer, to explain in his biography Never a 
Yes Man that he was obliged to lean towards Everton because, as the Catholic team, 
it was closer to his own High Anglicanism than the more Orange-tinged 
Protestantism of Liverpool FC.28 
 
In contrast, two other letters in response to the Guardian article did not concede that 
sectarianism had ever been a factor of Merseyside football.  Paul Tollet insisted  that the 
claim of Everton and Liverpool’s religious allegiances is an ‘uncorroborated statement … 
Merseyside derbies have been famously trouble free due to the fact that there are no 
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common divides between the two clubs, not geographic, social [or] religious.  There isn't 
even a division by family with hardened Evertonian families having Reds amongst them and 
vice versa.’29  Steve Rooney made similar comments: 
My own predominantly Catholic family has always been split between Red and Blue.  
Likewise, there are plenty of big Protestant families who are similarly divided in their 
support for the two clubs.  One of the reasons that Everton and Liverpool have, 
mercifully, been able to maintain a relatively healthy, and for the most part friendly, 
rivalry is precisely because - unlike Glasgow - our footballing allegiances are in no 
way rooted in divisive sectarian religious differences.  
No doubt, in order to add an extra dimension to their fandom, fans on both sides 
have from time to time sought to claim a religious divide.  Such bigoted behaviour is 
not only unwelcome to the vast majority of Scouse football fans, but also historically 
and culturally groundless.30 
 
Both teams can trace their roots back to the same Protestant chapel.  St Domingo Football 
Club was formed from a Methodist Church in 1878.  A year later, following better players 
from other congregations joining, the club changed its name to Everton FC (though the club 
was never based in Everton many of its players were from the locality, a predominantly 
Protestant area). The club was soon attracting attention from the Liverpool populace 
(Catholic and Protestant).  As David and Peter Kennedy suggest, Everton FC was ‘a cultural 
institution that enjoyed prestige and widespread support among all sections of Liverpool 
society’.31 
Before the start of the 1881/ 82 season Everton appointed their first club president, John 
Houlding (an Orangeman), who secured their residence at Anfield.  Everton grew in strength 
and their standing led them to become one of the twelve founding members of the football 
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league in 1888.  Walvin argues that, ‘by the 1890s the city had become the football centre of 
England, with Everton winning the league by 1891’32 appealing to all segments of the local 
populace.  
In addition to his Orange affiliations, John Houlding, a local businessman (brewer), was 
Chairman of the Everton Conservative Association, a Conservative councillor from 1884 and 
Alderman in 1895.  Though ‘his money and enterprise were largely responsible for the rise 
of Everton as one of the country’s premier teams’33, Houlding’s ‘ambition began to drive a 
wedge between himself and the [Everton FC] committee’.34  As Everton’s distinction 
increased he began to charge higher rents and higher interest on loans, prompting a rift.  
The rupture was also based on both the club’s ‘governance structure’ and a ‘moral and 
political split over drink’35, but was not sectarian-derived.’36   
Following the split Everton moved to Mere Green Field, which became Goodison Park.  John 
Houlding subsequently attempted to reform the club on his own terms, but was overruled 
by the Football Association.37  Houlding opted to rename his team, substituting ‘Everton’ for 
‘Liverpool’.  The club also originally played in blue and white.  As an Orangeman, it makes 
little sense that Houlding would attempt to adopt the name and colour of a team which was 
associated with Catholicism.  Moreover, Everton’s celebrations, to mark the move to 
Goodison Park, included a concert by a military band38, suggesting that any latent Irish 
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nationalist sympathies were not significant enough to dispel association with British armed 
forces.  As Kennedy and Collins observe:  
One important political aspect that was notable by its absence from the dispute was 
sectarianism between Catholics and Protestants … Despite the high-profile bitterness 
of the dispute, the question of Catholicism was not a defining issue in the football 
crisis – indeed, a split within Protestant ranks over the drinks issue was to be the 
decisive one … [Importantly], amongst the ruling committee members of Everton FC 
there was just one Catholic (J.C. Baxter), the rest were Protestants.39   
 
David Kennedy notes that, in relation to Bootle FC, Everton FC, Liverpool FC, and Liverpool 
Caledonians FC (four of the most prominent Merseyside teams in 1892), ‘directors from 
Church of England background were predominant’40 and that ‘the shared Presbyterianism of 
many of the clubs major figures could be argued to have been a unifying force.’41  
Nonetheless, Everton FC and Liverpool FC adopted two different approaches to governance 
structures, which reflected a political divide: 
The political differences between Houlding and Mahon were broadly reflected 
among leading members at this time.  On the Conservative side were Houlding, 
Simon Jude and Edwin Berry; the Liberals, led by George Mahon, included Dr James 
Clement Baxter, William Claydon and Will Cuff.42 
 
As John Williams writes, ‘Everton had a more democratic structure, and the Goodison club 
was more amenable to supporter input.’43  In 1902, ‘the ten serving directors of Everton FC 
owned only 7% of its shares.  At Liverpool FC … the eight serving directors owned 56% of the 
club shares.’44  Necessarily, this contrast had an effect in terms of the influence of those 
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running the clubs and ‘there were differences between the club boardrooms with respect to 
religious background.  For example, the Liverpool FC directors were almost exclusively 
Church of England, whereas there was a much more diverse variation of religious 
backgrounds amongst the directors of Everton FC.’45  Paul Wharton, Chairman of Everton 
Heritage, suggests:  
Everton come from a Methodist church:  St Domingo.  If you looked at anybody as 
being ‘the religious team’, then you’d have to say Liverpool was that.  John Houlding 
and John McKenna were both Orangemen and they set up Liverpool when we came 
to Goodison.  [At Everton] the St Domingo influence lasted until 1949 when Cuff 
died.  He was the last Domingon.  As far as I’m concerned, Everton have been open 
to all religions and all creeds.46 
 
From its formation Liverpool FC was dominated by Protestants – even if this did not extend 
to the terraces and it has been asserted that ‘the amount of people involved in the 
ownership and control of Liverpool who were also key figures in the WMCA (the vanguard of 
anti-Catholic politics), is quite remarkable.’47  In addition to Houlding, other influential 
figures in Liverpool’s formation such as John McKenna (an Irish Protestant), Edwin Berry, 
and Benjamin Bailey all had links with the WMCA and the Orange Order.48  Likewise, in its 
embryonic period, many players for Liverpool FC were Scottish Presbyterians.  As James 
Walvin explains, ‘Houlding with a pitch and no team … turned to Scotland for a totally new 
team, forming, in 1892, Liverpool FC (known for obvious reasons as the ‘team of Macs’).49  
Under Houlding, Liverpool FC did have a predominantly Protestant edifice, but this situation 
began to change after 1902: 
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At Liverpool FC it is likely that there would have been some opposition to Irish 
Catholic involvement at boardroom level during its formative period ... the 
’Houlding’ period – does seem to be defined by a pronounced Tory Party-Masonic 
Protestant profile. 
In the context of sectarian tensions in Liverpool society at this juncture, this does 
lend some weight to the often made claims concerning the historical sectarian 
division between Everton and Liverpool football club.  However, after Houlding’s 
death in 1902 and the restructuring of the club – including a vast growth in share 
ownership – any obstacle that may have been placed in the path of Catholics 
achieving a position as director of the club seem to have been removed.  Three 
Catholics - John Joseph Hill, Thomas Crampton, and William Harvey Webb – joined 
the Liverpool board in the years following the shake-up.50  
 
If Houlding was the most obvious connection between Orangeism and Liverpool FC, perhaps 
Dr James Clement Baxter, a director, later Chairman, and a prominent Liberal Catholic, who 
financed much of the building of Goodison Park, was the most identifiable link between 
Everton and Irish Catholicism.51  In contrast to Liverpool FC’s Protestant constituents, 
‘frequent press reports of directors James Clement Baxter and Alfred Wade attending Irish 
Nationalist League meetings would have underlined for the public a sense of the general 
sectarian tone of the men inhabiting the Everton boardroom.’52  Another Everton director, 
William Witford, was also described as ‘an ardent home-ruler.’53  Though George Mahon 
was a ‘staunch Methodist and organist at St Domingo parish church’54, he was also an 
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advocate of Irish home-rule.55  Although born in Liverpool, he was ‘brought up and educated 
in Ireland.’56   
Everton’s Catholic label of repute and Liverpool’s Protestant label derived from this juncture 
of each clubs’ histories.  At the end of the nineteenth century, regardless of their religion, 
Everton directors were Liberal and as such were advocates of Irish Home-Rule, while 
Liverpool’s Board were mainly Protestant Conservatives.  Nonetheless, as Kennedy argues, 
such a ‘demonstrable difference in terms of attitude to religious [and political] affairs 
between the clubs at boardroom level’ did not ‘translate into the clubs operating along 
sectarian lines.’57 Instead:  
All available evidence points toward a non-partisan approach to community relations 
by the clubs, with neither Everton nor Liverpool predominantly favouring one 
particular religious denomination over another.  For example, the Liverpool Catholic 
schools annual sports days were hosted alternately at Goodison Park and Anfield in 
the inter-war period … Both clubs gave assistance to St Francis Xavier’s [Catholic 
college] by providing coaches to help train their various sporting teams ... The 
outreach efforts of the clubs were not restricted to the Catholic community.  In the 
Edwardian period and later in the 1930s the players and management of Everton 
and Liverpool took part jointly in services held by Nonconformist congregations … 
More typical of Everton and Liverpool’s community support, however, was their 
aiding of secular causes, such as alms-giving to local hospitals … They also appear to 
have taken an interest in alleviating the hardship of the local labour force in periods 
of economic downturn.58 
 
In 1909 the final of the Catholic Charity Cup, between St Bridget’s YMS and St Francis De 
Sales, was held at Goodison Park, ‘gathering over one thousand’ spectators’.59  The same 
year, the Catholic School Cup final, between St James’s and St Alban’s, was held at Anfield 
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also attracting a ‘large gathering’.60  If it had been true that Liverpool FC was a ‘Protestant 
club’, surely it would not have hosted such an event, let alone in 1909 when religious 
tensions were so high in Liverpool.  
The issue of whether or not Liverpool FC was ‘Orange’ is contested within the ranks of the 
Orange Institution itself.  Grand Master Ron Bather believes that Liverpool was once a 
Protestant club, though as the twentieth century progressed this became less apparent: 
Primarily Liverpool was a very Protestant football club. The initial teams … when it 
was formed, you had to be a Protestant to be a player.  Virtually all the initial team 
that played for Liverpool were all Scottish Presbyterian religion.   If you go back to 
the 1920s and 30s Liverpool was considered the Protestant team and Everton the 
Catholic.61 
 
Lodge Master and Liverpool fan, Dave Hughes, suggests that, ‘The Orange connection 
between the Orange Institution and Liverpool Football Club was very, very firm at one 
time’.62  On the other hand, when Billy Tritton, a Bootle Orangeman who has been in the 
Institution since 1932 (also a Liverpool FC fan), was asked, ‘Would everybody in the Lodge in 
your day have been a Liverpool fan?’ he responded, ‘Oh no!  There was a lot of Evertonians 
and there still are in the Lodge today.  Alex Stevenson, who played for Everton, was in the 
Institution as well.’63  
Alex Stevenson was an international who played for Everton from 1934 to 1949.  He 
attained seventeen caps for Northern Ireland, in addition to seven playing for the Republic.  
Everton had bought him from Rangers.  Corbett claims that, ‘no Irish Catholic has played for 
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Rangers since Stevenson’s departure.’64  Yet The Scotsman states that, ‘Alex Stevenson, 
despite sharing the religious persuasion of the then vast majority of the club’s support, 
attracted much grief from those [Rangers] fans when turning out for them as an Irishman in 
the 1930s.’65  This suggests that Stevenson was a Protestant.  Certainly, it would have been 
odd for an Irish Catholic to have played for Rangers at this time.  Additionally, both The 
Scotsman and The Daily Record claim that it was not until 2013 that Rangers signed their 
first Irish Catholic player in Jon Daly.66   In seeking to clarify Stevenson’s religion, contact was 
made with his nephew, Paul Stevenson Wade, who responded, ‘Yes Alex was my uncle and 
brother of my late mother, Mable.  He was born and raised in the north Dublin City areas of 
East Wall/ North Strand/ Fairview.  He was baptised into the Church of Ireland/ Protestant 
religion.’67  Therefore, the suggestion of Alex Stevenson being in a Bootle lodge is potentially 
accurate.  Billy Tritton also directly disputed the suggestion of religious partiality in 
Merseyside football, arguing, ‘There’s as many Roman Catholics as there are Protestants 
watching both of the teams.  It’s not like Celtic and Rangers.’68  Doris Bennett, a former 
Lodge member and Evertonian, recalled how many in the Institution were Evertonians, 
‘Years ago mainly Catholics played for Everton and mainly Protestants played for Liverpool.  
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That’s what it was, but you only have to look at where Everton is situated to disprove it.  St 
Luke’s [situated in the corner of Goodison Park], is a Church of England church.’69   
Importantly, the leadership of both Liverpool and Bootle Orange Institution are also split in 
terms of their individual football affiliation.  Keith Allcock, Chief Steward of Bootle Province, 
comments, ‘There is not one team that represent just one religion.  In Glasgow it stands out 
a lot.  They’ve got a team for each of them, but in Liverpool it hasn’t been like that.  I’m only 
a Liverpudlian because I lived close to Anfield.’70  Tommy Buckley, Grand Master of Bootle, 
added, ‘I’m an Evertonian because my mate Billy took me to the Everton matches, my eldest 
son is a Liverpudlian, my middle son is an Evertonian, and my youngest son is a Liverpudlian.  
It’s nothing to do with religion.  It’s just the fact it’s their team.’71  The Grand Master of 
England, Ron Bather, is a Liverpool fan, while Grand Master of Liverpool, Billy Owens, is an 
Everton fan.  As noted, Bather emphasised that support for both clubs was ‘mixed’, while 
stating that the teams were ‘perceived to be’ religiously partisan.72   Owens, commenting on 
Everton’s alleged Catholic disposition, said, ‘I never considered that it was a Catholic team 
or a Protestant team.’73   
Original research supports the suggestion of ‘mixed’ support for the Merseyside clubs, by 
the membership of the Orange Institution.  Of a surveyed 215 members 27.2 per cent stated 
that they were Evertonians, while 42.1 per cent stated they were Liverpudlians.  21.7 per 
cent of the selections were made for Rangers (however, many ticked two boxes, coupling 
their support for a Merseyside team with the Glasgow club).  A further 9 per cent stated 
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that they supported a different or no team.74  Despite the Orange Order’s schism in terms of 
football affiliation, Bather contends that, ‘When I used to follow Liverpool in the 60s and 70, 
every home game you would have the [Orange] flutes playing on the Kop.’75  Yet other 
Liverpool attendees interviewed, such as Steve Rotherham MP, Cliff Whittingham, and Ian 
Woods, had no such recollection.  Whittingham recalled a Kop chant which indicated the 
religious mix: 
I remember distinctly around 1984–86, fashion and football go hand in hand (well in 
Liverpool they do).  The fashion, at the time, was to have another club’s colours half 
and half with your club and you either chose Rangers or Celtic, and every week on 
the Kop, without fail, the shout would go up: “Rangers!–Celtic!–Rangers!–Celtic!”  I 
was always siding with Rangers, just by default, being Protestant.  Whether it was 
just in my imagination or because I was shouting it, ‘Rangers’ always did seem 
louder.  When I asked about this I was told that Liverpool were supposedly the 
Protestant club, as opposed to Everton who were the Catholic club.76 
 
 When Rotheram was asked about hearing ‘flutes in the Kop end’, he responded,  
Never, no, though there did used to be a chant in the Seventies-Eighties of ‘Celtic–
Rangers’.  In other words, the Catholic half of the Kop and the Protestant half would 
divide, and one would shout ‘Celtic’ and the other would shout ‘Rangers’, but I 
haven’t heard that for decades now.  We also used to sell scarves, half Liverpool-
half-Celtic and half Liverpool-half-Rangers.77   
 
This chant extended to Everton FC.  Andy Burnham MP has similar recollections from 
Goodison: ‘In my youth, people used to chant ‘Rangers-Celtic’ at games.’78   
 The former Everton manager, Howard Kendall, recalls Everton-Celtic hats even when 
signing in the 1960s.79  Considering Everton’s tendency to sign players from Éire this is 
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unsurprising.  Councillor Mike Murphy recalls ‘seeing a lot of priests at Goodison’80 Despite a 
sizeable Irish contingent consistently following both teams, Everton ‘established a frequent 
supply line in Irish talent, a connection so rich as to be described as an Eireann tradition.’81  
In contrast, it was claimed that ‘Ireland was a virtually untapped market for Liverpool FC 
until the end of the twentieth century [while], the impact of Scottish players and managerial 
staff is arguably unequalled at Anfield.’82  Some believe diverging scouting patterns to be 
the raison d'être for the teams’ supposed ethno-religious connections.  Bishop Tom Williams 
claims, ‘the reason people think that every priest in Liverpool is an Evertonian is because in 
the Fifties Tommy Eglington and most of the other players were Irish.  Billy Bingham though 
was a Northern Ireland Protestant [Everton player 1961-63, Everton manager 1973-77].83  
Joe Benton MP directly links Everton’s Irish contingent with its ‘Catholic’ label: 
One of the reasons Everton got the Catholic tag is that we had three or four Irish 
clubs that we got players from.  Other clubs did too ... They were good hunting 
grounds.  I think because there were so many Irishmen in the side at one particular 
time Everton got that tag - Farrell, Eglington, Cummins, O’Neill – At one time there 
were six or seven Irish internationals in the Everton team … but it would be totally 
wrong to make a comparison between Everton and Liverpool and Celtic and 
Rangers.84 
 
Nonetheless, Corbett writes that ‘Everton possessed so many Irish players in the mid-1950s 
that there was a contemporaneous joke that twenty minutes could pass without a 
Protestant touching the ball.’85  Tommy Eglington himself emphasised Everton’s connection 
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with Éire in recalling his playing days: ‘Back in the fifties, Everton was the team in Ireland.  
We had a number of Irish players then and the boats would be full of fans coming over 
every Friday night to watch us.’86  Everton’s tendency to recruit from Ireland was long-
standing. This, coupled with the Home Rule sympathies of some of its original board 
members, may explain the alleged predisposition of the Liverpool Catholic Herald to publish 
comment on Everton and Everton Reserve fixtures ahead of Liverpool fixtures.87 
David Kennedy adds that connections with ‘Dundalk and Dublin teams Shamrock Rovers and 
Shelbourne’, which reaped a ‘harvest of Irish talent’, were supplemented by ‘the 
employment of former Manchester United captain and Irish international John Carey as 
manager in 1958 [which] gave the team a distinctive “Hibernian” flavour’.  This contrasted 
with ‘some talk of a less welcoming attitude towards Irish-born players at Liverpool’, who 
scarcely signed an Irish player until their recruitments of a ‘host of Irish internationals in the 
1980s’88, which, ironically, resulted in Everton’s ‘popularity in Ireland being taken over by 
Liverpool.’89  Since their inception, Liverpool have had ‘a staggering 149 Scots-born players 
who went on to play first-team football’ compared to only 28 first team players from 
Ireland.90  Nonetheless, Liverpool has always employed Roman Catholic playing staff and 
enjoyed support from Liverpool’s Catholic population.  Liverpool’s Scottish signings were not 
exclusively Protestant, the arrival of the devout Catholic Matt Busby in the 1930s providing 
one such example. Liverpool also readily recruited players from local Catholic backgrounds, 
including players such as Gerry Byrne, who attracted the club’s attention whilst playing for 
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the Liverpool Catholic Schoolboys team.91 Everton similarly recruited Scottish players of 
different religions. 
 
Further evidence dismissing the teams supposed ethno-religious affiliations is offered by 
former Everton FC player and manager, Howard Kendall, who could not ‘recall any religious 
talk, between players or staff [as] concentration was entirely on being together and winning 
the football match.’92  When questioned about Liverpool’s Protestant label and Everton’s 
Catholic label, Kendall replied, ‘the only thing I can say is that it was never on my mind when 
Everton came in for me.  I’m Church of England.  It was never mentioned.  I was never asked 
questions about it.  Harry Catterick, the manager who signed me, never asked a religious 
question.’93  These contrasts with the Glasgow experience of Liverpool-born, Alan Stubbs, a 
Celtic player between 1996 and 2001, claims of his time at the club: ‘Being Church of 
England … It could have been a problem had it got out.  It was all quite hush hush … The club 
wanted that all kept quiet – the line was that I didn’t really go to church … and the press 
officer would dead bat any other question about religion away.’94  Howard Kendall also 
commented on the absence of sectarian consideration in scouting patterns at Everton: 
‘When you go and sign a player, you don’t ask questions about religion or anything, you only 
ask, “can he play?”  You’d delve into a player’s character.  You’d see if he had a reputation 
of him being a problem to his former club, but you wouldn’t delve into his religion.’95   
 
Ironically, given the Protestant label once (largely erroneously) applied to Liverpool, the 
current situation is that, as Peter Kilfoyle suggests, ‘today Liverpool would say they have a 
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special relationship with Celtic.’96  Burnham also makes this point, ‘Football fashions do 
change a bit.  Liverpool played Celtic a lot and we bought Duncan Ferguson and a few other 
players from Rangers.’97  Orr agrees that ‘Liverpool, at this time, are more associated with 
Celtic.’98  This is a connection which aggravates some Orangemen, such as Dave Hughes, 
who stress the affiliation between Liverpool FC and Northern Ireland Protestants.  Hughes 
claims, ‘the LFC and Celtic connection comes from “You’ll Never Walk Alone”.  Both teams 
use it.’99  Everton FC also shares the ‘Grand Old Team’ anthem with Celtic.  Hughes adds that 
‘Northern Ireland Protestants generally support Liverpool and Northern Ireland Catholics 
generally support Manchester United’100, which intuitively rings true but is lacking empirical 
confirmation.  Lynn Hughes agrees: ‘On a Saturday, the Derry Club is full of lads from lodges 
coming over for the Liverpool match.’101  A similar claim (which substituted Manchester 
United for Everton), was made by Belfast-born Billy Smylie, who suggested, ‘In the Seventies 
and Eighties mostly Rangers fans followed Liverpool and I think it came from Loyalists from 
Belfast coming to watch Liverpool.  At Everton there were a lot of Republican fans.  You 
used to get a lot of Ulster flags flown at Anfield.’102   
Yet, even if we were to take as a given that this was once the case (and it is unlikely that 
things have ever been so clear cut), evidence suggests that both Everton and Liverpool enjoy 
support from the entirety of the Island of Ireland, both clubs having numerous supporters 
associations in both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland.103  In addition, Dave 
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Hughes concedes that, ‘both Everton and Liverpool are supported by the membership of the 
Orange Institution.’104  He also contrasted the Liverpool situation with Edinburgh (Hearts 
over Hibs), Glasgow (Rangers over Celtic), and Northern Ireland (Linfield over long-defunct 
Belfast Celtic), where members of the Orange Order would overwhelmingly favour one club 
over the other.  Moreover, Cliff Whittingham does not agree that Celtic’s association with 
Liverpool FC is purely down to the shared association of ‘You’ll never walk alone’.  He 
highlights the offer of friendship by Celtic in 1989: 
The first thing that happened after Hillsborough, on the football pitch, was that 
Glasgow Celtic was the first club to offer their hand of friendship as regards playing: 
a friendly match in Glasgow.  That day made me think, ‘I’ll never have a bad word to 
say about Celtic’.  Celtic made us so welcome that day.  They looked after everyone.  
They had consideration.  It’s worthy of note, that day there was no away section.  
The whole of Celtic’s ground was like, ‘come in and we’ll look after you.’  Now 
considering that we were known as the Protestant club and the Rangers bias -
Rangers scarves probably outsold Celtic two to one - when we went to Celtic that 
day there wasn’t an ounce of trouble.105 
 
The few authors who have studied Liverpool and Everton in recent decades reject religious 
partiality.  George Orr insisted he ‘can’t see anything at all now that would make Everton or 
Liverpool a Protestant or Catholic club.’106  Likewise, football historian Peter Lupson 
commented, ‘People say Everton and Liverpool were biased to one faith or the other, but, in 
reality, they just never were.  Both clubs signed Catholics and both clubs signed Protestants.  
They also enjoyed a very healthy relationship with each other.’107  Greg Quiery, a Northern 
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Ireland born Catholic, and a researcher on the Liverpool Irish, distinguishes between the role 
of football in Liverpool and Glasgow: ‘In Glasgow, the whole football culture there is a 
continuing driving force for sectarianism.  It might well be an engine which keeps the 
conflict going [whereas] I’ve never found any evidence of sectarianism in Liverpool football 
or even a particular ethnic group, within Liverpool, supporting either team.’108    
As such, David Kennedy argues, that the stark political parallels between the clubs in their 
early histories mean that ‘claims of a religious schism cannot simply be dismissed as the 
product of a tendency among some supporters to look for convenient binary opposites.’109  
Nonetheless, he highlights the absence of discriminatory policies in recruitment patterns to 
attain that ‘there is no compelling argument to sustain the case that football on Merseyside 
followed the path taken in Glasgow or Belfast’,110 insisting that ‘the claim of religious 
differences has little or no meaning in defining the relationship of the modern-day Everton 
and Liverpool football clubs.’111  As Tommy Buckley, Grand Master of Bootle’s Orange 
Institution, puts it, ‘It’s nothing to do with religion.  It’s football.’112 Given this, football in 
Liverpool held the potential to unite, rather than polarise, the population in love of a 
common pastime.  
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The role of football in dispelling sectarianism  
As early as 1932, Liverpool’s Lord Mayor observed that Liverpool and Everton football clubs 
had done more ‘to cement good fellowship ... than anything said or done in the last 25 
years’.113  Given the raw sectarianism still evident in the inter-war years, the Mayor’s 
comment was significant.  It highlighted the potential of football to unite people in the city, 
reducing animosities to those of the benign, merely sporting, variety.  This section examines 
the extent to which shared passions for football and strong support for Liverpool or Everton 
began to displace the local populace’s obsessions with religious affiliations.  Put simply, did 
‘red or blue’ replace ‘orange or green’ as primary badges of identification? 
It would require considerable change to supplant a city’s culture based upon religious 
rivalry.  As Greg Quiery notes, 
Once Orangeism becomes a deeply embedded part of working class culture, passed 
down from grandfather to father from father to son, coupled with all the music, 
mythology, ceremonies, and festivals that go with it, it’s very hard to break down.  
It’s something which goes right through people’s culture.  Similarly on the Catholic 
side, the Catholic parish structure was an all-embracing culture, which catered for 
your every need.114 
 
So what could break down such sturdy identities?  What helped displace the music, 
mythology, ceremonies, and festivals?  Maria O’Reilly is one of many in Liverpool who 
believe, ‘for a lot of people, football is the new religion.’115  Steve Higginson argues, 
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‘Football has always been a religion.  Identity with the football teams has got greater as 
religion has declined.’116   
Reverend John Williams agrees that football became ‘a great inspiration’ and a distraction 
away from poverty and ethno-religious identity: ‘People had nothing, so they needed 
something. They needed a purpose.  Football became the new purpose.’117  In place of 
ethnic and religious distinctions, Everton and Liverpool helped to ‘bolster weakly felt local 
identity – to act as community totems.’118  Noting that ‘there were many efforts made to get 
rid of sectarianism’ by diversion into sporting pursuits, Bishop Tom Williams attests, ‘We 
have football to support local communities, to support local kids, to give the ideal that you 
represent your school, your town, or your local colours.’119  Had Everton and Liverpool been 
formed along competing ethno-religious lines then things could have been much different, 
but support for either team was not conditioned by such affinity.  As such, football culture 
would come to displace sectarian culture.  
The leading football clubs took prominence over local sporting alternatives.  Despite their 
existence, neither Gaelic sports, nor Irish Catholic football teams, were promoted in 
Liverpool by either the Catholic Church, Nationalist politicians, or a sizable enough 
proportion of the Catholic community to challenge the emerging dominance of Everton and 
Liverpool FC.120  The Catholic community did not become directly associated with a 
particular sporting outlet and as such sectarianism would not have a sporting outlet in the 
city.  This contrasted with the situation in Glasgow and Belfast.  
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It could have been that religious affiliations and sport divided the city.  In 1885, ‘some 25 of 
the 112 clubs playing in the city had connections with religious organisations.’121  Yet 
despite the ‘spate of Irish teams’ that emerged in the 1880s and 1890s, such as Bootle 
Celtic, Bootle Hibernians, Liverpool Hibernians, Celtic Swifts, Celtic Rovers, and 5th Irish (‘The 
Irishmen’), these clubs had ‘a relatively short lived an inauspicious history [and] none could 
claim to have been embraced by the local Irish community in a manner that some Irish clubs 
in Scotland and Northern Ireland have been.’122  Séafra Ó Cearbhail argues that the reason 
sectarianism ‘didn’t develop to extent it has in Belfast or Glasgow is probably around the 
football teams.  Liverpool and Everton have a mixture of fans of all or no [religious] 
persuasions.  There is no particular sport or football team for people to gather their 
[sectionalised] loyalties around.’123  
In Liverpool the Irish Catholic community did not sustain an independent form of football 
representation.’124  Instead, despite the existence of smaller teams representing their own 
ethno-national characteristics, they went to watch either Everton or Liverpool.  From its 
infancy, football had an unparalleled appeal in the city.  The first Merseyside Derby between 
Everton and Liverpool took place on the 13th October 1894 and ‘was watched by a new 
record league attendance of 44,000 – including the Lord Mayor of Liverpool’.125   
The Liverpool Review also noted that Scotland Road was ‘congested’ by ‘an apparently 
endless procession’ on route to Goodison.126  Everton and Liverpool were two of the best 
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teams in England and attracted support from across the city.  Thus, ‘football appears to have 
provided a bridgehead between the Liverpool Irish and the host community’127, a situation 
assisted by friendly relations between the two clubs.  As Lupson claims, 
Some have suggested that the passion of their support has sectarian roots, Everton 
allegedly being Catholic and Liverpool the Protestant one.  But this is quite wrong.  In 
fact, far from being divided by sectarian or any other kind of social or political 
loyalties, the two clubs share a common heritage and enjoyed a degree of harmony 
and understanding unmatched between clubs in other major UK cities.128 
 
With Anfield and Goodison Park sitting in close proximity, fidelity to either team was not 
dictated by geographic location, nor on religious grounds.  Family allegiances played a part, 
though it was certainly not (and still is not) uncommon for families to be split and as such 
‘there is no comparison with Celtic and Rangers’. 129 
This mixed affiliation within families was an important reason in the solidarity which helped 
transcend sectarian division.  Whereas areas were once segregated based on religion, the 
same has never been true for football affiliation.  Families, friendships, schools, and 
neighbourhoods have always been mixed Blue and Red.  Support for either team provided a 
social escape from the constraints of religious affinity and diminished the importance of 
sectarian badges. 
It is acknowledged that school football rivalry was not entirely bereft of religious tensions.  
Alf Mullins, who attended a Church of England school in Garston, comments, ‘when our 
school had football competitions it seemed to be that little bit keener when we were playing 
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St Francis [Catholic school]’.130  Joe Benton MP, who attended a Catholic school in Bootle, 
also confesses this point, while insinuating that ultimately the sport brought people closer:  
Lurking in the background was always ‘well that’s a Protestant school’ or ‘they’re a 
Catholic school’, but later on when we’d all left school we used to come across the 
same faces that you’d played football against as kids and good comradeship built up.  
In a way the [denominational school system] was divisive, but we were taught (and I 
know it happened in non-Catholic schools too) that you had to have respect for 
everyone.131  
  
Bishop Tom Williams insists that school football was a uniting rather than a dividing factor in 
Liverpool:  
School football teams were important.  I remember, when I was a kid, I think it was 
in 1958, St Anthony’s were playing St Sylvester’s (the two biggest parishes in 
Liverpool) in a school boy football match - Under 15s.  It was the final of the Echo 
Cup.  It was played at Anfield and 13,000 people watched the match.    It wasn’t 
‘Catholic’ football.  It was school football.  They’d quite happily have been supported 
by their Church of England mates.  They had their own leagues and their own 
systems.  That maintained a kind of identity, but I firmly believe that’s why football 
thrived in Liverpool, because of school football teams.132 
   
By the mid-twentieth century football rivalry was surmounting sectarian hostility.  The 
Merseyside Derby overshadowed both St Patrick’s Day and the Twelfth of July celebrations.  
In 1948, Goodison Park recorded its highest attendance in a match between Everton and 
Liverpool, with 78,299 supporters were present.133  ‘Orange Day’ could attract, up to 30,000 
people, but this number went into decline.  Football was emerging as a uniting factor in the 
city, eclipsing religious difference, even if religious identification remained.  Andy Burnham 
MP offers anecdotal support: 
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My mum and dad were a mixed marriage … My dad was notionally Protestant but 
not church going and my mum was Catholic and very church going.  My mum was an 
Evertonian and dad was an Evertonian.  The first time he went to my mum’s house 
to meet all her family he was very worried.  He didn’t know whether he’d be 
accepted.  My mum’s brother opened the door and his first words were, ‘Roy, we’d 
rather have a Protestant Evertonian than a Catholic Liverpudlian.  You’re very 
welcome here.’  That was 1964 and tells you something about the mind-set of that 
era.  My uncle’s quote to my dad sort of says it all.  People were aware of their 
religious identity but actually weren’t that bothered about it.134 
 
Football began to assume the status of a surrogate for God-fearing religion.  Orr makes this 
point: 
All my family were from Northern Ireland.  I used to have to go to church twice on a 
Sunday.  Constant it was.  On a Sunday you couldn’t put the telly on.  You couldn’t 
play records.  You couldn’t do anything.  It was a really strict Protestant family.  
Football just took you away from all of that.  It was your own time, your own space.  
You loved that club.  I still do now.  I’m not ashamed to say it.  When I say I love 
Everton, I really do love Everton … it’s more than football.  It’s a way of life.  It is a 
religion!135 
 
The idea of football being ‘the faith’ of Merseyside is often articulated.  John Pugh MP 
stated that, ‘Football is the religion of Liverpool.’136  Pugh is not alone in this assertion.  
Councillor Mike Murphy believes that, ‘people transferred their allegiance.  Without a 
doubt, football has become a new religion for a lot of people.’137  Tony Birtill also 
comments, ‘so many things seem more important than sectarianism.  For a lot of people, 
football is more important than religion.’138  Additionally, Clare Devaney writes, 
Liverpool finds its security and sanctuary in its icons, shared beliefs and identity as a 
collective ... while the influence of Church may well be less pronounced for many of 
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the new generation, ask about the other communal mass of creed, worship and 
unwavering faith – football – and you will be hard pressed to find a neutral answer 
to the eternal question: ‘Red or Blue?’139  
 
The language surrounding football is an important factor in relation to its assertion as a 
‘religion’.  Ian Woods states, ‘Football possibly did displace religion.  Evertonians probably 
say the same sort of things as us: “Anfield is our church.  Liverpool is our belief.”  For 
Evertonians, Goodison is their church and Everton is their belief.’140  Commentaries upon 
football matches, such as ‘keeping the faith’, denote this to be the case.  Some supporters 
have described Everton as their ‘gracious team’141, while others have referred to Anfield as 
the ‘Home of the Gods’.142  Football sociologist, John Williams, referred to football chants by 
Liverpudlians as ‘hymns to their football heroes’143, while Everton’s former manager, David 
Moyes, was known by some as the ‘Moyesiah’, after helping the club to transform its 
footballing fortunes.  Until recently, the club also had inscribed on a section of the Upper 
Gwlady’s Street, the words, ‘In Moyes we trust’ (substituted, by many fans, to ‘In Martinez 
we trust’, following a change of manager).  Such statements could be seen by some to be a 
‘worship of false idols’, though many supporters simply would not care.  There is something 
tangible about football that is not necessarily present in religion.  As football fanatic 
Stephen Maloney puts it, ‘In God we can trust.  In Everton we believe!’144   
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Andy Burnham MP also commented on the swap over of footballing phraseology with 
religious terminology: 
People are exposed to religious imagery and have been in their youth.  Liverpool is a 
more religiously conscious city than most, I would say.  When I was in church, when I 
was younger, people would use [football] match analogy.  My granddad would say 
‘there’s a good gate in here today.’  There was language of the two, the language of 
the match and the language of Mass.  I often found they were interchangeable. 145     
 
Burnham does not, however, agree that football has become a ‘new religion’.  Despite his 
regular attendance at Everton games, he states, ‘I wouldn’t put it like that, personally.  I’d 
say it’s become an expression of their identity … to call yourself a Catholic would be a weird 
thing to do these days.  Football is a kind of soft, easy form of a social marker.’146   
Unsurprisingly, the idea of football as a ‘new religion’, does not sit too easily with Catholic 
Bishop Tom Williams.  Unlike the Shadow Secretary of State for Health, however, the high 
ranking clergyman does not entirely refute the suggestion: 
The idea that football has replaced religion is a half-truth.  They can go together.  
Football has the element of religion in it, in terms of fervour and support and going 
to support ‘your side’, and people talk about having ‘the faith’, but football has 
borrowed that terminology.  For some people it’s replaced it.  Some people are more 
fervent about their football team than they are about their faith, but for many, they 
have borrowed the language and the ritual.  There is a ritual.  You wear your colours, 
it’s your flag, you say, ‘that’s my religion’, but I think that borrows the language.  It 
doesn’t just replace it.  I joke, I say, ‘to be a good Catholic, you’ve got to be an 
Evertonian, because we understand what sufferings about.’147   
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Nonetheless, as Orr points out, ‘For many fans, they haven’t got a religion apart from 
football.’148  Whittingham too, makes this point, ‘to many people football is all they’ve got ... 
It has become a form of religion to them ...  Liverpool FC is always there.  You can get 
annoyed, you’ve lost today, but the belief and the hope is always there that you’re going to 
do better next week.’149  In such circumstances, with few appealing alternatives, and when it 
seems that there isn’t too much on the horizon, football provides hope.  Certainly, for many 
people, this was the case in the 1980s.  Though the sport has the ability to enrich quality of 
living, football isn’t solely an alternative to a mundane existence.  For many, football has 
become almost an essential part of their essence.  In Liverpool, when some people die it has 
been known for their coffins to be draped with an Everton or Liverpool flag.  Others have 
had their urns buried or ashes scattered at Goodison Park or Anfield.150  If somebody is 
killed in a traffic accident, the colours of their respective denomination: red or blue, are the 
colours of tributes left for them at the site of the event.  Each year, both clubs host 
christenings, weddings, and funeral receptions at their stadiums.151   
As the twentieth century progressed, with each footballing accolade achieved by the clubs, 
football became increasingly synonymous with the city and its inhabitants, a success story 
amid wider economic failure.  Religion was becoming an afterthought to football among the 
citizenry.  Former Protestant Party leader, Roy Hughes, agreed that the colours of the city 
had changed.  He states, ‘People need something.  They’re looking for an identity or a 
badge.  It’s amazing that twenty two men kicking a ball around a pitch can conjure up so 
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much passion.  Football keeps a lot of people off the streets, as [Orange] lodges did.’152  The 
Evertonian journalist Neil Roberts claims his footballing allegiance ‘forges my identity more 
than anything else.’153  One of the reasons churches set up sporting bodies was to ‘to 
counter the threat of apostasy among young parishioners.’154  Ironically, for many people in 
Liverpool today, football is their only ‘religion’.  Although the local footballing rivalry can 
induce intense passions, resentments between fans or clubs has never been as pernicious as 
had been religious sectarianism.  For most of the clubs’ histories, there was a ‘camaraderie 
of the terraces’155, where Reds and Blues would sit together, which represented how many 
people were ‘proud to be part of the Merseyside football family.’156  ‘It was friendly 
banter.’157  Cliff Whittingham, a Liverpool fan, recalls how Evertonians and Liverpudlians 
would sit together at derby games: 
I’ve watched the derby in every single area of Goodison Park.  I’ve been in every 
section and I can honestly never, ever remember seeing any problems.  You’d get a 
bit of banter, a bit of effing and blinding here and there, but never anything serious.  
In the Lower Gwladys Street, Liverpool always had a section right behind the goal on 
the derby day.  It felt about 300 people, but it might have been maybe 150-200, and 
Everton always had a section on the Kop when we played at Anfield.  Everton were 
always just to the side of the goal, Main Stand side.158. 
 
Amidst the football-related violence of the 1970s and 1980s, a narrative developed of how 
Everton and Liverpool fans were willing to ‘stand together’ (most particularly against 
Manchester United supporters), with the city showing ‘a solidarity which seems to 
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transcend everything.’159  Referring to the 1984 League Cup final replay, at Maine Road, 
Tom Williams remarked of the togetherness which was distinct in the Merseyside football 
rivalry at the time:  
When we played Liverpool, at Man City’s ground, in the League Cup, I remember we 
went on the coaches all together.  The Manchester police couldn’t cope with Reds 
and Blues being on the same coach.  It just didn’t enter their heads.  They couldn’t 
comprehend it.  They were saying, “Blues over there and Reds over there.”  People 
were saying, “Hey, that’s my son”, “Hey, that’s my brother”, or “that’s our kid.”  
That’s when we sang “Merseyside”.  We were both equal, we were both at the same 
level and that rivalry was very healthy.’160   
 
Whittingham adds, ‘I think the first time “Merseyside” was chanted was 1984 in the Milk 
Cup.  Those chants were still there in 1986, and the final in 1989 after Hillsborough.  In 1986, 
at Wembley, in the centre of the programme, there were no separate team photos.  They 
[the players] were all together, one red, one blue, next to each other.’161  This also reflected 
strong inter-club relationships. Liverpool has completed more direct transfers with Everton 
than any other club.162 
In the Premier League era, the Merseyside derby has increased in hostility.  Transfers 
between the clubs prompted supporter acrimony.  Former Everton and Rangers Captain, 
David Weir, recalls the atmosphere when England international, Nick Barmby (who Bishop 
Tom Williams referred to as ‘Judas’) joined Liverpool in 2000:  ‘Crossing the park to play for 
“them” was not quite Rangers-Celtic, but not far away.’163  Abel Xavier was the last player to 
switch between the clubs, in 2002.  Since then no transfer between the local rivals has taken 
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place.  As Everton defender, Leighton Baines (ironically a boyhood Liverpudlian), 
commented in 2011: ‘It's Liverpool or Everton – you don't do both.’164 ‘Banter’ began to be 
taken less generously by a generation of Evertonians.  In retaliation to jibes about their lack 
of form and silverware, some Blues blamed Liverpool fan involvement in the 1985 Heysel 
Stadium disaster, which prompted British clubs to be banned from European competitions 
at a time when Everton arguably had the best team in Europe.    
Howard Kendall, Everton’s manager at the time, believes that, in the long term, Heysel 
resulted in changing attitudes between Everton and Liverpool fans:  
I think the European ban had a lot to do with it, because Liverpool where involved in 
that tragedy and we’d just had success in Europe and it meant we were unable to 
compete in Europe’s top competition.  We’d won the Cup Winners Cup and we felt 
we had a good chance in the European Cup as well ... It was humour years ago and 
bitterness has crept in and I honestly think that it was related to that tragedy.165   
 
After the Heysel Stadium tragedy, ‘Liverpool as a city was labelled as feral, Neanderthal and 
barbaric’.166  Yet any antipathy from Evertonians was not as obvious as it could have been, 
as the city tended to unite over its perceived maltreatment by government and amid 
negative perceptions from outsiders.  As Burnham highlights, ‘In the 1986 final at Wembley 
everybody sang “Merseyside”.  In that era there was always a sense of a bigger enemy and it 
was Maggie [Thatcher].  It was London.  It was the sense that there was anti-Liverpool 
feeling around.  People … even though they had their own differences internally, were 
focussing on the bigger issues.’167    
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This situation helps paint a picture of an entirely different relationship between the football 
‘sects’ in Liverpool to the religious sects which pre-dated them.  Even with such a 
contentious event as Heysel acting as a ‘legitimate’ excuse for resentment between the fan-
sets, Liverpudlians and Evertonians stuck together.  The city’s response to the Hillsborough 
Disaster, in 1989, was another example of the solidarity that had emerged on Merseyside, 
which had completely transcended religious differences.   
In relation to both Heysel and Hillsborough, as Walvin writes, ‘the media instantly made the 
association between a decaying industrial maritime city – the flagship of urban decay - and 
the alleged violence and indiscipline of their football fans.  The press portrait was of fans, 
from Britain’s most blighted city, running out of control.’168  Some of the most slanderous 
claims came from The Sun newspaper, under the duplicitous headline ‘The Truth’ – a 
headline which Kelvin Mackenzie, the paper’s editor, it later emerged, wanted to read ‘You 
Scum’.  The subheading of this front page ‘report’ stated, ‘Some fans picked pockets of 
victims; Some fans urinated on brave cops; Some fans beat up PC giving kiss of life’, such 
allegations fallacies based on police or Police Federation sources.169     
Clare Devaney also wrote of how the city ‘collectively recoiled’ at such ‘misrepresentation, 
slur and slander, battening down the hatches to protect its own.’170   The Sun told the nation 
that much blame for the disaster was attributable to Liverpool fans.  Evertonians and 
Liverpudlians knew different and a boycott of the tabloid began, with copies of The Sun 
burnt publically and a refusal to purchase still evident today.  Such a response was a part of 
a collective demonstration of solidarity.  As Ian Woods states, ‘in the Eighties, people picked 
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on our city and we stuck together especially in relation to the Tory Government and 
Hillsborough.’171  Woods, a Hillsborough attendee on that day, talked of the united front 
shown by the people of Liverpool: 
The next day in Liverpool the mood was very sombre.  I actually went up to Anfield.  I 
put flowers on the pitch the next day ... there were thousands there.  That was 
everyone’s church, Catholic or Protestant, that’s where people went to pray to God 
or reflect on whatever else went through your mind silently.  I saw a lot of people 
praying there.  It affected Everton as much as Liverpool.  It wasn’t a football thing 
then.  It was a city thing.  It was a family thing.  It was Merseyside united again.172 
 
‘Collective mourning had begun.’173  Rogan Taylor when asked, ‘Do you think Hillsborough 
had an effect in uniting the city?’ replied, ‘I think the city was already united.  I think what it 
provided was a stage on which the city’s core unity, based on collective suffering, as I would 
describe it, once again showed itself.’174   
Unity in grief was to be accompanied by unity in bitterness.  David Hendrich summaries the 
response: 
The city of Liverpool was brought to its knees that day due to the loss of life and the 
subsequent cover-up and smear campaign that followed. The city begged its 
government for help and its government turned their back and looked away.  Such 
was the level of that cover-up that it is only now, 23 years later, that the truth has 
finally come out.  When Thatcher and her cohorts turned their back on Liverpool, the 
people of the city came together in a show of defiance the likes of which had never 
before been witnessed in the United Kingdom.  A city smeared became a city 
united.’175 
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In September 2012, after a report exonerating Liverpool fans of blame for the Hillsborough 
Disaster was published, which stated explicitly that ‘multiple factors were responsible for the 
deaths of the 96 victims of the Hillsborough tragedy and that the fans were not the cause of the 
disaster’.176 Evertonians displayed solidarity with Liverpool fans at a number of subsequent 
fixtures, emphasising the unity of purpose on the issue of justice for the victims’ families. 
A commonality developed which has pushed sectarian tensions to the periphery.  As Andy 
Burnham again comments, ‘Liverpool is religiously divided, politically divided, and football 
divided, but Liverpool doesn’t let the divides get in the way.  There is more solidarity against 
a common enemy: the London media, Thatcher, the establishment.  That is what the 
Hillsborough story is – the red and blue, all political colours, everybody in the end fought on 
Hillsborough together and that’s why it succeeded.’177 
Each week 30-40,000 fans attend Goodison Park or Anfield to collectively worship their 
teams.  Attendance at the city’s two cathedrals, even when combined, does not compare 
with attendance at the football stadia, and if attendance at individual churches were to be 
taken into account, the figures would still be eclipsed by the proportion of teams who play 
Sunday football and whose families go to watch.  On Merseyside, football is a more obvious 
part of culture than religious denomination.  In fact, for many, football is their religion and 
their team is their denomination.  Though some residents may still drink in an Orange club 
or a Catholic Parochial club, it is football, not theology, which dominates conversation.  
Kendall appositely states that, ‘Everton and Liverpool are two families’,178  the biggest on 
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Merseyside.  They live in relative harmony (certainly when compared to the past fractures 
between the ‘Green’ and the ‘Orange’).  One anecdote from conducting this research was 
telling in revealing the relative strengths of Orange/ Green versus Red/ Blue affiliations.  
Interviewing in an Orange Club in North Liverpool, this author revealed that half of his family 
are Catholic, to which the bar server (a lifelong member of the Orange Order), reassured, 
‘This may be an Orange club, but we’re very welcoming towards Catholics.’  However, 
having revealed that I was an Evertonian, the same server flippantly replied, ‘You’re a Blue?  
You’re in the wrong pub!’179 
Officials in Bootle’s Orange Institution give examples of members’ footballing priorities 
conflicting with religious ceremonies.  Tommy Buckley, Grand Master of Bootle Province, 
commented,  
We had to alter our reformation celebrations last year because a derby match was 
on.  The bands were saying, ‘We won’t be there because half our band goes the 
football match’ ...  They’ll come to meetings and say, ‘Sorry I’ve got to go [early] 
Everton are on’, or ‘Liverpool are on.’  There are loads like that… We’ve done our 
parade list for this coming year and there’s always one parade where you’ll get, ‘I 
can’t come out.  The derby match is on.’  Football is taking precedence over it.180    
 
There is some truth in the suggestion that, on Merseyside, football seems to have eclipsed 
much else, not merely religion but also politics.  In December 2013 Professor Jon Tonge 
made this point in a Daily Post article, when commenting on the paltry turnout in a 
Liverpool Riverside by-election: 
The winning candidate generously described the mass abstentions as ‘a respectable 
turnout in the circumstances.’  She excused the triumph of the apathetic on the 
grounds that ‘it’s December, it’s dark and it’s wet and it’s cold.’  It will be all of those 
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things the next time Everton or Liverpool play at home.  That won’t stop tens of 
thousands of people rolling up – or heading to the pub to watch 11 men kick a ball of 
wind into a net.  Fair enough we all love football, but is it really so much more 
important than democracy?181 
 
Tonge’s observation is apposite.  Increasingly, and in line with the national trend, many 
Merseysiders are becoming uninterested in municipal contests – ‘They’re all the same’, 
being a frequent retort to electoral canvassers of all political parties.  Everton and Liverpool, 
however, have retained their distinction.  Many Liverpudlians, Blue and Red, while losing 
interest in both religion and politics, have reserved their focus for their football teams, 
many often mimicking a phrase of a footballing icon (for half the city, at least), in Bill 
Shankly: ‘Football’s not a matter of life and death.  It’s more important than that.’182  
In practice, however, as tragedies like Hillsborough have portrayed, on Merseyside football 
allegiance takes a back seat to issues which are, in reality, much more important.  As Ian 
Woods puts it, ‘Liverpool is a part of me … You have your family, your friends, and you have 
Liverpool Football Club.’183  He did, however, set out priorities, ‘You Love it, but not in the 
same way as you love your family.  If you lose a match you get over it, but if you lose a 
member of your family I don’t think you ever quite get over that.’184  Paul Coslett may be 
right in stating that, ‘Football is in many ways the heartbeat of Liverpool’185, but as the 
renowned football academic, Dr Rogan Taylor, puts it,  
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In the end, football doesn’t fucking matter and that’s what’s so beautiful about it.  
It’s apparently so unbelievably important, but it doesn’t matter one jot.  I don’t think 
anything else manages to combine the seriousness and the utter irrelevance.  It’s a 
bunch of overpaid tarts running round on a pitch for fuck sake!’186  
  
Conclusion 
Walker contends that, in Glasgow, ‘Rangers and Celtic loyalties are the most visible example 
of “Orange and Green” allegiances which feed off the situation in nearby Northern 
Ireland.’187  Had Liverpool’s two football teams been split on similarly stark ethno-national 
and ethno-religious lines, a similar situation to Glasgow might have been possible. In 
contrast despite some historic suggestion that Everton was ‘Catholic’ and Liverpool was 
‘Protestant’, neither club has held any significant denominational affinity (notwithstanding 
that both clubs are ultimately products of the same Methodist Chapel).188  One factor which 
aided the success of Everton and Liverpool (and their ability to maintain neutrality, rather 
than potentially seeking the promotion of a denominationally partisan fan base), was that 
no noteworthy effort was made by either Irish Nationalist or Catholic organisations within 
the city to promote a rival ethno-religiously based football team, a point explained by 
Kennedy and Kennedy: 
Given the Catholic Church's endeavours in Liverpool to ensure that the Irishness of 
its congregation was minimalized both culturally and politically it seems reasonable 
to suggest that encouragement to set up and/or support ethno–religious sporting 
organisations capable of mobilising ethnic, or even nationalist, sentiments would 
have run counter to its strategy, [whilst] … the Liverpool Irish political community 
appears to have had no interest in forming or supporting the development of an Irish 
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alternative to the professional football clubs of the host community, as nationalists 
had done elsewhere.189 
 
There were ‘no obvious examples of hostility’ to the presence of Irish Catholic clubs on the 
local football scene’, with the reason they failed to become organisations attracting mass 
support being ‘difficulty … attracting the financial and moral support of the Liverpool Irish 
community itself’190 
Everton and Liverpool became overwhelmingly the two dominant teams in the area, both 
attracting support from the city’s Catholic and Protestant populations.  With no prominent 
Irish or Catholic teams to rival the host clubs, both clubs became repositories for the 
affection of the city’s residents and became identified with Liverpool (the city) causes.  That 
both clubs attracted support further afield did not hinder cross-sectarian appeals.  Although 
Everton were the first English club to have a supporters’ association set up in Ireland 
Liverpool developed a very sizeable following of Irish supporters.  
As the twentieth century progressed, the success of Everton and Liverpool heralded 
adoration and veneration from the city’s populace, a love and admiration which, as this 
chapter has argued, eventually displaced ethno-religious identifications and ultimately 
sectarian antipathy.  Though Bishop Tom Williams talked about this collectivism, he also 
drew comparisons of a transferred sectarian undercurrent: ‘When you get that sort of 
hatred [in football], when banter becomes hatred, that’s when tribalism is at its worst.  It’s 
like sectarianism, when you hate the other side simply for who they are.’191  Kilfoyle has also 
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pointed out the tendency for ‘hostility reminiscent of the Orange and the Green’192 to be 
displayed in recent times between some football fans on Merseyside.  Nonetheless, as this 
chapter has portrayed, historically, such resentment has been uncharacteristic in terms of 
local footballing rivalry, in which banter has been a much more prevalent ingredient to 
relations in the ‘friendly derby’, than genuine abhorrence.  Though, in the Premier League 
era, relations between the clubs’ supporters did sour, recent memorials of the Hillsborough 
disaster have reinvigorated some collectivism, which, historically, has typified the 
Merseyside Derby; a derby which, this chapter has argued, has almost no resemblance to 
the animosity often displayed during ‘Old Firm’ encounters. 
Glasgow and Liverpool are cities with much in common, both major destinations for the 
famine Irish in the nineteenth century. Both cities ‘inherited’ a sectarian situation 
comparable in some respects to that of Belfast.  Sectarian dimensions were propped up by 
situations distinct to either city.  Belfast has endured long-standing political and sectarian 
problems.  In Glasgow, rivalry between the respective followers of the city’s main soccer 
teams, Rangers and Celtic, allowed sectarianism an outlet via the principal sport and most 
important soccer teams in a country.193  As the reputation of Rangers ‘as a bulwark of 
Protestant and Unionist ascendancy is well established,’194 so ‘Irishness’ is also asserted to 
be “the primary identity” of Celtic.’195  Walker contends that, in recent years, ‘Catholic 
community solidarity in relation to Celtic [has been] reinforced, [while] old grievances are 
given expression through support for the [Glasgow] club[s].’196   
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This does not apply to fans on Merseyside.  Issues of Catholic identity or Irish Republican 
politics, or Loyalism and Protestantism are insignificant to the vast majority of Liverpool and 
Everton supporters.  Cultural, religious, and political assimilation has occurred in the city 
and the repudiation of sectarian associations by its main clubs has been an important part 
of bridge-building and the dilution of older animosities.    
While Celtic and Rangers can be said to have provided forums for sectarian displays, despite 
strong attempts at rebuttal by both clubs, Everton and Liverpool aided the displacement of 
sectarian affiliation by emerging as (predominantly) secular alternatives.  Many in Liverpool 
have become spiritually indifferent and often a person’s only ‘religion’ is their football team.  
Ostentatious religious symbols of denominational affiliation have markedly declined, 
generally limited to an annual display of orange bunting abounding Everton Brow in North 
Liverpool around the ‘Twelfth’ celebrations and some displays of Irish tricolours in 
historically Irish areas on March 17th.  In contrast, denotations of football allegiance are 
increasingly displayed in houses, offices, cars, even in terms of the names of children (where 
once many Liverpool names had religious connotations, such as William, Lily, Mary, or 
Patrick, today many christen their children with the names of their footballing icons.)197  To 
‘wear your colours’ no longer means displaying a green shamrock or an orange lily, but 
instead refers to clothing signifying football attachment.  As such, it is argued that the 
colours of the city have quite literally changed from green and orange to red and blue 
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Conclusion 
 
This research has challenged the conventional premise on the degeneration of sectarianism 
on Merseyside.  The generally accepted proposition, expressed in the admittedly limited 
existing literature and commentary, that post-war slum clearance simply ‘bulldozed away’ 
the religious ‘ghettos’; ridding the city of  sectarianism, was considered to be too simple an 
explanation for the corrosion of a social, religious, economic, xenophobic, tribal, and 
traditional dispute that had raged for nearly two centuries.  This is not to say that the 
council’s rehousing programme did not play its part.  It did, and this study has never 
deviated from that point, whilst urging the consideration of variables to be less 
parsimonious.  As Roy Hughes puts it, ‘Scotland Road and Netherfield Road [major sites of 
sectarianism] both arrived in Kirkby [along with many other areas of transfer].  Neighbours 
now, for the first time, were of another religion.  People would meet in the street or at work 
and a Catholic and Protestant would fall in love.  Resultantly, people said, “so and so has 
married a Catholic, keep the Orange songs down a bit.”’1  Moreover, in breaking up the old 
‘Orange strongholds’, the Protestant Party could no longer rely on a micro-majority of 
supporters to keep them in office.  Yet, it is probable that this powerbase would not have 
survived regardless of rehousing. 
The ‘new aliens’ hypothesis has also been examined in depth.  It is true that as Liverpool 
sectarianism went into remission, racism against Liverpool’s Black and Chinese communities 
became more obvious.  Racism had been a factor in Liverpool arguably longer than 
sectarianism had.  Liverpool’s Black and Chinese communities had never reached that point 
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where ‘assimilation means that the migrant community is absorbed totally into the host 
population, to the point in which it’s indistinguishable.’2  Unlike the Irish, Liverpool’s Black 
and Chinese communities could not ‘assimilate’ as easily as the Liverpool Irish, through a 
combination of physical characteristics, poverty and even greater territorial isolation (in 
central and south Liverpool) than that originally encountered by the immigrant Irish.  Thus 
‘Scouseness’ for a long time did not envelope the Black and Chinese communities as 
comprehensively as it could for those of Irish descent.  White Protestants and Catholics, in 
their new localities such as Kirkby and Skelmersdale began to become a homogenous body 
of White ‘Scousers’, their denomination mattering much less without physical boundary 
lines, such as Great Homer Street and with diminishing cultural and social differences 
relating to their territorial origins. 
In terms of the reduction of sectarianism, the Roman Catholic Church, whilst segregationist 
in its approach to education and perpetuating divisions in that respect, also played a 
significant role.  The Church had done its best to ‘de-Irishise’ its congregations, and this was 
coupled with a declining proportion of Irish entering Liverpool, yet the Irish culture and 
language by the mid-twentieth century had already infected Liverpudlians of all creeds.  A 
commonality of accent and custom was transcending previous sectarian divisions.  
Liverpudlians were becoming distinct, the Wars had thawed inter-communal rivalry given 
the common foe and by 1964 the politics of the city changed, as people voted according to 
class rather than religion.  Labour, under the Braddocks, had begun its movement toward 
secularism over Catholicism, and though the party is still seen as ‘Catholic’ to this day by 
some Protestants in the city, many other Protestants, now influenced by television and 
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reaping the benefits of the newly formed welfare state, changed their outlook.  
Conservatism lost its pull, as did Orangeism.    
While the Orange Institution was still strong in the 1960s, with the death of figures like 
George Wise and Conservative ‘boss’ Archibald  Salvidge, the Order’s political influence had 
waned considerably.  People had ‘begun getting their political education from trade unions, 
rather than the Orange Order.’3  The lack of flamboyant rhetoric by Protestant orators was 
an important factor.  Longbottom’s death in 1962 signalled an end to that chapter of 
Liverpool’s history, prompting the removal of anti-Catholic demagoguery and its 
replacement by benign tolerance, as a prelude to integration.  Sectarian skirmishes still took 
place on ‘Orange Day’ and St Patrick’s Day, but became confined to these occasions.  Maria 
O’Reilly recollects having her Catholic crucifix ripped off her neck in the Fifties by an 
Orangeman4, while Brenda O’Brian recalls a Catholic on Linacre Road, ‘getting a bucket of 
ice water as the lodges went past’ and ‘drowning a child’ in the Orange procession.5  
Susanne Loughlin notes how ‘violence would happen on the way back [from Southport] 
when they’d all been drinking all day ... I remember nasty violent things were you’d see 
somebody bleeding.’6  Doris Bennett remembers that, as late as the 1970s, ‘there were 
quite often fights.  A bandsman of ours got quite badly attacked.  My niece was once King 
Billy and a man ran over and put a knife to her neck!’7  Clearly problems did not vanish 
overnight and fears of past disorders were highlighted in 1971 when a head-butt on an 
orange ribbon seller, on London Road, Liverpool, prompted the judge to deem that the 
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event ‘could have started a riot.’8  This may have been an overstatement; no sectarian riot 
had taken place in the city since the first decade of the twentieth century, the Liverpool 
Corporation Act, 1912 imposing strict limitations on public processions.  Intermarriage did 
much to thaw division.  Of course the increasing incidence of mixed marriages might be 
seen as a consequence of improved relations, rather than a cause.  However, the evidence 
from interviewees is that mixed marriages increased as part of a determination to throw off 
restrictive religiously sectarian shackles which had dominated Liverpool life.  From the 
liberating 1960s onwards, people were no longer prepared to accept Church-influenced 
‘selection’ of their life partners.  Previously, the pressure for single religion partnerships was 
considerable, as Councillor Jimmy Mahon recalls from the early 1950s:  
I was about sixteen and met a young lady.  Now we never mentioned religion or 
anything like that.  We were going out for about four or five months and there were 
possibilities that there could have been a wedding at the end of it.  My mother 
happened to find out that she was Orange Lodge.  Well I’ve never seen a change in a 
woman so much.  She transformed from a sweet, mild mannered lady and went 
round to the house and told her mother, in no uncertain terms, that she couldn’t go 
out with me anymore.  That was the law then.  Her mother said the same thing 
because she was Orange; ‘You can’t go near a Catholic’9 
 
Such strife over ‘mixed marriage’ lasted until at least the mid-Sixties, as Loughlin recalls,  
I went out with a lad whose parents were staunch Orange Lodge and if they’d have 
known he was going out with me, a Catholic, they’d have hung, drawn, and 
quartered him; he’d probably have been battered within an inch of his life, and I was 
not allowed up his path [for that reason].  All his mates couldn’t believe he was going 
out with a Catholic, so we didn’t stay together.  He wasn’t a bad bloke, but if his 
parents had known he was going out with a Catholic there’d have been hell to pay.  
That was in the Sixties, maybe 1965-66.10 
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Indeed, various interview revealed how families at one time had ‘split up’ or how members 
had been ‘ostracised’ because they ‘married out’.  Nowadays, it is almost unheard of for 
families to break up over religion.11 
As such, when the Grand Master of Bootle, Tom Buckley, was asked, ‘why the Orange 
Institution on Merseyside had declined at a faster rate than in Glasgow or Belfast?’ he 
replied, ‘It could be because you have got a lot of mixed marriages here.  Unfortunately, our 
rules state that if you start cohabitating with a Catholic then you have to leave the 
Institution.’12  Bennett agrees with this perspective: ‘The main cause of the decline of 
Orangeism was mixed marriages.  People got sick of being told what they could and could 
not do.’13  Mixed marriages weakened the once-powerful Orange Order in Canada to the 
point where the organisation simply relaxed the prohibition, in order not to antagonise.  
This did not arrest decline there, however, and the Order’s strictures on Merseyside, whilst 
maintained, appear increasingly nominal or redundant. 
As has been pointed out ‘mixed marriage’ was but one reason for the decline of the Orange 
Institution amid a wider derailment of Liverpool sectarianism.  General apathy, population 
decline, diminished family size, and internal splits within the organisation also played their 
part, whilst a loss of religious observation and loss of interest by younger people were seen 
as the most important factors.  Indeed, Loughlin claims, ‘There’s not as much hype about it 
now, because kids have a lot more given to them.  We’ve become richer, so with the 
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invention of computers, a man on a horse and a parade is nothing, whereas to us that was 
fascinating.  Kids today aren’t in the least bit interested.’14  This perspective is in line with 
Neal’s proposition that a key reason for the decline of sectarianism was ‘relative 
affluence.’15 
The onset of secularism and the resigned acceptance that there are ‘a lot of people who just 
don’t believe in religion anymore’16 is also important.  Census figures indicate that in 
Liverpool’s erstwhile sectarian strongholds, Christian affiliation remains extensive.  
However, religious practise is much lighter and once-tribal denominational affiliation far less 
relevant.  As Keith Allcock states, ‘Christianity as a whole in this country is declining ... You’d 
be surprised at how many people in the [Orange] Institution don’t know what the 
Reformation was.’17  Buckley adds, ‘We’ve got a big church here at the front of the building.  
We own it and only six people from the Bootle Province attend it.  It should be part of an 
Orangeman’s obligation.  The qualifications of an Orangemen say they will “regularly attend 
public worship.”’18  Additionally, less veneration is being afforded to religious leaders of 
both denominations: 
If the priest said you couldn’t do it, then you couldn’t do it and that was it.  A lot of 
people were more scared of the priest than they were the police, because he ruled 
the roost.  The vicars were the same.  Whatever the man of the church said was 
right, people sincerely believed that. Football has taken the place of religion and 
John Lennon didn’t help either.  He said he was more important than God.  That was 
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the Sixties.  That did change something in people’s minds.  They thought ‘well the 
great John Lennon said it, so there must be something in it.’19 
 
While football devotion and ‘Beatlemania escapism’ become prominent in the Sixties 
religion was slowly eclipsed.  For the (many) continuing believers, Worlock and Sheppard’s 
ecumenical ‘better together’ philosophy helped set an example.  Furthermore, as Journalist 
Will Hutton puts it, ‘In England and Wales most people understand how to reconcile faith 
and reason, which does not necessarily mean regular worship inside a church.  That does 
not mean they do not honour faith but they no longer want to fight.’20  Many ‘got fed up 
with all the bitterness’.21 
This work has also stressed that the development of a common Scouse identity displaced 
the traditional religious affiliations.  The emergence of the common identity came slowly.  In 
the 1960s, the Catholic community was still attempting to assert its (increasingly confident) 
identity with the building of a Cathedral (designed by a Protestant) which opened in 1967.  
This era coincided with the gradual ‘sloughing off of the more unpleasant aspects of the past 
and an anticipation of a future in which the prejudices and bitterness between Catholic and 
Protestant were forgotten.’22  The Anglican Cathedral (designed by a Catholic) was finally 
completed in 1978.  The cathedrals are located less than half a mile away from each other 
and joined by Hope Street.  Both Cathedrals would eventually be embraced wholeheartedly 
by Liverpudlians, the Catholic building labelled as ‘Paddy’s wigwam’ in (mainly) affectionate 
jest.   
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As Belchem puts it, ‘Scouse is a recently invented tradition, a cultural response to the city’s 
decline.’23  The two cultures, English Protestant and Irish Catholic became one within the 
same city.  People began to look past the constraints of low living standards and take solace 
in the intrinsic worth of the city.  The development of shared customs and a unique brogue 
(which transgressed denominations) extended this commonality to their neighbours 
regardless of their creed.  The accent, which both Netherfield and ‘Scottie Roaders’ shared, 
gave the communities a common bond.  The song In my Liverpool home, became ‘an 
emotional anthem for generations of Merseysiders’24, an expression of commonality as the 
old religious animosities waned.  The following verse, later added by The Spinners highlights 
how attitudes in Liverpool had changed: 
‘What’s your religion?’ a fella once said.  So I climbed in me wellies and I kung-fu’d 
his head! ‘Don’t be angry’ he cried, ‘I’m not starting a nark.’ ‘Do you worship at 
Anfield or Goodison Park?25 
 
Music was an extremely important component of this new Scouse identity.  The bands of 
the Merseybeat promoted 1960s Liverpool under a common badge.  The success of the 
Beatles had shot the city to international stardom, and bands like Gerry and the Pacemakers 
and The Searchers added to the sense of a city with its own distinctive culture, not one split 
by old religious feuds.  The city delivered fifty-six songs to the number one spot in the UK 
singles chart over the next four decades, with twenty three of these number one slots being 
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won in the 1960s alone.26  At this time, people born in Liverpool began to become very 
proud of their roots. Regardless of Irish or Lancastrian decent, they were now Scouse or 
Liverpudlian.  The success of the cities music scene however, was not the only cause for 
excitement.  Liverpool’s melodious prestige was rivalled only by its footballing attainment. 
Football displaced the sectarianism which Bohstedt claims had previously been a ‘substitute 
opiate’.27  As the success of Everton FC and Liverpool FC soared, so did their city-wide 
support base.  It did not matter whether you were ‘Green or Orange’, as long as you were 
‘Blue or Red’.  Fans watched their teams surpass themselves in terms of silverware, as they 
became two of the most successful clubs in English football.  Moreover, the rivalry between 
Everton and Liverpool was one the most affectionate in the game.  The Merseyside derby 
quickly became known in footballing circles as ‘the friendly derby’.  Merseyside became a 
county in its own right on the 1st April 1974 and during the 1989 FA Cup Final at Wembley 
(played just five weeks after the Hillsborough Disaster) fans from both teams chanted the 
name of their famous county in unison.  This expression of solidarity is indicative of the 
common bond shared by the community of Liverpool at this time. 
The cross-community sense of comradeship was spreading, McMullen contends that: ‘if you 
met someone abroad and they mentioned they were from Scottie Road or Netherfield Road, 
you embraced them because we had this togetherness … There was a real camaraderie 
about the old Scottie Road and the surrounding area.’28  Slum clearance played a part in 
establishing the new Scouse identity.  Both the communities of Netherfield and Scotland 
Road were threatened by the bulldozers and shared a mutual adversary in the Liverpool 
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Corporation Housing Committee.  Moreover, with the decline of the docks ‘eroding life in 
the district’29, it was more important than ever to establish some degree of working-class 
solidarity.  As Belchem puts it, ‘Liverpool could not afford internal divisions.’30 
Prior to the mid-twentieth century, two separate identities had existed in Liverpool, both 
regarding the other as ‘the enemy’.  It was only when a new joint identity emerged that 
hostility really began to subside.  As the inhabitants of the city relocated, the city slumped in 
economic fortune and a social class paradigm displaced the existing ethno-religious 
framework. Despite the city’s downturn, the city’s two football teams became key 
repositories of loyalty and red and blue began to eclipse green and orange, amid broader 
societal processes of secularism, even if the outright repudiation of religion was less marked 
in Liverpool.   
Even in twenty first century Liverpool, the legacy of the Green and Orange divide is still 
evident.  Phrases like, ‘dirty, black, protestant liar’31 survive to this day, although are now 
said more in jest, than with any real ferocity or ill feeling.  In October 2011, a sizeable (1,500 
strong) procession took place in Liverpool to commemorate the thirtieth anniversary of the 
republican hunger strikes, organised by Cairde na h’Eireann.32  Later that day, Liverpool’s 
faction of the 32 County Sovereignty Movement (allegedly linked to the Real IRA) launched 
their own (much smaller) parade in the city.  These rallies, coupled with the small loyalist 
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counter demonstrations that took place33, indicated that Liverpool remained a city in which 
Irish constitutional issues continued to provoke at least some political interest.  
During 2012, three ‘Irish’ marches were targeted by far-right and Loyalist groups.34  Over a 
century after major rioting between the Protestant British and Catholic Irish had disfigured 
Liverpool, sectarian issues (although the label of sectarian is contentious) continued to 
figure.  In July 2013, a front page headline article in the Liverpool Echo, carried a message 
from Liverpool’s elected Mayor, Joe Anderson, which ‘urged the city’s Irish-related marchers 
to calm down or face restrictions”’.35  
The contentious parades of the early twenty-first century were different, however, from the 
Catholic versus Protestant battles of old.  Orange marches were no longer attacked by 
Catholics.  Republican marchers eschewed religious affiliations and were met with chants of 
‘No Surrender to the IRA’, which had replaced cries of ‘No Popery’.  Although Liverpool 
loyalists dominated the protests against republican parades, these tensions were anti-Irish 
and, in particular, anti-Irish republican, rather than anti-Catholic.36  Unlike other English 
cities, Liverpool remained exceptional in playing host to contentious Irish questions over 
150 years after the waves of Irish immigration.  Yet this was not a return to the ‘bad old’ 
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sectarian days which engendered widespread community sentiment, but more an 
outworking of residual Irish issues which did not excite many beyond a hard-core few. 
In 1996, Tony Birtill, in the one article which comes close to explaining sectarian decline in 
Liverpool, declared: 
Numerous forces led to this change: a general decline in interest in religion as a 
political issue, shared experiences of all sections of the community during World War 
II, slum clearances and rehousing, all helped to increase working-class unity and 
advance the cause of labour. Soccer, a divisive force in Scotland, helped bring people 
together in Liverpool with Everton FC and Liverpool FC enjoying support from both 
Catholics and Protestants.37 
 
This research has found that all these point have pertinence, but in closing, it is argued that 
the most important factors were a change in attitudes towards theology, coupled with the 
development of a common identity, the new ‘religion’ of which became football.  Most 
people on Merseyside still identify as ‘Christian’, but with an attitude that ‘Christians 
worship the same God, who (if one exists) would certainly not pick and choose between 
Protestants and Catholics.38  As early as 1971, Midwinter wrote that, ‘in the heartland of the 
Orange and Papist feud, football became the secular religion of Liverpool.’39  Only a tiny 
minority still somehow try and identify Everton FC as ‘Catholic’ and Liverpool FC as 
‘Protestant’.  As Loughlin puts it,  
I was born in 1948 and I have never, ever seen either team as being partial to either 
denomination.  To me, you’re either an Evertonian or a Liverpudlian.  I never saw it 
as a Catholic or Protestant thing.  I mean we’ve got a mixed family.  We’ve got some 
who are Evertonians and some who are Liverpudlians, but we’re all Catholics.  It was 
just who you chose to support.40 
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This, in some ways, says it all.  Today, on Merseyside, a ‘mixed’ family means Blue and Red, 
not Orange and Green.  Sectarianism remains a significant memory for older generations in 
Liverpool, its consignment to history part of a complex, multi-faceted process of shifting 
identity, class politics, housing policy, and secularism, the interplay of which has banished  
the divisions which for so long prevailed. 
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Appendices 
Appendices 1.1 – 1.2: Tables portraying the proportion of faith schools in cities/ local 
authorities, per capita of population and in relation to the overall number of schools/ 
colleges (Primary, Secondary, 16 – 18, Special, and Academies) in that locality:  
Data from: 
http://www.education.gov.uk/schools/performance/ 
http://data.london.gov.uk/datastorefiles/documents/2011-census-first-results.pdf  
http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/taxonomy/index.html?nscl=Population  
http://www.theguardian.com/uk/datablog/2012/jul/16/2011-census-results-data  
Last accessed 25th April 2014. 
Appendices 2.1 – 2.11: Articles provided by Roy Hughes - Approximate publication dates 
1960 – 1974.   
Appendices 3.1 – 3.8: Examples of Protestant Party election material, provided by Roy 
Hughes. 
Appendix 4.1 – 4.2: 4.1 is a flyer from 1957, advertising various processions organised by 
the Bootle Province of the Orange Institution, provided by Bootle L.O.L.  Article 4.2 was 
provided by an academic colleague it is believed to have been published in the Irish Post in 
1996. 
Appendices 5.1 – 5.2: Cartoons from the Liverpool Catholic Herald, 1909, ridiculing 
Orangemen and Anglican missionary work. 
Appendices 6.1 – 6.3: Examples of how the Irish were depicted by Punch magazine in the 
nineteenth and early twentieth century.  More illustrations can be found at 
http://punch.photoshelter.com/gallery/-/G0000tcWkXyP4OHo/ last accessed 12th 
September, 2013. 
Appendix 7.1: Twelfth of July Orange parade - newspaper attendance estimates. 
Appendix 8.1 – 8.2: Orange lodge numbers in Liverpool and Bootle Province. 
Appendix 9.1 – 9.2: Example of Orange Order Questionnaire. 
Appendix 10.1 – 10.6: Results of Orange Order Questionnaire. 
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Appendix 1.1: ‘Faith School’ analysis, Cities and Local Authorities in England. 
City/ Local 
Authority 
Number of 
schools/ 
colleges 
Number of 
‘faith schools’ 
Percentage of 
‘faith schools’ 
to number of 
schools/ 
colleges 
Population Number of 
faith schools 
per capita of 
population 
Birmingham 535 107 20% 1,073,000 0.0099 
Leeds 298 68 22.8% 751,500 0.0090 
Sheffield 216 34 15.7% 552,700 0.0061 
Manchester 224 68 30.4% 503,100 0.0135 
Liverpool 185 73 39.5% 466,400 0.0156 
Bristol 172 27 15.7% 428,200 0.0063 
Croydon 
(London)* 
154 23 14.9% 363,400 0.0063 
Barnet 
(London)* 
164 42 25.6% 356,400 0.0117 
Ealing 
(London)* 
112 13 11.6% 338,400 0.0038 
Newcastle-
upon-Tyne 
105 24 22.9% 280,200 0.0085 
 
*Biggest three London boroughs, in terms of population, according to the 2011 census. 
 
Appendix 1.2: ‘Faith School’ analysis, Merseyside and Liverpool City Regions. 
Region Number of 
schools/ 
colleges 
Number of 
‘faith schools’ 
Percentage of 
‘faith schools’ 
to number of 
schools/ 
colleges 
Population Number of 
faith schools 
per capita of 
population 
Liverpool 185 73 39.5% 466,400 0.0156 
Wirral 135 35 25.9% 319,000 0.0109 
Sefton 110 49 44.5% 273,800 0.0178 
St Helens 71 33 46.5% 175,300 0.0188 
Knowsley 68 32 47.1% 145,900 0.0219 
Halton 77 23 29.9% 125,800 0.0182 
Merseyside: 
total 
646 245 37.9% 1,506,200 0.0162 
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Appendix 7.1: 
Year of 
parade 
Parade Location 1st Newspaper’s 
Attendance 
Estimate 
2nd Newspaper’s 
Attendance 
Estimate 
Highest Estimate 
1819 Liverpool [M] 90#  90 
1820 Liverpool [M] 90#  90 
1842 Liverpool [H] 2,000#  2,000 
1844 Kidderminster [C] 20,000#  20,000 
1845 Newton le Willows [S] 2,000#  2,000 
1850 Liverpool [T] 200  200 
1851 Liverpool [M] 2,000 – 3,000#  3,000 
1854  [CH] 1,300 – 1,400#  1,400 
1859  [H] 20,000#  20,000 
1860 West Derby [M] 300-400  400 
1870 Dingle [P] 16,000 [6,000 
participants, 10,000 
supporters] 
[C] 9,000 [3,000 
participants, 
6,000 supporters] 
16,000 
1876 Knowsley [MA] 7,000 - 8,000 
Orangemen and 
60,000 – 80,000 
‘supporters’# 
 88,000 
1880 Hale Park [P] 150,000 [C] ‘at least 
100,000’ 
150,000 
1885 Hooton Park [P] 8,000  8,000 
1886 Zoological Gardens [P] 5,000  5,000 
1890 Halton Castle [P] ‘not more than 
3,000’ 
 3,000 
1900 Buckley [P] 3,000 [M] 3,000 3,000 
1905 Wirral Park [P] 10,000  10,000 
1909 Pemberton [M] 12,500  12,500 
1910 Southport [P&M] 15,000 [E] 5,000 15,000 
1912 Bebington [F] 15,000~  15,000 
1920 Barnston [E] 6,000 - 7,000 [P] 6,000* 7,000 
1921 New Brighten [E] 12,000 - 14,000*  14,000 
1922 Knowsley Park [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1923 New Brighten  [P] 12,000*  12,000 
1924 Knowsley Park [P] 16,000*  16,000 
1925 New Brighten [P] 7,000*  7,000 
1926 Upholland [P] 12,000 – 
13,000* 
 13,000 
1927 Knowsley Park  [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1928 Upholland [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1929 New Brighten & 
Southport 
[P] 20,000* [V] ‘Several 
Thousand’ 
20,000 
1930 Southport [E] 10,000 [P] 10,000* 10,000 
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1931 Southport [P] 30,000*  30,000 
1932 Southport [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1934 Southport [P] 20,000*  20,000 
1935 New Brighten [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1936 New Brighten [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1937 New Brighten [P] 12,000*  12,000 
1938 Southport [P] 10,000*  10,000 
1939 Southport [E] ‘Several 
Thousand’ 
[V] ‘Several 
Thousand’ 
‘Several thousand’ 
[Not presented 
numerically] 
1940 N/A [E] ‘No Procession’  N/A 
1949 Southport [V] 20,000  20,000 
1950 Southport [V] 20,000 [E] 17,000 20,000 
1951 Southport [E] 20,000  20,000 
1955 Southport [P] 30,000  30,000 
1960 Southport [V] 10,000 [E] 30,000 30,000 
1965 Southport [P] 10,000  10,000 
1970 Southport [V] 12,000  12,000 
1971 Southport [E] 10,000  10,000 
1975 Southport [P] 20,000  20,000 
1980 Southport [V] 20,000 [11,000 
from Merseyside] 
[E] 20,000 20,000 
1985 Southport [P] 20,000  20,000 
1990 Southport [E] 5,000 [P] 5,000 5,000 
1994 Southport [E] 2,000 – 2,500  2,500 
1998 Southport [E] 5,000  5,000 
1999 Southport [E] 5,000 - 6,000  6,000 
2000 Southport [E] ‘Hundreds’ [P] ‘Hundreds’ ‘Hundreds’ 
[Presented numerically as 
1,000] 
2010 Southport [V] 3,000 [E] 4,000 4,000 
2011 Southport [E] ‘Huge Crowds’ [V] ‘Thousands’ ‘Thousands’ [not 
presented numerically] 
2012 Southport [E] 3,000 [V] 3,000  3,000 
2013 Southport [E] 5,000 – 6,000 [V] 5,000 – 6,000 6,000 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key: 
* Figure and source cited by Bullough, O. 1990 
# Figure and source cited by Neal, F. 1988 
~ Figure and source cited by Smith, J. 1984 
Newspaper Key: C = Daily Courier, CH = Liverpool Chronicle, E = Liverpool Echo, F = Liverpool 
Forward, H = Liverpool Herald, M = Liverpool Mercury, MA = Liverpool Mail, P = Liverpool Daily Post, P & M 
= Liverpool Post and Mercury, S = Liverpool Standard, T = Liverpool Times, V = Southport Visitor 
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Appendix 8.1: 
Number of Orange lodges in Liverpool Province: 
Year Number of lodges Source 
1815 1 Neal.1988.40 
1830 3 Ibid 
1835 13 Ibid70 
1845 25 Ibid 71 
1885 78 Ibid 185 
1909 156 Liverpool Weekly Mercury – July 
17th, 1909 
1915 197 MacRaild. 2002/3. 103 
1951 187 Day. 2011. 98 
1959 178 Orange Order: Bootle Province 
1962 165 Day.2011. 98 
1974 177 Ibid [23 new lodges owing to 
the addition of two new 
districts in Speke and Kirkby] 
2013 91 Orange Order: Bootle Province 
 
Appendix 8.2: 
Number of Orange lodges in Bootle Province: 
Year Number of lodges Source 
1959 32 Orange Order: Bootle Province 
2013 14 Orange Order: Bootle Province 
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Appendix 10.1: 
Results of Orange Institution Questionnaire: all ages 
‘Section A’ results: ‘Why has Orangeism declined in Liverpool?’ 
All 1st and 2nd preferences (492 selections)41 
Loss of interest by younger members 112 22.8% 
Factional splits 73 14.8% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 71 14.4% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 55 11.2% 
General apathy 66 13.4% 
Relative decline in religious observation 115 23.4% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Section B’ results: ‘Please rank in order the most important aspects of your identity’   
All 1st and 2nd preferences (464 selections) 
Protestant 166 35.8% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 89 19.2% 
English 107 23% 
British 88 19% 
European 14 3% 
 
‘Section C’ results: ‘What football team do you support/ feel most affiliated to?’ 
(235 selections) 
Everton FC 64 27.2% 
Liverpool FC 99 42.1% 
Rangers FC 51 21.7% 
Other 6 2.6% 
None 15 6.4% 
                                                             
41 The instructions of the questionnaire were seldom observed, hence a larger ratio of preferences than sum of 
sample.  Calculations come to more than 430, as many respondents gave more than one ‘1st’ or ‘2nd’ choice.  
All choices are represented. 
42 Calculations come to less than 215 as questionnaires which indicated more than one ‘1st’ preference were 
discounted.  This was also the case for any questionnaire which did not provide a ‘clear 1
st
 preference’ 
215 respondents: 
25 or below 35 
26 – 49 79 
50 or above 81 
No age provided 21 
  
Only clear 1st preferences (159 selections)42 
Loss of interest by younger members 47 29.6% 
Factional splits 20 12.6% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 24 15.1% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 10 6.2% 
General apathy 18 11.3% 
Relative decline in religious observation 40 25.2% 
Only clear 1st preferences (161 selections) 
Protestant 95 59% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 28 17.4% 
English 20 12.4% 
British 13 8.1% 
European 5 3.1% 
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Appendix 10.2: 
Results of Orange Institution Questionnaire: 25 or below 
 
‘Section A’ results: ‘Why has Orangeism declined in Liverpool?’ 
All 1st and 2nd preferences (76 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 17 22.4% 
Factional splits 8 10.5% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 9 11.8% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 12 15.8% 
General apathy 11 14.5% 
Relative decline in religious observation 19 25% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Section B’ results: ‘Please rank in order the most important aspects of your identity’   
All 1st and 2nd preferences (67 selections) 
Protestant 22 32.8% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 15 22.4% 
English 18 26.9% 
British 12 17.9% 
European 0 0% 
 
‘Section C’ results: ‘What football team do you support/ feel most affiliated to?’ 
( 36 selections) 
Everton FC 13 36.1% 
Liverpool FC 18 50% 
Rangers FC 3 8.3% 
Other 1 2.8% 
None 1 2.8% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Only clear 1st preferences (28 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 8 28.6% 
Factional splits 5 17.9% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 2 7% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 0 0% 
General apathy 5 17.9% 
Relative decline in religious observation 8 28.6% 
Only clear 1st preferences ( 32 selections) 
Protestant 14 43.7% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 8 25% 
English 7 21.9% 
British 3 9.4% 
European 0 0% 
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Appendix 10.3: 
Results of Orange Institution Questionnaire: 26 – 49 
 
‘Section A’ results: ‘Why has Orangeism declined in Liverpool?’ 
All 1st and 2nd preferences (177 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 50 28.3% 
Factional splits 19 10.7% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 17 9.6% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 16 9% 
General apathy 23 13% 
Relative decline in religious observation 52 29.4% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Section B’ results: ‘Please rank in order the most important aspects of your identity’   
All 1st and 2nd preferences (166 selections) 
Protestant 58 34.9% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 39 23.5% 
English 38 22.9% 
British 26 15.7% 
European 5 3% 
 
‘Section C’ results: ‘What football team do you support/ feel most affiliated to?’ 
( 86 selections) 
Everton FC 26 30.2% 
Liverpool FC 35 40.7% 
Rangers FC 18 20.9% 
Other 3 3.5% 
None 4 4.7% 
 
 
 
 
 
Only clear 1st preferences (63 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 30 47.6% 
Factional splits 6 9.5% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 1 1.6% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 1 1.6% 
General apathy 5 7.9% 
Relative decline in religious observation 20 31.7% 
Only clear 1st preferences (66  selections) 
Protestant 35 53% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 15 22.7% 
English 6 9.1% 
British 7 10.6% 
European 3 4.5% 
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Appendix 10.4: 
Results of Orange Institution Questionnaire: 50 plus 
 
‘Section A’ results: ‘Why has Orangeism declined in Liverpool?’ 
All 1st and 2nd preferences (191  selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 34 17.8% 
Factional splits 37 19.4% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 40 20.9% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 22 11.5% 
General apathy 22 11.5% 
Relative decline in religious observation 36 18.8% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Section B’ results: ‘Please rank in order the most important aspects of your identity’   
All 1st and 2nd preferences (185 selections) 
Protestant 73 39.5% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 29 15.7% 
English 40 21.6% 
British 38 20.5% 
European 5 2.7% 
 
‘Section C’ results: ‘What football team do you support/ feel most affiliated to?’ 
(89 selections) 
Everton FC 19 21.3% 
Liverpool FC 35 39.3% 
Rangers FC 26 29.2% 
Other 2 2.2% 
None 7 7.9% 
 
 
 
 
Only clear 1st preferences (56 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 8 14.5% 
Factional splits 7 12.5% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 18 32.1% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 4 7.1% 
General apathy 7 12.5% 
Relative decline in religious observation 12 21.4% 
Only clear 1st preferences (53  selections) 
Protestant 38 71.7% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 4 7.5% 
English 6 11.3% 
British 3 5.7% 
European 2 3.8% 
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Appendix 10.5: 
Results of Orange Institution Questionnaire: No age provided 
 
‘Section A’ results: ‘Why has Orangeism declined in Liverpool?’ 
All 1st and 2nd preferences (48 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 11 22.9% 
Factional splits 9 18.8% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 5 10.4% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 5 10.4% 
General apathy 10 20.8% 
Relative decline in religious observation 8 16.7% 
 
 
 
 
 
 
‘Section B’ results: ‘Please rank in order the most important aspects of your identity’   
All 1st and 2nd preferences (46 selections) 
Protestant 13 28.3% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 6 13% 
English 11 23.9% 
British 12 26.1% 
European 4 8.7% 
 
‘Section C’ results: ‘What football team do you support/ feel most affiliated to?’ 
(24 selections) 
Everton FC 6 25% 
Liverpool FC 11 45.8% 
Rangers FC 4 16.7% 
Other 0 0% 
None 3 12.5% 
 
 
 
 
 
Only clear 1st preferences (7 selections) 
Loss of interest by younger members 1 14.3% 
Factional splits 2 28.6% 
Slum Clearance (1960s) 3 42.9% 
Reduction in family size & population decline 0 0% 
General apathy 1 14.3% 
Relative decline in religious observation 0 0% 
Only clear 1st preferences ( 10  selections) 
Protestant 8 80% 
Scouse/ Liverpudlian 1 10% 
English 1 10% 
British 0 0% 
European 0 0% 
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Appendix 10.6: 
‘Other’ comments in ‘Section A’ on the decline of Orangeism: 
Age of 
respondent 
Location/ District 
of respondent 
Respondent’s comment 
17 Southport “The violence which can be caused puts others off participating” 
24 Bootle “Lack of understanding about its history” 
28 Fazakerly “Younger people need to show more interest” 
31 Anfield “The running of the Orange Order.  The divides that are put in 
place by the higher authority” 
40  “Breakup of the Orange Order due to split in 80s between the 
Orange Order and the Independent Order” 
41 South [Liverpool] “Marriage into other religions” 
44  “Too many leaders looking after their own interests” 
49 Croxteth “Mixed marriage” 
50  “Pressure from the rest of society” 
51 Bootle “Schools teach too much about foreign religions” 
53 Walton “The younger people don’t want to get involved anymore.  Back 
in the 70s – 80s you automatically went into the Order from 
babies because of your own family” 
59 Anfield “Society has changed, making things like the Orange Order, 
Unions etc less important” 
60 Everton “Older generation dying off” 
61 Bootle “Underestimated the feelings of younger members (20-30 year 
olds)” 
 
 
 
 
